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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 51 
 52 
Vehicle-Grid Integration (VGI) represents a form of distributed energy resource (DER) that enables plug-53 
in electric vehicles (EVs) to interact with the electric grid in a variety of new ways to provide economic 54 
and environmental benefits to ratepayers, EV owners, businesses, utilities and other load-serving 55 
entities, and the power grid itself.  A large number of different VGI “use cases” are possible by which EVs 56 
charge or discharge, depending on customer types, services provided, charging levels, locations, times of 57 
day, operational parameters, price signals, control signals, ownership, and institutional arrangements. 58 
 59 
The VGI Working Group met from August 2019 to June 2020 to develop actionable perspectives on 60 
which VGI use cases can provide value, which policies can be employed to accelerate VGI and capture 61 
those values, and how VGI can be considered relative to other DERs. 62 
 63 
The Working Group, building on past VGI initiatives, first developed and refined an innovative 64 
framework and methodology for assessing VGI use cases that distinguishes use cases by sector (e.g., 65 
residential single-family and multi-unit dwelling; commercial workplace, destination, and commute; bus 66 
and truck fleets; and rideshare), by application (e.g., customer bill management, customer backup, 67 
customer renewable self-generation, system grid upgrade deferrals, system real-time energy, and 68 
system resource/generation adequacy), by approach (both direct managed charging and indirect 69 
(passive) responses to time-varying rates or other grid conditions), by type (either V1G or V2G), and by 70 
whether the EV and charging equipment are owned by the same or different entities and whether the 71 
behavior of those entities is aligned (unified vs. fragmented and aligned vs. misaligned). Many use cases 72 
are also defined as allowing VGI to support higher degrees of renewable energy integration with the grid 73 
and overall GHG reduction. 74 
 75 
The Working Group then employed this framework to determine which VGI use cases can potentially 76 
provide value in the short-term to 2022, which use cases might provide value in the longer-term, and 77 
assessed relative costs, benefits, and ease of implementation of each use case. The Working Group 78 
examined and screened over 2500 potential use cases in terms of technological feasibility, market rules, 79 
customer preferences, and data availability. For use cases that passed this screening, an extensive 80 
scoring process was conducted among all participants of the Working Group to score, on relative scales, 81 
the benefits, costs, and ease of implementation of the use cases. The end result was a defined set of 310 82 
unique use cases that the Working Group deemed could provide short-term value. 83 
 84 
The conclusion of the Working Group was that all 310 use cases that passed screening and received a 85 
full or partial benefit score should be considered as “able to provide value now.” Participants said no 86 
scored use case should be excluded, since all scored use cases indicated at least some benefit. At the 87 
same time, the Working Group also defined a number of narrower subsets of these use cases considered 88 
higher-value, favorable, or important to target through policy support. These subsets cover the full 89 
spectrum of residential, commercial, and fleet sectors; customer and system applications, and (active) 90 
direct managed charging vs. indirect (passive) responses to time-varying rates or other grid conditions.  91 
 92 
The group of 310 use cases includes 63 residential-sector, 85 commercial workplace, 63 rideshare, 16 93 
public commute, and 75 medium- and heavy-duty vehicle fleet use cases.  About one-third of the 310 94 
use cases are for customer applications and two-thirds are for system applications.  About one-third are 95 
indirect and two-thirds are direct.  About three-quarters are V1G and one-quarter are V2G. 96 
 97 
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Early on in the Working Group, participants decided to clearly distinguish between customer 98 
applications and system applications, and between light-duty vehicles (LDVs) and medium- and heavy-99 
duty vehicles (MHDVs).  The results of the Working Group are presented in a manner that reflect both of 100 
these distinctions. And while LDVs were scored with few technology variations, MHDV fleet use cases 101 
were scored for a range of specific vehicle types and charging regimes, including transit buses, school 102 
buses, small trucks, and large trucks. However, the Working Group also noted that MHDVs should not be 103 
treated separately by policy, but rather as an overlay of unique considerations for policy actions that can 104 
apply equally to LDVs and MHDVs, such as commercial rates, interconnection, and aggregation.  105 
 106 
The Working Group solicited policy recommendations from all participants and after an extensive 107 
process of clarification and consolidation, ended up with 109 discrete recommendations in 11 108 
categories. The Working Group then conducted a survey of participants on these 109 recommendations, 109 
asking responders to rate their agreement whether a policy would support VGI in California, whether 110 
the recommendation as written was clear and actionable, and how relevant was it to the participant’s 111 
own organization. Responses to the survey provided a wealth of perspectives on the policy 112 
recommendations, including over 9,000 individual ratings and 1,200 individual text comments. The 113 
CPUC also commented on which of the 109 recommendations were similar to or covered by policy 114 
action already underway.  115 
 116 
The Working Group was able to put forward 31 “strong agreement” policy recommendations for the 117 
short-term through 2022, based upon the survey responses and CPUC comments. These short-term 118 
recommendations would support virtually all of 103 “above median” (highly scored) use cases that 119 
Working Group participants scored as above median for benefits, costs, and ease of implementation, 120 
plus many other use cases that also could provide value for both the short-term and longer-term to 121 
2030.  And conversely, there were no “above median” use cases not supported by at least some of the 122 
“strong agreement” policy recommendations.   123 
 124 
The short-term strong-agreement recommendations address time-varying retail rates; utility programs 125 
and incentives; wholesale market rules; pilots and other commercialization programs; market data and 126 
information about costs and benefits; technical standards; market education; interagency consistency; 127 
bi-directional grid interactions (V2G); and use of VGI for backup, local microgrids, and resiliency of 128 
power supplies. There are also a further 25 short-term recommendations in all of these categories with 129 
less-strong agreement or a divergence of agreement nevertheless still valuable for policy-maker 130 
consideration. 131 
 132 
There were also 28 medium-term and 3 long-term policy recommendations put forth that could support 133 
many other potential use cases able to provide value in the longer-term to 2030.  There was strong 134 
agreement in survey responses for many of these longer-term recommendations. Although the Working 135 
Group did not assess use cases able to provide value in the longer-term, the screening exercise to 136 
identify use cases providing short-term value resulted in over 1000 individual screening comments that 137 
could be employed to help identify use cases providing longer-term value as well. Since the Working 138 
Group was only scoped to identify short-term use cases providing value, further work would be needed 139 
to assess these use cases. The extensive materials generated by the Working Group are available for this 140 
purpose. 141 
 142 
The Working Group recommends three approaches to comparing VGI with other DERs:  quantitative 143 
cost-benefit comparisons, qualitative comparisons, and use-case-based comparisons. The Working 144 
Group did not attempt to identify, assess, or endorse any quantitative studies, given time and expertise 145 
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limitations.  One next step would be to establish the criteria that should be used for selecting, assessing, 146 
and utilizing such studies, including the relevance to California.  And participants noted methodological 147 
issues, including the need for better cost information, the need for a consistent set of shared 148 
assumptions for benefits from the same service utilizing VGI vs. other DERs, and prioritizing net value. 149 
 150 
Participants supported making qualitative comparisons of VGI vs. other DERs in terms of characteristics 151 
like location, applications, size, ownership, and equipment and contractual lifetimes. They developed 152 
one such example comparison of VGI with a stationary battery. Participants also supported use-case-153 
based comparisons, in which VGI and other DER use cases could be compared and possibly scored for 154 
benefits, costs, and ease of implementation in the same manner as the VGI use case assessments were 155 
done in the Working Group, focusing on the sector, application, and direct vs. indirect dimensions. 156 
 157 
Some participants said quantitative comparisons and cost-effectiveness for VGI should be de-158 
emphasized in favor of focusing on policies for leveling the playing field and prioritizing policies for 159 
managed charging. Most participants believed that in understanding the true value of VGI, policy-160 
makers should compare future scenarios of different levels of managed charging through VGI, compared 161 
to baseline situations of unmanaged charging without VGI. They also emphasized that the value VGI, as 162 
one type of DER, can come from complementary roles with other DERs, and that these complementary 163 
roles need further understanding when making comparisons between VGI and other DERs. 164 
 165 
Participants noted the potentially ubiquitous nature of VGI potential across all customers and 166 
businesses, given the acceleration of EV adoption. And participants noted the unique role of VGI in 167 
fostering EV adoption, including how the value (and cost) of VGI can greatly leverage the value of the 168 
EVs themselves, in comparison with counting the full investment costs of other DERs. Likewise, charging 169 
providers noted that VGI enhances the value of charging infrastructure investments they are already 170 
making. VGI is also a unique and effective convening umbrella or venue for fostering collaboration 171 
among all players in the electric power and EV and charging industries. 172 
 173 
Detailed information on policy recommendations and results of use case screening and scoring is 174 
contained in an online Policy Recommendation and Use Case Assessment Database of over 8,000 175 
records that enables all participants to continue to assess and draw actionable conclusions and make 176 
connections between policies and use cases, beyond the scope of the present Working Group.  177 
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I. INTRODUCTION 178 
 179 
Today California leads the nation in electric vehicle adoption with over 600,000 on the road, supported 180 
by about 20,000 public charging ports and associated investment in the underlying grid infrastructure. 181 
To realize its vision of a carbon-free economy, California has set a target of 5 million zero-emission 182 
vehicles on the road by 2030 and 250,000 charging ports in service by 2030. 183 
 184 
Fueling millions of electric vehicles (EV) is both a challenge and an opportunity for California’s grid and 185 
customers. The California Independent System Operator, California Energy Commission, California Air 186 
Resources Board, and California Public Utilities Commission (together “CA State Agencies”) have each 187 
invested significant effort to investigate how electric vehicles can be best planned for and best integrate 188 
with the electric grid. 189 
 190 
One key focus of California state agencies has been to understand the most valuable opportunities for 191 
integrating EVs with the grid and determining what that value is.  If charging occurs during existing peak 192 
periods, California may (1) need to invest in new distribution infrastructure, (2) face new grid 193 
operational challenges, and (3) see increased emissions from the electric sector. Furthermore, left 194 
unmanaged, EV load could introduce new peaks. Conversely, avoiding this peak and instead charging 195 
during times that are optimal to both the customer and the grid presents an opportunity. If electric 196 
vehicle load can be managed or vehicles can be configured to export power to the grid, new investment, 197 
operational challenges and emission increases can be avoided, all while reducing emissions from the 198 
transportation sector and providing new, more affordable mobility. 199 
 200 
This opportunity has been called Vehicle Grid Integration (VGI). VGI can include a range of solutions, 201 
from passive interventions such as electric time-of-use rates which give customers pricing signals to 202 
incentivize or disincentivize charging during specific time windows, to active solutions that directly 203 
modulate the vehicle’s charge or discharge into the grid. VGI has the potential to provide a wide range 204 
of benefits, including to the customers, electricity ratepayers, their electricity service providers, grid 205 
operators and the overall environment and society. 206 
 207 
However, significant challenges remain in understanding the value of VGI, as well as the best means and 208 
strategies to capture that value. Challenges include understanding the costs of achieving VGI, engaging 209 
customers in VGI programs, and organizing the data needed to analyze and pursue VGI. 210 
 211 
To date, evaluations of VGI opportunities have focused on the benefits of VGI, without looking at the 212 
costs. This benefits-only valuation approach has been a powerful first step to identify the potential of 213 
VGI, but without understanding the costs, the industry cannot understand the full value or net benefit of 214 
VGI, making it difficult to move forward with cost-effective and scalable VGI solutions. Some questions 215 
remain unanswered for a wide range of use-cases, such as whether it is more cost-effective to prepare 216 
for EV load using traditional infrastructure upgrades versus VGI techniques  217 
 218 
Another important challenge is engaging customers and the ease of implementing VGI solutions. At 219 
present it is unknown if and to what extent EV customers will enroll and participate in VGI programs. 220 
Electric vehicles remain first and foremost a means of transport for customers. Their willingness to think 221 
of and use their vehicle to pursue cost savings or societal benefits is not a foregone conclusion. 222 
 223 
Finally, efforts to model VGI value to-date have been plagued by a lack of organized, easily accessible 224 
and available data. As a result, valuation assessments have incorporated a significant amount of 225 
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uncertainty. And past studies on VGI value have used different valuation frameworks and terms, making 226 
it difficult to compare across results, and harder for the industry to communicate effectively. 227 
 228 
A definition of VGI is given in California’s SB676, which defines VGI as follows: 229 
 230 

“Electric vehicle grid integration” means any method of altering the time, charging level, or 231 
location at which grid-connected electric vehicles charge or discharge, in a manner that 232 
optimizes plug-in electric vehicle interaction with the electrical grid and provides net benefits to 233 
ratepayers by doing any of the following: (A) Increasing electrical grid asset utilization; (B) 234 
Avoiding otherwise necessary distribution infrastructure upgrades; (C) Integrating renewable 235 
energy resources; (D) Reducing the cost of electricity supply; (E) Offering reliability services 236 
consistent with Section 380 or the Independent System Operator tariff" 237 
 238 

VGI can provide many benefits (see Figure 1).  This includes lowering total ownership costs for PEV 239 
owners and fleet operators by providing additional revenue streams, reducing costs to electric 240 
ratepayers by limiting congestion on existing distribution infrastructure, the need for new fossil 241 
generation resources, and costly distribution system upgrades; supporting further decarbonization of 242 
the electric sector by avoiding curtailment of renewables and providing grid services; and accelerating 243 
reduction of carbon and criteria pollutant emissions from the transportation sector.   244 
 245 
Providing additional value to motivate EV purchases is a critical outcome of efforts to promote VGI; as 246 
are providing resiliency including allowing vulnerable people to remain safely at home if they lose grid 247 
power. There are clear resiliency benefits for the residential sector in particular, given the ability of an 248 
EV in V2H use cases to provide PSPS resiliency.  249 
 250 
Further, the value of VGI is incremental to the value of the EVs themselves.  That is, the investment in an 251 
EV yields transportation and fuel cost benefits regardless of VGI, and the added or incremental costs of 252 
VGI given that EVs already exist leverages the huge existing investment in EV storage capacity. This 253 
includes leveraging the significant spans of time when vehicles are otherwise idle.   254 
 255 
VGI is also a unique and effective convening umbrella or venue for fostering collaboration between all 256 
players in the industry.  Automakers, utilities, charging providers, and others come together to ensure 257 
successful transportation electrification.  These players acting independently or in isolation will not be 258 
sufficient, and VGI is an optimal venue for bringing them together. 259 
 260 
Transportation electrification without VGI risks being less clean, less affordable, less resilient, and less 261 
simple than it could be. Therefore, VGI should be proactively and thoughtfully included in transportation 262 
electrification strategies, plans, programs, and projects. 263 
 264 
 265 
[Gridworks note:  this first-cut introduction has borrowed liberally from the Gridworks 2017 paper 266 
"Evaluating Vehicle-Grid Integration Opportunities,” along with some of the conclusions from Section VI 267 
of this VGI Final Report on DER comparisons.  Gridworks will revise and refine based on WG feedback.] 268 
 269 
  270 
  271 
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Figure 1:  VGI Benefits Framework 272 
 273 

  274 

 

Figure 2: 2017 Working Group VGI Benefits Framework, Updated by Gridworks  
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II. WORKING GROUP PROCESS AND OUTCOMES 275 
 276 
 277 
As part of California’s continuing policy-making efforts for accelerating the adoption of electric vehicles 278 
(EVs) and for realizing the multiple benefits of EVs, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) 279 
instituted in 2018 an Order Instituting Rulemaking (OIR) to Continue the Development of Rates and 280 
Infrastructure for Vehicle Electrification (R.18-12-006). An associated May 2, 2019 Scoping Ruling and 281 
Memo ordered a new interagency, multi-stakeholder Vehicle-Grid Integration (VGI) Working Group to 282 
focus on identifying the costs and benefits of VGI use cases, tied to the goals set forth in the 2018 OIR. 283 
 284 
The Working Group was tasked to evaluate managed charging and demand-response use cases 285 
(commonly referred to as V1G), as well as use cases in which vehicle batteries discharge stored energy 286 
back onto the grid (vehicle-to-grid or V2G). As directed in the R.18-12-006 Scoping Ruling, the scope of 287 
the Working Group was to, at a minimum, cover the following topics: 288 
 289 

(a) What VGI use cases can provide value now, and how can that value be captured? 290 
(b) What policies need to be changed or adopted to allow additional use cases to be deployed in 291 
the future?  292 
(c) How does the value of VGI use cases compare to other storage or DER? 293 
 294 

The VGI Working Group spent nine months, from August 19, 2019 to May 15, 2020 developing, 295 
discussing, and converging on answers to these three scoped PUC questions. In getting to answers, 296 
participants mostly agreed, but also identified areas of disagreement and these are documented in this 297 
report. 298 
 299 
Over this period the Working Group proceeded in four distinct stages (Table 1).  The process and 300 
outcomes of each stage are detailed in Annexes 1-4. The Working Group produced a great wealth of 301 
information, comments, and recommendations, along with first-of-its-kind crowd-sourced assessment 302 
data on use cases and policy recommendations. A broad range of experts and stakeholders contributed 303 
to use case assessment, including group-based and individual-based use-case screening and scoring, and 304 
a survey on the policy recommendations. 305 
 306 
The outputs of the Working Group are contained in this report, but there are a great number of 307 
supplementary documents and information in spreadsheets that have been compiled into one 308 
comprehensive online database that supplements this report.  The Policy Recommendations and Use 309 
Case Assessment Database includes all of the submitted and refined policy recommendations with 310 
supporting details and supplemental document attachments, the results of the survey on policy 311 
recommendations, all of the submitted and screened use cases including screening comments, and all of 312 
the use-case scoring results including scoring comments. 313 
 314 
During the course of the Working Group, the CPUC assumed further responsibilities with regard to SB 315 
676 and charting and developing VGI policy in California to 2030, as did other agencies as well.  Although 316 
the Working Group was tasked with use case assessment for the short-term, the broader mandate of 317 
PUC Question (b) on policies allowed the Working Group to think longer-term to 2030, and many of the 318 
policy recommendations described in Section V address the longer-term and are relevant to agency 319 
responsibilities under SB 676. 320 
 321 
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 322 
Table 1:  Four Stages of the VGI Working Group 323 

Stage Dates Outcomes Stage 
Details 

1. Methodology 8/19/19-
10/31/19 

Developed and agreed upon a basic use-case assessment 
methodology for the Working Group to use, along with 
identifying and discussing many additional 
considerations for use case assessment and possible 
methodological enhancements for the future. 

Annex 1 

2. Use case assessment: 
PUC Question (a) 

9/30/19- 
1/30/20 

Identified 1060 distinct use cases that could potentially 
provide value in the short-term (“now”), screened these 
use cases pass or fail in accordance with the agreed 
methodology, scored use cases that passed in terms of 
benefits, costs, and implementability, and put forth 300 
use cases that can provide value now, including several 
“high scoring” or “favorable” subsets. 

Annex 2 

3. Policy recommendations:  
PUC Question (b) 

1/31/20- 
5/15/20 

Developed a set of 109 policy recommendations in 11 
categories. Each recommendation has supporting 
information in terms of what success looks like, relevant 
use cases, lead and supporting agencies, barriers, related 
proceedings, and other notes. Conducted a survey on 
these 109 policy recommendations and received 
responses in terms of importance for VGI in California, 
clarity and action-readiness, and relevance of particular 
recommendations to survey respondents. 

Annex 3 

4. DER comparisons: PUC 
Question (c) 

4/16/20- 
5/15/20 

Established three recommended frameworks for 
conducting comparisons of VGI with DERs, including 
quantitative cost-benefit comparisons, qualitative 
attributes-based comparisons, and use-case-based 
comparisons. The Working Group could not undertake 
such frameworks itself, but puts them forward for 
further PUC action. Also directly addressed the rationale 
for pursuing VGI in relationship to other DERs and 
produced a Working Group consensus statement on the 
value of VGI as a subset of all DERs.   

Annex 4 

 324 
 325 
  326 
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III. USE-CASE ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 327 
 328 
 329 
One of the first tasks of the Working Group was to develop and refine an innovative and comprehensive 330 
framework and methodology for VGI use case assessment that could be used to address use case value 331 
and also provide a foundation for policy recommendations.   332 
 333 
The first version of the methodology reflected the work of a prior “VGI Initiative” among a wide range of 334 
stakeholders that took place over six months in the first half of 2019 and was called “PG&E VGI 335 
Valuation Method.”   This methodology evolved significantly during Stage 1 of the VGI Working Group, 336 
as described in Annex 1.  A revised document, “Updated V2 IOU Joint Proposal on Use-Case Assessment 337 
Methodology” (10/11/2019) reflects this evolution, along with a second document, “IOU Perspective on 338 
VGI Use-case Benefits and Costs” (10/9/2019) which also provided further discussion of methodological 339 
issues.  340 
 341 
Over the course of about four weeks leading up to a full discussion and brainstorming in the September 342 
26, 2019 workshop, and then in subsequent discussions through the end of October 2019, the 343 
methodology document underwent several rounds of revisions. The result was a six-step process that 344 
was followed in Stages 2 and 3 of the Working Group: 345 
 346 
Step 1. Define a VGI Framework 347 
Step 2. Identify Hypothetical Use Cases 348 
Step 3. Screen Out Impractical VGI Use Cases   349 
Step 4. Score VGI Use-Cases’ Potential Benefits, Costs, and Implementability 350 
Step 5. Rank VGI Use-Cases based on Benefits, Costs, and Implementability 351 
Step 6. Make Policy Recommendations 352 
 353 
Step 5 was carried out during Stage 2 as described in the next section.  Step 6 took place during Stage 3 354 
of the Working Group and is elaborated in Section V and Annex 3. The following describes Steps 1-4. 355 
 356 
 357 
Step 1. Define a VGI Framework 358 
 359 
This first step identifies six key dimensions along which VGI use-cases can be designed, and their value 360 
subsequently assessed. The Dimensions are illustrated in Figure 2 and summarized below and in Table 2. 361 
Further details are in the original Joint IOUs Methodology document (10/11/2019). 362 
 363 
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 364 
Figure 2: VGI Valuation Framework 365 
 366 
 367 
Sector: 368 

• Pinpoints where the vehicle is used and charged/discharged 369 
• Could be broadly grouped into residential and commercial categories, or subsets thereof (e.g. 370 

commercial school bus, or commercial public destination) 371 
• Determines the loadshapes – both in “reference” and “optimized” forms – that are to be 372 

associated with the VGI use-case 373 
• Determines the plug-in schedule that is to be associated with the VGI use-case 374 
 375 

Application: 376 
• Refers to the service(s) VGI aims to provide 377 
• Could be broadly grouped into customer-centric and system-centric services 378 
• The prospect of “stacking” these services, and their values, is important and relevant not only 379 

to VGI but also to other DERs such as battery energy storage 380 
 381 

Type: 382 
• Determines the power flow to and/or from the vehicle 383 
• Could be uni-directional (V1G) or bi-directional (V2G) 384 
 385 

Approach:  386 
• Refers to the control mechanism through which the vehicle’s charge and/or discharge is 387 

managed  388 
• Could be either indirect (i.e. passive) or direct (i.e. active).  389 

Reminder: VGI Framework

4Source: Updated V2IOU Joint Proposal for VGI WG, Stage 2, Sub-group A: VGI Valuation Method
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• Fundamentally, indirect (passive) control involves adjusting the EV charge/discharge by 390 
responding to a “signal” only, without prescribing what the charge/discharge adjustment 391 
entails. The receiver of the signal chooses how exactly to respond to that signal, including 392 
possibly not responding at all. The response is measurable (e.g. in terms of kW or kWh).  393 

• On the other hand, direct (active) control involves adjusting the EV charge/discharge by 394 
responding to both a “signal” as well as “dispatching instructions” that prescribes what the 395 
charge/discharge adjustment entails. In this case, the receiver of the signal is provided clear 396 
instructions on the requirements to respond to that signal, and both the “dispatching 397 
instructions” as well as the response are measurable (e.g. in terms of kW or kWh). The 398 
“dispatching instructions” can be passed downstream all the way to the EV/EVSE from a 399 
variety of actors (e.g. system operator, grid operator, load serving entity, service provider, 400 
aggregator, etc.). If the EV/EVSE receives “dispatching instructions” from at least one entity, 401 
the approach shall be considered direct, regardless which entity originated the “dispatching 402 
instructions”.  403 

• For both direct and indirect control, the signal can be economic (e.g. time-of-use price), 404 
environmental (e.g. GHG intensity), or reliability-based (e.g. distribution-grid congestion). 405 
Utility time-of-use rates are a good example of passive control mechanism, whereas Demand 406 
Response programs (based on CAISO market clearing prices) are a good example of active 407 
control mechanism.  408 

• Embedded in this dimension is also the role of aggregation 409 
  410 

Resource Alignment:  411 
• The framework distinguishes between two important actors: “EV actor” is the party that 412 

controls and/or operates the electric vehicle, and “EVSE actor” is the party that controls 413 
and/or operates the electric vehicle charger under the utility meter.  414 

• Based on that, the framework views the EV-EVSE combination as the Resource.  415 
• If the EV and EVSE are controlled and/or operated by the same actor, the EV-EVSE  416 
• Resource is unified. Alternatively, if the EV and EVSE are controlled and/or operated by  417 
• different actors, the EV-EVSE Resource is fragmented.  418 
• Furthermore, if the EV actor and EVSE actor are aligned in their intentions and actions, the EV-419 

EVSE Resource is aligned. Alternatively, if the EV actor and EVSE actor are not aligned in their 420 
intentions and actions, the EV-EVSE Resource is misaligned.  421 

• By default, if the EV-EVSE Resource is unified, it must also be aligned, since the EV and EVSE 422 
are controlled and/or operated by the same actor. However, in the case the EV- EVSE 423 
Resource is fragmented, it may be either aligned or misaligned. Among other factors, 424 
incentive design may be an important consideration to achieve alignment between the EV 425 
actor and EVSE actor, and to guarantee the delivery of the VGI service.  426 

• Ultimately, the Resource Alignment dimension yields three potential prospects: (1) EV- EVSE 427 
Unified, Aligned; (2) EV-EVSE Fragmented, Aligned; (3) EV-EVSE Fragmented, Misaligned.  428 

 429 
Technology:  430 

• Identifies the hardware and software needed to realize the VGI opportunity  431 
• Technology considerations include, but are not limited to:  432 

o electric vehicle type (e.g. battery electric vehicle, plugin-hybrid electric vehicle)  433 
o charging rate (e.g. L1, L2, fast-charge)  434 
o charging type (e.g. AC with mobile inverter, DC with stationary inverter)  435 
o communication requirements and pathways to EV and/or EVSE  436 
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• Technology solution sets are diverse and span across the other five VGI Dimensions  437 

The VGI framework treats Sector, Application, and Type as “value creation” Dimensions, since they 438 
determine how VGI value (both benefits and costs) is created and where it comes from. Value along 439 
these Dimensions may be additive. For example, residential charging can be added to commercial 440 
charging; wholesale ancillary services can be added to capacity services, and managed charging can be 441 
added to managed discharging, resulting in additional benefits and/or costs.  442 
 443 
The VGI framework also treats Approach and Resource Alignment as “value enablement” Dimensions, 444 
since they determine how VGI value (both benefits and costs) can be unlocked and effectively captured. 445 
Value-enablement Dimensions compliment value-creation Dimensions to accurately characterize 446 
benefits and costs. For example, no matter how significant the potential net-benefits may be from 447 
leveraging managed charging of EV fleets for distribution-grid upgrade deferral, that value may never be 448 
realized in real life if the approach is inappropriate, or the EV and EVSE actors are fragmented and 449 
misaligned.  450 
 451 
As Technology spans across the other five Dimensions, it has the potential to impact benefits and costs, 452 
in terms of both “value creation” as well as “value enablement.” In this Working Group, to maintain a 453 
delicate balance between simplicity and accuracy, reasonable assumptions on Technology will be made 454 
along the other five Dimensions, whenever needed, to valuate and score VGI benefits and/or costs.  455 
 456 
 457 
Table 2: Dimensions and Elements of the Use Case Assessment Framework  458 

Dimension Element 

Sectors (13) 

Residential - Single Family Home 
Residential - Single Family Home - Rideshare 
Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling 
Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling - Rideshare 
Commercial - Workplace 
Commercial - Public, Destination 
Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare 
Commercial - Public, Commute 
Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare 
Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus 
Commercial - Fleet, School Bus 
Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck 
Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck 

Applications (17) 

Customer - Bill Management 
Customer - Upgrade Deferral 
Customer - Backup, Resiliency 
Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption 
System - Grid Upgrade Deferral 
System - Backup, Resiliency 
System - Voltage Support 
System - Day-Ahead Energy 
System - Real-Time Energy 
System - Renewable Integration 
System - GHG Reduction 
System - RA, System Capacity 
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System - RA, Flex Capacity 
System - RA, Local Capacity 
System - Frequency Regulation Up/Down 
System - Spinning Reserve 
System - Non-Spinning Reserve 

Types (2) V1G 
V2G 

Approaches (2) Indirect (passive) 
Direct (active) 

Resource Alignments (3) 
EV-EVSE Unified, Aligned 
EV-EVSE Fragmented, Aligned 
EV-EVSE Fragmented, Misaligned 

 459 
 460 
Step 2. Identify Hypothetical Use Cases 461 
 462 
Together, the aforementioned six Dimensions constitute the main pillars of a VGI framework by which 463 
use-cases are scoped and defined. Under each Dimension, several options can be identified; we refer to 464 
those options as Elements. For example, as shown in Figure 2, Customer - Bill Management and System - 465 
Day-Ahead Energy are Elements of the Dimension Application. Some of the key Dimensions, such as 466 
Sector or Application, could have many potential Elements. Table 1 and Figure 2 document the Elements 467 
for each of the value-relevant Dimensions: Sector, Application, Type, Approach, and Resource 468 
Alignment. 469 
 470 
One particular aspect to note in the Elements under the Sector Dimension is the simplified 471 
representation of medium-duty and heavy-duty (MDHD) electric vehicles. The MDHD space covers a 472 
wide range of vehicle classes and vocations. While each MDHD vehicle class and/or vocation may 473 
contribute a unique set of VGI use-cases, the electrification in the MDHD space is still in its early stages. 474 
Therefore, to maintain simplicity while still honoring inclusivity, the proposed Method carves out four 475 
distinct MDHD Elements in Sector: Transit Bus, School Bus, Small Truck, and Large Truck. School Bus and 476 
Transit Bus are highlighted due to their distinct charging behavior as well as to special emphasis in 477 
California and around the country on accelerating their electrification. Overall, understanding and 478 
articulating the VGI use-cases associated with these four simplified MDHD Elements will provide 479 
sufficient clarity into their associated VGI value, without adding too much complexity. 480 
 481 
This method defines a use-case as a unique combination of Elements under the six Dimensions 482 
identified in the framework. To illustrate, below we present an example VGI use-case by choosing a 483 
Sector, an Application, and a Type, then selecting an Approach and identifying the nature and degree of 484 
the Resource Alignment; we also highlight the relevant Technology components: 485 
 486 
VGI use-cases can be simple or advanced. A simple use-case consists of only one choice for each 487 
dimensional Element, as in the example provided above. An advanced use-case may consist of multiple 488 
choices for each dimensional Element, as would be the case if the commercial fleet in the above 489 
example provided both energy and capacity services in the wholesale market. 490 
 491 
In theory, hundreds of combinations of Elements in the framework could be made, resulting in hundreds 492 
of hypothetical VGI use-cases with distinct values. 493 
 494 
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Step 3. Screen Out Impractical VGI Use Cases   495 
 496 
Fundamentally, all VGI use-cases are intended to be voluntary in nature, aiming to complement and not 497 
jeopardize the primary objective of electric vehicles, which is meeting the customer’s mobility needs. 498 
Given that overarching principle, the next important step is to identify Screens that can be applied to 499 
the full range of hypothetical use-cases in order to filter out “impractical” use-cases. Applying those 500 
screens yields a focused set of use-cases that can be further characterized and scored. Screens may 501 
emerge from technological feasibility, market rules, customer preferences, or data availability, among 502 
other considerations. 503 
 504 
Screens should also be articulated and applied within a clearly defined and agreed upon timeframe for 505 
evaluation (hereby referred to as the “Timeframe”). For this Valuation Method, the “now” Timeframe 506 
extends from 2019 up to and including 2022 and the “future” extends from 2023 to 2030. Given these 507 
Timeframe specifications, the following list of Screens can be applied for refining VGI use-cases: 508 
 509 
Technological feasibility: 510 

• Screen 1 (apply to “now” Timeframe only): Filter out use-cases that require hardware and/or 511 
software technologies or solutions that, within the Timeframe: (1) have not been operated or 512 
demonstrated to operate in California, (2) are not compatible to California, and (3) are not 513 
easily adaptable to California. For clarification: technologies that are being piloted in California 514 
today are considered feasible and should not be filtered out within the “now” timeframe. 515 

 516 
Market rules: 517 

From a market perspective, VGI use-cases can be broadly divided into three categories: (A) use-518 
cases that can be implemented under existing market participation rules; (B) use-cases that are 519 
not possible to implement under existing market participation rules, but are possible to 520 
implement under updated rules in the specified Timeframe (e.g. within the “now” Timeframe, 521 
this includes market rules under consideration in active regulatory proceedings such as IDER and 522 
DDOR); (C) use-cases that are not possible to implement under existing market participation 523 
rules, and also not possible to implement under updated rules in the specified Timeframe (i.e. 524 
require substantial rule changes that will take longer than the duration of the specified 525 
Timeframe). 526 
• Screen 2a (apply to “now” and “future” Timeframes). Filter out use-cases (C) involving 527 

applications and services that cannot be offered through existing or reformed/updated 528 
wholesale (e.g. CAISO) market participation rules within the Timeframe. 529 

• Screen 2b (apply to “now” and “future” Timeframes): Filter out use-cases (C) involving 530 
applications or services that cannot be offered through existing or reformed/updated retail 531 
market participation rules (including utility rates and programs) within the Timeframe. 532 

 533 
Customer preferences: 534 

• Screen 3a (apply to “now” and “future” Timeframes): Filter out use-cases that significantly 535 
conflicts with or compromises customer mobility needs or lifestyle preferences, within the 536 
Timeframe. 537 

• Screen 3b (apply to “now” and “future” Timeframes): Filter out use-cases that are likely to 538 
have significantly low customer adoption rate and/or participation rate, within the Timeframe. 539 

 540 
Data availability: 541 
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• Screen 4a (apply to “now”and “future” Timeframes): Filter out use-cases where data needed 542 
to score VGI value does not exist, and cannot be reasonably and reliably inferred or 543 
simulated, within the Timeframe. Necessary data is listed in detail in Step 4a and 4b; this 544 
could include, but is not limited to, the following: 545 

o Reference unmanaged charging profiles, including total mobility energy need as 546 
well as charging behavior 547 

o Plug-in schedule that shows when the EV is connected and available to interact 548 
with the grid 549 

o Operational specifications of the offered service 550 
o Economic/monetary value of the offered service 551 

• Screen 4b (apply to “now” and “future” Timeframes): Filter out use-cases that can only be 552 
characterized and/or valuated using private data not publicly available within the Timeframe 553 

 554 
Step 4. Score VGI Use-Cases’ Potential Benefits, Costs, and Implementability 555 
 556 
Each use case that passed screening then gets scored along three dimensions:  benefits, costs, and 557 
implementability.  Details of the scoring of costs is described in Annex 1. 558 
 559 
The relative scoring method employed reflected a consensus among the Working Group participants to 560 
not proceed with an actual monetary quantification of benefits and costs for VGI use-cases in this 561 
Working Group. The Working Group reached a consensus on not being capable of, and therefore not 562 
proceeding with, quantifying the monetary ($$) costs and benefits of VGI use-cases, due to both the 563 
limited amount of time available for execution as well as the complexity of the quantification task. One 564 
implication of this outcome was that, due to the nature of scoring, cost scores may not be [should not 565 
be] directly compared or contrasted with benefit scores. 566 
  567 
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IV. PUC QUESTION (A) USE CASE VALUE 568 
 569 
Stage 2 of the Working Group took place over a period of approximately four months to undertake the 570 
intake, screening, scoring, and analysis of use cases to answer PUC Question (a), “what use cases can 571 
provide value now, and how can that value be captured?”  See Annex B for further process and outcome 572 
details. 573 
 574 
In response to a call for submissions from the Working Group, and using the use case assessment 575 
framework described above in the Use Case Assessment Methodology section, nineteen Working Group 576 
parties submitted a total of 1,060 unique use cases proposed as providing value now, using a standard 577 
submission template.   578 
 579 
All 1,060 submitted use cases were then screened as either “pass” or “fail” for the “now” timeframe to 580 
2022. This was done according to the seven agreed-upon screens for technology (Screen 1), wholesale 581 
and retail market participation rules (Screens 2a-2b), consumer adoption/acceptance (Screens 3a-3b), 582 
and data availability (Screens 4a-4b).  583 
 584 
The screening resulted in three initial “piles” of use cases:  Pile A contained 306 “pass” results, including 585 
187 LDV cases and 119 MHDV cases.  Pile contained 672 “fail” results.  Pile C contained 136 “disputed 586 
results” where one or more parties or teams failed a use case and one or more other parties or teams 587 
passed it. The screening results were then further clarified and refined and the final screening results are 588 
shown in Table 3. 589 
 590 
There were also over 1000 individual comments on screening of individual use cases, for example to 591 
explain reasons for failing particular screens or to provide supplementary information.  And there were 592 
further big-picture comments from the screening teams on insights gained and screening rules-of-593 
thumb. 594 
 595 
Table 3: Final Use Case Screening Results 596 

 Total being 
scored (*) 

Consensus 
pass 

Consensus 
fail 

Disputed 
pass (*) 

Light-duty vehicles  235 191 536 44 
Medium- and heavy-duty vehicles 110 87 179 23 
Total 345 278 715 67 

(*) Total being scored includes both consensus passes and disputed passes. Disputed passes are uses 597 
cases where at least one team or party screened a use case as a pass, while at least one other team or 598 
party screened the same use case as a fail. 599 
 600 
After the screening was completed, fourteen Working Group parties then submitted relative scores of 601 
the three metrics -- benefits, costs, and ease of implementation – for each use case.  Some parties only 602 
scored some use cases or only some metrics.  In total, 295 use cases received full scores for all three 603 
metrics (235 LDV and 60 MHDV), not counting another 7 LDV and 81 MHDV technology-variant use 604 
cases that received scoring for the same use case but for different technology variants (different charger 605 
levels for LDV and different vehicle types for MHDV).  In addition, there were a further 15 MHDV use 606 
cases that received at least a benefit score, for a total of 310 use cases with at least a benefit score.  The 607 
list of these 310 fully-scored or benefit-scored use cases is given in Annex 8.   608 
 609 
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The MHDV use cases were optionally scored according to different vehicle types (see Annex 2).  Parties 610 
could select vehicle type from a drop-down menu while scoring MHDV use cases, and could submit 611 
different scores for the same use case for different vehicle types.  So the original 110 MHDV use cases 612 
that were screened became a total of 155 technology-variant use cases after scoring (multiple versions 613 
of the same use case for different vehicle types).  These 155 variations and the vehicle types they 614 
represent are given in the Policy Recommendations and Use Case Assessment Database. 615 
 616 
There were also over 500 individual text comments submitted with the numerical scoring, to explain 617 
logic or assumptions behind scoring or to offer notes on a particular use case.  These text comments are 618 
available in the Policy Recommendations and Use Cases Database. 619 
 620 
The conclusion of the Working Group was that all use cases that passed screening and received a full 621 
or partial benefit score can be considered as “able to provide value now.” Working Group participants 622 
reached a consensus decision that in terms of use cases providing value, participants did not want to 623 
exclude any scored use case, since all scored use cases indicated at least some benefit.  624 
 625 
However, participants also recognized that policy-making would be difficult if all 310 use cases were 626 
given as the sole answer.  So the Working Group defined several “subsets” of use cases that were 627 
considered “high scoring” or “consensus priorities” or “favorable.”   All of these subsets were assessed 628 
by the Working Group as having merit and useful for further work.  These include a number of 629 
categories of “consensus use cases” resulting from scoring and workshop discussions, subsets put 630 
forward by Ford, Honda and Nissan in proposals, the “prime strict” and “prime flex” subsets submitted 631 
by Karim Farhat, and a standard “above-median” subset.  See Table 4 for an overview of these subsets. 632 
 633 
[Gridworks note to Working Group: The Karim Farhat subsets were presented on a private call that Mr. 634 
Farhat organized in February, well after the other subsets had been agreed and discussed in the 1/22-635 
1/23 workshop. (Mr. Farhat was necessarily absent from the workshop).  These subsets have not to-date 636 
been vetted or reviewed by the Working Group.  They are provided in this report, to the degree 637 
presented, presuming that the Working Group can still agree to include them.] 638 
 639 
 640 
Table 4:  Use Case Subsets Defined by the Working Group  641 

Subset Subset defined by # LDV 
use 
cases 

# MHDV 
use cases 

“Consensus use 
cases” 

Priority sectors and applications as developed in Working Group 
discussions, including: 
• customer bill management 
• home/building backup power 
• residential sector (LDV only) 
• commercial workplace (LDV only) 
• commercial sector for demand charges (commercial-only 

subset of customer bill management) 
• distribution upgrade deferrals 
• V2G that we can do now (all V2G from above categories) 
• system use cases that are easily implementable for vehicle 

locations with daytime charging ability (day-ahead energy, RA, 
RE integration)  

161 61 
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• vehicle types with excess battery capacity, battery is oversized 
for vehicle duty cycle, or duty cycle ends midday (school buses, 
possibly commuters, some transit 

• all system and customer applications that defer charging away 
from peak periods 

Ford value 
metric subset (*) 

$/EV >= $150 and implementability score >= 3 54 n/a 

Honda value 
metric subset 

Multiply benefits * costs * implementability to get a single value 
that can be ranked (numbers given at right for top-25% of 
ranking) 

57 n/a 

Karim Farhat 
“value now” 
prime strict 

“Favorable” if average benefit score >= 5, average cost score <= 2, 
and average implementabiilty score >= 4 

27 30 

Karim Farhat 
“value now” 
prime flex 

“Favorable” if maximum benefit score >= 5, minimum cost score 
<= 2, and maximum implementabiilty score >= 4 

91 30 

Gridworks 
above-median 

“Above median” if all three metrics, benefits, costs, and 
implementability for a given use case are scored above the 
median of all use cases for either customer applications or system 
applications (separate medians used for customer vs. system 
applications, and for LDV vs. MHDV use cases) 

54 49 

(*) Ford proposed implementabiilty >= 4, and two participants suggested modifying to >= 3. The numbers given 642 
here are for >= 3. 643 
 644 
 645 
Nissan presented a compilation of scores by application and by sector, shown in Tables 5-7 below. Along 646 
with this compilation, Nissan produced a 3-D graphic of the three scoring metrics, for each application 647 
and sector, which are included in the file “Nissan scoring plots appendix” [Gridworks note: not sure if 648 
Nissan has given permission for this document to be linked.] 649 
 650 
 651 
Table 5: Nissan Compilation of Average Scores by Application for LDV  652 

VGI Application Benefit 
Score 
Avg 

Cost 
Score 
Avg 

Implementability 
Score 
Avg 

Customer - Bill Management 7.3 2.6 3.1 
System - Real-Time Energy 7.3 2.9 2.5 
System - Day-Ahead Energy 7.1 2.8 2.6 
System - Grid Upgrade Deferral 7.0 3.0 3.0 
System - GHG Reduction 6.9 2.8 3.0 
System - Renewable Integration 6.7 2.8 2.7 
System - RA, System Capacity 6.7 2.8 3.1 
Customer - Upgrade Deferral 6.7 2.3 3.0 
Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption 6.7 2.0 2.7 
System - RA, Local Capacity 6.7 3.0 3.1 
Customer - Backup, Resiliency 6.6 3.1 2.5 
System - Backup, Resiliency 6.6 3.4 2.0 
System - RA, Flex Capacity 5.8 3.2 1.9 
System - Frequency Regulation Up/Down --- 3.0 2.0 
System - Voltage Support --- 3.0 2.0 

 653 
 654 
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 655 
Table 6: Nissan Compilation of Average Scores by Application for MHDV  656 

VGI Application Benefit 
Score 
Avg 

Cost 
Score 
Avg 

Implementability 
Score 
Avg 

Customer - Bill Management 6.2 2.1 4.1 
Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption 5.5 2.1 3.8 
System - RA, System Capacity 5.5 2.7 3.0 
System - Day-Ahead Energy 5.4 2.9 3.5 
Customer - Backup, Resiliency 5.4 --- 3.0 
System - Grid Upgrade Deferral 5.4 2.0 1.8 
System - RA, Flex Capacity 5.4 4.0 1.0 
System - GHG Reduction 5.2 2.2 3.5 
System - Real-Time Energy 5.2 3.8 3.0 
System - RA, Local Capacity 5.2 4.0 2.0 
System - Renewable Integration 5.1 1.7 2.9 
Customer - Upgrade Deferral --- 1.0 --- 
System - Voltage Support --- --- --- 
System - Non-Spinning Reserve --- --- --- 

 657 
 658 
Table 7: Nissan Compilation of Average Scores by Sector for LDV 659 

VGI Sector Benefit 
Score 
Avg 

Cost 
Score 
Avg 

Implementability 
Score 
Avg 

Residential - Single Family Home 7.5 2.4 3.1 
Residential - Single Family Home - Rideshare 7.4 2.0 3.7 
Commercial - Public, Commute 7.0 3.1 2.1 
Commercial - Workplace 6.9 2.9 2.9 
Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare 6.8 2.8 2.5 
Commercial - Public, Destination 6.8 3.0 2.6 
Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling 6.6 2.5 2.7 
Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling - Rideshare 6.6 2.2 3.3 
Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare 6.5 3.0 2.6 

 660 
 661 
Finally, Working Group participants suggested a wide variety of approaches to describing or 662 
implementing “consensus”, “priority” or “favorable” use cases.  These notes are included in Annex 7. 663 
 664 
Any one of the subsets discussed above could be chosen and analyzed, in terms of linkages to policy 665 
recommendations, value, barriers, and more detailed understanding of benefits, costs, and 666 
implementabiilty.  The above-median subset is used in this report to illustrate these connections, but 667 
such illustration could be obtained from any of the subsets.  For each of the 310 scored use cases in the 668 
database, the subsets into which each use case falls are indicated in the database, and the records may 669 
be sorted or filtered based on particular subsets. Three lists of use cases contained in other subsets are 670 
also given in Annex 6.   671 
 672 
For purposes of this report, and for giving specific examples of linking use cases with policy 673 
recommendations, the above-median subset is provided here and also used in the Use Case and Policy 674 
Linkages section.  The above-median subset gives 103 use cases total, out of the 310 scored use cases.   675 
 676 
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The above-median use case results are given in Tables 8-11.  Table 8 gives 22 use cases for LDV customer 677 
applications that scored above median in all three metrics.  Tables 9, 10, and 11 give 32 use cases for 678 
LDV system applications, 16 use cases for MHDV customer applications, and 33 use cases for MHDV 679 
system applications, respectively. Some conclusions from these tables: 680 
 681 
• Table 8 for LDV customer applications shows primarily bill management applications across the 682 

residential and commercial sectors, for both residential SFH and MUD, for commercial workplace, and 683 
with some commercial public destination rideshare and public commute.  There are also residential 684 
upgrade deferral use cases, and residential and commercial renewable self-consumption use cases.  685 
Residential applications are both indirect and direct for all use cases except For residential MUD, the 686 
resource is fragmented for all use cases, meaning the charger is owned and operated separately from 687 
the vehicle owner, as in a charger serving the entire building.  Commercial workplace bill 688 
management and renewable self-consumption are both unified and fragmented. 689 

 690 
• Table 9 for LDV system applications shows a combination of residential SFH, residential MUD, and 691 

commercial workplace, with a few commercial rideshare and commute sector use cases.  Applications 692 
are for a range of system services, including grid upgrade deferral, day-ahead energy, real-time 693 
energy, RA system, RA flex, RA local, renewable integration, and GHG reduction.  Commercial 694 
workplace is both indirect and direct, fragmented and unified. 695 

 696 
• Table 10 for MHDV customer applications shows mostly customer bill management use cases for 697 

commercial fleets including transit buses, small trucks, large trucks. There are also two school bus use 698 
cases. Approaches are mostly indirect, but there are direct use cases for Small Truck B and Large Truck 699 
A.  There is one V2G use case, for direct customer bill management with Large Truck A. 700 

 701 
• Table 11 for MHDV system applications shows mostly transit buses and small trucks, mostly for day-702 

ahead energy, renewable integration, GHG reduction and RA system capacity.  There are two grid 703 
upgrade deferral applications, indirect and direct, for Small Truck B. 704 

 705 
All above-median use cases in Tables 8-11 were for V1G with the exception of one MHDV customer use 706 
case – 2458.1.  To provide insight into the V2G use cases, Table 12 provides the 17 V2G use cases that 707 
were above-median among just the scored V2G use cases. Note that very few MHDV V2G use cases are 708 
included because most of the MHDV V2G use cases were not scored for all three metrics. These above-709 
V2G-median use cases in Table 12 are mostly for commercial workplace, for customer bill management, 710 
customer backup/resiliency, system day-ahead energy and system backup/resiliency.  There are also use 711 
cases for public commute, transit bus, and school buses.  There are two residential single-family home 712 
use cases for customer backup/resiliency, both indirect and direct. The school bus use cases are for 713 
system day-ahead energy and RA system capacity. 714 
 715 
Finally, in answering the second part of PUC Question (a) on how to capture use case value, the Working 716 
Group considered two different two approaches:  (1) delineate policy actions and then develop subsets 717 
of use cases to which given policy actions would apply; (2) identify some categories or subsets of use 718 
cases to focus on, in describing actions, since it will be impossible for the Working Group, in the time 719 
available, to describe actions for all scored use cases.  The Working Group took approach (1), in which 720 
recommendations for policy actions were developed as part of answering PUC Question (b), and then in 721 
this Final Report these actions are linked back to use cases (see Linking Policies and Use Cases section).  722 
So the answer to how to capture use case value lies in the answers to PUC Question (b) and specific 723 
linking back to [high value] [favorable] [high-scoring] use cases.  724 
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Table 8:  Above-Median Use Cases – LDV Customer Applications 725 
ID Sector Application Approach Type Resource* 
1* Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified 
4 Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified 
13* Residential - SFH Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified 
16 Residential - SFH Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified 
37 Residential - SFH Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified 
205 Residential - SFH - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified 
208 Residential - SFH - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified 
410 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented 
413* Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented 
617 Residential - MUD - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented 
817 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified 
818 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented 
820 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified 
821 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented 
853 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified 
854 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Fragmented 
1226 Comm. Public Dest. Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented 
1228 Comm. Public Dest. Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified 
1430 Commercial - Public, Commute Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented 

(*) Table 8-11 Notes:  Resource includes resource alignment, but is “aligned” for all entries so is omitted from the table. Use 726 
cases 1, 13, and 413 are split into 1.1, 1.2, 13.1, 13.2, 413.1, and 413.2 according to charger technologies. For commercial fleet 727 
sectors, small truck is class 2-5 and large truck is class 6-8. 728 
 729 
Table 9:  Above-Median Use Cases – LDV System Applications 730 

ID Sector Application Approach Type Resource* 
49 Residential - SFH System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified 
85 Residential - SFH System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified 
88 Residential - SFH System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified 
100 Residential - SFH System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified 
109 Residential - SFH System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified 
112 Residential - SFH System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified 
121 Residential - SFH System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified 
133 Residential - SFH System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified 
136 Residential - SFH System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified 
148 Residential - SFH System - RA, Flex Capacity Direct V1G Unified 
160 Residential - SFH System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Unified 
253 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified 
256 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified 
292 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified 
313 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified 
316 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified 
328 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified 
337 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified 
340 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified 
458 Residential - MUD System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented 
542 Residential - MUD System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Fragmented 
545 Residential - MUD System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented 
901 Commercial - Workplace System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified 
902 Commercial - Workplace System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Fragmented 
937 Commercial - Workplace System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified 
938 Commercial - Workplace System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Fragmented 
950 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Fragmented 
953 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented 
976 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Unified 
977 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented 
1310 Comm. Public Dest Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Fragmented 
1514 Comm. Public, Commute System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Fragmented 

 731 
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Table 10:  Above-Median Use Cases – MHDV Customer Applications 732 
ID Sector Application Approach Type Resource* Vehicle Type 
1837.2 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus Customer Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified Long Range Transit Bus A 
1837.3 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus Customer Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified Long Range Transit Bus B 
1873.2 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus Customer RE Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified Short Range Transit Bus B 
2041 Comm. Fleet, School Bus Customer Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified  
2245 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck Customer Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified  
2245.1 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck Customer Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2246 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck Customer Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented  
2246.1 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck Customer Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented Small Truck B 
2248 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck Customer Bill Management Direct V1G Unified  
2248.1 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck Customer Bill Management Direct V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2281 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck Customer RE Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2284 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck Customer RE Self-Consumption Direct V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2449.1 Comm. Fleet, Large Truck Customer Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified Large Truck A 
2450.1 Comm. Fleet, Large Truck Customer Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented Large Truck A 
2452.1 Comm. Fleet, Large Truck Customer Bill Management Direct V1G Unified Large Truck A 
2458.1 Comm. Fleet, Large Truck Customer Bill Management Direct V2G Unified Large Truck A 

 733 
 734 
Table 11:  Above-Median Use Cases – MHDV System Applications 735 

ID Sector Application Approach Type Resource* Vehicle Type 
1921.2 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified Long Range Transit Bus A 
1921.3 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified Short Range Transit Bus B 
1924.2 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified Long Range Transit Bus A 
1924.3 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified Short Range Transit Bus B 
1925.2 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified Long Range Transit Bus A 
1925.3 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified Short Range Transit Bus B 
1925.4 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented Short Range Transit Bus B 
1945.2 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified Long Range Transit Bus A 
1957.2 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified Long Range Transit Bus A 
1958.2 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified Long Range Transit Bus A 
1958.3 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified Short Range Transit Bus B 
1969.2 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified Long Range Transit Bus A 
1972.2 Comm. Fleet, Transit Bus System RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified Long Range Transit Bus A 
2125 Comm. Fleet, School Bus System Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified  
2128 Comm. Fleet, School Bus System Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified  
2293 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2296 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2329 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified  
2329.1 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2332 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified  
2332.1 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2344 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2353 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2354 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented Small Truck B 
2356 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2365 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2368 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2377 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified  
2377.1 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2380 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified  
2380.1 Comm. Fleet, Small Truck System RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified Small Truck B 
2533 Comm. Fleet, Large Truck System Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified  
2536 Comm. Fleet, Large Truck System Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified  

 736 
  737 
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Table 12:  V2G Use Cases Above-Median Among V2G Only 738 
ID Sector Application Approach Type Resource* 
31 Residential - SFH Customer - Backup, Resiliency Indirect V2G Unified 
34 Residential - SFH Customer - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified 
826.1 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Unified 
826.2 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Unified 
850.1 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified 
850.2 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified 
860 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-

Consumption 
Indirect V2G Fragmented 

872 Commercial - Workplace System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V2G Fragmented 
884 Commercial - Workplace System - Backup, Resiliency Indirect V2G Fragmented 
886 Commercial - Workplace System - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified 
887 Commercial - Workplace System - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Fragmented 
908 Commercial - Workplace System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V2G Fragmented 
946 Commercial - Workplace System - GHG Reduction Direct V2G Unified 
947 Commercial - Workplace System - GHG Reduction Direct V2G Fragmented 
1544 Commercial - Public, Commute System - Renewable Integration Indirect V2G Fragmented 
1843 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus 

(Vehicle Type Long-Range A) 
Customer - Bill Management Indirect V2G Unified 

2134 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V2G Unified 
2182 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus System - RA, System Capacity Direct V2G Unified 

  739 
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V. PUC QUESTION (B) POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 740 
 741 
 742 
Working Group participants submitted policy recommendations that were then discussed, clarified, 743 
consolidated, commented upon and categorized.  See Annex 3 for details of the process, which took 744 
place over the course of about three-and-a-half months, including a survey of the Working Group on 745 
agreement, clarity and relevance of each of the recommendations.  The overriding intent of this process 746 
was to create actionable and specific recommendations for the CPUC and other agencies, without 747 
getting too immersed in details, to allow a clear picture to emerge of the Working Group’s answer to 748 
PUC Question (b).   749 
 750 
This process resulted in 109 policy recommendations divided into 11 categories.  See Annex 8 and the 751 
Policy Recommendations and Use Case Assessment Database for details of each recommendation, 752 
which include CPUC and CAISO comments on these recommendations.  The following information is 753 
included in the database for each of the 109 recommendations.   754 
 755 

• Recommendation # 756 
• Policy action 757 
• What success looks like 758 
• CPUC comments 759 
• CPUC on action already underway 760 
• CAISO comments 761 
• Timeframe (short-term 2020-2022, medium-term 2023-2025, and long-term 2026-2030) 762 
• Policy category 763 
• Secondary policy category (if any) 764 
• Policy strategy tags 765 
• Use case tags 766 
• Relevant use cases 767 
• Lead agencies 768 
• Metrics – how to measure success 769 
• Barriers to implementation 770 
• Existing relevant policy forums and/or decisions 771 
• Notes 772 
• Submitted by (may be one party or multiple parties who worked together) 773 
• File attachments with any supplementary or supporting material 774 

 775 
There are many possible ways of presenting and using the database.  The database may be sorted, 776 
filtered, organized, and cross-referenced according to any of the above fields. A range of insights could 777 
be drawn by doing so.   778 
 779 
For example, looking at lead agency, CPUC is given as the lead agency for about two-thirds of the policy 780 
recommendations.  Of the remaining recommendations, CA IOUs and other LSEs (including CCAs) are 781 
given as the lead agencies for six -- 2.10, 2.21, 7.13, 9.03, 10.08, and 11.01 -- related to several areas 782 
including design templates, performance-based incentives for building owners, quick approval of 783 
demonstrations, ME&O budgets, and demand charges.  Many other recommendations give IOUs and 784 
other LSEs supporting agency roles in carrying out programs and actions established or mandated by the 785 
CPUC or other agencies.  786 
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 787 
CAISO is given as the lead agency for 3.01 through 3.06 as the agency responsible for setting wholesale 788 
market rules, but other agencies including the CPUC could support those six policy recommendations to 789 
achieve the broader policy outcome where wholesale market rules are aligned with the highest-value 790 
opportunities for VGI. CARB is given as the lead agency for 2.24, 6.02, 7.02, and 11.02, related to Low-791 
Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) credits and smarting charging (also see 10.04) also for CARB’s Clean Transit 792 
Rule.   793 
 794 
The CEC is given as the lead agency for 15 of the recommendations, 2.06, 4.01, 4.05, 5.03, 6.01, 7.03 795 
through 7.12, 9.02, and 10.07.  These recommendations relate to state-funded charging infrastructure, 796 
data analysis, shared charging infrastructure, standards and requirements for buildings, the School Bus 797 
Replacement Program, EPIC funding, demonstrations and pilots, and public awareness and education 798 
programs. 799 
 800 
Another way of looking at the database is in terms of cross-references to existing relevant proceedings 801 
and venues.  For example, the Transportation Electrification Framework is referenced in 1.13, 1.14, 1.19, 802 
2.04, 2.14, 2.17, 2.20, 4.04, 4.05, 5.01, 7.13, 9.03, 10.04, and 10.07. This correspondence between 803 
recommendations by the VGI Working Group and those being drafted for the TEF need to be 804 
considered, not only for these mentioned recommendations.   805 
 806 
The GRC and utility rate applications are referenced in 1.07, 1.08, 1.09, 1.13, and 1.17.  The microgrid 807 
proceeding and resiliency are referenced in 1.19, 2.08, 2.10, 2.17, 2.20, 6.07, 7.12, and 10.08.  And SGIP 808 
is referenced in 2.01, 2.02, 6.07, 7.04, 7.05, and 9.02.  Of course, many other policy recommendations 809 
may be linked to these proceedings; the database is not exhaustive and may omit many potential cross-810 
references. 811 
 812 
Policy recommendations that according to the survey are not clear enough to be actionable include the 813 
following: 1.02, 1.06, 1.10, 1.14, 1.19, 2.24, 3.01, 3.02, 4.02, 6.04, 6.05, 6.06, 7.12, 8.03, 10.05, 10.06, 814 
and 10.10.  This determination is based upon a survey Q2 score of 2.7 or lower, or a survey respondent 815 
comment similar to “this is not clear enough” (see Annexes 11 and 12).   816 
 817 
The database also contains “policy strategy tags” as shown in Table 13.  Policy-making that relates to any 818 
of these strategies, even non-VGI policy making, may want to consider the policy recommendations that 819 
are cross-referenced to those strategies as shown in Table 13. 820 
 821 
 822 
Table 13:  Policy Strategy Tags 823 

Policy Strategy Tag Cross-Referenced Policy Recommendations 
01 Reduce operating costs 1.01, 1.02, 1.03, 1.04, 1.07, 1.08, 1.09, 1.10, 1.11, 1.12, 1.15, 1.18, 1.19, 2.02, 

2.09, 2.11, 2.12, 2.16, 2.18, 2.19, 2.24, 3.02, 6.03, 7.01, 10.01, 10.09, 11.01, 11.02 
02 Reduce deployment 
(capital) costs 

1.02, 2.04, 2.11, 2.17, 2.18, 2.19, 4.03, 4.04, 4.05, 5.02, 6.07, 8.02, 9.01, 10.07, 
10.09 

03 Reduce societal costs / 
maximize benefits 

1.13, 1.18, 2.02, 2.03, 2.04, 2.12, 2.16, 2.17, 2.18, 2.19, 4.04, 5.02, 6.03, 6.07, 
7.01, 7.02, 9.03, 10.09 

04 Reduce on-peak demand 1.01, 1.04, 1.07, 1.08, 1.09, 1.10, 1.11, 1.13, 1.15, 1.18, 2.02, 2.03, 2.05, 2.06, 
2.07, 2.11, 2.12, 2.13, 2.17, 2.20, 2.21, 2.22, 2.23, 3.01, 3.03, 4.02, 6.10, 6.11, 
10.06, 10.10, 10.11 
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05 Support indirect 
managed charging 

1.04, 1.05, 1.06, 1.07, 1.08, 1.09, 1.10, 1.13, 1.15, 1.18, 2.03, 2.09, 2.11, 4.05 

06 Support direct managed 
charging 

1.01, 1.04, 1.06, 1.07, 1.08, 1.09, 1.10, 1.11, 1.13, 1.14, 1.15, 1.16, 1.17, 1.18, 
2.01, 2.04, 2.05, 2.06, 2.07, 2.09, 2.11, 2.13, 2.21, 2.23, 3.01, 3.03, 3.04, 3.07, 
4.02, 4.05, 5.01, 6.01, 6.05, 6.06, 6.09, 6.10, 6.11, 7.04, 7.05, 7.09, 7.10, 10.06, 
10.10, 10.11 

07 Support Demand 
Response market 

1.01, 1.11, 1.18, 2.01, 2.05, 2.06, 2.07, 2.09, 2.11, 2.13, 2.21, 2.23, 3.03, 3.04, 
4.02, 6.05, 6.10, 6.11, 7.09, 7.10, 10.06, 10.10, 10.11 

08 Enhance resiliency & 
service restoration 

1.14, 1.16, 2.02, 2.08, 2.11, 2.12, 2.21, 5.01, 5.02, 5.03, 6.07, 7.03, 7.05 

09 Provide wholesale 
market services 

1.01, 1.03, 1.17, 2.03, 3.03, 3.04, 3.05, 3.06, 3.07, 5.01, 6.01, 6.04, 6.09, 6.10, 
6.11, 7.04, 7.12, 10.06, 10.10, 10.11 

10 Accelerate TE 1.02, 1.05, 1.06, 1.12, 1.13, 1.20, 2.09, 2.10, 2.15, 2.17, 4.04, 5.02, 6.02, 6.07, 
6.08, 7.01, 7.02, 7.07, 7.08, 7.09, 7.10, 7.11, 7.12, 7.13, 8.01, 8.02, 9.02, 9.03, 
10.01, 10.02, 10.03, 10.04, 10.05, 10.12, 10.13, 10.14, 10.15, 11.01, 11.03, 11.04, 
11.05 

11 Grid planning 2.04, 2.17, 2.18, 2.19, 2.20, 4.03, 4.04, 7.11, 10.01 
12 Level playing field for all 
DERs 

2.04, 2.23, 3.07, 4.04, 7.06, 9.03 

13 Support future 
distribution services market 

1.14, 1.16, 1.17, 2.01, 2.02, 2.12, 2.21, 3.01, 3.02, 3.03, 3.04, 3.06, 5.01, 6.01, 
6.09, 6.10, 6.11, 7.07, 10.10, 10.11 

14 Streamline process or 
permits 

2.04, 2.17, 6.03, 6.04, 6.06, 6.09, 7.01, 7.02, 7.08, 8.03, 9.01, 10.02, 10.07, 10.08, 
11.03, 11.04 

15 Accelerate 
understanding / accelerate 
business decisions 

1.05, 1.06, 2.09, 2.10, 2.14, 3.04, 4.01, 4.04, 4.05, 5.02, 6.03, 6.07, 7.01, 7.03, 
7.04, 7.08, 7.09, 7.10, 7.11, 7.12, 7.13, 8.02, 9.02, 9.03, 10.06, 10.12, 10.13, 
10.14, 10.15, 11.04 

16 Reduce program 
development costs and 
maximize resource 
leveraging 

2.16, 4.04, 5.02, 6.07, 7.01, 7.13, 10.03, 10.04, 10.05, 10.07 

 824 
 825 
  826 
Detailed below are summaries of the 109 policy actions, presented and sorted by category, by time-827 
frame, and by the level of agreement with a recommendation expressed by participants through the 828 
policy recommendations survey (question Q1 score).  Along with these summaries are participant 829 
comments on the recommendations from the policy survey, and elaboration of which “above-median” 830 
(high value/favorable) use cases are supported by which recommendations.  These notes and 831 
elaborations are derived from the information in Annexes 10, 11, and 12.  832 
 833 
There are a total of 31 short-term recommendations designated as “strong agreement” (Table 14). 834 
These recommendations have an averaged “agreement” (Q1) score that is higher than the median 835 
within each policy category and that many respondents scored “agree” or “strongly agree” with at most 836 
one or two respondents scoring “disagree” or “strongly disagree.” Typically there were more than 20 837 
respondents for each survey question.  See Annex 11 and 12 for policy survey results. 838 
 839 
These “strong agreement” recommendations given in Table 14 are colored green in the following 840 
sections. Excluded from Table 14 are those recommendations for which the CPUC has indicated that 841 
action is already underway, as noted in its comments in the Policy Recommendations and Use Case 842 
Assessment Database.  These recommendations are colored purple in the following sections.  However, 843 
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participants recommend that such policy recommendations still be considered in strengthening or 844 
extending any existing policies, and that other proceedings that may be addressing these policies take 845 
appropriate note of these recommendations. 846 
 847 
There were a number of policy recommendations where survey responses diverged very widely, with 848 
multiple respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing and multiple respondents disagreeing or strongly 849 
disagreeing.  These recommendations are colored red in the sections below.  These recommendations 850 
may require further discussion and attention beyond the Working Group, to bring stakeholders together 851 
and create greater agreement.  852 
 853 
Finally, policy recommendations with lower “agreement” (Q1) scores that still received mostly 854 
agreement from survey respondents, perhaps also with many “neutral” responses that preclude 855 
designating them as “strong agreement,” are given in normal black font. 856 
 857 
All strong-agreement policy recommendations support a number of above-median use cases.  And 858 
conversely, there are no above-median use cases that are not supported by at least one of the policy 859 
recommendations.  [Gridworks note:  subject to further analysis and verification]  860 
 861 
 862 
Box: Community Choice Aggregators (CCAs) 863 
 864 
CCA participants in the Working Group noted that policy recommendations should address not only 865 
IOUs but other Load Serving Entities including CCAs as critical partners in California's VGI efforts. As 866 
nonprofit public entities governed by the cities, counties and towns that they serve, CCAs now represent 867 
a large driver of clean energy in California. As electricity suppliers to  public sector, residential, business 868 
and industry customers, CCAs possess relevant customer data and are using that data to inform 869 
programs for transportation electrification. As CCAs continue to expand their transportation 870 
electrification program offerings, coordination and planning between CCAs and IOUs on VGI will become 871 
essential.  872 
 873 
 874 
Box:  Medium- and Heavy-Duty Vehicles (MHDVs)  875 
 876 
Participants discussed what makes MHDVs distinct from light-duty vehicles (LDVs) in terms of policy 877 
actions and suggested that MHDVs are something of an “overlay” for policy rather than a distinct 878 
category of policy action. Policies for LDVs can also apply to MHDVs, including commercial rates, 879 
interconnection, and aggregation.  However, the differences between MHDVs and LDVs also need to be 880 
understood by policy-makers, including a smaller number of customers with higher loads, rigid duty 881 
cycles, the special potential of school buses because of their duty cycle, clustering of large loads for 882 
MHDV charging, and the need to upgrade distribution system capacity to accommodate and accelerate 883 
MHDV charging. 884 
 885 
 886 
 887 
 888 
 889 
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Box: Public Funds for VGI 890 
 891 
Working Group participants noted that policy recommendations in several of the policy categories will 892 
require public funds to implement.  For Category #2 “develop and fund government and utility customer 893 
programs, incentives, and DER procurements,” ratepayer funds are a primary source of funding for such 894 
utility-led programs and procurements.  These programs and procurements will typically be for 895 
commercially-mature or market-ready VGI solutions. Category #7, “fund and launch demonstrations and 896 
other activities to accelerate and validate commercialization,” also requires public funds, and typically 897 
these funds are spent on solutions not yet commercialized or market-ready. Good examples are VGI 898 
activities funded under the Electric Program Investment Charge (EPIC) Program. Category #4 also uses 899 
public funds, for data programs, studies, and analyses that can inform further decision-making and 900 
support market growth. And Category #9 requires public funds for market education and outreach. 901 
 902 
Public funds come from state, local, regional and federal agencies, as well as from utility ratepayers (as 903 
those costs are socialized among all utility customers).  This includes, but is not limited to funds 904 
approved by CPUC, CEC, DOE, CARB, and AQMDs.  Broadly, this Working Group believes that public 905 
funds should continue to support a wide range of VGI solutions and initiatives, including mature mass-906 
market programs; innovative pilots and demonstrations; data programs, studies, and analyses; and 907 
education and outreach. Public funds should be available to benefit all interested Californian citizens 908 
and businesses, and should not be limited to a specific group of customers or solution providers. 909 
 910 
Working Group participants noted that other DERs such energy efficiency, demand response, solar and 911 
stationary storage have received large amounts of public funding, which has allowed these DERs to 912 
become mature. Participants asserted that VGI solutions and technologies should similarly receive public 913 
funding needed to go from nascent to mature adoption levels. Those funds would be allocated based on 914 
clear, transparent, and streamlined requirements to ensure they are effectively deployed and used for 915 
the benefit of all Californians. 916 
 917 
Some participants also offered more unique takeaways related to the use of public funds for VGI. Some 918 
parties said that public funds for VGI should ultimately be planned for and evaluated based on cost 919 
effectiveness at the use case level.  In this case, societal net benefits, such as currently being evaluated 920 
by the CPUC in the Integrated Resources Plan proceeding (i.e. the Societal Cost Test), become an 921 
important perspective for assessing the relative value of VGI-enabled EVs, along with other DERs. These 922 
parties argue that societal net benefits are important because the intangible and tangible benefits and 923 
costs of VGI-enabled EVs can impact all sectors of society.  Concomitantly, analysis of societal net 924 
benefits should be over a long-term time frame, utilizing a public discount rate, to accurately reflect the 925 
net benefits to all sectors of society.  926 
 927 
Some participants emphasized the importance of having the end-customer capture a significant portion 928 
of the public funds allocated to VGI, in order to drive market adoption. Some participants suggested a 929 
more comprehensive and easily accessible clearinghouse to identify and aggregate the different pools of 930 
public funds for VGI, including funding requirements and oversight by the responsible agencies.  Some 931 
participants recommended prioritizing public funding allocations based on levels of collaboration and 932 
partnerships established, such that collaborative efforts among different industry players are prioritized. 933 
 934 
 935 
 936 
 937 
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Table 14:  Short-Term Policy Recommendations with Strong Agreement (*) 938 
Rec # Policy Recommendation 
1.01 Rate design for demand charge mitigation to be enabled by stationary battery storage coupled to EV 

charging 
1.03 Apply "Station Power" concept to V2G, in which power to operate generating facilities or storage is 

charged wholesale rates while other energy is charged retail rates 
1.10 Design TOU rates for EVs with high levels of participation 
2.01 Require utilities to broadcast signals to a DER marketplace of qualified vendors (curtailment and load) 
2.04 Enable customers to elect BTM load balancing option to avoid primary or secondary upgrades, either if 

residential R15/16 exemption goes away, or as an option for non-residential customers 
2.08 Consider coordinated utility and CCA incentives for EVs, solar PV, inverters, battery storage, capacity, 

and EV charging infrastructure to support resilience efforts in communities impacted by PSPS events 
2.10 Standard design templates for all DERs including EVs 
2.15 Incentive(s) for construction projects with coincident grid interconnection and EV infrastructure 

upgrade 
2.16 Low cost multiple VGI communication control pathways to stimulate healthy competition amongst VGI 

aggregators and service providers 
2.17 Enable customers, via Rules 15/16 or any new EV tariff, to employ load management technologies to 

avoid distribution upgrades, and focus capacity assessments on the Point of Common Coupling 
2.18 Incentivize multiple EVs using a single charging station (e.g.  chargers that power share / sequence) to 

keep charging load spread across as many vehicles as possible. 
2.19 Site higher level kW charging for commercial applications in the best locations to encourage high 

utilization 
4.01 Initiate a voluntary task-force to help gather, model, and analyze data related to these use-cases' 

benefits and costs. Prioritize the analyses within the VGI Data Program initiative proposed by CalETC 
4.03 Explore long-term solutions to mitigate the (disproportionate) grid impacts of high-kW (e.g., 10-19 kW) 

charging in residences 
5.02 Pilot funding for EV backup power to customers not on microgrids, including state-wide goals for at 

least 100 EVs by 2021 and 500 EVs by 2022 
6.06 Include EVs with other DERs in considering proposals for pre-wiring and preliminary interconnection at 

the subdivision- or house-level 
6.07 Pilot funding for V1G and V2G for microgrid and V2M solutions, including a state-wide near-term goal; 

and utilities’ PSPS plans and microgrid frameworks should consider EVs for FTM grid services 
7.03 Leverage EPIC funding to pilot use-cases to better understand realistic costs and implementation 

challenges and to identify ways to reduce costs and streamline implementability 
7.04 Create pilots to demonstrate V2G's ability to provide the same energy storage services as stationary 

systems and let V2G systems participate in pilots for stationary storage 
7.05 Special programs and pilots for municipal fleets to pilot V2G as mobile resiliency 
7.08 Use EPIC funds for an on-going program to convene VGI data experts on a wide array of topics, 

demonstrations, data programs, and studies 
7.09 CalETC VGI Acceleration Proposal to CEC to fund California agencies to select many promising complex 

VGI use cases for large scale demonstrations 
7.10 Detailed independent, third-party VGI net value analysis should be conducted on promising use cases 
7.11 Study to understand the impact on the grid from transportation electrification out to 2040 
9.02 Create public awareness and education programs and materials on V2G systems and how to get them. 

This could particularly be focused toward government fleets 
10.04 State agencies coordinate and maintain consistency across the different policy forums (see CalETC 

letter) and state policy goals 
10.05 State agencies should recognize that stakeholder's specialized VGI staff resources to support all these 

proceedings are limited 
10.07 Avoid over-regulation of EVSE specifications 
10.09 Low cost integration solutions: open standards especially for utilities, charging networks and site hosts 
11.03 Permit streamlining 
11.04 Investigate ADA and other obstacles to charger installation at MUDs and some high-density C&I 

locations 
11.05 Incentives for new construction -- public parking lot projects 
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(*) Policy recommendations for which actions are already underway, according to CPUC staff comments, are not 939 
included in this table, see category-by-category explanations in the following sections. Descriptions here are 940 
abbreviated versions of the full recommendation text contained in the Policy Recommendations and Use Case 941 
Assessment Database and given in Annex 8. 942 
 943 
 944 
Table 15:  Policy Categories 945 

1 Reform retail rates 
2 Develop and fund government and utility customer programs, incentives, and DER procurements 
3 Design wholesale market rules & access 
4 Understand and transform VGI markets by funding and launching data programs, studies and task forces 
5 Accelerate use of EVs for bi-directional non-grid-export power / PSPS 
6 Develop EV bi-directional grid-export power including interconnection rules 
7 Fund and launch demonstrations and other activities to accelerate and validate commercialization 
8 Develop, approve, and support adoption of other non-interconnection technical standards 
9 Fund and launch market education & coordination 
10 Enhance coordination and consistency between agencies and state goals 
11 Conduct other non-VGI-specific programs and activities to increase EV adoption 

 946 
 947 
Table 16: Color Key for Policy Recommendations 948 
Green  Strong agreement 949 
Purple  CPUC says already underway in other proceedings 950 
Red  Wide divergence of agreement and disagreement 951 
Black  Some agreement or mostly neutral 952 
 953 
 954 
 955 
Category 1:  Reform Retail Rates 956 
 957 
Summary of recommendations:   Policies for reforming retail rates should include both TOU and 958 
dynamic rates, include demand charge mitigation, address commercial fleets, consider location-specific 959 
price signals, consider wholesale rates and access for behind-the-meter resources in certain situations, 960 
and account for and/or leverage behind-the-meter solar and storage.  Care should be taken that price 961 
signals are consistent across different sectors and customers and incentivize both charging and 962 
discharging. Introduce increasingly granular price signals based on time on day. 963 
 964 
In discussions on retail rate recommendations, participants sought further clarity on how some 965 
recommendations differed from rates already available, and agreed that more options for affordable 966 
charging are needed. And in general, rate options should be geared to widespread adoption, should be 967 
simple to meter, and should account for aggregation options. Submetering received diverging 968 
viewpoints and the CPUC noted that submetering is currently being addressed in the DRIVE OIR. 969 
 970 
Participants suggested the phrase “time varying EV rates.” Policies should encourage a residential 971 
whole-house EV rate, a residential submeter EV rate, a commercial EV rate, commercial fleets, MHDV, 972 
and real-time EV rates.  All utilities [should] have an offering in each bucket. 973 
 974 
 975 
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Short-Term Recommendations 976 
 977 
There was strong agreement [“a high level of agreement”] for three short-term recommendations: 978 
 979 

• Rate design for demand charge mitigation to be enabled by stationary battery storage coupled 980 
to EV charging (1.01) 981 

• Apply "Station Power" concept to V2G, in which power to operate generating facilities or 982 
storage is charged wholesale rates while other energy is charged retail rates (1.03) 983 

• Design TOU rates for EVs with high levels of participation (1.10) 984 
 985 
However, in policy survey comments on these three, some respondents questioned the need for new 986 
rate design for 1.01, some favored 1.03 but said it needed further explanation and work, and a number 987 
of clarifications on 1.10 were requested. 988 
 989 
Recommendation 1.01 supports at least four high-value (above-median) use cases for commercial 990 
workplace charging, for backup with V2G and for renewable self-consumption with V1G (use cases 991 
850.1, 850.2, 853, 854).  Recommendation 1.03 supports several V2G commercial fleet use cases, for 992 
transit buses, school buses, and large and small trucks, for customer bill management and backup, and 993 
for system applications including day-ahead energy, renewable integration, GHG reduction, and system 994 
RA. Recommendation 1.10 supports a large number of high-value use cases for residential, commercial, 995 
and fleet sectors, and for a large number of customer and system applications. 996 
 997 
Several additional recommendations were put forth by the Working Group, but for these, the CPUC 998 
commented that multiple rate cases are already considering these policies, or that some are addressed 999 
through recently implemented rates or proposed commercial EV rates under review, or are addressed 1000 
through already-ongoing submetering work in the DRIVE OIR: 1001 
 1002 

• Establish EV TOU rates that don't require separate metering or submetering (1.04) 1003 
• Create an "EV fleet" commercial rate (1.07) 1004 
• If dynamic rate is unavailable, increase the differential between standard and EV TOU off-peak 1005 

charging rate (CPUC comment: already adopted) (1.08) 1006 
• Allow customers with on-site solar and/or storage to utilize commercial EV rates (1.09) 1007 
• Develop a standard implementation guide for utilities to provide real-time price and event 1008 

(control) signals to EVSEs, CSMSs and EV drivers (1.11) 1009 
• Re-examine alternative approaches to submetering for transportation electrification (1.12) 1010 
• Enact time-variant EV charging rates starting with default TOU rates and moving to dynamic 1011 

rates that provide time- and location-specific price signals (1.13) 1012 
 1013 
There was a wide divergence in agreement/disagreement on three other policies, so further discussion 1014 
would be warranted: 1015 
 1016 

• EV drivers across all sectors guaranteed direct access to their utilities' time-variant (e.g. TOU) 1017 
rates (1.02) 1018 

• Price signals received by EV customers should be relatively consistent (not necessarily identical) 1019 
at a given time of day, across different sectors and price-setting entities (1.05) 1020 

• Price signals received by the EV and by the EVSE should be aligned and consistent (not 1021 
necessarily identical) and incentivize the same charging/discharging action (1.06) 1022 
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 1023 
Policy survey comments on Category 1 recommendations were generally supportive, although 1.02 and 1024 
1.06 were not very clear to participants and could be rewritten and/or clarified further, and 1.08 was 1025 
deemed less critical or relevant in a few comments. Other comments echoed CPUC notes on what is 1026 
already being considered or part of other ongoing policy work. 1027 
  1028 
 1029 
Medium-Term Recommendations 1030 
 1031 

• Credit for export for V2G/storage (1.14) 1032 
• Prompt CPUC approval of time-varying EV rates applications (1.15) 1033 
• NEM credit for V2G exports (1.16) 1034 
• Create tariffs specific to electric school buses that potentially account for V2G (1.17) 1035 
• Establish voluntary “critical peak pricing” tariffs for non-residential charging that offer reduced 1036 

TOU rates except during event-based flex alert or critical peak periods, while providing 1037 
significantly increased on-peak prices (1.18) 1038 

 1039 
There was strong agreement for all of these medium-term recommendations except 1.17, for which a 1040 
number of respondents questioned the technology-specific or vehicle-class-specific nature of the policy, 1041 
and said it should be connected to V2G more broadly, or be customer-specific (e.g., schools) rather than 1042 
technology-specific. Some policy survey comments disagreed with 1.17.  1043 
 1044 
 1045 
Long-Term Recommendations 1046 
 1047 

• Performance-based ratemaking (1.19) 1048 
• Create tariffs specific to medium/heavy duty vehicles, fleets, and rideshare (1.20) 1049 

 1050 
Survey respondents were mostly neutral about 1.19 and in strong agreement with 1.20. One comment 1051 
on 1.19 said this was a framework not a policy action. And the CPUC commented on 1.20: “Already 1052 
covered [in other Category 1 recommendations]; this is a priority across the different commercial EV 1053 
rates and CPUC prefers not to design such technology specific rates.”  One policy survey comment said  1054 
1.19 did not appear actionable and was not an actual recommendation. 1055 
 1056 
 1057 
 1058 
Category 2: Develop and Fund Government and Utility Customer Programs, Procurements, and 1059 
Incentives 1060 
 1061 
Summary of recommendations:  a variety of additional requirements, options, or incentives are  1062 
proposed for supporting VGI solutions within existing utility and public programs and procurements, 1063 
including communication interfaces and control pathways to  “DER marketplaces” and aggregators, 1064 
behind-the-meter load management to avoid distribution upgrades, coordination between IOUs and 1065 
CCAs, addressing EV infrastructure in new construction, enabling multi-vehicle charging stations, and 1066 
improving utilization of chargers. 1067 
 1068 
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Customer-side load management was a prominent part of Working Group discussions on Category 2 1069 
policies. Customer-side load management is distinct from bill management, which can already be done 1070 
through other use cases. The goals of customer-side load management are broader, such as to defer grid 1071 
upgrades, to allow customer load expansion, or to allow EVs and V2G systems to be integrated with the 1072 
grid. There are potential standards to employ, such as UL 916 and UL 1741 CRD, however, there is a lack 1073 
of standard testing and certification regimes, so new qualification procedures are needed, perhaps 1074 
starting with an interim procedure.  1075 
 1076 
Extending SGIP to V1G and bidirectional V2G was also a part of Working Group discussions. VGI Council 1077 
made these comments on SGIP in relation to V2G: (1) there is an inherent GHG reduction component 1078 
due to the fact that this would be incrementally incentivizing EVs, (2) incentives are an effective tool for 1079 
unlocking incremental VGI capabilities since the incentive is not necessarily intended to buy down the 1080 
total capital cost of the vehicle, (3) it is important to consider how upfront incentives that could enable 1081 
VGI capabilities as vehicle sales are being made, to avoid lost opportunity for millions of vehicles; and (4) 1082 
there are range of VGI capabilities that could be part of an overall VGI incentive portfolio ranging from 1083 
simple charging timers, to more advanced bidirectional charging with ancillary services. 1084 
 1085 
There were a number of other topics related to Category 2 discussed by participants, such as baseline 1086 
requirements and eligibility rules for VGI as a demand response resource for DR programs, possible new 1087 
compensation mechanisms for VGI as DR, consideration of VGI and DR programs by CCAs in addition to 1088 
IOUs, and the relative merits of stronger price signals, including TOU and dynamic rates, versus DR and 1089 
other program by IOUs and other LSEs. Participants also noted existing opportunities like DRAM that 1090 
don’t necessarily require any further policy changes. 1091 
 1092 
 1093 
Short-Term Recommendations 1094 
 1095 
There was strong agreement for nine short-term policies: 1096 
 1097 

• Require utilities to broadcast signals to a DER marketplace of qualified vendors (curtailment and 1098 
load) (2.01) 1099 

• Enable customers to elect BTM load balancing option to avoid primary or secondary upgrades, 1100 
either if residential R15/16 exemption goes away, or as an option for non-residential customers 1101 
(2.04) 1102 

• Consider coordinated utility and CCA incentives for EVs, solar PV, inverters, battery storage, 1103 
capacity, and EV charging infrastructure to support resilience efforts in communities impacted 1104 
by PSPS events (2.08) 1105 

• Standard design templates for all DERs including EVs (2.10) 1106 
• Incentive(s) for construction projects with coincident grid interconnection and EV infrastructure 1107 

upgrade (2.15) 1108 
• Low cost multiple VGI communication control pathways to stimulate healthy competition 1109 

amongst VGI aggregators and service providers (2.16) 1110 
• Enable customers, via Rules 15/16 or any new EV tariff, to employ load management 1111 

technologies to avoid distribution upgrades, and focus capacity assessments on the Point of 1112 
Common Coupling (2.17) 1113 

• Incentivize multiple EVs using a single charging station (e.g.  chargers that power share / 1114 
sequence) to keep charging load spread across as many vehicles as possible. (2.18) 1115 
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• Site higher level kW charging for commercial applications in the best locations to encourage 1116 
high utilization (2.19) 1117 

 1118 
Policy survey respondents had concerns about whether 2.01 was really short-term and how it fits with 1119 
other DERs. For 2.04 and 2.10, respondents noted the link to Rule 21.  For 2.08 they pointed to 1120 
additional details that need to be worked out.  For 2.16 there was strong agreement but one respondent 1121 
said communication protocols are out of scope for this Working Group.  Comments on 2.17 pointed to 1122 
its similarity with 2.04 and 6.05.  Comments on 2.18 connected it to 2.04 and 2.17. One comment on 1123 
2.19 questioned whether this was within CPUC jurisdiction. 1124 
 1125 
Recommendation 2.01 supports virtually all of the high-value use cases for residential, commercial, and 1126 
fleet sectors, and for a large number of customer and system applications. Recommendations 2.04 and 1127 
2.17 both support high-value use cases for residential and fleet grid upgrade deferrals (use cases 16, 1128 
256, and 2296).  Recommendation 2.08 supports several residential and commercial V2G use cases for 1129 
backup and resiliency (34, 70, 443, 479, 850, 851, 886, 887, 2482).   Recommendation 2.10 supports a 1130 
large number of V2G fleet use cases for other applications including customer bill management, system 1131 
day-ahead energy, system RA, and renewable energy integration and GHG reduction (1846, 1930, 2566, 1132 
2578, 2050, 2134, 2182, 2482, 2566, 2578).  Recommendation 2.15 supports several high-value use 1133 
cases for commercial workplaces for both customer and system applications. Recommendation 2.16 1134 
supports about 35 high-value use cases in residential and commercial for many different applications. 1135 
Both recommendations 2.18 and 2.19 support about 40 high-value commercial workplace and fleet use 1136 
cases. 1137 
 1138 
For the following recommendations, the CPUC commented that all IOU programs currently require load 1139 
management participation for customers to be eligible (2.05); that the recommendation was already a 1140 
goal in the TEF (2.06 and 2.09); and that SDG&E and Plug-in America are already testing this in a pilot 1141 
and results are pending, and other similar testing of this concept will occur as more dealers sign up to 1142 
participate in the LCFS upfront rebate program (2.11). 1143 
 1144 

• Require managed charging capability in utility customer programs, incentives, and DER 1145 
procurements. (2.05) 1146 

• Require all government-funded charging infrastructure to have smart functionality. (2.06) 1147 
• Leverage existing pilots to identify bottlenecks for increasing deployment and reducing costs. 1148 

Encourage utilities, in partnership with private entities, to establish dedicated programs for 1149 
school bus charging (2.09) 1150 

• Create an EV Dealership VGI upfront incentive program whereby utilities can reward dealers for 1151 
installing or enabling VGI functionality at point of sale. (2.11) 1152 

 1153 
There was a wide divergence in agreement/disagreement on three other policies, so further discussion 1154 
would be warranted: 1155 
 1156 

• Establish "reverse EE" rebates for EVSE installations that build permanent midday load (2.03) 1157 
[Gridworks note:  2.03 is also connected to 6.07] 1158 

• Allow V1G and V2G to qualify for SGIP to level the playing field with other DERs. An interim step 1159 
would be for SGIP to fund pilots in various market segments (2.12) 1160 

• Allow V1G (smart charging/managed charging) to be counted as storage for the California 1161 
storage mandate (2.13) 1162 
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 1163 
There was overall agreement or more-neutral agreement for three other short-term recommendations: 1164 
 1165 

• V2G systems become eligible for some form of SGIP incentives. (2.02) 1166 
• Create a strategic demand reduction performance incentive mechanism, include EVs as 1167 

technology that can reduce and shift peak demand. (2.07) 1168 
• Prioritize, document and implement cost-effective use-case(s) for every transportation 1169 

electrification plan, project, or program that is supported or subsidized by public funds, applied 1170 
at commercial scale, and to be deployed within five years (2.14) 1171 

 1172 
Survey respondents commented that 2.02 may not be short term and pointed to a number of issues 1173 
around SGIP and cost-effectiveness or cost-shifting.  Respondents on 2.07 said DR programs already 1174 
exist that cover EVs, and pointed to the issue of baselines. Respondents on 2.14 questioned the blanket 1175 
nature of the recommendation, and whether cost-effective use cases exist or would be desirable for 1176 
every plan or program.  1177 
 1178 
 1179 
Medium-Term Recommendations 1180 
 1181 

• SGIP-style battery rebate for pairing with high power DC fast charging (2.20) 1182 
• Provide a performance-based incentive to temporarily provide grid services, for building owners 1183 

or EVSP providers who recruit a certain fraction of EV drivers to opt in, implemented as a long-1184 
term contract through procurement (2.21) 1185 

• Issue non-wires alternative competitive procurements (RFOs) targeted to EVs/EVSPs that can 1186 
limit demand during peak times (2.22) 1187 

• AB 2514 storage mandates, if expanded, should have a level playing field for both V1G and V2G 1188 
(2.23) 1189 

• Align LCFS smart charging framework with IOU TOU rates. (2.24) 1190 
 1191 
For 2.24, CPUC commented that “Aligning the LCFS incremental incentives with IOU TOU periods is 1192 
already a requirement in CARB’s regulation.” 1193 
 1194 
CAISO comment on 2.21: For providing regulation to the ISO market, this would also require additional 1195 
roles/entities to act as an aggregator, and scheduling coordinator to represent the resource providing 1196 
services to the ISO.  Control systems would need to be in place to manage the ISO control signals down 1197 
to each vehicle charger.  Another option could be to have designated public chargers which act 1198 
autonomously to change charging behavior based on local frequency 1199 
 1200 
Policy survey respondents raised a number of considerations and caveats for 2.21. Respondents gave a 1201 
wide divergence of agreement/disagreement on 2.22 and 2.23, also reflected in the comments.  In 1202 
comments, 2.22 was linked to 2.04 and 2.17, two short-term recommendations that did receive strong 1203 
agreement.  For 2.20, respondents compared rebates with rate design and linked it to short-term 1204 
recommendations 1.01 and 7.06.   1205 
 1206 
 1207 
 1208 
 1209 
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Category 3: Design Wholesale Market Rules & Access 1210 
 1211 
Summary of recommendations:  in the short-term, take steps to enhance the role of aggregators in 1212 
CAISO markets for VGI; in the medium-term, focus further on aggregation and also pathways such as 1213 
Proxy Demand Resource (PDR), Non-Generator Resource (NGR), and other alternative models for 1214 
participation in ancillary services; and establish market rules and participation options for separately 1215 
metered V2G customers. 1216 
 1217 
In discussions on wholesale market rules and access, participants discussed Non-Generator Resources 1218 
(NGRs) and wholesale market access for VGI.  A key threshold issue is addressing the metering aspect of 1219 
knowing what’s wholesale vs retail; and given that this is a broader DER issue, there [is likely] no behind-1220 
the-meter (BTM) resources [eligible as NGRs]. In addition, participants noted that several groups have 1221 
been unable to take advantage of the DERP framework. This might also be considered in the multi-use 1222 
application (MUA) and microgrids proceedings.  Also, participants noted that NGR is not strictly for 1223 
exporting resources, as for example frequency regulation could be provided in a V1G use case by moving 1224 
load up and down through NGR, and that frequency regulation is not possible through the DR 1225 
participation model (Proxy Demand Resource).  1226 
 1227 
Participants also suggested policy might be a little more simplified if it gets broken down into MHDV vs 1228 
LDV, and with a focus on fleets and parking garages that could scale easier. Also, the question of how to 1229 
qualify a market participant who may wish to participate in both wholesale and retail markets. 1230 
 1231 
 1232 
Short-Term Recommendations 1233 
 1234 
No short-term recommendations received strong agreement. Responses to the following two short-term 1235 
recommendations were mostly neutral to modest agreement: 1236 
 1237 

• Authorize new tariffs in CAISO ESDER Phase 4 that allow utilities to pay V1G aggregators to use 1238 
managed charging to reduce the local distribution grid impacts of EV charging (3.01) 1239 

• Allow telemetry at aggregation level (3.02) 1240 
 1241 
The CAISO provided comments on these recommendations: 1242 
 1243 

3.01. ESDER is the ISO stakeholder initiative for Energy Storage and Distributed Energy 1244 
Resources.  This is the forum by which the ISO is removing barriers to wholesale participation for 1245 
storage and DER.   This action seems to blend distribution and transmission tariffs.  The ISO 1246 
manages the market based on transmission grid system need and not on local distribution 1247 
system need.  Today the utility/LSE can offer programs to help alleviate local distribution level 1248 
impacts as well as participate in the ISO demand response offerings to offer load curtailment 1249 
services.  This however does not ensure that the system need aligns to the local need and may 1250 
not alleviate local impacts. 1251 

 1252 
3.02. The market optimization in both day-ahead and real time depends on bids into the market 1253 
before the operating hour and awards based on the transmission system market solution. Real-1254 
time telemetry is used to ensure communication to those resources that have been awarded 1255 
and are participating. We manage resources in AGC on a 4 second basis.   This timescale would 1256 
make it very difficult for any additional aggregator intervention.  Regulation Awards are typically 1257 
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a range of capacity that may or may not be used depending on true system need.   Need more 1258 
information on the request. 1259 

 1260 
 1261 
Medium-Term Recommendations 1262 
 1263 
The following five medium-term recommendations were all scored by policy survey respondents as 1264 
mostly “neutral” to “agree,” with the exception of 3.07, for which there was a stronger level of 1265 
agreement: 1266 
 1267 
• Enable aggregations of EVs on managed charging to participate as resources in real-time energy 1268 

markets and ancillary services market. (3.03) 1269 
• Need clarity and conclusive decision on what pathway (PDR vs. NGR) will enable V2G resources to 1270 

offer Day-Ahead Energy and RA System services (3.04) 1271 
• Alternative PDR participation model or new capacity-only designation for resources to provide 1272 

ancillary services only (not energy), to allow BTM charging to participate, single site or aggregated 1273 
(3.05) 1274 

• Allow 100 kW threshold bid for ancillary services (3.06) 1275 
• Coordinated effort by state agencies and IOUs and other LSEs to establish market rules and 1276 

participation options for separately metered V2G customers. (3.07) 1277 
 1278 
CAISO, as the lead agency for all of these recommendations except 3.07, offered the following 1279 
comments on them: 1280 
 1281 

3.03. EV's have pathways to participation today both in Demand Response and in non-demand 1282 
response wholesale participation offerings.  The ISO demonstrated this with the LA Air Force 1283 
Base project and has since created a new framework in the ISO Tariff for DER aggregations 1284 
called DERP (distributed energy resource provider).  The challenges typically are found in the 1285 
interconnection at the distribution level and relatively high costs of participation for such small 1286 
resources. More information is needed to understand the specific barriers to address that 1287 
haven't already been listed.  1288 
 1289 
3.04. Agree that RA qualifying capacity rules need to be established for EVs providing grid 1290 
services.  1291 
 1292 
3.05. EV's can participate as demand response resources for energy, spin and non-spin at a 1293 
facility level.  EV aggregations have the ability to provide wholesale services to the ISO as a V1G 1294 
or V2G resource under DERP which allows for energy, spin, non-spin, and regulation.  However, 1295 
the non-DR participation requires a distribution level interconnection agreement.  1296 
 1297 
3.06. FERC order 841 reduces the minimum capacity to participate for battery storage to 100kW 1298 
including A/S.     1299 
 1300 
3.07. The ISO PDR model is not designed for the export of energy.  Only load curtailment or 1301 
load-shift (Consumption).  V2G would need to follow a different participation model which 1302 
recognizes that energy can export back on to the grid.  This requires a distribution level 1303 
interconnection and study.   Agree that a coordinated effort between entities can help identify 1304 
issues and gaps listed, including RA rules. A CPUC MUA /TD coordination proceeding involving 1305 
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required entities would be recommended to identify issues and gaps and establish a framework 1306 
for pilot activities.  A positive economic business case for this type of participation is not well 1307 
understood or proven. Efforts should include analysis to determine if there are lower cost, lower 1308 
risk alternatives, as well as, determination of use cases that help ensure a positive economic 1309 
outcome.   1310 

 1311 
Policy survey comments on 3.07 echoed some agreement with the CAISO comments and also called for 1312 
further clarification and possible rethinking.   1313 
 1314 
 1315 
 1316 
Category 4: Understand and Transform VGI Markets by Funding and Launching Data Programs, Studies 1317 
and Task Forces 1318 
 1319 
Summary of recommendations:  gather, model, and analyze data on benefits and costs of VGI use cases 1320 
and explore long-term solutions to mitigate the (disproportionate) grid impacts of high-kW charging in 1321 
residences.  1322 
 1323 
 1324 
Short-Term Recommendations 1325 
 1326 
There was strong agreement for two short-term policies: 1327 
 1328 

• Initiate a voluntary task-force to help gather, model, and analyze data related to these use-1329 
cases' benefits and costs. Prioritize the analyses within the VGI Data Program initiative proposed 1330 
by CalETC (4.01) 1331 

• Explore long-term solutions to mitigate the (disproportionate) grid impacts of high-kW (e.g., 10-1332 
19 kW) charging in residences (4.03) 1333 

 1334 
Recommendation 4.03 supports about 25 high-value residential use cases for customer bill 1335 
management, customer distribution upgrade deferrals, renewable self-consumption, and for system 1336 
applications for day-ahead energy, renewable integration, GHG reduction, system RA.  1337 
 1338 
There was a wide divergence in agreement/disagreement on one policy, so further discussion would be 1339 
warranted: 1340 
 1341 

• Any Level 2 EVSE sold within the next two years should be capable of responding to external 1342 
event or price signals, or user-defined criteria, and support OCPP, OpenADR, or IEEE 2030.5. 1343 
(4.02) 1344 

 1345 
There was more neutral agreement for one other short-term recommendation: 1346 
 1347 

• Perform detailed cost-effectiveness analysis for specific VGI use-cases in programs/measures 1348 
that are ratepayer funded (4.04) 1349 

 1350 
For 4.04, the CPUC commented that it is collecting increasingly similar data across public-funded 1351 
programs to identify metrics to evaluate cost-effectiveness. 1352 
 1353 
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 1354 
Medium-Term Recommendations 1355 
 1356 

• Pilots for shared charging infrastructure for commuter-based fleets, both public and private, 1357 
including transit commuter buses and company fleets and shuttles. (4.05). [Gridworks note:  1358 
4.05 should be in Category #7?] 1359 

 1360 
CPUC comment on 4.05:  awaiting pilot results from SB 350 priority review programs. 1361 
 1362 
 1363 
 1364 
Category 5: Accelerate Use of EVs for Bi-Directional Non-Grid-Export Power / PSPS 1365 
 1366 
Summary of recommendations:  in the short-term, fund pilots for EV backup power to customers not on 1367 
microgrids, with state-wide year-by-year numerical goals; in the medium-term, develop standards and 1368 
requirements for buildings which will support the use of EV batteries for customer resiliency 1369 
 1370 
In discussions on VGI for microgrids, participants stressed that V2G pilots should be made easier to get 1371 
approved and implement, and that safety standards are a chief concern, particularly for anti-islanding 1372 
and line worker safety.  The new UL 1741-SA will become more important in the medium-term when 1373 
grid balancing and ride-through capabilities for VGI and other DERs become more important. 1374 
Participants said the goal is to be able to switch seamlessly between periodic PSPS V2L and reconnect to 1375 
the grid and offer V2G. A timeframe for updating the Title 24 code should be established for the next 1376 
code cycle. And NEC code changes should not be averse to allowing both V2L and V2G. 1377 
 1378 
 1379 
Short-Term Recommendations 1380 
 1381 
There was strong agreement for one short-term policy: 1382 
 1383 

• Pilot funding for EV backup power to customers not on microgrids, including state-wide goals for 1384 
at least 100 EVs by 2021 and 500 EVs by 2022.  (5.02) 1385 

 1386 
Policy survey respondents commented that this could be done in the [microgrid proceeding] Track 2, 1387 
that this recommendation should apply to both residential and non-residential customers, and that 1388 
CCAs could facilitate these pilots for key residential and commercial customers 1389 
 1390 
Recommendation 5.02 supports a dozen V2G use cases for backup and resiliency for the residential, 1391 
commercial, and fleet sectors (31, 34, 440, 443, 848, 850, 851, 2479, 2482). 1392 
 1393 
There was a wide divergence in agreement/disagreement on one other policy, so further discussion 1394 
would be warranted: 1395 
 1396 

• Bring automakers to the table to agree to allow limited discharge activity for resilience purposes 1397 
to be kept under warranty if customers are willing to pay for upgraded bi-directional charging 1398 
hardware. (5.01) 1399 

 1400 
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The CPUC commented on 5.01 that the ongoing joint DRIVE OIR/Rule 21 proceeding will hopefully create 1401 
incentives for OEMs. 1402 
 1403 
 1404 
Medium-Term Recommendations 1405 
 1406 
There was strong agreement for one medium-term recommendation: 1407 
 1408 

• Develop standards and requirements for buildings which will support the use of the EV's main 1409 
power batteries for customer resiliency (5.03) 1410 

 1411 
Policy survey respondents commented on 5.03 that technical requirements and standards should be 1412 
developed for homes in risk areas that are possibly going to use EVs as back-up, and that more 1413 
clarification is needed on the specific problem statements and what needs to change in Rule 21 and Title 1414 
24, and in non-state-level codes and standards. 1415 
 1416 
 1417 
 1418 
Category 6: Develop EV Bi-Directional Grid-Export Power Including Interconnection Rules 1419 
 1420 
Summary of recommendations:  in the short-term, address pre-wiring and interconnection for new 1421 
residential construction and conduct further pilots at significant scale for microgrid and V2M solutions; 1422 
in the medium-term, consider technologies beyond rooftop solar in NEM 3.0, and enable 1423 
interconnection of AC mobile inverters; in the long-term, coordinate the development of 1424 
interconnection and technical standards for bi-directional grid-export power. 1425 
 1426 
 1427 
Short-Term Recommendations 1428 
 1429 
There was strong agreement for two short-term recommendations: 1430 
 1431 

• Include EVs with other DERs in considering proposals for pre-wiring and preliminary 1432 
interconnection at the subdivision- or house-level. (6.06) 1433 

• Pilot funding for V1G and V2G for microgrid and V2M solutions, including a state-wide near-1434 
term goal; and utilities’ PSPS plans and microgrid frameworks should consider feasibility of EVs 1435 
for FTM grid services (6.07) 1436 

 1437 
Policy survey respondent comments on 6.06 said some of this recommendation is already contained in 1438 
the building code, but that the code could be extended for safety isolation devices, and perhaps only a 1439 
paper study is needed. One respondent said this recommendation is related to both building codes and 1440 
interconnection, and perhaps these could/should be separated. Comments on 6.07 said it should 1441 
actually be medium-term and that a 10 MW goal by 2022 is overly prescriptive.  1442 
 1443 
Recommendation 6.06 supports a large number of high-value residential and commercial use cases for 1444 
customer bill management and renewable self-consumption, system day-ahead energy, and system RA 1445 
and renewable integration. Recommendation 6.07 supports several V2G use cases for residential, 1446 
commercial, and fleet backup and resiliency. 1447 
 1448 
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There was a wide divergence in agreement/disagreement on four other policies, with many respondents 1449 
scoring “neutral,” so further discussion would be warranted: 1450 
 1451 

• Require that electric buses funded under the School Bus Replacement Program have managed 1452 
charging and V2G functionality, and continue to provide funding for future school bus pilots of 1453 
V2G market participation (6.01) 1454 

• Update Innovative Clean Transit Rule to include school buses. (6.02) 1455 
• Explicitly prioritize these use-cases to be included in the next cycle of PRP submissions by one or 1456 

more of the IOUs and other LSEs, as well in the next phase of EPIC funding. (6.03) 1457 
• Adopt interim procedures for validating current-limiting functionalities in smart charging (6.05). 1458 

[Gridworks note:  6.05 is related to 2.17 and perhaps should be moved to Category #2, or cross-1459 
referenced from Category #2; and there are other recommendations that relate to more than 1460 
one category, see the policy recommendations database “secondary policy category” field.] 1461 

 1462 
For 6.01, the CPUC commented that all IOU infrastructure programs already require managed 1463 
charging/load management participation and CEC’s School Bus replacement program already requires 1464 
V2G capability.  1465 
 1466 
There was general agreement, with disagreement from a few respondents, on one recommendation: 1467 
 1468 

• Drastically simplify NEM tariffs and streamline NEM applications for EVs; and encourage better 1469 
communication of EV TOU and NEM rates to the general public and businesses (6.04) 1470 

 1471 
The CPUC commented on 6.04 that there is already a NEM 3.0 effort underway, and multiple efforts to 1472 
streamline/simplify EV rates to ensure they can be combined with solar-plus-storage. 1473 
 1474 
 1475 
Medium-Term Recommendations 1476 
 1477 
There was strong agreement for three medium-term recommendations: 1478 
 1479 

• Update CalGreen to have EV-capable measures apply to existing schools to support electric 1480 
school bus purchases, with make-ready support from IOUs and other LSEs. (6.08). [Gridworks 1481 
note: survey comment says this was combined with 8.01 to become 9.01] 1482 

• Consider technologies beyond rooftop solar in NEM 3.0, such as vehicles and storage, to start 1483 
building the policy framework for export DER technologies. (6.09) 1484 

• Enable interconnection of AC mobile inverters (6.10) 1485 
 1486 
For 6.09, policy survey respondents commented that cost recovery issues need to be worked out, that it 1487 
needs to be clarified how it differs from many of the other NEM recommendations, that standalone 1488 
storage paired with PV is already NEM eligible, and that 6.09 is similar to 1.14, 1.16, and 6.04 on V2G 1489 
and NEM. 1490 
 1491 
For 6.10, the CPUC commented that there is already a joint DRIVE OIR and Rule 21 Interconnection 1492 
working sub-group on interconnection of V2G-AC mobile inverters, plus other ongoing efforts in both 1493 
proceedings. 1494 
 1495 
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 1496 
Long-Term Recommendations 1497 
 1498 
There was strong agreement for one long-term recommendation: 1499 

 1500 
• Coordinate the development of interconnection and technical standards with the VGI Working 1501 

Group effort (6.11) 1502 
 1503 
The CPUC commented on 6.11 that the IOUs have minimum communication standards for each program 1504 
and specific qualifications could be added in future program vendor RFPs. 1505 
 1506 
 1507 
 1508 
Category 7: Fund and Launch Demonstrations and Other Activities to Accelerate and Validate 1509 
Commercialization 1510 
 1511 
Summary of recommendations:  pilots and demonstrations should be especially targeted for energy 1512 
storage services, municipal fleets, and large-scale acceleration; additional analyses and pilots are 1513 
needed to understand costs, net value, implementation challenges, and long-term impacts on the grid. 1514 
 1515 
 1516 
Short-Term Recommendations 1517 
 1518 
There was strong agreement for seven short-term policies: 1519 
 1520 

• Leverage EPIC funding to pilot use-cases to better understand realistic costs and implementation 1521 
challenges and to identify ways to reduce costs and streamline implementability (7.03) 1522 

• Create pilots to demonstrate V2G's ability to provide the same energy storage services as 1523 
stationary systems and let V2G systems participate in pilots for stationary storage (7.04) 1524 

• Special programs and pilots for municipal fleets to pilot V2G as mobile resiliency (7.05) 1525 
• Use EPIC funds for an on-going program to convene VGI data experts on a wide array of topics, 1526 

demonstrations, data programs, and studies (7.08) 1527 
• CalETC's VGI Acceleration Proposal to CEC to fund California agencies to select many promising 1528 

complex VGI use cases for large scale demonstrations (7.09) 1529 
• Detailed independent, third-party VGI net value analysis should be conducted on promising use 1530 

cases (7.10). [Gridworks note:  move to Category #4?] 1531 
• Study to understand the impact on the grid from TE in out to 2040 (7.11) 1532 

 1533 
For 7.08 and 7.11, the CPUC commented that it is currently requesting input on the EPIC program to 1534 
inform future spending plans. 1535 
 1536 
Policy survey respondents commented that 7.03 will require collaboration between CPUC and CEC, and 1537 
that the purpose of 7.03 beyond current and upcoming programs is not so clear.  Respondents on 7.04 1538 
said it seemed similar to other ideas for SGIP reform, that it primarily applied to LDVs, and that it might 1539 
be combined with recommendations 2.13 and 2.23. One respondent on 7.09 said this needs to justify 1540 
the $50 million program requirement and another questioned the need for cost-effectiveness analysis. 1541 
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Respondents on 7.11 said this was an “extensive request” that has already been address in other studies 1542 
and demonstrations. 1543 
  1544 
Recommendation 7.03 supports several V2G use cases for residential and commercial workplace backup 1545 
and resiliency. Recommendation 7.04 supports several high-value commercial workplace use cases for a 1546 
number of indirect charging applications.  Recommendations 7.08, 7.09, 7.10 and 7.11 all support a 1547 
large number of high-value residential and commercial workplace use cases for many applications, as 1548 
well as two high-value use cases for the commercial commute sector (use cases 1430 and 1514).  1549 
 1550 
There was a wide divergence in agreement/disagreement on two other policies, so further discussion 1551 
would be warranted: 1552 
 1553 

• Dedicate specific efforts that allow TNC/rideshare drivers to reduce their costs by benefiting 1554 
from utility and other publicly-funded programs and rates (7.01) 1555 

• Improve the allocation of LCFS credits such that EVs with higher vehicle-miles earn higher 1556 
credits, claiming credits is streamlined for EV drivers or their agents, and most credits are 1557 
channeled back to driver/agent (7.02) 1558 

 1559 
The CPUC commented on 7.01 that TNC drivers and companies are not excluded from using the 1560 
infrastructure installed through IOU programs and there have been no program applications that 1561 
included adequate support to explain that TNC drivers should have dedicated EVSE funded by 1562 
ratepayers; and that rates should continue to be as technology agnostic as possible. 1563 
 1564 
There was less strong agreement for two other short-term recommendations: 1565 
 1566 

• Grant funding opportunities can be amended to provide “plus-up” funding for DER 1567 
arrangements that optimize grid conditions (7.06) 1568 

• Pilot a means, based on existing open standards, that allows aggregators, EV network providers 1569 
and charge station operators to dynamically map the capacity and availability of EVSE resources 1570 
to local coordination areas (7.07) 1571 

 1572 
Policy survey respondents commented that 7.06 aligns with 1.01 and [2.02][2.20] and that for 7.07 it is 1573 
not clear whether utilities are capable of doing this in the short-term, and might be  better for the 1574 
medium-term.  However, another comment was that 7.07 is already possible, and that mapping of EV 1575 
resources is part of the job and business models of aggregators, and that aggregator resource 1576 
assessments can be coordinated with 2030.5 resource lists as IOUs 1577 
transition to it. 1578 
 1579 
 1580 
Medium-Term Recommendations 1581 
 1582 
There was neutral agreement for one medium-term policy (7.12) and strong agreement for another 1583 
(7.13): 1584 
 1585 

• Pilots demonstrating connection capacity sharing (7.12) 1586 
• Create a mechanism which allows for quick approval of demonstrations for technology and to 1587 

determine market interest (7.13) 1588 
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 1589 
Policy survey respondent comments on 7.12 were quite mixed, with one respondent saying it would 1590 
allow for a better understanding of the indirect impact of EVs on ratepayers, but another saying that 1591 
grid planning assumptions beyond five years are entirely speculative and there is a need to better clarify 1592 
the objectives of such a long-term planning analysis, and a third saying this has already been addressed 1593 
in studies, modelling, and demonstrations.  1594 
 1595 
The CPUC commented on 7.13 that a proposal is currently in the draft TEF to streamline the CPUC TE 1596 
pilot scale review process. 1597 
 1598 
 1599 
 1600 
Category 8: Develop, Approve, and Support Adoption of Other Non-Interconnection Technical 1601 
Standards 1602 
 1603 
Summary of recommendations:  recommendations in this category are already covered in the TEF and 1604 
DRIVE OIR. 1605 
 1606 
 1607 
Short-Term Recommendations 1608 
 1609 
There was strong agreement for one short-term policy (8.01), however, the CPUC commented that new 1610 
construction incentives are addressed in Section 5 of the TEF.  There was some divergence of 1611 
agreement/disagreement for 8.02 but mostly general agreement, and the CPUC commented that 8.02 is 1612 
already covered through the submetering effort under the DRIVE OIR: 1613 
 1614 

• Incentives for Title 24 new construction -- MUDs and some C&I (especially workplace and large 1615 
destination) parking facilities (8.01) 1616 

• Finalize submetering protocols/standards to increase accessibility to more favorable EV TOU 1617 
rates. (8.02) 1618 

 1619 
 1620 
Medium-Term Recommendations 1621 
 1622 
There was disagreement for one medium-term recommendation: 1623 
 1624 

• Full fixed cost connection (8.03) 1625 
 1626 
 1627 
 1628 
Category 9: Fund and Launch Market Education and Coordination 1629 
 1630 
Summary of recommendations:   Create public awareness and education programs and materials on 1631 
V2G systems and how to get them. This could particularly be focused toward government fleets. 1632 
 1633 
 1634 
Short-Term Recommendations 1635 
 1636 
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There was strong agreement for one short-term policy: 1637 
 1638 

• Create public awareness and education programs and materials on V2G systems and how to get 1639 
them. This could particularly be focused toward government fleets. (9.02) 1640 

 1641 
Policy survey respondents commented that 9.02 should be expanded beyond just V2G - also V1G and 1642 
benefits of electrification in general, that V2G education is definitely needed, but that many 1643 
regulatory/technical priorities remains ahead of public awareness, and that this should not be a stand-1644 
alone policy--V2G education for government fleets should be part of a larger outreach, vehicle 1645 
replacement and infrastructure planning effort. 1646 
 1647 
Recommendation 9.02 supports about 30 high-value use cases for residential and commercial workplace 1648 
sectors, mostly for customer applications for bill management, distribution upgrade deferral, and 1649 
backup/resiliency. 1650 
 1651 
There was also strong agreement for 9.03, but the CPUC commented that every IOU program budget 1652 
already includes ME&O, and the TEF proposes a new aligned ME&O effort focused on rate designs and 1653 
available TE programs: 1654 
 1655 

• Utilities develop coordinated ME&O budgets through TE plans, to inform EV customers of the 1656 
lower cost of fueling EVs using dynamic rate options and other VGI opportunities. (9.03) 1657 

 1658 
 1659 
Medium-Term Recommendations 1660 
 1661 
There was strong agreement for one medium-term policy: 1662 
 1663 

• Optimize CALGreen codes for VGI and revise to require more PEV-ready parking spaces and 1664 
expand to existing buildings. For buildings that go significantly above the requirements, 1665 
incentives can be made available, similar to the California Advanced Homes Partnership. (9.01) 1666 

 1667 
However, policy survey respondents wrote that this seems to support EV infrastructure more broadly 1668 
and does not seem directly tied to VGI, and that utilities support CALGreen standards but do not set 1669 
standards. 1670 
 1671 
 1672 
 1673 
Category 10: Enhance Coordination and Consistency Between Agencies and State Goals 1674 
 1675 
Summary of recommendations:   ensure that coordination efforts include all stakeholders, including 1676 
automakers and EV service providers; ensure consistency across different policy forums; create open 1677 
standards, use common valuation and assessment frameworks across agencies; and avoid over-1678 
regulation of EVSE specifications. 1679 
 1680 
 1681 
Short-Term Recommendations 1682 
 1683 
There was strong agreement for four short-term policies: 1684 
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 1685 
• State agencies coordinate and maintain consistency across the different policy forums (see 1686 

CalETC letter) and state policy goals (10.04) 1687 
• State agencies should recognize that stakeholder's specialized VGI staff resources to support all 1688 

these proceedings are limited (10.05) 1689 
• Avoid over-regulation of EVSE specifications (10.07) 1690 
• Low cost integration solutions: open standards especially for utilities, charging networks and site 1691 

hosts (10.09) 1692 
 1693 
For 10.09, the CPUC commented that IOUs have minimum communication standards for each program 1694 
and specific qualifications could be added in future program vendor RFPs. 1695 
 1696 
Policy survey respondents said that 10.04 was a bit vague but still helpful, that 10.05 is not really a policy 1697 
recommendation, that 10.07 needed more specifics and was out-of-scope as it pertains in part to 1698 
hardware requirements and communication protocols, and that 10.09 could be controversial and is 1699 
possibly out-of-scope as well.  1700 
 1701 
Recommendations 10.04, 10.05, 10.07, and 10.09 all support about 30 high-value use cases for 1702 
residential and commercial workplace sectors, mostly for customer applications for bill management, 1703 
renewable self-consumption, and distribution upgrade deferral, and for system RA, system day-ahead 1704 
energy, and system renewable integration. 1705 
 1706 
The CPUC commented that 10.01 is a goal for all CPUC programs approved for IOU ratepayer funding, 1707 
and that for 10.08, the IOUs have said that the conduit/wiring installed for EVSEs is capable of V2G – so 1708 
it could be as simple as a paper study to have V2G functionality added once more V2G EVSEs are 1709 
available for deployment.  1710 
 1711 

• Frame VGI as a secondary goal beyond the primary goals of the state meeting federal air quality 1712 
requirements and carbon neutrality; and frame the primary purpose of TE as transportation, 1713 
with VGI supporting that primary purpose (10.01) 1714 

• Waive second interconnection of V2G (10.08) 1715 
 1716 
There was a wide divergence in agreement/disagreement on three other recommendations, so further 1717 
discussion would be warranted: 1718 
 1719 

• Develop a Virtual Genset model and reference implementation pilot (10.06) 1720 
• A ML EVSE or charging station must be capable to provide energy services and may provide 1721 

regulation services, and must support OCPP or an equivalent standard that supports an external 1722 
energy management system for grid interactions (10.10) 1723 

• A HL Charging Station must provide energy services and must be capable of providing regulation 1724 
services (10.11) 1725 

•  1726 
There was more neutral agreement for two other short-term recommendations: 1727 
 1728 

• Use the proposed Joint IOU VGI Valuation Framework (6 dimensions) and associated use-cases 1729 
to reference, articulate, and communicate about VGI in policymaking across CA state agencies. 1730 
(10.02) 1731 
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• Public funding of VGI use-cases should prioritize initiatives, projects, and programs that involves 1732 
formal collaboration between at least one LSE and at least one automaker or EV service 1733 
provider.  (10.03) 1734 

 1735 
 1736 
Medium-Term Recommendations 1737 
 1738 
There was weaker or more neutral agreement for four medium-term recommendations: 1739 
 1740 

• Establish a voluntary task-force to convene on regular basis to discuss technological barriers, 1741 
including potential recommendations and topics related to interoperability and communication 1742 
pathways and protocols (10.12) 1743 

• Establish a voluntary task-force to convene on regular basis to discuss barriers related to retail 1744 
market design, including potential recommendations (10.13) 1745 

• Establish a voluntary task-force to convene on regular basis to discuss barriers related to 1746 
wholesale market design, including potential recommendations (10.14) 1747 

• Establish a voluntary task-force to convene on regular basis to discuss barriers impacting 1748 
customer adoption and participation, including potential recommendation (10.15) 1749 

 1750 
 1751 
 1752 
Policy Category 11:  Conduct Other Non-VGI-Specific Programs and Activities to Increase EV Adoption 1753 
 1754 
Summary of recommendations:   consider ways to support VGI within the jurisdiction of other agencies, 1755 
including construction permits and other potential regulatory obstacles such as ADA requirements; 1756 
consider ways to support VGI incentives in new public parking lot projects. 1757 
 1758 
Participants discussed LCFS-related policies and how to get incentives to vehicles “doing the most good” 1759 
(vehicle-miles traveled), based on how much they are driving, such as rideshare vehicles.  For rideshare 1760 
drivers charging at home, participants asked how to get utility programs and incentives passed through 1761 
all the way to the driver/home, and how could (or does) the LCFS address rideshare issues. 1762 
 1763 
 1764 
Short-Term Recommendations 1765 
 1766 
There was strong agreement for three short-term policies: 1767 
 1768 
• Permit streamlining (11.03) 1769 
• Investigate ADA and other obstacles to charger installation at MUDs and some high-density C&I 1770 

locations (11.04) 1771 
• Incentives for new construction -- public parking lot projects (11.05) 1772 
 1773 
Recommendation 11.03 received the highest agreement level of all recommendations. However, policy 1774 
survey respondent comments on 11.03, 11.04, and 11.05 said they were outside the scope of the VGI 1775 
Working Group, or respondents were not clear what the CPUC could actually do.  1776 
 1777 
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Recommendation 11.03 supports a large number of high-value use cases for the residential and 1778 
commercial workplace sectors. Recommendation 11.04 supports four high-value residential multi-unit 1779 
dwelling use cases for customer bill management (410, 413, 458, 617).  Recommendation 11.05 1780 
supports several high-value use cases for commercial workplace use cases for indirect (passive) 1781 
charging. 1782 
 1783 
There was a wide divergence in agreement/disagreement on three other policies, so further discussion 1784 
would be warranted: 1785 
 1786 
• Reduce or eliminate demand charges for DCFC, but scale up with utilization to create more demand-1787 

responsive rate. (11.01) 1788 
• Institute shared benefit structure for LCFS or similar funding between host site and EV 1789 

driver/operator/owner (11.02) 1790 
 1791 
The CPUC also commented that for 11.01, that multiple rate cases are considering this as are the 1792 
recently implemented/under review commercial EV rates. 1793 
 1794 
Policy survey comments on these recommendations were generally negative. Comments on 11.01 said it 1795 
was contradictory or needed to account for current work.  Comments on 11.02 said it was outside the 1796 
scope of the VGI Working Group and difficult to implement.    1797 
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VI. PUC QUESTION (C):  DER COMPARISONS 1798 
 1799 
[Gridworks note:  participant recommendations from the 5/7-5/8 workshop on the topic of DER 1800 
comparisons that still might apply: 1801 
• Get input from Working Group on priorities for extending cost-benefit analysis after June 30 1802 
• Link qualitative comparisons with DERs to policy recommendations in the final report 1803 
• Identify the various quantitative resources that were provided - E3, Columbia, existing studies - and 1804 

any pros/cons and recommended next steps identified by the WG participants. We should not 1805 
exclude resources that WG participants believe should be further vetted if they have value; but 1806 
should note any areas that are not complete or need additional work or vetting.] 1807 

 1808 
The Working Group noted that VGI is commonly considered as one form of DER, or as a subset of all 1809 
DERs.  Thus, the Working Group recommends adopting the terminology “VGI vs. other DERs” rather than 1810 
“VGI vs. DERs” which more accurately reflects this. 1811 
 1812 
The Working Group also questioned the purpose or usefulness of making VGI-DER comparisons.  Some 1813 
parties believed that such comparisons will not yield the most helpful outcomes in furthering VGI. 1814 
Instead, other comparisons are more relevant, such as comparing systemwide scenarios of unmanaged 1815 
EV charging vs. managed charging via various VGI use cases. Here is one comment by CESA: 1816 
 1817 

CESA does not believe a comparison between VGI and other distributed energy resources (DERs) 1818 
will be as useful to the Commission as would a comparison between unmanaged EV charging 1819 
versus a VGI scenario, involving managed one-way charging (V1G) and bidirectional vehicle-to-1820 
home/building (V2X) resources. Much of the VGI value will be discovered or determined based 1821 
on cost-effectiveness assessments (i.e.  usually within technology-specific programs) where 1822 
benefits exceed costs of the VGI investment or service, or based on cost competitiveness where 1823 
the relative cost-effectiveness of different resources or bids are ranked (e.g.  auctions, 1824 
competitive solicitations). Whether VGI is more valuable than other DERs based on a qualitative 1825 
assessment with a red, yellow, green designation does not seem to be as informative or relevant 1826 
as compared to making this determination by comparing VGI with its counterfactual 1827 
(unmanaged EV charging). 1828 

 1829 
Importantly, the state has clear policy objectives to significantly electrify and decarbonize the 1830 
transportation sector. EV infrastructure buildout and deployment needs to happen to achieve 1831 
these goals, regardless of whether VGI is more valuable or not as compared to other DERs. 1832 
Given this overarching objective, CESA views VGI by all reasonable means must be pursued 1833 
where incremental value can be achieved to further deliver ratepayer cost savings through 1834 
reduced distribution infrastructure investment, additional greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 1835 
savings, and/or additional grid services (which may reduce the new resource build elsewhere). 1836 
As a result, CESA views the VGI prioritization objective here as focusing the Commission’s efforts 1837 
on the highest value activities and prioritizing them into near-, medium-, and long-term work. 1838 

 1839 
A number of parties also supported further comparative analyses of managed charging via VGI vs. 1840 
unmanaged charging.  The CEC provided the Working Group with a summary and list of references on 1841 
recent analyses that that have been conducted comparing the benefits of managed charging vs. 1842 
unmanaged charging.  1843 
 1844 
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In addition, the consulting firm E3, as part of a current contract with the CPUC on the modeling of EVs in 1845 
the IRP process, provided the Working Group with preliminary results of analyses on the value to the 1846 
grid and value to the customer of managed charging vs. unmanaged charging, for four VGI use cases:  (a) 1847 
residential single-family home customer bill management, (b) commercial workplace customer bill 1848 
management, (c) residential single-family home CAISO market participation, and (d) transit bus bill 1849 
management.  The value to the grid was quantified in reductions in energy supply costs, including 1850 
generation capacity costs, energy costs, T&D costs, and GHG costs, as $/EV lifetime grid benefit.  The 1851 
value to the customer was quantified in reductions in customer energy bills, as a $/EV first-year 1852 
customer benefit. 1853 
 1854 
The above comments point to more indirect aspects or other perspectives on comparisons with DERs, 1855 
but do not directly address the scoped question of how the value of VGI compares with the value of 1856 
other DERs.  The following discussion is the Working Group’s more-direct response to PUC Question (c). 1857 
 1858 
If the PUC wishes to move ahead with VGI-DER comparisons, the Working Group recommends that the 1859 
PUC consider three approaches to comparing VGI with other DERs. Each approach has its merits and 1860 
difficulties, as noted in Table 17. 1861 
 1862 
Table 17:  Recommended Approaches for Comparing VGI with other DERs 1863 

Approach Merits Difficulties 
1. Quantitative 
cost-benefit 
comparisons 

• Provides numerical comparisons of 
value 

• Can also incorporate the value of 
managed charging vs. unmanaged 
charging 

• Cost data difficult to obtain or not available 
• Potential disagreement over the methodologies 

and assumptions employed in conducting 
numerical comparisons 

• Specifying equivalent VGI vs. DER use cases for 
true apples-to-apples comparisons 

• Defining VGI “costs” (i.e.  incremental vs. total) 
2. Qualitative 
comparisons 

• Can provide insight for policy making 
in supporting VGI and in having the 
value of VGI complement the value of 
other DERs 

• There are many possible scenarios to compare, 
and the results of one scenario cannot 
necessarily be compared to the results of 
another scenario 

3. Use-case-
based 
comparisons 

• Leverages the use-case work of the 
Working Group and potentially allows 
a simplified apples-to-apples 
comparison 

• Can provide insight for policy making 
in supporting policy 
recommendations associated with 
specific use cases 

• There are many distinct VGI use cases and 
comparing on an individual basis can be time-
consuming 

• Requires developing the equivalent DER use 
cases to match VGI use cases, which the 
Working Group has not done 

 1864 
 1865 
1. Quantitative comparisons 1866 
 1867 
The E3 study mentioned above also did a quantitative comparison of a single VGI vs. DER use case for 1868 
residential single-family home customer bill savings from TOU rates (“indirect” approach, V1G). This 1869 
particular use case falls into the Working Group’s “above median” use case category (see Section IV). For 1870 
this use case, the analysis compared four DER options: (a) VGI managed charging, (b) residential solar 1871 
PV, (c) residential storage, and (d) residential solar-plus-storage.  Results for each of these four options 1872 
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were quantified in terms of annual bill savings, annual levelized capital costs of the investment, and 1873 
estimated benefit/cost ratio. 1874 
 1875 
The results of the E3 study are preliminary and need to be finalized and compared with the results of 1876 
other studies.  Nevertheless, as an illustration of the kinds of results possible from such studies, E3’s 1877 
“key takeaways” were that: 1878 
 1879 

• PV + storage has the highest gross bill savings 1880 
• PV has the highest net customer savings 1881 
• VGI has the highest estimated customer benefit/cost ratio, but additional research is needed on 1882 

VGI costs 1883 
• Results for other use cases may differ 1884 

 1885 
Contributors from Columbia University also provided the Working Group with a quantitative comparison 1886 
of VGI with other DERs for California and provided specifically in response to PUC Question (c). The 1887 
comparison focused on three applications:  residential peak shaving, utility-scale peak shaving, and 1888 
home backup. For residential peak shaving, the analysis compared residential V2G with residential 1889 
demand response and residential storage.  For utility-scale peak shaving, the analysis compared school 1890 
bus V2G with commercial/industrial demand response and utility-scale storage.  For home backup, the 1891 
analysis compared V2H with residential storage. The study included four different tests for cost-1892 
effectiveness:  Total Resource Cost (TRC), Program Administrator Cost (PAC), Ratepayer Impact 1893 
Measurement (RIM), and Participant Cost Test (PCT). Avoided costs and benefits included generation 1894 
capacity value, T&D capacity value, energy value, GHG value, environmental and backup benefits, and 1895 
participant net benefits. 1896 
 1897 
The Columbia study was a graduate student research practicum.  Although Working Group participants 1898 
generally appreciated the effort, several participants did not support including this study in this Final 1899 
Report, noting that it has not yet been peer-reviewed, and taking issue with some of the methodology.   1900 
 1901 
One specific point of methodology raised by CESA, illustrated by the Columbia study but applicable to 1902 
any such study, is the issue of how to define the “costs” of VGI. This issue arose repeatedly throughout 1903 
the Working Group when discussing VGI costs and use-case assessment methodology. For example, if 1904 
only the incremental costs of an EVSE being bidirectional rather than unidirectional are counted, CESA 1905 
believes this is not a true “apples-to-apples” comparison.   1906 
 1907 
Another recommendation by SBUA, based on reviewing the Columbia study but applicable to any such 1908 
study, is to include the Societal Cost Test (SCT), which was being evaluated in the IRP proceeding by the 1909 
CPUC during 2020.  SBUA recommends an SCT analysis of several VGI applications in parallel with CPUC 1910 
decision-making during 2020-2021 about use of SCT.  SBUA also recommends consideration of a 1911 
Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) test coupled with a Levelized Avoided Cost of Energy (LACE) test, as 1912 
alternative means for comparing VGI with other DERs. 1913 
 1914 
Parties noted other methodological issues with quantitative comparisons, and in particular related to 1915 
the well-known but less-discussed issue of scarcity of VGI cost data in a nascent market: 1916 
 1917 

• Need to first develop better cost information with demonstrations, pilots, and determinations of 1918 
market proclivity 1919 
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• Need to first find good sources of data for VGI costs 1920 
• Need to develop a consistent set of shared assumptions for benefits from the same service 1921 

utilizing VGI vs. other DERs 1922 
• Make net value the next step/priority 1923 
• Make comparisons of equivalent size (kW) and output (kWh) across different technologies 1924 

 1925 
The Working Group did not attempt to identify, assess, or endorse any quantitative studies, given time 1926 
limitations and limitations in the expertise of Working Group participants, who are not necessarily 1927 
experts in other DER technologies. It is not clear the extent to which other studies provide cost-benefit 1928 
comparisons of VGI with other DERs that would be relevant to California, or the criteria that should be 1929 
used for selecting, assessing, and utilizing such studies.  Thus, even identifying and selecting such studies 1930 
would be a significant effort itself. 1931 
 1932 
The Working Group recommends that the Commission should use published or peer-reviewed results to 1933 
inform the answering of PUC Question (c), with appropriate expertise and peer-review, such as sources 1934 
from the national laboratories, stakeholder proceedings, or academic journals. 1935 
 1936 
However, in conjunction with this recommendation, some parties said the CPUC should de-emphasize 1937 
quantitative comparisons and cost-effectiveness for VGI in favor of focusing elsewhere: 1938 
 1939 

• Do not develop cost-effectiveness targets for VGI, with reference to a similar recommendation 1940 
in the draft Transportation Electrification Framework, which “does not recommend developing 1941 
cost effectiveness targets for TE at this time.”  1942 

• Focus on leveling the playing field for VGI through policy action rather than focusing on any 1943 
quantitative analysis 1944 

• Focus on prioritizing policy recommendations for EV adoption and managed charging 1945 
 1946 
The CEC provided the Working Group with additional quantitative references and resources for 1947 
quantitative studies, available here. 1948 
 1949 
  1950 
2. Qualitative comparisons 1951 
 1952 
Sumitomo presented a qualitative comparison of VGI with a stationary battery (Table 18). Sumitomo 1953 
noted that this type of comparison can highlight the uniqueness and potential benefits of VGI in both 1954 
complementary and substitution roles relative to DERs. For example, the comparison in Table 18 1955 
highlights that EVs can provide greater locational flexibility relative to stationary storage, as EVs can be 1956 
charged where and when needed by utilizing incentives that could be based on real-time locational 1957 
value, and that the ubiquity of EVs allows for greater options and opportunities to incentivize specific 1958 
locations than does stationary storage.  Table 18 also highlights that VGI can potentially provide system 1959 
services (grid support) at a lower cost than a stationary battery, but that opportunities for VGI to 1960 
provide such services may be more limited than from stationary storage – thus a trade-off of cost vs. 1961 
volume for VGI vs. DERs. In terms of size, on distribution circuits, EV battery capacity is likely to be 1962 
smaller than utility-scale storage, pointing the complementarity of VGI for finer levels of grid services, 1963 
while behind-the-meter in homes, VGI is more likely to provide a higher storage capacity than behind-1964 
the-meter stationary storage. In terms of equipment lifetimes and contracting periods, stationary 1965 
batteries typically are associated with fixed long-term contracts or investments, so applications are 1966 
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likewise more fixed, while VGI is associated with shorter-duration lifetimes/investments and flexible 1967 
programming and operation, so are more flexible in adapting or being adjusted to meet evolving system 1968 
or customer requirements. 1969 
 1970 
Working Group participants were supportive of doing qualitative comparisons similar to the illustration 1971 
in Table 18. For example, CESA wrote:  1972 
 1973 

CESA generally agrees with the Sumitomo comparison as being broadly accurate and [able to] 1974 
advance some key areas of conversation. CESA agrees that VGI resources are flexible on 1975 
location, which is one of the key advantages for them, if properly incentivized to locate and 1976 
charge. CESA agrees that VGI can be lower cost but be usage limited, particularly with driving 1977 
being the top priority. The comparison of VGI services with stationary storage should be made 1978 
on an apples-to-applies basis. Including stationary storage capital and fixed costs but not 1979 
accounting for capital costs associated with the EV, EVSE, and make-ready infrastructure seems 1980 
to be an unfair comparison. CESA agrees that the capacity of EV batteries and the scope of 1981 
aggregated EV fleets present a sizable opportunity. For residential homes, the EV battery 1982 
presents an even larger resiliency resource when compared to average residential storage 1983 
systems. 1984 

 1985 
CalETC also supported this type of qualitative comparison and pointed out some additional qualitative 1986 
differences of VGI vs. stationary storage in terms of the characteristics of the EVs themselves, beyond 1987 
the comparable functionalities of stationary storage: 1988 
 1989 

• EVs provide additional benefits of reducing air pollution and GHG from the gasoline and diesel 1990 
sectors and these reductions can be very large compared to emissions reductions from electric-1991 
sector load shifting reductions from stationary batteries 1992 

• EVs don't have to be purchased or leased by utilities or CCAs, as some stationary storage  1993 
• EV (VGI) contracts with utilities or aggregators will be much shorter than typical 20-year 1994 

contracts for stationary storage 1995 
• EV markets will scale much faster and become much larger than stationary storage markets 1996 

 1997 
 1998 
Table 18: Sumitomo qualitative comparison of VGI with stationary battery 1999 

 Stationary Battery VGI 

Item 
Stationary Battery 

(Utility scale) 
Stationary Battery (for 

C&I & resident) EV fleet EV (for personal use) 
Location The point of grid 

connection is fixed 
    > Can be expected as a 
resource at any time 

The point of grid 
connection is fixed 
    > Can be expected as a 
resource at any time 
    > Under the point of 
connection, there are 
other resources 

The point of grid 
connection is fixed 
    > fleet service center is 
the point of connection 
    > Can be expected as a 
resource at any time 

In many cases, the point 
of grid connection is 
fixed (home), but not all.  
And the time when 
connecting to Grid is 
unspecified. 
   > It can't be expected 
as a resource anytime. 
   > Discussion is needed 
on how to control 
charging (control by car, 
control by EVSE). 
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  In front of the meter Behind the meter 
   > Market price cannot 
be used. Retail price. 
   > Owner can 
participate in CAISO 
market only for PDR 
now. But FERC ordered 
ISO to make BTM battery 
possible to participate 
ISO market (FERC Order 
841).  

Behind the meter 
   > Market price cannot 
be used. Retail price. 
   > Owner can 
participate in CAISO 
market only for PDR 
now. But FERC ordered 
ISO to make BTM battery 
possible to participate 
ISO market (FERC Order 
841).  

Behind the meter 
   > Market price cannot 
be used. Retail price. 
   > Owner can not 
participate in CAISO 
market now (only PDR is 
possible, but aggregating 
over 100 kW is required) 

Application Grid support is top 
priority 
   >ISO participation, RA, 
Deferral, etc. 
   > Warranty is 
applicable under grid 
application (simple) 
   > Easy to use for Must 
Offer Run such as RA and 
Deferral 

Reducing electricity bill is 
top priority 
   >Demand Charge 
reduction, time shift (if 
owner has PV), 
emergency backup, etc. 
   >Warranty is applicable 
under certain application 
(simple) 
   > possible to use for 
Must Offer Run use cases 
(if owner has contract 
with aggregator) 

Driving is top priority. 
Grid support is not top 
priority. 
   > Owner wants to 
reduce electricity bill, 
but in many cases, 
charging enough 
electricity is top priority. 
   > Warranty of EV is 
applicable under 
charging electricity to 
the car. 
   > It's difficult to use EVs 
for Must Offer Run such 
as RA. 
   > If owner has 
stationary battery in the 
center, flexibility of 
receiving electricity is 
enhanced. it could 
realize increasing the 
benefit. 

Driving is top priority. 
Grid support is not top 
priority. 
   > Owner wants to 
reduce electricity bill, 
but in many cases, 
charging enough 
electricity for driving is 
top priority. 
   > Warranty of EV is 
applicable under 
charging electricity to 
the car. 
   > It's difficult to use 
EVs for Must Offer Run 
such as RA. 

Size Battery size is large in 
many cases (100kW 
~100MW) 
   > The costs of auxiliary 
equipment (e.g. meter, 
telematics, high 
performance PCS) is 
high, but considering the 
scale, it is not so much 
for each project. 
   > It's easy to 
participate CAISO 
ancillary service market.  

For C&I, battery size is 
large (100kW ~5MW). 
For resident, battery size 
is smaller than EV 
battery ( ~5kW/15kWh) 
   > The costs of auxiliary 
equipment (e.g. meter, 
telematics, high 
performance PCS) is 
high, but considering the 
scale, it is not so much 
for each project. 
   > It's easy to 
participate CAISO 
ancillary service market.  

Total size is large ( 
~5MW). 
   > Scheduling EV 
charging in the center is 
important for electricity 
bill management.  
   > The costs of auxiliary 
equipment (e.g. meter, 
telematics, high 
performance PCS) is 
high, but considering the 
scale, it is not so much 
for each project. 
   > It's easy to 
participate CAISO 
ancillary service market.  

Each size is small (~7 
kW/50kWh) and widely 
dispersed. 
   > You cannot 
participate in the market 
without aggregating. 
   > interconnection 
application is not 
efficient considering the 
scale. 
   > The fleet station is 
large and can support 
the same functions as 
the stationary battery. 

Ownership Utilities, Electric power 
service providers 
   > Mainly B2B business 

C&I, Resident 
   > B2B and B2C business 

EV fleet owner 
   > B2B business 

Mainly individual 
customers 
   > VGI services will be 
mainly B2C service 
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Lifetime/ 
contract 

over 20 years 
   >with long term 
warranty 
   >with long term service 
agreement 

10 years 
   > in many cases, with 
service agreement with 
service provider 

Equipment: 10 years 
EV: 5 ~ 10 years 
   > contract and 
warranty for equipment 
   > no contract for VGI 
application (b/w owner 
& OEMs) 

5 ~ 10 years 
   > no contract for VGI 
application (b/w owner 
& OEMs) 

 2000 
 2001 
3. Use-case-based comparisons 2002 
 2003 
A small team from within the Working Group self-selected and considered approaches to answering PUC 2004 
Question (c).  This small team proposed to use the VGI Use Case Assessment Framework as the starting 2005 
point to articulate, scope, and compare the value of VGI and that of DERs. This value comparison 2006 
between VGI and other DERs should be conducted at the use-case level, to the extent possible.  2007 
 2008 
In particular, several of the VGI use-cases can also be DER use-cases, characterized along the same six 2009 
dimensions. The team identified strong or partial overlap between VGI and DERs along the six 2010 
dimensions in the VGI Framework.  There was strong overlap between the Application and Approach 2011 
dimensions, and partial overlap among the Sector, Type, Resource Alignment, and Technology 2012 
dimensions. 2013 
 2014 
This small team then asked the Working Group to “provide input on whether and how VGI and other 2015 
DERs can be compared on a use-case basis. In other words, comment on the pros and cons, risks and 2016 
opportunities, associated with this approach.” 2017 
 2018 
Parties made a number of suggestions and observations about a use-case-based comparison approach: 2019 
 2020 

• Compare apples-to-apples as much as possible. 2021 
• Add other DERs to the existing VGI use case assessment framework, and score these DER use 2022 

cases in a similar fashion to the VGI use case scoring that the Working Group did. Minimize 2023 
crowd-sourcing of the scoring by using experts plus peer review. 2024 

• Compare based on performance of DER grid functions, defined by grid-functional use cases. 2025 
• Compare by market—home, fleet, workplace, public, large MUD, etc.; and for different 2026 

viewpoints—customer, ratepayer, utility, CCA, etc. 2027 
• Identify which VGI use-cases have higher vs. lower potential benefits for utilities & ratepayers, 2028 

how low technology costs would have to be to enable those use-cases, and how much value 2029 
would arise from spending a similar amount of customer/ratepayer dollars for other DERs that 2030 
can provide the same services.   2031 

• Map out dimensions of sector-based “complex” use cases (i.e. 2032 
•  one sector, many applications) from the perspective of existing utility DER programs – such as 2033 

NEM, SGIP, EE, CPP/BIP.  See which use cases from the VGI Working Group map to which “line 2034 
item” use cases supported by these other DER incentive programs.  Then, compare the cost and 2035 
benefit data used in setting or evaluating those other programs against VGI cost and benefit 2036 
data if available. 2037 

 2038 
[Gridworks note:  we still have no examples of any use-case-based comparisons. Do we still have time to 2039 
receive any and vet them when reviewing the second draft of the Final Report?] 2040 
 2041 
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 2042 
4. “Value of VGI” Discussion 2043 
 2044 
In answering PUC Question (c) on DER comparisons, the Working Group also engaged in a “Value of VGI” 2045 
discussion. This discussion began with the question:   2046 
 2047 

What is it about VGI that has you focus your time and attention on it?  What makes you think it 2048 
is worth the time, attention, and money (including public funds) that could go into it?    2049 

 2050 
Working group members submitted answers to this question, often in relation to their own organization, 2051 
such as these responses from the IOUs: 2052 
 2053 

SCE. [Our] interest lies in developing the electric transportation market. [We] want to do 2054 
everything possible to reduce barriers to adoption during its growth phase. Once the electric 2055 
transportation market has jumped the chasm to mass market adoption, [we want to] find ways 2056 
to accelerate its growth by researching how VGI can reduce the cost of providing fueling services 2057 
and applying the insights gained from these efforts to develop sustainable programs. Through 2058 
VGI, both the EV driving public and ratepayers will ultimately benefit. 2059 

 2060 
SDG&E is interested in the potential of VGI in order to increase the customer, grid, and 2061 
environmental benefits of EVs and provide benefits to all ratepayers. 2062 
 2063 
PG&E’s interest for VGI lies in developing the electric transportation market in a manner that is 2064 
safe, reliable, and can advance the state’s climate goals. As electric vehicle adoption accelerates 2065 
and smart technologies are available, aligning VGI policies to grid needs and climate goals is 2066 
imperative. PG&E continues to work on reducing barriers to electric vehicle adoption by 2067 
researching VGI applications that will help us meet the challenge of climate change, while 2068 
providing affordable energy to all customers. 2069 
 2070 

And from some of the automakers participating in the Working Group: 2071 
 2072 

GM. Intelligently marrying electric vehicle and the grid offers a significant opportunity to unlock 2073 
value and benefits for EV drivers, ratepayers, industry stakeholders, and society overall.  A 2074 
successful marriage will require a seamless, customer-focused experience where EV 2075 
owners/drivers transparently participate in VGI programs that also enable a more efficient and 2076 
cleaner grid.  We believe a strategic, thoughtful execution of VGI will help to accelerate the 2077 
adoption of EVs while competing favorably with other DERs. 2078 
 2079 
Ford. We believe the value of VGI has its core roots in the customer (EV driver).  VGI can provide 2080 
key, material benefits to the EV driver:  from financial incentives/rewards that help to lower the 2081 
total cost of ownership, to confidence and assurance that their charging needs will be taken into 2082 
account across all charging venues, to helping align their EV charging with renewable availability 2083 
(appeals to the ‘green’ conscience).  In this way, we see VGI as a key element in helping to 2084 
enable and accelerate EV adoption – grow the customer base and provide real value in their 2085 
ownership experience. 2086 

 2087 
Charging providers noted that VGI enhances the value of charging infrastructure investments they are 2088 
making anyway: 2089 
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 2090 
Enel X. In terms of Enel X’s business objectives and competitiveness, VGI allows us to maximize 2091 
the value our EV charging technologies we are able to deliver to drivers, site hosts, utilities, and 2092 
grid operators. 2093 
 2094 

California Energy Commission staff provided the Working Group with an extensive list of reference 2095 
material on the benefits from VGI.  The CEC organized these references into four categories: 2096 
 2097 

• Lowering total ownership costs for PEV owners and fleet operators by providing additional 2098 
revenue streams.  2099 

• Reducing costs to electric ratepayers by limiting congestion on existing distribution 2100 
infrastructure, the need for new fossil generation resources, and costly distribution system 2101 
upgrades. 2102 

• Supporting further decarbonization of the electric sector by avoiding curtailment of renewables 2103 
and providing grid services 2104 

• Accelerating reduction of carbon and criteria pollutant emissions from the transportation sector 2105 
 2106 
The Working Group lacked sufficient time to review and/or assess such references, or to determine the 2107 
extent to which any of these references provide insight into comparing the value of VGI with other DERs. 2108 
 2109 
The VGI Council provided the Working Group a full paper on the value of VGI. In terms of supporting the 2110 
increased adoption of EVs, VGI has a unique and strong role to play, as shown in Table 19. The paper 2111 
also highlights the grid reliability services that VGI-enabled EVs provide, and ways in which VGI can help 2112 
limit overall electricity system cost increases by providing lower-cost alternatives to traditional supply-2113 
side resources and by mitigating the cost impacts of rising EV and renewable energy adoption.   2114 
 2115 
 2116 
Table 19:  VGI Unique Role in Fostering EV Adoption 2117 
Barriers to faster EV adoption: How VGI addresses this: 
EV Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) remains too 
high 

Reduces TCO via lower charging costs & new 
customer revenue streams 

Value proposition (versus ICE) not compelling 
enough for some customers 

Unlocks new value propositions beyond mobility 
(e.g. providing home backup power – especially 
relevant during COVID-19) 

Margin on sales not large enough for some OEMs 
to prioritize 

Unlocks new revenue streams for OEMs; 
improves business case for EVs 

Lack of TE infrastructure Can help “right-size” TE infrastructure 
investments & unlock revenue streams for EVSPs.  

 2118 
 2119 
A targeted discussion during the 5/7-5/8 workshop presented these other unique attributes of VGI 2120 
relative to DERs more broadly: 2121 
 2122 

• EVs are becoming ubiquitous so applications and benefits can apply to a broad segment of utility 2123 
residential customers, workplaces, and destinations 2124 

• VGI offers low latency [quick responses to grid conditions possible] 2125 
• Load flexibility via VGI is relatively simple to implement 2126 
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• Ancillary grid services can be provided at relatively low cost 2127 
• Fleet charging facilities are able to serve as unique “virtual generators” with high capacity, zero 2128 

ramp time, able to provide frequency regulation, volt-var optimization, and spinning and 2129 
standby reserves cost-effectively 2130 

• Workplace charging can provide high-capacity real-time flexibility to accommodate intra-day 2131 
solar availability, such as ramping up at 7 am, ramping down at 4 pm, responding to rapid 2132 
changes in cloud cover, and intra-day ramping as needed to provide voltage and frequency 2133 
support. Workplace charging can respond quickly to event or price signals. 2134 

• Residential charging represents long duration loads that are generally quite [able to shift] given 2135 
how long cars are parked and be responsive to TOU rates 2136 

 2137 
Participants emphasized that the value of VGI is incremental to the value of the EVs themselves.  That is, 2138 
the investment in an EV yields transportation and fuel cost benefits regardless of VGI, and the added or 2139 
incremental costs of VGI given that EVs already exist leverages the huge existing investment in EV 2140 
storage capacity. This includes leveraging the significant spans of time when vehicles are otherwise idle.   2141 
 2142 
There is also the potential for “value stacking” in which multiple benefits or applications can be accrued 2143 
simultaneously or at different times of day, so that there are multiple potential value streams from a 2144 
single investment.  The Working Group discussed value stacking early on in its use case assessments, but 2145 
decided that this topic should be deferred to further efforts in the future. 2146 
 2147 
Participants also emphasized the resiliency benefits for the residential sector in particular, given the high 2148 
battery capacity of an EV (and again ubiquity) relative to typical residential battery capacity sizes and the 2149 
ability of an EV in V2H use cases to provide PSPS resiliency. In fire-prone areas of California, EVs with VGI 2150 
capability can provide mobile energy sources in real-time where needed when the grid is unavailable. 2151 
 2152 
Transportation electrification without VGI risks being less clean, less affordable, less resilient, and less 2153 
simple than it could be. Therefore, VGI should be proactively and thoughtfully included in transportation 2154 
electrification strategies, plans, programs, and projects. 2155 
  2156 
VGI is also a unique and effective convening umbrella or venue for fostering collaboration between all 2157 
players in the industry.  Automakers, utilities, charging providers, and others come together to ensure 2158 
successful transportation electrification.  These players acting independently or in isolation will not be 2159 
sufficient, and VGI is an optimal venue for bringing them together. 2160 
 2161 
 2162 
 2163 
 2164 
  2165 
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ANNEX 1:  STAGE 1 PROCESS AND OUTCOMES FOR USE-CASE ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 2166 
 2167 
 2168 
Background 2169 
 2170 
The VGI Working Group first convened on August 19, 2019 in Sacramento, with a day-long inter-agency 2171 
workshop attended by about 45 participants in person and another 50 participants via conference call. 2172 
The workshop began discussion of a proposed methodology for meeting Working Group objectives, 2173 
reviewed foundational reference materials that would contribute to the work, and considered the 2174 
connection of the Working Group with past and future policy initiatives. 2175 
  2176 
Following that workshop, the VGI Working Group then began to conduct “Stage 1” of its work plan, 2177 
which continued through October 31, 2019.  The purpose of Stage 1 was originally set to “vet and 2178 
finalize Steps 1-6 of the PG&E VGI Valuation Methodology.”  This 6-step methodology was intended to 2179 
be the primary guidance to the Working Group in conducting all subsequent activities. In the course of 2180 
Stage 2, PG&E’s methodology proposal was later amended to become a “Joint IOU” methodology 2181 
proposal. 2182 
 2183 
The primary work of Stage 1 was first undertaken by a “Subgroup A.” Subgroup A was formed during the 2184 
August 19 workshop and its composition is given below. Subgroup A had two calls, on August 23 and 2185 
September 12, and produced three documents:  a revised methodology document, an illustrative 2186 
example of applying all steps of the methodology to a single use case, and a set of stakeholder 2187 
comments on the methodology. (Note: the Working Group formally took the two weeks of August 26 2188 
and September 4 as break weeks.) 2189 
 2190 
This work by Subgroup A was followed by a full-day Working Group workshop on September 26 and a 2-2191 
hour Working Group call on October 3.  The workshop and call led to a series of methodological issues 2192 
requiring further resolution and revisions to the methodology, which took place through October 31 2193 
under the auspices of “Subgroup B” (see Annex 2). 2194 
 2195 
 2196 
Outputs of Stage 1 2197 
 2198 
The three primary outputs of Stage 1 were:  2199 
 2200 
1. An updated methodology document, “Updated V2 IOU Joint Proposal on Use-Case Assessment 2201 
Methodology.” This document underwent multiple revisions in the course of Working Group 2202 
discussions. The most recent version is dated October 11, 2019. This version contains text in brown color 2203 
font that was still being updated based on input from stakeholders, and showing key revisions during 2204 
Stage 2 in blue color font. 2205 
 2206 
2. Resolution and clarification of a number of key methodological issues related to screening criteria, 2207 
costs and cost scoring, benefits and benefit scoring, and definitions. These resolutions were required in 2208 
order to proceed with Stage 3 of the Working Group to solicit, screen, score, and rank VGI use cases. 2209 
 2210 
3. A workshop brainstorming session that produced a set of stakeholder-identified topics and 2211 
opportunities to further clarify the methodology or develop how the methodology is employed in 2212 
answering the three PUC Questions during the Working Group.  Some of these topics were reflected in 2213 
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the updated methodology document, while others were deferred until later stages of the Working 2214 
Group.  The full set of topics is given below. 2215 
 2216 
 2217 
Development of the Use-Case Assessment Methodology 2218 
 2219 
During the opening workshop on August 19, a document was circulated to the full Working Group, 2220 
“PG&E VGI Valuation Method.” This document reflected the work of a prior “VGI Initiative” among a 2221 
wide range of stakeholders that took place over six months in the first half of 2019.  To understand the 2222 
work of that VGI Initiative, the Working Group was provided with an August 2019 Framing Document by 2223 
Gridworks – “Evaluating California’s Vehicle-Grid Integration Opportunities.”  2224 
 2225 
The evolution of this methodology document during Stage 2 is summarized below. The version existing 2226 
by the end of Stage 1 was entitled “Updated V2 IOU Joint Proposal on Use-Case Assessment 2227 
Methodology.” 2228 
 2229 
Over the course of Subgroup A and Subgroup B, and as a result of the discussion and brainstorming in 2230 
the September 26 workshop, the methodology document underwent several rounds of revisions. The 2231 
methodological issues that were addressed and resolved during this process are given in Table 1 and 2232 
summarized here for each of the six Steps: 2233 
 2234 
Step 1. Define a VGI Framework.  The Working Group adopted this step, with a few changes, including 2235 
merging the “resource” and “alignment” dimensions, clarifying the meaning of direct and indirect, and 2236 
clarifying “dispatch instructions.” 2237 
 2238 
Step 2. Identify Hypothetical Use Cases.  The Working Group adopted this step, adding sectors for 2239 
medium-duty and heavy-duty vehicles (MHV), adding a discussion of MHV vehicle types, and clarifying a 2240 
discussion of “customer” and “system” applications. The intake of use cases from stakeholders during 2241 
Stage 3 was conducted according to the adopted Step 2. 2242 
 2243 
Step 3. Screen Out Impractical VGI Use Cases.  The Working Group adopted this step. The “now” and 2244 
“future” timeframes were clarified, and which timeframes apply to which screens was added.  Further 2245 
elaboration of some of the screens was added.  The screening of stakeholder-submitted use cases 2246 
during Stage 3 was conducted according to the adopted Step 3. 2247 
 2248 
Step 4. Score VGI Use-Cases’ Potential Benefits, Costs, and Implementability. There was considerable 2249 
discussion of Step 4, during the September 26 workshop and October 3 Working Group call, and during 2250 
several Subgroup B calls.  A substantial number of issues were raised, discussed, and resolved. These are 2251 
summarized in Table 1 and reflected in the Updated “V2” methodology document. The final resolution 2252 
of Step 4 issues by Subgroup B was completed on October 31, and a Stage 3 “pilot scoring process” 2253 
began on November 1 on the basis of these resolutions. 2254 
 2255 
Step 5. Rank VGI Use-Cases based on Benefits, Costs, and Implementability. The methodology for this 2256 
step was resolved as distinguishing four distinct sets of use cases (high benefits and high costs, high 2257 
benefits and low costs, low benefits and high costs, and low benefits and low costs). And also to further 2258 
divide each set of use cases into high implementability score and low implementability score. Further 2259 
discussion of Step 5 is expected during the Working Group’s November 14-15 workshop. 2260 
 2261 
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Step 6. Additional guidance was added to the Updated “V2” methodology on making policy 2262 
recommendations.  Further discussion of Step 6 is expected during Stage 6 of the Working Group. 2263 
 2264 
An October 9 document submitted to the Working Group by the Joint IOUs, “IOU Perspective on VGI 2265 
Use-case Benefits and Costs” also provided further discussion of the issues during Stage 2, and was 2266 
opened for stakeholder comment in advance of the relevant resolutions in the following table. 2267 
 2268 
 2269 
Table:  Methodological Issues Addressed and Resolved in Stage 1 2270 

Step Issue Reflected in 
Updated “V2” 
Methodology 

Document 

Final Resolution 
 

Step 2 Adding sectors for medium- 
and heavy-duty vehicles 
(MHV), and clarifying MHV 
vehicle types 

Yes Adopted for screening (Step 3) and scoring (Step 
4), incorporated into the Excel use-case intake 
(submission), screening and scoring templates 
used by the Working Group. 

Step 2 Considering other 
methodological differences 
in addressing LDV and MHV 
sectors 

Yes Resolved for screening (Step 3) and scoring (Step 
4) and reflected in the Excel screening and scoring 
templates used by the Working Group. Different 
benefit ranges were adopted for LDV vs. MHV, 
and specific technology variants (vehicle profiles) 
were developed and incorporated into scoring 
templates. 

Step 2 Clarifying “direct” vs. 
“indirect” approaches 

Yes Clarified in methodology document 

Step 2 Clarifying the meaning of 
“dispatch instructions” 

Yes Clarified in methodology document 

Step 2 Merging resources and 
alignment dimensions 

Yes Revised in methodology document and 
incorporated into the Excel use-case intake 
(submission), screening and scoring templates 
used by the Working Group. 

Step 2 Clarifying “customer” 
applications vs. “system” 
applications 

Yes Clarified in methodology document 

Step 3 Clarifying the definition of 
“now” in PUC Question 1 as 
going to 2022 

Yes Use cases should provide value in the 2020-2022 
“now” timeframe; the “future” timeframe is 
2023-2030. Updated Step 3 as to which screens 
apply to “now” and “future.”  Also made the 
2020-2022 timeframe clear in the instructions for 
the Excel screening and scoring templates used by 
the Working Group. 

Step 3 Addressing use cases 
during the Working Group 
that provide value in the 
2022-2030 timeframe 

Yes Will be considered when answering PUC Question 
3 on policy recommendations. Updated Step 3 as 
to which screens apply to “now” and “future” in 
methodology document. 

Step 4 Cost accounting and 
comparisons as relative, 
incremental, and/or 
absolute 

Yes Agreement reached that comparisons are relative 
and scaled. Methodology document revised and 
cost scoring metrics in the Excel scoring template 
used by the Working Group were developed on a 
relative 1-5 scale. 
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Step Issue Reflected in 
Updated “V2” 
Methodology 

Document 

Final Resolution 
 

Step 4 Including costs in use case 
assessment, not just 
benefits and 
implementation 

Yes Agreed by the Working Group and incorporated 
into the Excel scoring template used by the 
Working Group. 

Step 4 Scoring costs on relative 
scales of 1-5 rather than 
inputting actual dollar 
amounts and adopting a 
simplified approach to cost 
scoring. 

Yes Agreed by the Working Group and incorporated 
into the Excel scoring template used by the 
Working Group. 

Step 4 Agreeing on four optional 
cost “buckets” for 
hardware, software, admin, 
and operation and 
management. 

Yes Agreed by the Working Group and incorporated 
into the Excel scoring template used by the 
Working Group. 

Step 4 Clarifying that “costs” 
represent costs to the 
buyer, and thus prices by 
the seller, rather than 
internal seller (supplier) 
costs 

Yes Fostered stakeholder understanding through 
discussions, clarified in the methodology 
document and in the supplemental “IOU 
Perspective on VGI Use-case Benefits and Costs” 
document, and incorporated into the instructions 
for the Excel scoring template used by the 
Working Group. 

Step 4 Soliciting information on 
non-economic costs for 
scoring 

No Agreed by the Working Group and incorporated 
into the Excel scoring template used by the 
Working Group. 

Step 4 Clarifying private-sector 
stakeholder participation in 
cost-benefit scoring, and 
anti-trust concerns raised 
by some private-sector 
stakeholders 

No All scoring results will be made public, including 
the name of the submitting party, after the 
deadline for submission of all scoring results.  
Proposed during the Working Group call on 
11/21, with comments from parties requested by 
11/25, and decided by PUC on 11/26. Parties also 
notified that scoring can be based on external 
reference materials that should be named. 

Step 4 Defining and discussing the 
meaning of 
“implementability” 

Yes Clarified in methodology document 

Step 4 Defining “EV population” 
for purposes of benefit 
scoring 

No Adopted in Subgroup and Working Group 
discussions as “EV population that could (will be 
able to) participate by 2022.” Incorporated into 
the Excel use-case scoring template used by the 
Working Group. 

Step 4 Setting value ranges for 
benefit scoring of both 
light-duty vehicles (LDV) 
and medium- and heavy-
duty vehicles (MHV) 

No Specific scoring ranges for benefits, costs, and 
implementability were adopted in Working Group 
discussions and are documented in Annex B.  
These ranges were incorporated into the Excel 
use-case scoring template used by the Working 
Group. 
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Step Issue Reflected in 
Updated “V2” 
Methodology 

Document 

Final Resolution 
 

Step 4 Clarifying technology 
characteristics relevant to 
use-case assessment, 
including battery 
capacities, charger power 
levels, vehicle types, and 
dwell time. 

Yes Three columns were incorporated into the Excel 
use-case intake template used for soliciting use 
cases from stakeholders:  Battery capacity, 
charger power levels, and other technology notes.  
The information submitted by parties was copied 
into the Excel use-case scoring template used by 
the Working Group, for reference when scoring 
use cases. 

Step 4 Clarifying the definition of 
“implementation” 

Yes Clarified in methodology document 

 2271 
 2272 
  2273 
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Composition of Subgroup A 2274 
 2275 
Tom Ashley  Greenlots 2276 
Lance Atkins  Nissan 2277 
Noel Crisostomo CEC 2278 
Jessie Denver  ECBE 2279 
Mauro Dresti  SCE 2280 
Karim Fahrat  PG&E 2281 
John Holmes  Paratelic Ventures 2282 
Peter Klauer  CAISO 2283 
Phillip Kobernick PCE 2284 
Megha Lakhchaura EVBox 2285 
Adam Langton  BMW 2286 
Taylor Marvin  SDG&E 2287 
Dave McCready Ford 2288 

Pamela McDougal NRDC 2289 
Marc Monbouquette Enel X 2290 
Jin Noh   CESA 2291 
Stephanie Palmer CARB 2292 
Richard Scholer Fiat Chrysler 2293 
Jigar Shah  Electrify America 2294 
Carrie Sisto  CPUC 2295 
Anne Smart  Chargepoint 2296 
Jordan Smith  SCE 2297 
Dean Taylor  CalETC 2298 
Vincent Weyl  Kitu Systems 2299 
John Wheeler  Fermata Energy 2300 

 2301 
 2302 
Cost, Benefit, and Implementability Scoring Ranges Adopted 2303 
 2304 
LDV benefit ranges 2305 
 2306 
1 = 1-50 ($/EV/year) 2307 
2 = 50-150 2308 
3 = 150-300 2309 
4 = 300-600 2310 
5 = 600-1000 2311 
  2312 
1 = 1 - 5,000 (# EV Population) 2313 
2 = 5,000 - 25,000 2314 
3 = 25,000 - 100,000 2315 
4 = 100,000 - 300,000 2316 
5 = 300,000 - 900,000 2317 
 2318 
Cost ranges (Overall, Hardware, Software, 2319 
Operation & Management, Administration) 2320 
 2321 
1 = very low 2322 
2 = low 2323 
3 = moderate 2324 
4 = high 2325 
5 = very high 2326 
 2327 

MHV benefit ranges 2328 
 2329 
1 = 1-500 ($/EV/year) 2330 
2 = 500-1,500 2331 
3 = 1,500-3,000 2332 
4 = 3,000-6,000 2333 
5 = 6,000-10,000 2334 
  2335 
1 = 1 - 200 (# EV Population) 2336 
2 = 200-600 2337 
3 = 600-1,200 2338 
4 = 1,200-2,500 2339 
5 = 2,500-5,000 2340 
 2341 
 2342 
Implementability ranges 2343 
 2344 
1 = very difficult and risky to implement/scale-up 2345 
2 = difficult or risky to implement/scale-up 2346 
3 = neutral to implement/scale-up 2347 
4 = easy or not risky to implement/scale-up 2348 
5 = very easy and not risky to implement/scale-up 2349 

  2350 
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Screening Guidance/Instructions Employed in the Working Group 2351 
 2352 
The screening template used by the Working Group had these instructions: 2353 
 2354 
Procedure:   subgroup leaders have provided your team with a subset of submitted use cases for your 2355 
evaluation in the Screening tab. Go through every use case to assess whether it passes the screens or 2356 
not. A list of all 7 screens is provided below. If a use-case passes all 7 screens, enter "x" in the "Pass" 2357 
column. If a use-case does not pass one or more of the screens in the "now" Timeframe, enter "x" in all 2358 
of the "Fail" columns for which it does not pass.        2359 
        2360 
Timeframe for this screening:   screen for "now" = 2019-2022      2361 
         2362 
Technological feasibility:   2363 
 2364 

Screen 1:  Filter out use-cases that require hardware and/or software technologies or solutions 2365 
that, within the Timeframe: (1) have not been operated or demonstrated to operate in 2366 
California, (2) are not compatible to California, and (3) are not easily adaptable to California. For 2367 
clarification: technologies that are being piloted in California today are considered feasible and 2368 
should not be filtered out within the “now” timeframe.  2369 

 2370 
Market rules:  from a market perspective, VGI use-cases can be broadly divided into three categories: 2371 
(Category A) use-cases that can be implemented under existing market participation rules; (Category B) 2372 
use-cases that are not possible to implement under existing market participation rules, but are possible 2373 
to implement under updated rules in the specified Timeframe (e.g. within the “now” Timeframe, this 2374 
includes market rules under consideration in active regulatory proceedings such as IDER and DDOR); 2375 
(Category C) use-cases that are not possible to implement under existing market participation rules, and 2376 
also not possible to implement under updated rules in the specified Timeframe (i.e. require substantial 2377 
rule changes that will take longer than the duration of the specified Timeframe). 2378 
 2379 

Screen 2a: Filter out use-cases that fall into Category C involving applications and services that 2380 
cannot be offered through existing or reformed/updated wholesale (e.g. CAISO) market 2381 
participation rules within the Timeframe. 2382 
 2383 
Screen 2b: Filter out use-cases that fall into Category C involving applications or services that 2384 
cannot be offered through existing or reformed/updated retail market participation rules 2385 
(including utility rates and programs) within the Timeframe. 2386 

 2387 
Customer preferences: 2388 
 2389 

Screen 3a: Filter out use-cases that significantly conflict with or compromise customer mobility 2390 
needs or lifestyle preferences, within the Timeframe. 2391 
Screen 3b: Filter out use-cases that are likely to have significantly low customer adoption rates 2392 
and/or participation rates, within the Timeframe.      2393 
           2394 

Data availability: 2395 
 2396 

Screen 4a: Filter out use-cases where data needed to quantify VGI value does not exist, and 2397 
cannot be reasonably and reliably inferred or simulated, within the Timeframe. Necessary data 2398 
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is listed in detail in Steps 4a and 4b of the use-case assessment methodology; this could include, 2399 
but is not limited to, the following: Reference unmanaged charging profiles, including total 2400 
mobility energy need as well as charging behavior; Plug-in schedule that shows when the EV is 2401 
connected and available to interact with the grid; Operational specifications of the offered 2402 
service; Economic/monetary value of the offered service 2403 
 2404 
Screen 4b: Filter out use-cases that can only be characterized and/or valuated using private data 2405 
not publicly available within the Timeframe       2406 
            2407 
  2408 

Scoring Guidance/Instructions Employed in the Working Group 2409 
 2410 
The scoring template used by the Working Group had these instructions:  Please score each use case in 2411 
terms of benefits, costs, and implementability. Please also add any optional comments related to 2412 
economic benefit and cost scores, including references (reports, studies, analyses, etc.) to justify or 2413 
explain your scoring, and also to explain your implementability score, and also to describe any non-2414 
economic benefit and/or cost. 2415 
 2416 
Benefits: 2417 
 2418 

• Benefits should focus only on the three “value creation” dimensions of the VGI Valuation 2419 
Framework: Sector, Application, and Type.  2420 

• Benefits do not address how that benefit is captured via different forms and degrees of control 2421 
mechanisms (Approach), or EV-EVSE resource fragmentation & alignment (Resource Alignment).  2422 

• For a specific combination of Sector, Application, and Type, Benefits refer to the “total 2423 
addressable market”, which accounts for two elements:  Benefits per EV in the use case, and 2424 
total available population of EVs in the use case.  2425 

• When assigning benefit scores, stakeholders should score the incremental benefits of VGI 2426 
relative to a “reference” EV charging profile. This reference profile should focus on average 2427 
market conditions related to unmanaged EV charging.  2428 

• Stakeholders are encouraged to think about the various factors that may influence these scores; 2429 
a non-comprehensive list of those factors, for additional guidance: 2430 

o Energy demand for mobility needs;  2431 
o Schedule of when the EV is plugged-in and available to interact with the grid;  2432 
o The magnitude of the economic signal (e.g. price of wholesale energy) to maximize 2433 

or minimize charge/discharge over time;  2434 
o V1G versus V2G;  2435 
o Battery characteristics or constraints (e.g. battery capacity in kWh);  2436 
o EV-EVSE characteristics or constraints (e.g. level of charging in kW)   2437 

  2438 
• Benefits are scored using ranges of values for both per-vehicle benefits and total population of 2439 

vehicles, i.e., $50-150/EV/year and 5,000-25,000 vehicles.  Choose the best range from the 2440 
available set of five possible drop-down ranges.   2441 

• Benefit value ranges are different for LDVs and MHVs.  2442 
   2443 
Costs   2444 
   2445 
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• Costs should account for the following elements: hardware, software/IT, operation and 2446 
management services, administrative expenses.    2447 

• Please provide an overall cost score, and in addition, an optional set of individual scores for 2448 
hardware, software/IT, operational and management services, and administrative expenses.  2449 

• Cost should be assessed within a specific Timeframe (i.e. 2019 - 2022 for evaluation within the 2450 
“now” timeframe).   2451 

• Cost in this Methodology shall be either the participating Customer (for Customer - Application 2452 
use - cases) or California overall (for System - Application use - cases).    2453 

• For a specific combination of Sector, Application, Type, Approach, and Resource Alignment, costs 2454 
refer to “ expenses incurred by the buyer ”. The "cost to the buyer" is the same as the price 2455 
charged by the seller.  2456 

• This methodology does not require identifying private or internal costs borne by service or 2457 
equipment providers for providing services or producing components.   2458 

• All cost scores are a choice of values 1 through 5, with 1=very low, 2=low, 3=moderate, 4=high, 2459 
and 5=very high.   2460 

   2461 
Implementability   2462 
   2463 

• Implementability is defined as “difficulty and risk associated with implementing and scaling up” a 2464 
use case.     2465 

• Implementability accounts for four interrelated elements, which may be interpreted subjectively 2466 
by different stakeholders:  (a) difficulty of implementation, (b) difficulty of scaling up, (c) risk of 2467 
implementation, and (d) risk of scaling up.    2468 

• Implementability is scored with a choice of values 1 through 5, with 1 = very difficult and risky to 2469 
implement/scale-up, 2- = difficult or risky to implement/scale-up, 3 = neutral to 2470 
implement/scale-up, 4 = easy or not risky to implement/scale-up, and 5 = very easy and not risky 2471 
to implement/scale-up  2472 

• In addition to the Implementability Score, stakeholders can provide text comments to 2473 
qualitatively document the most prominent considerations that influenced their score. A wide 2474 
range of considerations might influence the Implementability Score. Stakeholders are 2475 
encouraged to explain the most influential considerations with any or all of the four interrelated 2476 
elements.   2477 

   2478 
Non-economic benefits (optional)    2479 
   2480 

• Characterize briefly any non-economic benefits that you think are important in understanding 2481 
or assessing the value of this use case. These could include, for example, GHG reduction, air 2482 
quality improvement, better renewable integration, etc.  2483 
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Brainstorming and Consensus-Building Results from 9/26 Workshop 2484 
 2485 
During the 9/26 VGI Working Group workshop, participants engaged in a brainstorming on the 2486 
methodology and how to consider VGI use case value, benefits, and ranking.  The brainstorming 2487 
question was: “to further clarify the methodology, or develop how we employ it during the Working 2488 
Group, we could....”  Answers developed and clustered as follows.  Some of these points were 2489 
incorporated into the methodology as noted above, or subsequently used during the Working Group, 2490 
but many remain for follow-on activities to consider. 2491 
 2492 
Clarify (Cost-Benefit Related) Points in Methodology, Including Using Cost Proxies or Assumptions 2493 
• What if costs are not available? 2494 
• Incremental costs vs. absolute costs vs. rankings only 2495 
• Use cases which include or depend on providing grid services should comprehend “participation” 2496 

costs 2497 
• Opportunities for cost sharing (e.g., between IOUs and EVSPs) 2498 
• What (costs) are incremental for VGI vs. what costs are for transportation electrification more 2499 

broadly? 2500 
• Can you optimize net benefits (in Step 4) by changing vehicle parameters (e.g., larger EV battery)? 2501 
• Standardizing benefits inputs (in Step 4) 2502 
• Simplify costs qualitatively, like “low” “medium” and “high” 2503 
 2504 
Update Definition of “Implementation” 2505 
• Is “implementation” defined?  Guidelines for easy or hard. 2506 
• Use case ranking can benefit from including a “risk” factor for each use case 2507 
 2508 
Elaborate Utility Assumptions and Clarify Dispatch Mechanisms/Instructions 2509 
• Direct (active) vs. indirect (passive) approach 2510 
• Ground rules for direct vs. indirect (customer behavior, technology) 2511 
• Need better clarity on how “dispatch” is defined and how it provides value to the methodology 2512 
 2513 
Include but Not Stack the Two Separate Values (System and User) 2514 
• System value vs. user benefits 2515 
• System and customer benefits overlap 2516 
• Clarify perspective e.g., participating customer, system costs (TRC), etc. 2517 
• Also always calculate system benefits for customer applications? 2518 
• Valuation considering non-energy benefits 2519 
• Remain agnostic to business model for compensation 2520 
• How do we address coincident/stacked use cases? 2521 
• How to preclude “oversubscription”, i.e., excessive stacking of use cases 2522 
 2523 
Consider During Use-Case Screening 2524 
• Customer ability to opt-out in Screen 3 2525 
• Screening out use cases if no market rules (vs. suggesting new market rules)? 2526 
• Screening out uses with low adoption (can we be sure about our low-adoption assumptions)? 2527 
• Qualitative not black and white in Screen 3 2528 
• Market rules should not be limited to ISO rules, also includes rate design 2529 
• Include retail rates and regulations as part of market rules 2530 
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• Don’t screen out solutions that could be imported to CA (Step 3) 2531 
• Merge Screen 3a into 3b, Screen 3a is a subset of Screen 3b (low customer adoption) 2532 
 2533 
Consider During Use Case Screening and Scoring and Err on Side of Simplifying 2534 
• Greater granularity service stack in MUA framework 2535 
• How granular is granular enough? 2536 
• How to reconcile evaluating a use case for system-average benefits vs. high-value opportunities? 2537 
• Value distribution curve 2538 
• Role of “situational awareness” 2539 
• How do we assess impact of ignoring complexity/poor fit of use cases on value stage & prioritization? 2540 
 2541 
Consider for Policy Recommendations 2542 
• Do we do Steps 4-6 for 2023-2030 use cases (that don’t pass Step 3 for now)? 2543 
• Definition of “now” 2544 
• Screening out as “not now” 2545 
• Multi-year benefits 2546 
 2547 
Noted 2548 
• Technology recommendations for CARB in Step 6 2549 
• Propose new market rules in Step 6 that would allow Screen 2 to pass 2550 
• Identify gaps for policy recommendations in Step 6 2551 
 2552 
Possibly Consider for Later in the Working Group? 2553 
• Are we already capturing public charging in MD/HD Sector (e.g. truck stops)? 2554 
• Consolidate sectors and applications 2555 
• Example use cases for workplace / fleets 2556 
• How to address advanced inverter functions with AC V2G same as DC V2G 2557 
• Trucks subsectors distribution vs. transport 2558 
  2559 
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ANNEX 2:  STAGE 2 PROCESS AND OUTCOMES FOR PUC QUESTION (A) 2560 
 2561 
 2562 
Background and Activities 2563 
 2564 
Stage 2 began on September 30, 2020 to undertake the intake, screening, scoring, and analysis of use 2565 
cases to answer PUC Question (a), “what use cases can provide value now, and how can that value be 2566 
captured?”  This followed the Working Group’s Stage 2, which covered the methodology to be used for 2567 
use case assessment. Stage 2 consisted of two in-person workshops, each 1-1/2 days long, on 11/14-2568 
11/15 and 1/22-1/23. Stage 2 concluded with a Working Group call on 1/30 and proposed answers to 2569 
PUC Question (a).   2570 
 2571 
On the 1/30 call, the Working Group acknowledged that the proposed answers to the second part of the 2572 
question, “how can that value be captured” needed to be sharpened and refined, and that this work 2573 
would be done in conjunction with answering PUC Question (b) during Stage 4 on policy 2574 
recommendations. 2575 
 2576 
The bulk of the work of Stage 2 was led and conducted by Subgroup B (see below for composition).  The 2577 
Subgroup formulated and issued a call-for-proposals for use case intake by a 10/23 deadline. The call-2578 
for-proposals employed a fixed submission template agreed upon by the Subgroup. After intake, the 2579 
Subgroup then organized ten “screening teams” of 3-4 people each to screen all submitted use cases 2580 
over a period of three weeks. One of the ten teams was assigned the screening of all of the medium- 2581 
and heavy-duty vehicle (MHV) use cases. All Working Group parties were also invited to provide parallel 2582 
screening results of any use cases they wished, and additional screening results were submitted by a few 2583 
individual parties, such that some use cases had multiple screening results. 2584 
 2585 
The use cases to be screened were placed into a screening template and distributed to the screening 2586 
teams, about 70 use cases per team.  The distribution of use cases across all ten screening teams was 2587 
randomized. Subgroup B then reviewed the screening and resolved a number of questioned use cases 2588 
that screening teams had some uncertainty about how to screen. 2589 
 2590 
Once the screening was completed, all the screened and “passed” or “disputed” use cases were 2591 
provided to the full Working Group for scoring, in a set of scoring templates containing specific 2592 
“subsets” of use cases organized by application or by sector. The templates were distributed 11/22.  The 2593 
Working Group was given four weeks to score the use cases, with a deadline of 12/19.  Individual parties 2594 
were allowed to submit scoring results separately, or groups of parties working together could also 2595 
submit jointly.  Parties indicated in advance which subsets they planned to score, so that the Subgroup 2596 
was able to anticipate what was going to be scored and if there would be any gaps in scoring. No party 2597 
was permitted to score a given use case more than once. The scoring results were compiled and 2598 
summarized by Gridworks and provided back to the Working Group on 12/26. 2599 
 2600 
From 1/6 to 1/17, parties then had two weeks to analyze the compiled scoring results, propose methods 2601 
and graphical means of grouping, prioritizing and displaying the scoring results, and propose answers to 2602 
PUC Question (a).  The compiled scoring results, the grouping methods and graphical displays, and the 2603 
proposed answers to the PUC Question (a) were all brought to the 1/22-1/23 workshop to discuss and 2604 
achieve consensus and resolution. That process, and Stage 3, was completed with a two-hour Working 2605 
Group call on 1/30.  2606 
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 2607 
Following the formal conclusion of Stage 2, the Working Group received a submission from Karim Farhat 2608 
on further ways of analyzing, displaying, and grouping the use cases into subsets for further focus. 2609 
Working Group participants have the opportunity to include this submission in further discussions, for 2610 
example in addressing PUC Question (b) on policy recommendations. 2611 
 2612 
 2613 
MHDV Use Case Scoring and Vehicle Types 2614 
 2615 
A team of Working Group participants that had been focusing on scoring MHDV use cases produced a 2616 
white paper on MHDV use cases, and also developed a set of vehicle types for each MHDV sector.  2617 
Scoring of the MHDV use cases, in contrast to the LDV use cases, allowed for a drop-down menu of 2618 
vehicle type when scoring.  Different vehicle types were then designated with sub-numbering 1873.1, 2619 
1873.2, etc. and scoring was tabulated separately for each sub-number. The MHDV vehicle types used 2620 
for scoring are given in the following table: 2621 
 2622 

 Battery 
Capacity 
(kwh) 

Charger Power 
(kw) 

Other Technology Notes 

Small Truck A 70-100 kWh 10-19 kW Small Truck A: Class 5 Last Mile Delivery with L2 charging; Daytime 
deliveries, full charge satisfies duty cycle; needs 100% SOC to start 
shift between 1 and 6 AM. 

Small Truck B 70-100 kWh 25 kW Small Truck B: Class 5 Last Mile Delivery with low power DCFC; 
Daytime deliveries, full charge satisfies duty cycle; needs 100% SOC 
to start shift between 1 and 6 AM. 

Long Range 
Transit Bus A 

440 kWh 125 kW Long Range Bus/Average Mile Route - depot overnight charging; duty 
cycle 06:00-20:00; 170 miles/day 

Long Range 
Transit Bus B 

440 kWh 125 kW Long Range Bus/Average Mile Route - Enroute charging; duty cycle 
06:00-20:00; 170 miles/day 

Long Range 
Transit Bus C 

440 kWh 125 kW Long Range Bus/High Mileage Route - Depot and Enroute charging; 
duty cycle 04:00 to 01:00 next day; 230 miles/day 

Short Range 
Transit Bus A 

 330 kWh 125 kW Short Range Bus/Commuter Route - Overnight Depot Charging; Duty 
cycle 06:00-09:00 AND 14:00-18:00 

Short Range 
Transit Bus B 

 330 kWh 125 kW Short Range Bus/Commuter Route - Afternoon and Overnight Depot 
Charging; Duty cycle 06:00-09:00 AND 14:00-18:00 

Airport Shuttle 
Bus 

 50 kW Airport Shuttle Bus: frequent short trips, in use 5 AM-midnight; 
overnight charge, may be able to charge at midday 

Transit Shuttle 
Van 

 L2 less frequent trips to serve transit need; overnight charging 

Large Truck A 200-300 kWh 30-50 kW DC Class 6 Short Haul Delivery - overnight charging, opportunistic 
daytime charging; duty cycle 03:00 start, return to depot b/w 14:00-
19:00 

Large Truck B 300 kWh 100 kW DC Class 8 drayage/delivery - overnight charging only; duty cycle 03:00 
start, return to depot b/w 14:00-19:00 

Large Truck C 450 kWh 150 kW DC Class 8 Drayage/Delivery - overnight charging, opportunistic daytime 
charging; duty cycle 03:00 start, return to depot b/w 14:00-19:00 

School Bus A 156 kWh 18 kW L2 or 60 
kW with V2G 

School Bus Type D (36,200 lbs. GVWR): duty cycle 07:00-0:900 and 
014:00-16:00 

School Bus B 106-127 kWh 25 kW 3-phase 
L2 

School Bus Type C (22,000 lbs. GVWR): duty cycle 07:00-0:900 and 
014:00-16:00 

School Bus C 85-127 kWh 25 kW 3-phase 
L2 

School Bus Type B (14,000 lbs. GVWR): duty cycle 07:00-0:900 and 
014:00-16:00 

 2623 
 2624 
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 2625 
Outputs 2626 
 2627 
The seven primary outputs of Stage 2 were as follows.  All materials are posted on the Working Group’s 2628 
OneDrive file sharing site and key reports are attached to this Stage Three Report as annexes.   2629 
 2630 
(1) Use case submissions. Nineteen parties submitted a total of 1,060 unique use cases proposed as 2631 
providing value now, using a submission template developed by Subgroup B based upon the agreed 2632 
methodology from Stage 2.  Some use cases were submitted by multiple parties, as much as six parties 2633 
for some use cases, while other use cases were only submitted by one party. 2634 
 2635 

Attachments for reference:  2636 
• “VGI Master list of use case submissions” (10/28) 2637 

 2638 
(2) Screening results. All 1,060 submitted use cases were screened as either “pass” or “fail” for the 2639 
“now” timeframe to 2022. This was done according to seven agreed-upon screens for technology 2640 
(Screen 1), wholesale and retail market participation rules (Screens 2a-2b), consumer 2641 
adoption/acceptance (Screens 3a-3b), and data availability (Screens 4a-4b). The screening resulted in 2642 
three initial “piles” of use cases:  Pile A contained 306 “pass” results, including 187 LDV cases and 119 2643 
MHDV cases.  Pile contained 672 “fail” results.  Pile C contained 136 “disputed results” where one or 2644 
more parties or teams failed a use case and one or more other parties or teams passed it. The screening 2645 
results were further clarified and refined in Subgroup B and during the 11/14-11/15 workshop.  The final 2646 
screening results are shown in Table A2-1. 2647 
 2648 
Table A2-1: Final screening results 2649 

 Total being 
scored (*) 

Consensus 
pass 

Consensus 
fail 

Disputed 
pass (**) 

Light-duty vehicles  235 191 536 44 
Medium- and heavy-duty vehicles 110 87 179 23 
Total 345 278 715 67 

(*) Total being scored includes both consensus passes and disputed passes. The scoring templates 2650 
indicate which use cases are consensus and which are disputed. Total does not include second repeat of 2651 
3 LDV use cases with second-variant technology characteristics.  2652 
(**) Disputed passes are uses cases where at least one team or Party screened a use case as a pass, 2653 
while at least one other team or Party screened the same use case as a fail. 2654 
 2655 

Attachments for reference:   2656 
• Pile A consensus pass final screening results (12/8) 2657 
• Pile B fail final screening results (12/8) 2658 
• Pile C disputed pass final screening results (12/8) 2659 

 2660 
(3) Scoring results.  Fourteen parties submitted scoring of the use cases, submitting a total of 880 LDV 2661 
scores and   MHDV scores.  Most of these submissions were for LDV use cases, while a 6-person “MHDV 2662 
Team” submitted most of the scores for the MHDV use cases, along with three other parties submitting 2663 
scores for some MHDV use cases. Table A2-2 summarizes the scorings submitted. There were also over 2664 
500 text comments on scoring submitted along with the numerical scores. 2665 
 2666 
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Table A2-2:  Scoring Submitted by Parties 2667 
 LDV MHDV 
Use cases scored 232 176 
Consensus pass 196 138 
Disputed 36 38 
Use cases with only partial scores 3 71 
Use cases not scored 12 29 

 2668 
Gridworks compiled the submitted scores, and produced a summary spreadsheet showing the average, 2669 
minimum, and maximum scores for each use case, for each of the three elements (benefits, costs, and 2670 
implementability). Also showing the number of scores that each use case received. The exact calculation 2671 
methodology for calculating the scores is given in the spreadsheets. 2672 
 2673 
 Attachments for reference: 2674 

• VGI LDV scoring compilation and summary (12/26 and revised 1/13) 2675 
• VGI MHDV scoring compilation and summary (12/26) 2676 

 2677 
(4) Screening rules and consensus assumptions. Six sets of “proposed screening rules” were developed 2678 
by five organized screening teams participating in Subgroup B’s screening process, and from a joint 2679 
submission by PG&E, SCE, and Enel X.  These screening rules were reviewed by the Working Group 2680 
during the 11/14-11/15 workshop and were employed in finalizing the screening. The 11/14-11/15 2681 
workshop resulted in a set of “consensus assumptions”) that were agreed by the Working Group and 2682 
applied to the initial screening results, along with some other adjustments agreed during the workshop, 2683 
to come up with a final set of screening results. 2684 
 2685 

Attachments for reference: 2686 
• Team 3 screening comments/rules (10/31) 2687 
• Team 6 screening comments/rules (11/04) 2688 
• Team 8 screening comments/rules (11/04) 2689 
• Team 9 screening comments/rules (10/31) 2690 
• Team 10 screening comments/rules (11/04) 2691 
• PG&E-SCE-Enel X screening comments/rules (11/12 revised) 2692 
• Consensus assumptions (items in green are agreed to fail screening) 2693 
• Screening rules joint submission by PG&E, SCE, and Enel X 2694 

 2695 
(5) Source and baseline materials. During the scoring process, a set of “source and baseline materials” 2696 
was developed and shared by parties on different aspects of the scoring process.  These materials were 2697 
intended to enhance consistency and to share publicly available information among Working Group 2698 
participants. 2699 
 2700 

Attachments for reference:   2701 
• All documents posted to OneDrive directory for Stage 3 2702 

 2703 
(6) Subgrouping and categorization of scored use cases and methods of graphical display.  Parties 2704 
defined and developed several types of subgroups and categories of scored use cases based upon 2705 
scoring results, and also developed several ways of graphically displaying the scoring results and the 2706 
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subgroupings.  These are documented and detailed in the write-up of the 1/22-1/23 workshop and 2707 
notes from the 1/30 follow-up call (see Annexes B and C). 2708 
 2709 
(7) Resolutions and agreements on PUC Question (a). A set of resolutions and agreements by the 2710 
Working Group on answers to PUC Question (a) contained in the write-up of the 1/22-1/23 workshop 2711 
and in the 1/30 Working Group call notes. 2712 
 2713 
 2714 
Subgroup B Composition and Screening Teams 2715 
 2716 
Hiba Abedrabo  Toyota 2717 
Meredith Alexander CalStart 2718 
Tom Ashley  Greenlots 2719 
Lance Atkins  NIssan 2720 
Alan Bach  Public Advocate's Office 2721 
Anna Bella Korbatov Fermata 2722 
Charlie Botsford Honda 2723 
Dan Bowerson  Auto Alliance 2724 
Ed Burgess  Strategen 2725 
Noel Crisostomo CEC 2726 
Eric Cutter  E3 2727 
Naor Deleanu  Olivine 2728 
Jessie Denver  EBCE 2729 
Mauro Dresti  SCE 2730 
Karim Farhat  PG&E 2731 
Wendy Fong  LeHigh University 2732 
Mehdi Ganji  Willdan Smart City Lead, and IEEE Smart City R&D Committee Chair 2733 
Jamie Hall  GM 2734 
John Holmes  Honda 2735 
Sam Houston  UCS 2736 
Christina Jeworski Santa Clara VTA 2737 
Erick Karlan  Greenlots 2738 
Alex Keros  GM 2739 
Phillip Kobernick Peninsula Clean Energy 2740 
Fidel Leon Diaz  Public Advocate's Office 2741 
Alexandra Leumer Chargepoint 2742 
Taylor Marvin  SDG&E 2743 
Chris Michelbacher Audi 2744 
Marc Monbouquette Enel X 2745 
Miles Muller  NRDC 2746 
Stephanie Palmer CARB 2747 
Max Parness  Toyota 2748 
Ed Pike   CPUC 2749 
Samantha Rosenbaum Hubject 2750 
Jigar Shah  Electrify America 2751 
Carrie Sisto  CPUC 2752 
Jordan Smith  SCE 2753 
Hitesh Soneji  Olivine 2754 
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Steve Tarnowsky GM 2755 
Dean Taylor  CalETC 2756 
Vincent Weyl  Kitu Systems 2757 
John Wheeler  Fermata 2758 
Zach Woogen  Strategen 2759 
Eric Woychik  Willdan 2760 
 2761 
 2762 
Screening Teams 2763 
 2764 
Team 1 2765 
Jordan Smith SCE 2766 
Eric Woychik Willdan 2767 
Erick Karlan Greenlots 2768 
Jamie Hall GM 2769 
Miles Muller NRDC 2770 
 2771 
Team 2 2772 
Dan Bowerson Auto Alliance 2773 
Mehdi Ganji Willdan Smart City 2774 
Tom Ashley Greenlots 2775 
Vincent Weyl Kitu Systems 2776 
 2777 
Team 3 2778 
Eric Cutter E3 2779 
John Wheeler Fermata 2780 
Lance Atkins NIssan 2781 
Fidel Leon Diaz Public Advocate's Office 2782 
 2783 
Team 4 2784 
Anna Bella Korbatov Fermata 2785 
Noel Crisostomo CEC 2786 
Barton Sidles Hubject 2787 
John Holmes Honda 2788 
 2789 
Team 5 2790 
Chris Michelbacher Audi 2791 
Hitesh Soneji Olivine 2792 
Taylor Marvin SDG&E 2793 
Wendy Fong LeHigh University 2794 
 2795 
Team 6 2796 
Karim Farhat PG&E 2797 
Naor Deleanu Olivine 2798 
Steve Tarnowsky GM 2799 
Samantha Rosenbaum Hubject 2800 
 2801 
 2802 

Team 7 2803 
Alex Keros GM 2804 
Alexandra Leumer Chargepoint 2805 
Ed Burgess Strategen 2806 
Jessie Denver EBCE 2807 
 2808 
Team 8 2809 
Dean Taylor CalETC 2810 
Jigar Shah Electrify America 2811 
Hiba Abedrabo Toyota 2812 
Zach Woogen Strategen 2813 
 2814 
Team 9 (MHDV Team) 2815 
Meredith Alexander CALSTART 2816 
Samantha Houston UCS 2817 
Christina Jaworski Santa Clara VTA 2818 
Naor Deleanu Olivine 2819 
Wendy Fong Lehigh University 2820 
Jasna Tomic UCS 2821 
 2822 
Team 10 2823 
Mauro Dresti SCE 2824 
Marc Monbouquette Enel X 2825 
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ANNEX 3:  STAGE 3 PROCESS AND OUTCOMES FOR PUC QUESTION (B) 2826 
 2827 
 2828 
Stage 3 began on January 30, 2020 and concluded on May 15, 2020. During this stage, a “Subgroup C” 2829 
was formed (composition below) and met weekly for six weeks through to April 9, 2020.  The Subgroup 2830 
first discussed and developed a policy recommendations framework and template. Then the template 2831 
was used to solicit policy recommendations from the entire Working Group.   2832 
 2833 
Approximately 120 policy recommendations were received from parties during a 2-3 week submission 2834 
window.  After this, the Subgroup undertook the following steps: 2835 
 2836 
• Received CPUC comments on the recommendations and asked submitters to respond to the 2837 

comments 2838 
• Identified potential duplications and overlaps of the recommendations and conducted a series of 2839 

topical discussions and then bilateral and trilateral discussions to resolve, consolidate, and 2840 
eliminate these duplications and overlaps 2841 

• Ask submitters to revise their recommendations based on discussions, including submitting new 2842 
consolidation recommendations that superseded one or more prior recommendations 2843 

• Added comments from CAISO to the recommendations 2844 
• Developed 11 policy categories with which to number and group the recommendations to make 2845 

reviewing and discussing more manageable 2846 
• Added “policy strategy tags” and “use case tags” to the recommendations 2847 
• Solicited additional supplementary documents and supporting information on the 2848 

recommendations 2849 
 2850 
During the execution of these steps, the full Working Group participated in a 1-1/2 day workshop on 2851 
March 19-20 to review the recommendations and hold topical policy discussions. These discussions 2852 
informed the further revisions and consolidations of the recommendations, and the presentation of 2853 
these recommendations in Section V. 2854 
 2855 
Once the recommendations were clarified and consolidated, Gridworks on March 20, 2020 issued a 2856 
policy survey to the Working Group consisting of four questions on each of the policy recommendations: 2857 
 2858 
Q1. Do you agree or disagree that this recommendation will advance VGI in California? 2859 
 2860 
5 - Strongly agree 2861 
4 – Agree 2862 
3 – Neutral 2863 
2 – Disagree 2864 
1 – Strongly disagree 2865 
 2866 
Q2. How clear, understandable, and policy ready is this recommendation? 2867 
 2868 
5 - Perfectly clear and policy ready 2869 
4 - Sufficiently clear and policy ready 2870 
3 - Needs some clarification 2871 
2 - Needs substantial clarification to be policy ready 2872 
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1 - Needs to be re-written or re-thought 2873 
 2874 
Q3. How critical and relevant is this policy to meeting your organization's own VGI objectives? 2875 
 2876 
5 - Extremely critical and relevant 2877 
4 - Critical and relevant 2878 
3 - Not critical but still relevant 2879 
2 - Might be relevant 2880 
1 - Not relevant 2881 
 2882 
Q4. Any other comments on this recommendation?   Include any notes about how you see this 2883 
recommendation connected to any of the other recommendations, including overlaps or 2884 
complementarities. 2885 
 2886 
Parties had two weeks to complete the survey. A total of 28 parties responded to the survey. Most 2887 
recommendations have between 20-27 responses, as some parties did not respond to all 109 2888 
recommendations. The numerical results and comments from the policy survey are available in Policy 2889 
Recommendations and Use Case Assessment Database, and also depicted graphically in Annex 12. The 2890 
results are used to organize and prioritize the policy recommendations; see Section V. 2891 
 2892 
 2893 
Subgroup C Composition 2894 
 2895 
Hiba Abedrado (Toyota) 2896 
Lance Atkins (Nissan) 2897 
Alan Bach (CPUC) 2898 
Messay Betru (CEC) 2899 
Charlie Botsworth (Honda) 2900 
Dan Bowerson (Autos Innovate) 2901 
Ed Burgess (Strategen ) 2902 
Albert Chiu (PG&E) 2903 
Naor Deleanu (Olivine) 2904 
Fidel Diaz (CPUC) 2905 
Mauro Dresti (SCE) 2906 
Karim Farhat (Independent) 2907 
Anja Gilbert (PG&E) 2908 
Jamie Hall (GM) 2909 
Yoshi Hirata (SEI Innovation) 2910 
David Holmberg (ESI TF) 2911 
John Holmes (Honda) 2912 
Christine Jaworsky (VTA) 2913 
Raymond Kaiser (ESI TF) 2914 
Erick Karlen (Greenlots) 2915 
Alexander Keros (GM) 2916 
Peter Klauer (CAISO) 2917 
Corby Kristian (CalETC) 2918 
Alex Leumer (Chargepoint) 2919 

Taylor Marvin (SDG&E) 2920 
Jacob Mathew (Ford) 2921 
David Mintzer (Starboard Energy) 2922 
Adam Mohabbat (EVGO) 2923 
Marc Monbouquette (Enel) 2924 
Miles Muller (NRDC) 2925 
Amanda Myers (Energy Innovation) 2926 
Jin Noh (CESA) 2927 
Stephanie Palmer (CARB) 2928 
Jacqueline Piero (Nuvve) 2929 
Ed Pike (CPUC) 2930 
Horie Satoko () 2931 
Jigar Shah (Electrify America) 2932 
Carrie Sisto (CPUC) 2933 
Jordan Smith (SCE) 2934 
Hitesh Soneji (Olivine) 2935 
James  Tarchinski (GM) 2936 
Dean Taylor (CalETC) 2937 
Matthew Tisdale (Gridworks) 2938 
Francesca Wahl (Tesla) 2939 
John Wheeler (Fermata) 2940 
Zach Woogan (Stratagen) 2941 
Sarah Woogen (Mobility House) 2942 

  2943 
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ANNEX 4:  STAGE 4 PROCESS AND OUTCOMES FOR PUC QUESTION (C) 2944 
 2945 
 2946 
Stage 4 began on April 15, 2020 with a Working Group call to discuss ideas and options for responding to 2947 
PUC Question (c) in the limited time available.  A small “DER comparisons team” (composition below) 2948 
was given the task of making recommendations to the Working Group in time for a Working Group call 2949 
on April 30, 2020.  After that call, further submissions from parties were solicited, and a final discussion 2950 
on PUC Question (c) was held during a 1-1/2 day workshop on May 7-8.  The results of these discussions, 2951 
submissions, and workshop are written up in Section VI. 2952 
 2953 
The submissions and documents provided during these discussions are available as a separate DER 2954 
Comparisons Database. 2955 
 2956 
 2957 
DER Comparisons Team Composition 2958 
 2959 
Mauro Dresti (SCE) 2960 
Karim Farhat (ENGIE Impact) 2961 
Yoshi Hirata (Sumitomo) 2962 
Raymond Kaiser (Amzur) 2963 
Ed Pike (CPUC) 2964 
Carrie Sisto (CPUC) 2965 
Zach Woogen (VGI Council) 2966 
Sarah Woogen (Mobility House) 2967 
  2968 
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ANNEX 5: SCORED USE CASES 2969 
 2970 
The following table gives all 310 use cases that were scored during the use case assessment stage of the 2971 
Working Group and that were deemed to “provide value now.”  This includes any use case that was fully 2972 
scored, or received at least a benefit score (see Section IV). The scorings received, scoring comments, 2973 
and rankings based on scoring, plus further technology details of the use cases, are provided in the 2974 
Policy Recommendations and Use Case Assessment Database. 2975 
 2976 
Notes:  Commercial – Fleet, small truck is class 2-5 and large truck is class 6-8. Uses cases with the same 2977 
number but different decimals (i.e., 13.1, 13.2, 1877.1, 1877.2) are different technology variations of the 2978 
same use case – different charger power for LDV and different vehicle type for MHDV. Technology 2979 
details are given in the database. Residential SFH stands for single-family home and Residential MUD 2980 
stands for multi-unit dwelling.  2981 
 2982 

ID Sector Application Approach Type Resource Alignment 
1.1 Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1.2 Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
4 Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
7 Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Indirect V2G Unified, Aligned 
10 Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
13.1 Residential - SFH Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
13.2 Residential - SFH Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
16 Residential - SFH Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
19 Residential - SFH Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V2G Unified, Aligned 
31 Residential - SFH Customer - Backup, Resiliency Indirect V2G Unified, Aligned 
34 Residential - SFH Customer - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
37 Residential - SFH Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
40 Residential - SFH Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
46 Residential - SFH Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
49 Residential - SFH System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
52 Residential - SFH System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
67 Residential - SFH System - Backup, Resiliency Indirect V2G Unified, Aligned 
70 Residential - SFH System - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
82 Residential - SFH System - Voltage Support Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
85 Residential - SFH System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
88 Residential - SFH System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
100 Residential - SFH System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
109 Residential - SFH System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
112 Residential - SFH System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
115 Residential - SFH System - Renewable Integration Indirect V2G Unified, Aligned 
118 Residential - SFH System - Renewable Integration Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
121 Residential - SFH System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
124 Residential - SFH System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
130 Residential - SFH System - GHG Reduction Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
133 Residential - SFH System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
136 Residential - SFH System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
142 Residential - SFH System - RA, System Capacity Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
148 Residential - SFH System - RA, Flex Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
160 Residential - SFH System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
205 Residential - SFH - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
208 Residential - SFH - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
241 Residential - SFH - Rideshare Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
253 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
256 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
292 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
313 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
316 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
328 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
337 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
340 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
410 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
413.1 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
413.2 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
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414 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
416 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
419 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
422 Residential - MUD Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
425 Residential - MUD Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
426 Residential - MUD Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
431 Residential - MUD Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
440 Residential - MUD Customer - Backup, Resiliency Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
443 Residential - MUD Customer - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
446 Residential - MUD Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
449 Residential - MUD Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
455 Residential - MUD Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
458 Residential - MUD System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
461 Residential - MUD System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
476 Residential - MUD System - Backup, Resiliency Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
479 Residential - MUD System - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
497 Residential - MUD System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
498 Residential - MUD System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
509 Residential - MUD System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
518 Residential - MUD System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
521 Residential - MUD System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
527 Residential - MUD System - Renewable Integration Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
533 Residential - MUD System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
539 Residential - MUD System - GHG Reduction Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
542 Residential - MUD System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
545 Residential - MUD System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
569 Residential - MUD System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
575 Residential - MUD System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
581 Residential - MUD System - Frequency Regulation Up/Down Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
614 Residential - MUD - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
617 Residential - MUD - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
626 Residential - MUD - Rideshare Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
650 Residential - MUD - Rideshare Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
698 Residential - MUD - Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
701 Residential - MUD - Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
725 Residential - MUD - Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
734 Residential - MUD - Rideshare System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
737 Residential - MUD - Rideshare System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
746 Residential - MUD - Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
749 Residential - MUD - Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
817 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
818 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
820 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
821 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
822 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
826 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
826.1 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
826.2 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
827 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
827.1 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
827.2 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
828 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Fragmented, Misaligned 
830 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
833 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
834 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
839 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
848 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Backup, Resiliency Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
850 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
850.1 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
850.2 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
851 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
853 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
854 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
856 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
857 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
860 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
862 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
863 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
866 Commercial - Workplace System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
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869 Commercial - Workplace System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
870 Commercial - Workplace System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
872 Commercial - Workplace System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
874 Commercial - Workplace System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
875 Commercial - Workplace System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
884 Commercial - Workplace System - Backup, Resiliency Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
886 Commercial - Workplace System - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
887 Commercial - Workplace System - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
899 Commercial - Workplace System - Voltage Support Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
901 Commercial - Workplace System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
902 Commercial - Workplace System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
904 Commercial - Workplace System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
905 Commercial - Workplace System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
906 Commercial - Workplace System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
908 Commercial - Workplace System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
917 Commercial - Workplace System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
918 Commercial - Workplace System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
925 Commercial - Workplace System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
926 Commercial - Workplace System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
928 Commercial - Workplace System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
929 Commercial - Workplace System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
930 Commercial - Workplace System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
932 Commercial - Workplace System - Renewable Integration Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
934 Commercial - Workplace System - Renewable Integration Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
935 Commercial - Workplace System - Renewable Integration Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
937 Commercial - Workplace System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
938 Commercial - Workplace System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
940 Commercial - Workplace System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
941 Commercial - Workplace System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
942 Commercial - Workplace System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
946 Commercial - Workplace System - GHG Reduction Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
947 Commercial - Workplace System - GHG Reduction Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
949 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
950 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
952 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
953 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
958 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, System Capacity Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
959 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, System Capacity Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
964 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, Flex Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
970 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, Flex Capacity Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
971 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, Flex Capacity Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
972 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, Flex Capacity Direct V2G Fragmented, Misaligned 
976 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
977 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
989 Commercial - Workplace System - Frequency Regulation Up/Down Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
994 Commercial - Workplace System - Frequency Regulation Up/Down Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
995 Commercial - Workplace System - Frequency Regulation Up/Down Direct V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
1022 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1024 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1025 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1026 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1028 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Bill Management Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
1034 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1037 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1038 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1074 Commercial - Public, Destination System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1088 Commercial - Public, Destination System - Backup, Resiliency Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
1097 Commercial - Public, Destination System - Voltage Support Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1098 Commercial - Public, Destination System - Voltage Support Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1109 Commercial - Public, Destination System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1110 Commercial - Public, Destination System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1121 Commercial - Public, Destination System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1130 Commercial - Public, Destination System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1133 Commercial - Public, Destination System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1134 Commercial - Public, Destination System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1142 Commercial - Public, Destination System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1145 Commercial - Public, Destination System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1153 Commercial - Public, Destination System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1154 Commercial - Public, Destination System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
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1157 Commercial - Public, Destination System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1158 Commercial - Public, Destination System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1226 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1228 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1230 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1277 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1310 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1313 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1314 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1316 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
1334 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1337 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1338 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1349 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1361 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1362 Commercial - Public, Dest/Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1430 Commercial - Public, Commute Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1434 Commercial - Public, Commute Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1436 Commercial - Public, Commute Customer - Bill Management Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
1442 Commercial - Public, Commute Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1466 Commercial - Public, Commute Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1478 Commercial - Public, Commute System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1481 Commercial - Public, Commute System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1514 Commercial - Public, Commute System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1517 Commercial - Public, Commute System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1518 Commercial - Public, Commute System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1538 Commercial - Public, Commute System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1541 Commercial - Public, Commute System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1542 Commercial - Public, Commute System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1544 Commercial - Public, Commute System - Renewable Integration Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
1565 Commercial - Public, Commute System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1578 Commercial - Public, Commute System - RA, Flex Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1633 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1634 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1636 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1637 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1640 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
1648 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1682 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1685 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1686 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1700 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Backup, Resiliency Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
1718 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1721 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1722 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1733 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1741 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1742 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1744 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1745 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1746 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
1748 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
1753 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1756 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1757 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1766 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1769 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1793 Comm.-Public, Commute/Rideshare System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1837.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1837.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1837.3 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1837.4 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1837.5 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1837.6 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1838.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1838.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1840.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1840.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1841.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
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1841.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1843 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Indirect V2G Unified, Aligned 
1846 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
1873.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1873.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1876.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1876.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1877.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1877.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1886.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1888.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1888.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1921.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1921.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1921.3 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1924.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1924.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1924.3 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1925.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1925.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1925.3 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1925.4 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1930.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
1930.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
1936.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1936.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1936.3 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1936.4 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1937.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1937.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1945.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1945.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1946.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1946.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1948.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1948.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1949.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1949.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1957.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1957.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1957.3 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1958.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1958.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1958.3 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1969.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1969.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1969.3 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1972.1 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1972.2 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1972.3 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1984 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - RA, Flex Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1996 Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2041 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2042 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
2042.1 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2044 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2047 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus Customer - Bill Management Indirect V2G Unified, Aligned 
2050 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
2053 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2125 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2128 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2134 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
2173 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2176 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2182 Commercial - Fleet, School Bus System - RA, System Capacity Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
2245 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2245.1 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2246 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
2246.1 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
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2248 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2248.1 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2281 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2284 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2293 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2296 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2329 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2329.1 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2332 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2332.1 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2344 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2353 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2354 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
2356 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2365 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2368 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2377 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2377.1 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2380 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2380.1 Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2449.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2450.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
2452.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2458.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
2479 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck Customer - Backup, Resiliency Indirect V2G Unified, Aligned 
2482 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck Customer - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
2497.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2497.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2497.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2500.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2500.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2500.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2533 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2533.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2533.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2533.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2536 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2536.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2536.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2536.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2548.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2548.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2548.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2557.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2557.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2557.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2558.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
2558.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
2558.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
2560.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2560.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2560.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2566.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Renewable Integration Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
2566.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Renewable Integration Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
2566.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - Renewable Integration Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
2569.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2569.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2569.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2572.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2572.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2572.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - GHG Reduction Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
2578.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - GHG Reduction Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
2578.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - GHG Reduction Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
2578.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - GHG Reduction Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
2581 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2581.1 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2581.2 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
2581.3 Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
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ANNEX 6: USE CASE SUBSETS (LDV ONLY) 2984 
 2985 
Ford Subset 2986 

ID Sector Application Approach Type Resource 
1.1 Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1.2 Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
4 Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
31 Residential - SFH Customer - Backup, Resiliency Indirect V2G Unified, Aligned 
37 Residential - SFH Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
49 Residential - SFH System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
52 Residential - SFH System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
85 Residential - SFH System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
88 Residential - SFH System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
100 Residential - SFH System - Real-Time Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
133 Residential - SFH System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
160 Residential - SFH System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
205 Residential - SFH - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
208 Residential - SFH - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
241 Residential - SFH - Rideshare Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
253 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
256 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
292 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
337 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
340 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
410 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
413.1 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
413.2 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
458 Residential - MUD System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
497 Residential - MUD System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
614 Residential - MUD - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
617 Residential - MUD - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
650 Residential - MUD - Rideshare Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
817 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
818 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
820 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
821 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
822 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Misaligned 
826.1 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
826.2 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
850.1 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
850.2 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Backup, Resiliency Direct V2G Unified, Aligned 
853 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
854 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
856 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
860 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
976 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
977 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1022 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1024 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
1025 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1226 Commercial - Public, 

Dest/Rideshare 
Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 

1228 Commercial - Public, 
Dest/Rideshare 

Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 

1430 Commercial - Public, Commute Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1633 Comm.-Public, 

Commute/Rideshare 
Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 

1634 Comm.-Public, 
Commute/Rideshare 

Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 

1636 Comm.-Public, 
Commute/Rideshare 

Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 

1637 Comm.-Public, 
Commute/Rideshare 

Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 

1753 Comm.-Public, 
Commute/Rideshare 

System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 

 2987 
 2988 
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Honda Subset 2989 
ID Sector Application Approach Type Resource 
1.1 Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1.2 Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
4 Residential - SFH Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
13.1 Residential - SFH Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
13.2 Residential - SFH Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
16 Residential - SFH Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
37 Residential - SFH Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
49 Residential - SFH System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
85 Residential - SFH System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
88 Residential - SFH System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
109 Residential - SFH System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
121 Residential - SFH System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
133 Residential - SFH System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
136 Residential - SFH System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
148 Residential - SFH System - RA, Flex Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
160 Residential - SFH System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
205 Residential - SFH - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
208 Residential - SFH - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
241 Residential - SFH - Rideshare Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
253 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
292 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Day-Ahead Energy Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
313 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
337 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
340 Residential - SFH - Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
410 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
413.1 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
413.2 Residential - MUD Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
422 Residential - MUD Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
446 Residential - MUD Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
458 Residential - MUD System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
518 Residential - MUD System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
542 Residential - MUD System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
614 Residential - MUD - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
617 Residential - MUD - Rideshare Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
626 Residential - MUD - Rideshare Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
725 Residential - MUD - Rideshare System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
734 Residential - MUD - Rideshare System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
746 Residential - MUD - Rideshare System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
817 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
818 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
820 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
830 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
853 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
854 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
860 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V2G Fragmented, Aligned 
866 Commercial - Workplace System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
901 Commercial - Workplace System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
902 Commercial - Workplace System - Day-Ahead Energy Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
925 Commercial - Workplace System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
950 Commercial - Workplace System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1034 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1226 Commercial - Public, 

Dest/Rideshare 
Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 

1228 Commercial - Public, 
Dest/Rideshare 

Customer - Bill Management Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 

1430 Commercial - Public, Commute Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1633 Comm.-Public, 

Commute/Rideshare 
Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 

1634 Comm.-Public, 
Commute/Rideshare 

Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 

1753 Comm.-Public, 
Commute/Rideshare 

System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 

 2990 
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Karim Farhat Prime Strict Subset 2992 
ID Sector Application Approach Type Resource 
1.1 Residential - Single Family Home Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
1.2 Residential - Single Family Home Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
13.1 Residential - Single Family Home Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
13.2 Residential - Single Family Home Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
16 Residential - Single Family Home Customer - Upgrade Deferral Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
49 Residential - Single Family Home System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
109 Residential - Single Family Home System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
121 Residential - Single Family Home System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
133 Residential - Single Family Home System - RA, System Capacity Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
148 Residential - Single Family Home System - RA, Flex Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
160 Residential - Single Family Home System - RA, Local Capacity Direct V1G Unified, Aligned 
205 Residential - Single Family Home 

- Rideshare 
Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 

313 Residential - Single Family Home 
- Rideshare 

System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 

410 Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
458 Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
518 Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling System - Renewable Integration Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
614 Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling 

- Rideshare 
Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 

725 Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling 
- Rideshare 

System - Renewable Integration Direct V1G Fragmented, Aligned 

734 Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling 
- Rideshare 

System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 

817 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
818 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Bill Management Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
830 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
853 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 
854 Commercial - Workplace Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
866 Commercial - Workplace System - Grid Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1034 Commercial - Public, Destination Customer - Upgrade Deferral Indirect V1G Fragmented, Aligned 
1753 Comm.-Public, 

Commute/Rideshare 
System - GHG Reduction Indirect V1G Unified, Aligned 

 2993 
  2994 
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ANNEX 7:  APPROACHES TO DESCRIBING OR IMPLEMENTING CONSENSUS USE CASES 2995 
 2996 
 2997 
During presentations and discussions, participants suggested a wide variety of approaches to describing 2998 
or implementing consensus use cases, as well as issues surrounding implementation. These suggestions 2999 
were also intended to address policy through the “lens” of the categories and subsets of use cases 3000 
described above. There was no consensus yet, however, on which of these approaches and tools should 3001 
be employed or refined during the remaining stages of the Working Group. 3002 
 3003 
One point emphasized by participants is that the Working Group does not have the ability or mandate to 3004 
conduct cost-benefit analyses of use cases, and that costs should not be directly compared with 3005 
benefits, even though both metrics were scored. The grouping or categorizing of use cases should not 3006 
imply or state anything about net benefits or cost-benefit-related rankings. 3007 
 3008 
The following points resulted from the consensus discussion, as approaches the Working Group should 3009 
consider during the upcoming policy recommendations stage of the Working Group. 3010 
 3011 

• Looking at what is already being done, in terms of existing or planned State programs? 3012 
• Keep thinking LDV and MHDV separately 3013 
• Look at V1G and V2G separately 3014 
• Time varying prices for utility EV programs 3015 
• Look at highest and biggest values, AND look at inverse of that to determine what policies are 3016 

needed 3017 
• Pilots (determine if a program makes sense) 3018 
• Actions that customers perform – i.e., customer shifting load to certain time of day (closer to 3019 

intent of PUC Question (a) 3020 
• Direct vs. Indirect, fragmented vs. aligned, look at from a grouping standpoint 3021 
• Filter use cases by the “actions” needed to implement and ease of implementation 3022 
• Can we agree on describing the “actions” needed and which categories or subsets of use cases 3023 

specific actions apply, and how the actions relate to capturing the benefits? 3024 
• Using scores by popularity may not work for MHDV 3025 
• How much value is already being captured and what additional value could be captured? 3026 
• Quality control of scoring results and different assumptions used in the scoring results 3027 
• Bucketing and categorizing the results given diverging inputs, why not group the outputs at a 3028 

higher level 3029 
• Consider some of the scoring comments, for both value and consistency 3030 

 3031 
Approaches were also suggested in presentations.  Honda emphasized looking at the scoring data 3032 
through different “lenses”, and thinking about how to allocate resources across different sectors, 3033 
especially residential MUD, residential SFH, and commercial workplace. Honda also posed a number of 3034 
questions, including “Do the results of the ranking and scoring exercises fully exploit opportunities 3035 
created by CA’s planned investments in the deployment of ET Infrastructure?” and “How is the ‘Voice of 3036 
the Customer’ preserved or undermined in this process?” 3037 
 3038 
Honda also suggested a process for analyzing use cases according to its value metric: (1) Choose a 3039 
threshold, say top 20 use cases by value metric; (2) analyze these use cases by groupings and the three 3040 
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VGI scores; (3) analyze the scoring comments for these use cases; (4) analyze comments for other use 3041 
cases to see if they pertain to the top 20. 3042 
 3043 
And Honda suggested analyzing the impact on the “use case environment” as impacted by legislative 3044 
drivers, including SB327, SB350 TE, SB454, LCFS, ADA, State EV and charger mandates, CALGreen 3045 
(buildings), etc. 3046 
 3047 
Nissan made two observations in its presentation: (1) be cautious with use-case counts; e.g. VGI tends to 3048 
out-number V2G because of how indirect/direct and fragmented/aligned are commonly viewed; and (2) 3049 
consider perception bias in selecting the use-cases; e.g. LDV real-time energy includes no V2G, yet the 3050 
hardware could serve that purpose. 3051 
 3052 
The MHDV Team posed the question of who has access to VGI value creation.  They pointed out that 3053 
DR/directly market-integrated programs split VGI value of (e.g., real-time energy). The customer saves 3054 
money, but this is likely split with an aggregator.  An LSE gets some benefit if program is designed for RA. 3055 
And retail rates can capture some value for day-ahead, RA, and other system applications.  The MHDV 3056 
Team said customers have access to value, but that there is little value for aggregators in the "now" 3057 
timeframe. 3058 
 3059 
Fermata said that V1G and V2G should be assessed separately and independently. V1G scores are driven 3060 
predominantly by an installed base of unidirectional chargers, while V2G scores depend on a change in 3061 
the status quo and the introduction of new technology.  V1G is a like a “value” investment for a stock. 3062 
Like large companies that are undervalued, the large existing base of unidirectional infrastructure is 3063 
undervalued in the absence of V1G. In contrast, V2G is a like a “growth” stock. There is a not a large 3064 
existing base of infrastructure, but the potential value of growing a new technology is significant. While 3065 
V1G score values are high today because many unidirectional chargers exist, V2G opportunities will be 3066 
missed if decisions are solely based on optimizing a status quo. 3067 
 3068 
SCE also emphasized the concept of “net value to society” that not only considers market size and 3069 
benefits, but also a focus on delivering the most value to customers. 3070 
 3071 
 3072 
Points Where Agreement Not Yet Reached 3073 
 3074 
A number of points were raised where there was not clear consensus during the workshop. Some of 3075 
these points might be subsequently resolved, while others may remain unexplored. 3076 
 3077 

• System benefits.  More complex, with different pathways, could be direct or indirect, could be 3078 
through utility programs, wholesale market, or other avenues 3079 

• Use cases currently being supported by State programs 3080 
• Rideshare, differences between ride-hailing and commute pools, and difficulty for Working 3081 

Group to judge 3082 
• Rideshare (ride-hailing) drivers interest in V2G 3083 
• Rideshare V1G public charging 3084 
• Demand charge management, all costs included 3085 
• Distribution upgrade deferrals, what is the prospect for that benefit stream (either utility side or 3086 

customer side) 3087 
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 3088 
 3089 
Not Clear What the Answer Is or Needs More Work 3090 
 3091 

• Create method addressing customer value metric applied to use cases with non-customer 3092 
benefits (Needs more work) 3093 

• Consider ratepayer value and a framework to calculate ratepayer benefits (both adoption of 3094 
vehicles and adoption of infrastructure) 3095 

• Fill gaps in MHDV assessments and opportunities for MHDV 3096 
• Parse out V1G vs. V2G 3097 
• Understand scoring inconsistencies  3098 
• Group ideas -> policies for cases with low implementation score 3099 
• Implementation challenges and what are the policy changes to affect  3100 
• Assess single-rate-structure idea – a “Magic rate” to capture all the value (correct price signals 3101 

for business, can be granular, existing price spread is not sufficient, can be simple and don’t 3102 
need to be complicated). Concept and practicality of developing and implementing a price signal 3103 
that reflects all the potential value streams – program simplification -- “Happy customer 3104 
journey” in getting a new rate has to be simple. Optionality is crucial, for any customer with 3105 
programmable devices like smart water heaters.  Transparent rate structure observability. 3106 
Straightforward rate structure to understand. 3107 

• Value index including how many times a use cases has been scored 3108 
• Direct vs. indirect factored in – PAO did consider in their benefits scoring? 3109 
• More intelligence on costs and more intelligence on V2G 3110 
• More discussion on what additional work needs to be done, what is incremental, which use 3111 

cases are specific to EVs, vs. which use cases are not available to a broader class  3112 
• Customer ability to access the rates 3113 
• Demand charges during the periods we want EVs to be charging, addressing the barriers 3114 
• Who will bear the cost of educating the customer? 3115 
• Incremental costs data on V1G and V2G 3116 
• V2G looked at more closely, including system benefits 3117 
• Non-rate equivalent to load management (equivalent to “magic rate”) 3118 
• Indirect avoided costs (avoiding demand charges) vs. actual “cash”, credits, etc. 3119 
• To what extent does absence of V2G reflect interconnection issues? 3120 
• Rates should become part of policy recommendations under PUC Question (b) 3121 
• How do we deal with customer recruitment costs? 3122 
• Other relevant proceedings that could have an impact SB49, load management, communication, 3123 

overlapping scope, could add more costs from state stds 3124 
• “Value” may be a “fools errand” based on what we will see moving forward in the future, what 3125 

are we actually trying to solve for? 3126 
• Sympathetic benefits of an application and the externalities – one particular application having 3127 

an impact on load  3128 
• How different from NY State Value of DER proceeding?  Vision similar? 3129 

  3130 
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ANNEX 8: POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 3131 
 3132 
This is a summary list for reference in reading this report. For more details on these 3133 
recommendations, see the Policy Recommendations and Use Case Assessment Database. Section V 3134 
contains a list of all information available for each policy recommendation in the database. 3135 
 3136 
The Q1 score is the average survey response score for Question 1 of the survey, “Do you agree 3137 
or disagree that this recommendation will advance VGI in California?” where 5 is strongly agree 3138 
and 1 is strongly disagree. 3139 
 3140 
 3141 

Rec # Policy Action Q1 
Score 

1.01  Rate design for demand charge mitigation to be enabled by stationary battery storage coupled to EV 
charging 

3.6 

1.02 EV drivers across all sectors must be guaranteed direct access to their utilities' time-variant (e.g. TOU) 
rates, which are cost-competitive especially during off-peak periods, in order to both capture the value 
from currently "favorable" use-cases and unlock the value of currently "unfavorable" use-cases. To 
achieve this objective, utilities must be allowed the option to own and/or operate at least a portion of 
the charging stations across all sectors (e.g. residential, commercial workplace, commercial public 
destination, commercial public commute, MDHD), so their rates are directly available to EV drivers. 

2.7 

1.03 Apply "Station Power" concept to V2G. Station Power is the idea that power purchased to operate 
generating facilities (or storage) can be purchased at wholesale, while energy needs at the site more 
broadly for purposes other than actually running the generator must be paid at retail rates. 

3.5 

1.04 Establish EV TOU rates that don't require separate/submetering (significant customer cost). Allow vehicle 
data to be used as input to utilities for settlement to customer. Also- having a standardized TOU rate 
format across IOUs and other LSEs would be helpful. 

3.5 

1.05 The pricing signal received by EV customers (drivers and/or site hosts) at any particular time of day 
should be relatively consistent (not necessarily identical) across different sectors and price-setting 
entities, to ensure effective capturing and realization of value from EV flexible load. For example, 
charging at 2pm within the same geographical region should not be deemed "off-peak" on one IOU rate 
but "partial-peak" on another IOU rate or CCA rate. Harmonizing different EV rates by different entities, 
so they are consistent in any given time window, is important for customers to adjust their charging 
behavior and develop healthy, predicatable, and robust charging habits. At the very least, different price-
setting entities should agree on the time window where "off-peak" rates apply. 

2.7 

1.06 The pricing signal received by the EV and that received by the EVSE should be aligned and consistent (not 
necessarily identical) with one another and should incentivize/deincentivize the same 
charging/discharging action, to ensure effective capturing and realization of value. 

3.0 

1.07 Create an “EV fleet” commercial rate. Allows C&I customers to switch from a monthly demand charge to 
a more dynamic rate structure (e.g. average daily demand, dynamic TOU) 

3.8 

1.08 If dynamic rate is unavailable, increase the differential between standard and EV TOU Off-peak Charging 
rate (delivery portion) 

3.6 

1.09 Utility tariffs allow for customers with on-site solar and/or storage to utilize commercial EV rates. This 
would allow commercial customers, particularly transit agencies, to power charging with on-site solar 
and still take advantage of lower costs available for VGI-specific rates. 

3.7 

1.10 Low cost integration solutions: TOU rates designed for EVs with high levels of participation 4.0 
1.11 Develop a rate design and a standard implementation guide for utilities to provide real-time price and 

event (control) signals to EVSEs, CSMSs and EV drivers. 
3.5 

1.12 Alternative Approaches to Submetering for TE. Given the many challenges faced by EV submetering over 
the last decade, a re-examination is needed. Eight years ago, when the push for submetering began, 
attractive time variant rates were not available. Today, residential time variant rates exist and 
participation rates in them are increasing. As a result, the use of whole house, time variant rates and AMI 
meters have captured many of the proposed benefits of submetering (e.g. off-peak use of electricity). 
Whole house rates are applicable for all types of DERs.  

3.4 
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1.13 Retail EV charging rates should be reflective of the realistic cost of energy generation, delivery, GHG, and 
other relevant value streams. Unless proven necessary in select circumstances, all EV charging rates 
should be time-variant, starting with default TOU rates that contain three or four tiers (super-off-peak; 
off-peak; partial-peak; peak) to maintain simplicity, and then by enabling optional, more complex 
alternatives such as dynamic rates that pass through increasingly granular time- and location-specific 
price signals. 

3.9 

1.14 Credit for export for V2G/storage 3.9 
1.15 Prompt CPUC approval of time-varying EV rates applications 4.1 
1.16 NEM credit for V2G exports 3.7 
1.17 Create tariffs specific to electric school buses that potentially account for V2G. 3.1 
1.18 Establish voluntary Critical Peak Pricing tariffs for non-residential charging that pass through reduced 

TOU rates except during event-based flex alert or critical peak periods, where on-peak hours pass 
through significantly increased prices. This could include creation of a portfolio of programs spanning a 
"Rush hour rewards"-style peak time rebate incentive program for EV owners/fleets/EVSPs who respond 
to utility signal to limit charging during critical peak periods, or a Public Charging incentive/payment or 
future free charging session for customers that agree to not to charge during critical peak periods. 

3.8 

1.19 Performance-based ratemaking 3.2 
1.20 Create tariffs specific to medium/heavy duty vehicles and fleets (rideshare, for example). 3.6 
2.01 Require utilities to broadcast signals to a DER marketplace of qualified vendors (curtailment and load) 4.0 
2.02 V2G systems become eligible for some form of SGIP incentives. One or several budget categories for V2G 

systems could be established along with residential, commercial, equity, etc. Large scale, commercial 
pilots could be used to develop the program. 

3.7 

2.03 Establish "reverse EE" rebates (pay for performance?) for EVSE installations that build permanent midday 
load 

3.2 

2.04 Enable customers to elect BTM load balancing option to avoid primary or secondary upgrades, either if 
residential R15/16 exemption goes away, or as an option for non-residential customers 

4.2 

2.05 Require managed charging capability in utility customer programs, incentives, and DER procurements. 3.2 
2.06 Require all government-funded charging infrastructure to have smart functionality. 3.0 
2.07 Create a strategic demand reduction performance incentive mechanism, include EVs as technology that 

can reduce and shift peak demand. 
3.5 

2.08 The CPUC and CEC should consider coordinated utility and CCA incentives for EVs, solar PV, inverters, 
battery energy storage, capacity, including panel upgrades, and EV charging infrastructure to support 
resilience efforts in communities impacted by PSPS events. Coordinated incentives should be designed 
with resilience and equity in mind, providing the benefits of these technologies to customers directly 
impacted by PSPS events, as well as CARE/FERA, medical baseline, and/or low-income customers. 

3.8 

2.09 Leverage existing pilots in the state to identify major bottlenecks for increasing deployment and reducing 
costs. Encourage utilties, in partnership with private entities, to establish dedicated programs or sub-
programs (under MDHD) for School Bus charging solutions 

3.7 

2.10 Standard design templates for ALL DERs including EVs 3.7 
2.11 Create an EV Dealership VGI upfront incentive program whereby utilities can reward dealers for installing 

or enabling VGI functionality at point of sale. Examples could range from simple to complex: --Charge 
timer setting + EV TOU sign up (simple) --Service reminder for future charge timer period adjustments 
(less simple) --Real-time charging settings, with $/MWh thresholds (more advanced) --Voltage control 
(even more advanced, enhanced by V2G) --Discounted/rebated home L2 chargers if preprogrammed for 
defined VGI services (could be cofounded by utility & third party EVSP providers)" 

3.8 

2.12 Allow V1G and V2G to qualify for SGIP to level the playing field with other DERs. An interim step would 
be for SGIP to fund pilots in varIOUs and other LSEs market segments in order to test different incentive 
payments for V1G and V2G 

3.7 

2.13 Allow V1G (Smart Charging/Managed Charging) to be counted as storage for Storage Mandate 3.5 
2.14 Prioritize and properly document and implement one or more of the cost-effective use-cases for every 

transportation electrification plan, project, or program that (1) is supported or subsidized by public 
funds; (2) is applied at commercial scale (200+ EVs or 100+ EVSEs); and (3) is to be deployed in the next 
1-5 years. Every TE program or project meeting the three criteria above must include the deployment of 
one or more cost-effective VGI use-cases. 

3.2 

2.15 Incentive(s) for construction projects with coincident grid interconnection and EV infrastructure upgrade 3.8 
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2.16 Low cost integration solutions: low cost, multiple VGI communication control pathways to stimulate 
healthy competition amongst VGI aggregators and service providers to lower the cost of VGI solutions 
and reduce grid impacts 

3.8 

2.17 Enable customers, via Rules 15/16 or any new tariff for EV make-ready infrastructure, to elect certified 
behind the meter load management technologies to avoid primary and / or secondary upgrades, and 
make the Point of Common Coupling the focus of capacity assessments rather than the aggregate 
capacity of individual behind the meter assets such as EVSEs and other DERs. Behind the meter load 
management systems are proven, UL-certified and NEC-approved solutions that will significantly reduce 
net economic costs avoiding unnecessary distribution system upgrades. This policy recommendation 
should ultimately be applied on a technology agnostic basis, but VGI-based upgrade avoidance is a 
relevant near-term use case that can be implemented as an option for utility EV infrastructure 
investments.  

4.0 

2.18 Incentivize multiple EVs using a single charging station (e.g. 
 chargers that power share / sequence) to keep charging load spread across as many vehicles as possible. 

3.8 

2.19 Site higher level kW charging for commercial applications in the best locations to encourage high 
utilization 

3.7 

2.20 SGIP-style battery rebate for pairing with high power DC fast charging 3.5 
2.21 Public charger ancillary services program: 

--Provide a performance-based incentive for building owners, or EVSP providers, who recruit a certain 
fraction of EV drivers to opt in to allowing their EV to temporarily provide grid services (e.g. regulation) 
while parked. 
--Long-term contract through procurement 

3.6 

2.22 Non-wires alternative competitive procurement issued (RFO) targeted to EVs/EVSPs that can limit 
demand during peak times 

3.1 

2.23 AB 2514 storage mandates, if expanded, should have a level playing field - V1G (not just V2G) should 
qualify  

3.8 

2.24 Align LCFS smart charging framework IOU TOU rates. 3.4 
3.01 Authorize new tariffs in CAISO ESDER Phase 4 that allow utilities to pay V1G aggregators to use managed 

charging to reduce the local distribution grid impacts of EV charging. 
3.4 

3.02 Allow telemetry at aggregation level 3.5 
3.03 Enable aggregations of EVs on managed charging to participate as resources in real-time energy markets 

and ancillary services market. 
3.9 

3.04 Need clarity and conslusive decision on what pathway (PDR vs. NGR) will enable V2G resources to offer 
Day-Ahead Energy and RA System services, in order to both capture the value from currently “favorable” 
use-cases and unlock the value of currently “unfavorable” use-cases. If PDR is the chosen pathway 
(preferred), then need clarity on the timeline and roadmap to get there. 

3.7 

3.05 CAISO allows for BTM EV charging, single site or part of an aggregation, to participate in Ancillary Service 
markets, particularly Frequency Regulation, without need for energy market participation. This could be 
under an alternative PDR participation model or a new capacity-only designation for resources providing 
Ancillary Serices. Telemetry requirements should be similar to existing requirements for DER 
Aggregations. 

3.8 

3.06 Allow 100 kW threshold bid for A/S 3.4 
3.07 Coordinated effort by state agencies and IOUs and other LSEs to establish market rules and participation 

options for separately metered V2G customers. Take learnings from existing V2G and other DER pilots 
and demonstration projects to establish market rules and new utility billing mechanisms that would 
allow for customers/aggregators to access wholesale market and Resource Adequacy revenues that are 
unavailable today for any grid exports. Pilot additional demonstration projects to the extent they will 
result in lasting operational/accounting standards. This will ultimately need to be addressed in CPUC 
proceedings, likely a new MUA proceeding focused on specific actionable accounting rules rather than 
the general guidelines that currently exist. 

3.8 

4.01 Initiate a voluntary task-force to help gather, model, and analyze data related to these use-cases' 
benefits and costs. Prioritize the analysis of these use-cases within the VGI Data Program initiative 
proposed by CalETC in the DER Roadmap 

3.6 

4.02 Any Level 2 EVSE sold within the next 2 years must be capable to provide energy services, i.e. can 
respond to an external data source to delay, reduce or initiate charging at a specific time for a specified 
duration based on an event or price signal and user-defined criteria. In order to meet this requirement, 
the EVSE must be able to support, directly or through a remote (cloud) service, OCPP, OpenADR, or IEEE 
2030.5. 

2.3 
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4.03 Explore long-term solutions to mitigate the impact of high kW (10-19 kW) charging in residences as this 
has disporportionate grid impacts 

3.9 

4.04 Perform detailed cost-effectiveness analysis for specific VGI use-cases in programs/measures that are 
ratepayer funded, in order to quantify the impact on EV customer, ratepayer, utility, and society at large. 
Important considerations to guide the implementation of this task include: (1) Cost-effectiveness 
valuation should include use-cases under both Direct and Indirect approaches. (2) For every use-case: 
Parties that scored the said use-case as “favorable” are strongly encouraged to support in the detailed 
cost-effectiveness analysis (while mindful of anti-trust concerns); not providing such support may risk de-
favoring and therefore de-prioritizing the said use-case. (3) The VGI cost-effectiveness valuation 
methodology should be consistent and aligned with the any cost-effectiveness valuation methodology 
applied to the larger context of TE programs as a whole; VGI measures ashould not be evaluated in 
isolation. (4) consider existing cost-effectiveness metrics such as Avoided Cost Calculator and Ratepayer 
Impact Measure (RIM). (5) ensure only incremental costs of VGI measures are considered. 

3.2 

4.05 Increased pilots exploring shared charging infrastructure for commuter-based fleets, both public and 
private. This should include medium distance transit commuter buses that operate in morning and 
afternoon/evening as well as the growing fleet of tech company and other corporate shuttles. Pilots 
should include provisions for managed charging and potential provision of market services and V2G. 

3.8 

5.01 Bring automakers to the table to agree to allow limited discharge activity for resilience purposes to be 
kept under warranty if customers are willing to pay for upgraded bi-directional charging hardware. 

3.0 

5.02 Pilot funding for EV backup power to customers not on microgrids. This includes: (1) Set a state goal 
(floor) of having EVs providing emergency backup generation during PSPS events: At least 100 EVs by mid 
2021 and at least 500 EVs by mid 2022. This could be implemented as one pilot or a portfolio of pilots 
across California. (2) Utilities to consider the feasibility of EVs for emergency backup generation as part 
of their PSPS plans and resiliency solutions over the next 2-3 years. Per Recommendation 1, cost-
effectiveness shall continue to be a major criterion for evaluating the feasibility of EVs for backup 
generation. 

4.0 

5.03 Develop standards and requirements for buildings which will support the use of the EV's main power 
batteries for customer resiliency 

4.1 

6.01 Require that electric buses funded under the School Bus Replacement Program have managed charging 
and V2G functionality. Continue to provide funding for demonstration of V2G market participation with 
future school bus pilots. This should include allocation both towards demonstrating technical capabilities 
and continue working collaboratively on developing robust operational and accounting rules that would 
enable widespread market participation and show clear societal value. 

3.3 

6.02 Update Innovative Clean Transit Rule to include school buses. 3.1 
6.03 Explicitly prioritize these use-cases to be included in the next cycle of PRP submissions by one or more of 

the IOUs and other LSEs, as well in the next phase of EPIC funding. 
2.9 

6.04 Drastically simplify NEM tariffs and streamline NEM applications for EVs; explore possibility for 
(simplified) NEM tariff specifically for EVs, in order to both capture the value from currently "favorable" 
use-cases and unlock the value of currently "unfavorable" use-cases. Along the same lines, strongly 
encourage better communication of EV TOU and NEM rates to the general public and other business 
entities. 

3.4 

6.05 Adopt interim procedures for validating current limiting functionalities in smart charging 2.9 
6.06 Pre-wiring and preliminary interconnection of V2G 3.8 
6.07 Pilot funding for V1G / V2G for microgrid / V2M solutions. This includes: (1) Set a state goal (floor) of 

having 10 MW of EVs providing grid services to microgrids, including energy supply, capacity, or others 
services, in the near-term. One area of consideration would be to test an EV-powered microgrid at 
community centers in vulnerable communities. (2) Utilities should consider the feasibility of EVs for FTM 
grid services as part of their PSPS plans and microgrid frameworks. 

4.0 

6.08 Update CalGreen to have EV-capable measures apply to existing schools to support electric school bus 
purchases, with make-ready support from IOUs and other LSEs. 

3.7 

6.09 Consider technologies beyond rooftop solar in NEM 3.00, such as vehicles and storage, to start building 
the policy framework for export DER technologies. 

3.7 

6.10 Enable interconnection of AC mobile inverters 3.9 
6.11 Coordinate the development of interconnection and technical standards with the VGIWG effort. 3.9 
7.01  Dedicate specific efforts that allow TNC/Rideshare drivers to reduce their costs by benefiting from utility 

and other publicly-funded programs and rates, in order to both capture the value from currently 
"favorable" use-cases and unlock the value of currently "unfavorable" use-cases. This includes, but is not 
limited to: (1) a clear pathway for TNC/Rideshare to participate in utility programs for commercial 

3.0 
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charging (DCFC and L2) and to benefit from make-ready infrastructure and charger rebates, including an 
option for dedicated or semi-dedicated (during specific periods of the day) chargers; (2) a clear pathway 
for TNC/Rideshare to participate in state-funded programs like CaleVIP; (3) gauranteeing direct access to 
utility rates for TNC/Rideshare drivers reliant on public charging, per Recommendation 11.0 

7.02 Improve the allocation of LCFS credits as a mechanism to capture the benefits of GHG Reduction and 
Renewable Integration, such that: (1) EVs with higher VMT (e.g. rideshare, MDHV) earn higher amount of 
credits, regardless of the party claiming/filing for those credits (utilities, OEMs, etc.); (2) EV drivers or 
their designated/chosen agents have a streamlined process that enables them to claim these credits 
directly if they choose to; (3) at least 70% of the LCFS credits are gauranteed to be channeled back to the 
EV driver or their designated/chosen agent, regardless of the claiming/filing party. (In order to both 
capture the value from currently "favorable" use-cases and unlock the value of currently "unfavorable" 
use-cases.) 

3.0 

7.03 Leverage EPIC funding to pilot some use-cases in order to: (1) better understand realistic costs and 
implementation challenges; (2) identify concrete ways to reduce cost and streamline implementability. 
The pilots would cover both sectors Workplace and MUD. Among other activities: strongly endorse the 
"Distributed Energy Resource Solutions for Medium- and Heavy-Duty Electric Vehicle Charging" initiative 
launched by the CEC. 

4.2 

7.04 Create pilots to demonstrate V2G's ability to provide the same energy storage services as stationary 
systems. Additionally, let V2G systems participate in pilots for stationary energy storage. These pilots 
would utilize, commercially deployed V2G systems - see "Group A" use cases in recommendation #1.0 
The purpose of the pilots is test V2G effectiveness in performing grid applications which are not currently 
accessible. These new "stackable" applications would be added to and complement base applications 
such as customer bill management which are accessible today. 

3.8 

7.05 Special programs and pilots for Municipal fleets to pilot V2G as mobile resiliency. V2G has particular 
value for municipal fleets as a mobile, resiliency response asset. This includes resiliency use cases and 
other use cases not contemplated in this work group such as ones related to disasters and emergencies. 
These could be piloted in a similar context as described in recommendation #2. 

3.9 

7.06 Grant funding opportunities can be amended to provide “plus-up” funding for DER arrangements that 
optimize grid conditions. 

3.4 

7.07 Develop a demonstration pilot that defines a means, based on existing open standards, that allows 
Aggregators, EV Network Providers and Charge Station Operators to dynamically map the capacity and 
availability of EVSE resources to local coordination areas – from transformer to feeder to substation. 

3.6 

7.08 Large Scale VGI Demonstrations, Data Programs, and Studies Need to be Funded: CalETC's proposal to 
the CEC to use EPIC funds for an on-going program to convene VGI data experts on a wide array of topics 

4.0 

7.09 Large Scale Demonstrations, Data Programs, and Studies Need to be Funded: CalETC's VGI Acceleration 
proposal to CEC to fund California agencies to select many promising complex VGI use cases for large 
scale demonstrations that will accelerate adoption and help automakers and charging networks make 
business decisions to commercialize VGI 

4.0 

7.10 Large Scale Demonstrations, Data Programs, and Studies Need to be Funded: detailed independent, 
third-party VGI net value analysis should be conducted on the promising use cases because Subgroup B 
was not able to do this 

3.9 

7.11  Large Scale Demonstrations, Data Programs, and Studies Need to be Funded: study to understand of the 
impact on the grid from TE in out to 2040 

3.9 

7.12 Pilots demonstrating connection capacity sharing 3.3 
7.13 Create a mechanism which allows for quick approval of demonstrations for technology and to determine 

market interest 
4.1 

8.01 Incentives for Title 24 new construction -- MUDs and some C&I (especially workplace and large 
destination) parking facilities 

3.9 

8.02 Finalize submetering protocols/standards to increase accessibility to more favorable EV TOU rates. 3.7 
8.03 Full fixed cost connection 2.8 
9.01 Optimize CALGreen codes for VGI and revise to require more PEV-ready parking spaces and expand to 

existing buildings. For buildings that go significantly above the requirements, incentives can be made 
available, similar to the California Advanced Homes Partnership.  

3.9 

9.02 Create public awareness and education programs and materials on V2G systems and how to get them. 
This could particularly be focused toward government fleets. 

3.7 

9.03 Through TE plans, utilities develop coordinated ME&O budgets to inform EV customers of the lower cost 
of fueling EVs using dynamic rate options and other VGI opportunities. This ME&O for VGI ramps up in 
tandem with overall TE efforts. 

4.3 
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10.01 Helping the state meet federal air quality requirements and the state’s 2045 carbon neutrality 
requirement is a top-level need and VGI is a secondary goal that should be used to help achieve these 
primary goals. Similarly TE and related infrastructure must be optimized for the primary purpose of 
providing transportation and VGI solutions ought to be designed to satisfy that primary purpose 

4.0 

10.02 Use the proposed Joint IOU VGI Valuation Framework (6 dimensions) and associatted use-cases to 
reference, articulate, and communicate about VGI in policymaking across CA state agencies. The 6 
dimensions (Sector, Application, Type, Approach, Resource Alignment, and Technology) can be used as a 
starting point to reference specific VGI use-cases, with additional details added as necessary. Specifically, 
strong recommendation to use the Joint IOU VGI Valuation Framework as the foundational framework 
for VGI in the Transportation Electrification Framework under the DRIVE OIR. 

3.3 

10.03 Across all agencies: Public funding of VGI use-cases should prioritize initiatives, projects, and programs 
that involves formal collaboration between at least one load serving entirt (utility or CCA) and at least 
one automaker or EV service provider. 

3.3 

10.04 State agencies coordinate and maintain consistency across the different policy forums (see CalETC letter) 
and state policy goals 

4.1 

10.05 State agencies should recognize that stakeholder's specialized VGI staff resources to support all these 
proceedings are limited 

3.6 

10.06 Develop a Virtual Genset model and reference implementation pilot. 2.6 
10.07 Avoid over-regulation of EVSE specifications 3.4 
10.08 Waive second interconnection of V2G 3.4 
10.09 Low cost integration solutions: open standards especially for utilities.  

 charging networks and site hosts 
4.1 

10.10 A ML EVSE or Charging Station must be capable to provide energy services and may provide regulation 
services (volt/VAR, frequency, pf). The EVSE or Charge Station Management System must support OCPP 
or an equivalent standard that supports an external energy management system that supports grid 
interactions. 

2.3 

10.11  A HL Charging Station (>500 kVA) must provide energy services and must be capable to provide 
regulation services (VVO, frequency response). 

2.4 

10.12 Establish a voluntary task-force to convene on regular basis to discuss technological barriers; submit 
semi-annual update reports to relevant CA state agencies (CPUC, CEC, CARB, and CAISO) every 6 months, 
including potential recommendations on consensus items. This technical task-force can potentially also 
address topics related to interoperability and communication pathways and protocols. 

3.4 

10.13 Establish a voluntary task-force to convene on regular basis to discuss barriers related to retail market 
design; submit semi-annual update reports to relevant CA state agencies (CPUC, CEC, CARB, and CAISO) 
every 6 months, including potential recommendations on consensus items. 

3.4 

10.14 Establish a voluntary task-force to convene on regular basis to discuss barriers related to wholesale 
market design; submit semi-annual update reports to relevant CA state agencies (CPUC, CEC, CARB, and 
CAISO) every 6 months, including potential recommendations on consensus items. 

3.4 

10.15 Establish a voluntary task-force to convene on regular basis to discuss barriers impacting customer 
adoption and participation; submit semi-annual update reports to relevant CA state agencies (CPUC, CEC, 
CARB, and CAISO) every 6 months, including potential recommendations on consensus items. 

3.6 

11.01 Reduce or eliminate demand charges for DCFC, but scale up with utilization to create more demand-
responsive rate. 

3.2 

11.02 Institute shared benefit structure for LCFS or similar funding between host site and EV 
driver/operator/owner 

3.1 

11.03 Permit streamlining 4.4 
11.04 Investigate ADA and other obstacles to charger installation at MUDs and some high-density C&I locations 3.6 
11.05 Incentives for new construction -- public parking lot projects 3.9 

 3142 
 3143 
  3144 
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ANNEX 9:  CPUC & CAISO COMMENTS ON POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS, RECOMMENDER RESPONSES 3145 
 3146 
1.01  3147 
 3148 
CPUC comment on Action: can you explain how this would work? would installing a battery enable host site to get some 3149 
additional demand change subsidy or just some structurally different unsubsidized rate? 3150 
 3151 
Ford-Honda response: No subsidy. The goal is to incentivize site hosts to use stationary batteries (new or second use) to both 3152 
charge EVs and to manage site load. This would mitigate site demand charges and provide resilience. The recommendation is 3153 
for an unsubsidized rate, which would reward behind-the-meter energy storage and produce a plausible ROI. This is especially 3154 
relevant to forthcoming fast and ultra-fast DC charging (150kW and higher.)" 3155 
 3156 
Multiple rate cases are considering this as are the recently implemented/under review commercial EV rates 3157 
 3158 
ISO Comment on Action:  Rates are a very powerful mechanism to incentivize EV charging behavior in a way that aligns to and 3159 
complements favorable and unfavorable grid conditions.  Proper rate design can expose value to the grid through load 3160 
management and cost savings to the consumer without the costly challenges of direct grid participation as a supply resource.  3161 
Proper EV charging rates provide the greatest accessibility for all EV owners.  Demand charge mitigation for stationary batteries 3162 
coupled to EV charging is a natural extension to using rates to derive value from EV's in a lower cost, widely accessible 3163 
framework. 3164 
 3165 
1.02 3166 
 3167 
CPUC comment on Action: Could you clarify why direct IOU ownership is necessary to pass through EV rates to drivers? PG&E 3168 
offers a rate-to-driver option in its EV Charge Network program, what have been the results of that portion of the program? 3169 
 3170 
Karim Farhat response: The IOU ownership may not be necessary, but ensuring that the option is available to IOUs and other 3171 
LSEs -- and therefore ensuring that such option is not proactively taken away -- is indeed necessary. The IOU ownership is one 3172 
route that allows passing through EV rates to drivers. It may not be the only route, but it certainly is one feasible route, already 3173 
tested in existing EV programs (such as EVCN at PG&E). I cannot speak on behalf of PG&E regarding the results from the IOU-3174 
owned portion of the program, but I very much agree that the results from that portion are important to study to identify gaps 3175 
and areas of improvement in subsequent IOU-ownership models." 3176 
 3177 
Multiple rate cases are considering this as are the recently implemented/under review commercial EV rates; results from 3178 
SDG&E’s IOU-owned/operated EVSE should provide some info 3179 
 3180 
ISO Comment on Action:  See comment on 1.01.  Access to proper rates to derive EV value to the grid and EV customer is 3181 
critical.  Who owns the charging infrastructure is a separate topic. Different infrastructure owners who are not aligned could 3182 
complicate access to rates but does not require a utility to own the charging infrastructure to derive value. 3183 
 3184 
1.03 3185 
 3186 
CPUC comment on Action: please describe station power 3187 
 3188 
CPUC comment on Success: Would this require a national shift or action by FERC (and potentially CAISO as well)? Or is it 3189 
something the CPUC can implement unilaterally? 3190 
 3191 
CPUC comment on Metric: please describe WDAT 3192 
 3193 
CPUC comment on Barriers: please explain more about how electricity for retail driving would be determined earlier; or is that a 3194 
barrier to list here? 3195 
 3196 
CPUC comment on Notes:  please explain more about how electricity for retail driving would be determined 3197 
 3198 
Nuvve response:  The station power concept may provide a distribution-level framework for dealing with the wholesale-retail 3199 
issue for V2G resources. A V2G-capable EV is a dual-use device, functioning as both a storage resource and as an end-use load. 3200 
The two uses are distinct and the energy bought and sold for services can be measured and accounted for separately from 3201 
energy consumed while driving. 3202 
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 3203 
California applied the station power concept to storage in the Decision on Track 2 Energy Storage Issues.  FERC order 841 on 3204 
participation of energy storage in RTO and ISO markets that decided distributed storage resources should be able to buy at 3205 
wholesale any energy that is then sold back at wholesale, even behind a retail meter.  FERC’s November 2019 order on CAISO’s 3206 
841 compliance filing stating that FERC believed CAISO had not sufficiently resolved this issue.  While CAISO will send a 3207 
response, it is possible that CAISO has taken their actions as far as is appropriate at the wholesale level, and the remainder of 3208 
the solution must be sought at the CPUC’s level. Applying the station power concept to V2G is one way to approach the 3209 
problem from the retail side by backing out retail usage form the broader wholesale account. 3210 
 3211 
The Multiple Use Applications decision addresses station power in section 5, particularly metering arrangements for in front of 3212 
the meter systems and deferred to utilities for metering configuration options.  SDG&E’s advice letter establishing an electric 3213 
schedule for station power, which includes an allowance for proxy measurements.  3214 
 3215 
It is worth investigating station power as an example of a retail solution to the remaining complexities for DERs providing 3216 
wholesale services at the distribution level. If station power is not a viable path to resolving this issue, the possibility of retail-3217 
level solutions still warrants further investigation and effort in California. While others have pointed out that behind the meter 3218 
values are more immediate possibilities, Nuvve feels that behind the meter values are established partly because the system of 3219 
rates and incentives is built to incentivize them. Without enabling viable access to markets, we cannot claim to have fully 3220 
investigated the potential significance or value of EVs at the system level." 3221 
 3222 
ISO Comment on action:  Separation of wholesale and retail activity for storage has made progress with FERC 841 but more is 3223 
needed to recognize the unique characteristics of EVs  which are not solely intended for grid services.  Treatment needs to 3224 
account for when the vehicle unplugs and uses the electricity as a fuel for transport as well as more complicated areas of using 3225 
EVs for Resource Adequacy applications. 3226 
 3227 
1.04 3228 
 3229 
CPUC comment on Action: TOU time periods and costs are designed to recover the cost of specific utility service territories. 3230 
Why is having it standardized preferred for this use case specifically? 3231 
 3232 
Ford-Honda response: having a standardized TOU rate format is not specific to this use case.  It was added here as more of a 3233 
side-comment, while talking about EV TOU.  Understand that the TOU rates are specific to each utility.  But if they were all 3234 
codified in a uniform format, it would make it much easier for grid-edge resources to ingest that data and use it for load 3235 
management. 3236 
 3237 
CPUC comment on Success: is the idea that the vehicle would operate as an EV ""submeter""? How could the IOUs and other 3238 
LSEs test the EV accuracy? What happens if a customer changes service territories?" 3239 
 3240 
Ongoing submetering work in DRIVE OIR 3241 
 3242 
ISO Comment on Action: Standardized data format and methods for revenue quality data consumption could add value by 3243 
reducing costs, improving data quality, and providing transparency.   3244 
 3245 
1.05 3246 
 3247 
CPUC comment on Action: is the basic issue that an IOU T&D tariff could define TOU periods differently than a CCA energy 3248 
tariff? Or are you also concerned that an IOU(s) does or could offer unbundled T&D and energy tariffs that could conflict with 3249 
each other, and if the later are there specific customer classes - i.e. commercial - that you are concerned about  3250 
 3251 
Karim Farhat response: I think both aspects are important to consider. The rationale extends to all customer classes. In my 3252 
view, the most effective way to think of this recommendation is start with the end-goal, and then work backwards to figure out 3253 
what is needed to get us there. The end-goal is an EV driver recieving consistent price signals to incentivize / deincentivize 3254 
charging throughout the day, regardless of who is sending that signal (e.g. IOU, CCA, private entity) or the type of charging (e.g. 3255 
residential, workplace, public).  3256 
 3257 
CPUC comment on Success: similar to many of the retail rate reform proposals" 3258 
 3259 
 3260 
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 3261 
ISO Comment on Action:  Wholesale locational marginal pricing is based on the cost of energy, losses, and congestion.  3262 
Developing distribution level TOU retail rates would take these and other cost components into account which may make it 3263 
difficult to create a single TOU rate across a service territory or territories. Agree that consumer can benefit if rates are 3264 
consistent across geography and time periods 3265 
 3266 
1.06 3267 
 3268 
CPUC comment on Barriers:   is your concern that an OEM may inform a driver of TOU rates; but a host site may pass them on 3269 
to the customer via EVSE or may instead charge a flat rate and absorb higher costs? 3270 
 3271 
1.07 3272 
 3273 
CPUC comment on Action: would average daily demand facilitate VGI? I can see the benefit for EV adoption in general and it 3274 
would be helpful to explain how moderating the impact of demand charges would facilitate VGI 3275 
 3276 
VGIC Response: An average daily demand could facilitate VGI depending on how the demand charge is structured. VGIC 3277 
envisions a demand charge that would be more dynamic than the typical approach of using the monthly peak interval as the 3278 
billing determinant.  This alternative would instead base monthly billing demand on the average of the peak intervals for each 3279 
day within the month. This would provide a price signal that better rewards customers who can monitor and respond to their 3280 
EV charging load on a daily basis. This contrasts with a traditional demand charge, where there is little incentive to manage 3281 
charging for the remainder of the month once a peak demand threshold is reached.  3282 
The charts below illustrate a simple example of this concept (in this case for a residential customer). In this example, the 3283 
monthly maximum demand is 2.9 kW, while the average of each day’s demand across all 30 days of the month is 1.8 kW. The 3284 
same concept could be applied to a commercial customer.  3285 
 3286 
Multiple rate cases are considering this as are the recently implemented/under review commercial EV rates 3287 
 3288 
1.08 3289 
 3290 
This was adopted in commercial EV rates, including a new effort to make transmission costs time-variant in SCE’s EV rate 3291 
 3292 
1.09 3293 
 3294 
CPUC Comments: “Would you suggest breaking-out EV charging & discharging? or everything goes in the same bucket? and do 3295 
you know why an EV rate is not allowing for EV charging & solar on the same meter for commercial, is that related somehow to 3296 
credits for power export to the grid?” “Can you explain in more detail why having the solar + storage enrolled on an EV-specific 3297 
rate would be beneficial, rather than leaving the solar +storage on a broader facility rate? Is the solar + storage directly tied to 3298 
the EVSE somehow?” 3299 
 3300 
MHDV Team Response: Transit agencies and other agencies manage large charging depots where EV charging load is far higher 3301 
than any other facility demand. Transit agencies have expressed interest in utilizing on-site solar PV and storage for charging 3302 
both as a clean energy measure and to provide additional resilience in case of a power outage. Solar and storage would be used 3303 
directly to power EV charging as much as economical, with excess solar credited under NEM. Otherwise, with little facility load 3304 
to offset, the solar/storage would only be able to be credited in the wholesale market and would need to go through WDAT, 3305 
plus potentially be subject to further interconnection costs in order to be able to serve EV charging load during an outage 3306 
situation. PG&E’s recent Commercial EV rate application allow for NEM customers to participate starting in October of 2020 . 3307 
SCE’s current EV rates do not . It would be prudent to have a consistent policy for this between utilities, and should be 3308 
implementable within the 2020-2021 timeline, sooner than the 2-5 years originally suggested. 3309 
 3310 
Multiple rate cases are considering this as are the recently implemented/under review commercial EV rates 3311 
 3312 
1.10 3313 
 3314 
1.11 3315 
 3316 
CPUC comment on Action: can you work with stakeholders who provided recommendations regarding TOU rates to consolidate 3317 
recommendations? I think that this partially, if not entirely overlaps with other rate design recommendations. This 3318 
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recommendation may also have additional elements such as event/control signals. Do you recommend that a utility or other 3319 
organization would dispatch EVs as individual and/or aggregated resources? Or do you recommend sending a price signal that 3320 
EV owners/aggregators could process? Please spell out the term “CSMSs”. 3321 
 3322 
Multiple rate cases are considering this as are the recently implemented/under review commercial EV rates 3323 
 3324 
1.12 3325 
 3326 
 3327 
Ongoing submetering efforts under the DRIVE OIR 3328 
 3329 
1.13 3330 
 3331 
CPUC comment on Success: for general block TOU rates do you recommend TOU rates different from general opt-in TOU rates 3332 
that are phasing in currently for residential customers. 3333 
 3334 
CPUC comment on Barriers (related to dynamic rates): Would the dynamic rate necessarily need to be EV-only, or could it be 3335 
more technology agnostic? If the recommendation is for EVs only, I think it aligns with some of the other rate reform use cases 3336 
and could be combined (such as the one directly below) 3337 
 3338 
Karim Farhat response (to CPUC comment on Success): No, I think the overall current structure of active and/or proposed 3339 
residential and/or commercial TOU rates by IOUs and other LSEs makes sense: cheapest during the day when solar is abundant, 3340 
and most expensive during the evening peak. The additional details would continue to be informed by the typical rate design 3341 
process as well as understanding the system needs (e.g. through IRP). The TOU rates may need to be updated regularly as the 3342 
system decoarbonizes and the mix of resources shift over the years." 3343 
 3344 
Multiple rate cases are considering this as are the recently implemented/under review commercial EV rates 3345 
 3346 
1.14 3347 
 3348 
CPUC comment on Success: would the preference be direct credit on the customer bill or something more like an 3349 
environmental commodity that could be aggrgated and the customer receives repayment for their contribution to the overall 3350 
aggregate? 3351 
 3352 
 3353 
 3354 
1.15 3355 
 3356 
CPUC comment on Action: does draft TEF and/or existing CPUC policy provide enough guidance? 3357 
 3358 
IOUs Reply: Existing CPUC policy provides enough guidance." 3359 
 3360 
Streamlining and expediting regulatory review is a priority in the DRIVE OIR 3361 
 3362 
1.16 3363 
 3364 
CPUC comment on Action: combine with ""credit for export"" item above 3365 
 3366 
VGIC Response:  The V2G NEM rate would expand the definition of Eligible Customer-Generator under the current NEM tariff 3367 
options to include customers that own and operate EVs. The intent would be to effectively provide a bill credit to EV owners (at 3368 
the full retail rate) for any exported energy discharged to the grid from EVs.  To limit concerns about any potential cross-3369 
subsidies, this could be constrained, for instance, to exports occurring during peak hours (e.g. coincident system peak, or non-3370 
coincident class peak).  3371 
In addition to the retail bill credit, a supplemental credit could be considered for the environmental commodity component. 3372 
This could be linked to the marginal emissions rate at the time of export (e.g. using WattTime) multiplied by a selected 3373 
environmental commodity price or societal value.  3374 
 3375 
 3376 
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1.17 3377 
 3378 
CPUC comment on Action: is the goal to establish rates for V2G? or some type of policy? if just the former, suggest migrating to 3379 
category 1 (or consolidate if there is already a simialr recommendation in that category) 3380 
 3381 
Dynamic rate design is part of many of the ongoing IOU GRCs and there is an effort to develop technology-agnostic rates. If V2G 3382 
accounting is to occur it should be for all types of EVs not just school buses  3383 
 3384 
1.18 3385 
 3386 
CPUC Comment (on old 2.14):     can you elaborate and what programs don’t exist and should be created; and what programs 3387 
exist and should be revised for these options? i.e. DRAM procurements for the later 3388 
 3389 
CPUC comment (on DRAM, may be superseded here):  Anything else? or just build it and they will come?  Why was the DRAM 3390 
program stopped in the first place? Were there issues/problems that caused it to end? 3391 
 3392 
VGIC Response: To VGIC’s knowledge, there does not exist a robust set of utility programs focused on EV charging similar to 3393 
what has been pursued for smart thermostats, such as the “Rush Hour Rewards” partnership between Nest and several IOUs 3394 
(e.g. SCE). A similar suite of programs could be envisioned for EV charging. The whitepaper below provides some background 3395 
information on approaches to utility thermostat programs that could be leveraged for developing similar approaches to EVs.  3396 
https://www.peakload.org/assets/Groupsdocs/PractitionerPerspectives-UtilityBYOTPrograms-022818-Final.pdf " 3397 
 3398 
1.19 3399 
 3400 
CPUC comment on Action: you mean performance-based IOU rate of return with IOUs and other LSEs evaluated and 3401 
incentivized based on ability to reduce expenses via VGI? 3402 
 3403 
CPUC comment on Success: you mean T&D specifically? 3404 
 3405 
CPUC comment on Barriers:  significant change in rate structure? or [do you mean] IOU incentives structure? 3406 
 3407 
CPUC comment on Forums: this seems integral to CPUC ratemaking; if so do you need more information from the CPUC about 3408 
how to help you address how to specifically implement this recommendation like what venue? 3409 
 3410 
1.20 3411 
 3412 
CPUC comment on Action: this may fit with the category 1 rates recommendationsReply: also, do you recommend a particular 3413 
type of rate? TOU, dynamic TOU, and/or some type of credit for export to grid? 3414 
 3415 
Already covered in the Cat 1 section, this is a priority across the different commercial EV rates and CPUC prefers not to design 3416 
such technology specific rates 3417 
2.01 3418 
 3419 
CPUC comment on Action: is a payment system needed? or just signalling when some type of action is needed? 3420 
 3421 
Ford-Honda response: It would act as a market.  Utilities would take bids from grid-edge resource aggregators, using the 3422 
utility’s internal economics for energy or load.  A qualified vendor whose bids are accepted would be paid by the utility through 3423 
the marketplace for the delivery of load or energy, per the bid." 3424 
 3425 
ISO Comment on Action: Would this be limited to a distribution level load offset market or is this a competitive supply 3426 
resource?  Is the signal a price?  Coordination would be needed between Transmission and Distribution in terms of forecasted 3427 
load, real time conditions and feasible dispatches to supply resources 3428 
2.02 3429 
 3430 
CPUC comment: This overlaps with a several [other actions] 3431 
 3432 
2.03 3433 
 3434 
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CPUC comment on Action: do you recommend up-front payment for equipment installation and/or per kWhr payments? Do 3435 
you recommend prioritizing/ starting with any particular sector? 3436 
 3437 
Enel X Response:  while this could be structured as either an up-front rebate or per kWh incentives, the latter option would 3438 
arguably better reflect the installation’s actual performance in building permanent midday load and demonstrating energy, 3439 
GHG, and renewable integration benefits.  Per kWh incentives would also support innovative “as a service”-style or participant 3440 
payment (e.g., on-tariff cost recovery) business models, whereas up-front rebates could be provided on a standalone basis or in 3441 
tandem with other EVSE rebates to support more traditional models of utility funding.   3442 
Priority sectors for such incentives include workplace (L2), public destination (L2), public commute (DCFC), and certain fleet 3443 
charging applications (e.g., school buses).  " 3444 
 3445 
2.04 3446 
 3447 
CPUC comment on Barriers: yes to your first question; maybe also performance standards, customer education what do you 3448 
think? 3449 
 3450 
2.05 3451 
 3452 
All IOU programs currently require load management participation for customers to be eligible 3453 
2.06 3454 
 3455 
Already a goal, per the TEF 3456 
2.07 3457 
 3458 
CPUC comment on Action: can you comment on current DR procurements, and what should change to encourage EV 3459 
participation?Reply: and do you recommend specifically shifting load to match renewables; or just reduce/shift similar to 3460 
traditional DR?note that if the later, overlaps w/ suggestion on row 17 3461 
 3462 
2.08 3463 
 3464 
CPUC comment on Action: overlaps with recommendation from Karim and Fermata; for commercial customers why only 3465 
customers with CCA service? 3466 
 3467 
2.09 3468 
 3469 
Already a goal, per the TEF 3470 
2.10 3471 
 3472 
CPUC comment on Action: is the goal helping developers save time during design? and/or speeding IOU approval? and can you 3473 
suggest any examples? 3474 
 3475 
2.11 3476 
 3477 
CPUC Comment on Barriers: can you explain what didn't work so well in the past; and what could be improved based on this 3478 
recommendation? 3479 
 3480 
VGIC Response:  Through discussion with members, VGIC has heard anecdotally that attempts to provide dealership incentives 3481 
for TOU rate enrollment have been attempted by California IOUs (e.g. SDG&E) but the results of these efforts have been 3482 
somewhat mixed. VGIC does not have significant insight into how extensive these efforts have been or why they have been 3483 
unsuccessful but believes they warrant further investigation.  3484 
 3485 
Regardless of previous efforts, VGIC believes that if broad-scale VGI efforts are to be achieved, there is a critical need to 3486 
encourage VGI functionality at the EV point-of-sale. It will likely be much more difficult and expensive to enable VGI 3487 
functionality “after the fact” once EV adoption has already occurred. Additionally, this type of incentive should send a clear 3488 
market signal to EV manufacturers and service providers that the power sector sees significant potential value in the ability for 3489 
EVs with VGI functionality to deliver grid benefits. As monopoly utility providers, IOUs may not have a sufficiently strong 3490 
incentive to pursue these grid benefits absent additional direction from the PUC.  3491 
 3492 
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As such, there is a need to ensure that EV adoption occurring in the near term can be leveraged for VGI functionality well into 3493 
the future. Providing an incentive at the point of sale could be an effective way to do this. This is analogous to the approach 3494 
taken by IOUs towards energy efficiency. For example, when customers are shopping for a new home appliance (e.g. 3495 
washer/dryer) utility incentives can play a critical role in buying down the costs for more “grid friendly” devices. This “co-3496 
investment” model should extend towards EVs as well. " 3497 
 3498 
SDG&E and plug-in America are already testing this in a pilot/results are pending; other similar testing of this concept will occur 3499 
as more dealers sign up to participate in the LCFS upfront rebate program 3500 
2.12 3501 
 3502 
CPUC comment on Action: Can this recommendation be consolidated with other recommendations regarding SGIP and 3503 
storage? Do you recommend opening these programs to demand response generally across all end uses; or if not how would 3504 
you different demand response and other V1G services for EVs from other end uses? Can you please provide the prior 3505 
recommendation cited in this comment: “In the past, a large coalition that included IOUs and other LSEs, environmental groups, 3506 
automakers, charging network providers and ratepayer groups have requested this reform.”  3507 
 3508 
2.13 3509 
 3510 
2.14 3511 
 3512 
CPUC comment on Action: 1) are you recommending just documenting what use case(s) are advanced? or other information, 3513 
and if so do you have a template or example in mind?2) do you think that the same numbers would apply to all projects (i.e. 3514 
passenger EVs/EVSE vs. MDHC EVs/EVSE) 3515 
 3516 
Karim Farhat response: 1) Not only documenting. My recommendation is that every TE program should include one or more of 3517 
the ""prioritized"" use-cases. As a starting point, the program should define the use-case following the same framework in this 3518 
VGI WG: by identifying its 6 dimensions. From there, additional explanation would be provided about each dimension. 2) 3519 
Perhaps not; couple of ideas around that, specifically for MDHV: (a) numbers would be lower for the same timeframe, and/or 3520 
(b) the requirement would kick in at a later date (e.g. 2 years after the requirement is instated for LDV)." 3521 
 3522 
2.15 3523 
 3524 
CPUC comment on Action: do you mean locating EVSE where grid capacity is available? or that piggy-backing capacity for EVSE 3525 
onto utility-side grid upgrades or building electrical room capacity needed to serve the basic building needs during new 3526 
construction in order to achieve economies of scale? The later should be mandatory for 10% of parking spaces @ 208/240 volts 3527 
40 amp each under current CALGreen MUD and pending CALGreen workplace; though this is not enough to meet long-term EV 3528 
goals and there are variations in how well CALGreen is enforced at the local level. 3529 
 3530 
CPUC comment on Success: how does this differ from the LDV infrastructure programs approved in 2016 (and under review for 3531 
expansions in Charge Ready 2 and Power Your Drive 2)? 3532 
 3533 
CPUC comment on Barriers: can you please explain these financial issues? Though I am not familar with how these limit EV 3534 
infrastructure, I can understand that these barriers could be important. 3535 
 3536 
Ford-Honda response: The recommendation is to offer tiered incentives to piggy-back addition of charging infrastructure where 3537 
construction/retrofit of existing facilities takes place.  This could be done by expanding CALGreen MUD and CALGreen 3538 
C&I/Workplace programs, similar to that mentioned in (8.01) and (11.05)" 3539 
 3540 
2.16 3541 
 3542 
CPUC comment on Action: Do you have recommendations for how to reduce costs, and if so who should implement these 3543 
recommendations?  3544 
 3545 
2.17 3546 
 3547 
2.18 3548 
 3549 
2.19 3550 
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 3551 
2.20 3552 
 3553 
CPUC comment on Action: would be useful to consider consolidating SGIP-related recommendations. 3554 
 3555 
CPUC comment on Metrics: do you mean cost-recovery of a stand-alone rebate program or piggy-backing onto an existing 3556 
program; or that cost-recovery would be achieved in some other way? 3557 
 3558 
CPUC comment on Barriers: is the need for software to manage load on-site between battery and charger? are these UL 3559 
standards related are could potentially be updated? FYI, CSA is developing safety standards for EVSE load management systems 3560 
but not sure that the technical committee has thought of whether it coudl address this scenario (I haven't) 3561 
 3562 
CPUC comment on Existing Forums: SGIP? and something in DRIVE OIR in addition to the TEF? 3563 
 3564 
CPUC comment on Notes:  any examples from other states/DERs, technical references, etc ? 3565 
 3566 
2.21 3567 
 3568 
ISO comment on action: For providing regulation to the ISO market, this would also require additional roles/entities to act as an 3569 
aggregator, and scheduling coordinator to represent the resource providing services to the ISO.  Control systems would need to 3570 
be in place to manage the ISO control signals down to each vehicle charger.    Another option could be to have designated 3571 
public chargers which act autonomously to change charging behavior based on local frequency 3572 
2.22 3573 
 3574 
CPUC comment on Action: as part of an existing procurement? if so, what would need to change? or a new type of 3575 
procurement process, and if so do you have suggestions on how to structure? 3576 
 3577 
VGIC Response: While some participation might be able to occur under existing types of RFO structures, there are steps that 3578 
could be taken to enhance participation for VGI solutions. For example, EV-related demand management could be specifically 3579 
identified as a “preferred resource” that could receive preferential treatment in future RFOs. Additionally, utilities could specify 3580 
a MW quantity of VGI solutions they are seeking in future solicitations. While this may not be ideal in all future RFO’s from a 3581 
technology neutrality standpoint, it may be warranted in the near term to aid market transformation of VGI technologies.  3582 
 3583 
2.23 3584 
 3585 
2.24 3586 
 3587 
CPUC comment: See Karim Farhat LCFS policy recommendation with additional details 3588 
 3589 
CPUC comment on Barriers:   Doesn't CARB's regulation already require the pathways for incremental RE credits to align with 3590 
IOU TE rates?" 3591 
 3592 
Aligning the LCFS incremental incentives with IOU TOU periods is already a requirement in CARB’s regulation 3593 
3.01 3594 
 3595 
CPUC comment on Action: authorize IOU tariffs? or would CAISO pay directly? and please spell out ESDER 3596 
 3597 
CPUC comment on Success: would this tariff be able to be for all V1G/V2G services or does it have to be specific /different for 3598 
each VGI service type? 3599 
 3600 
CPUC comment on Barriers:  is the IDER the venue for compensating utilities? or something else? how would you sync 3601 
wholesale agg w/ T&D; and what T-D interface communication protocols are needed, who would do so and what is the 3602 
objective? 3603 
 3604 
ISO comment on Action:  ESDER is the ISO stakeholder initiative for Energy Storage and Distributed Energy Resources.  This is 3605 
the forum by which the ISO is removing barriers to wholesale participation for storage and DER.   This action seems to blend 3606 
distribution and transmission tariffs.  The ISO manages the market based on transmission grid system need and not on local 3607 
distribution system need.  Today the utility/LSE can offer programs to help alleviate local distribution level impacts as well as 3608 
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participate in the ISO demand response offerings to offer load curtailment services.  This however does not ensure that the 3609 
system need aligns to the local need and may not alleviate local impacts. 3610 
3.02 3611 
 3612 
"CPCU Comment on Success: what is the AGC signal and how would it respond to SOC of vehicles? 3613 
 3614 
Nuvve reply: if the idea that an aggregator manages individual vehicles/sites and then transmits data? if so, is your each that 3615 
the aggegator have a different approach to dispatch vehicles while making sure that customer preferences are met and thus 3616 
could better optomize; or are you thinking of something else?" 3617 
 3618 
ISO comment on Action: The  market optimization in both day ahead and real time depends on bids into the market before the 3619 
operating hour and awards based on the transmission system market solution..  Real-time telemetry is used to ensure 3620 
communication to those resources that have been awarded and are participating. We manage resources in AGC on a 4 second 3621 
basis.   This timescale would make it very difficult for any additional aggregator intervention.  Regulation Awards are typically a 3622 
range of capacity that may or may not be used depending on true system need.   Need more information on the request.  3623 
3.03 3624 
 3625 
CPUC comment on Action: what policy actions are needed? I think that the barriers column identifies at least some. 3626 
 3627 
CPUC comment on Success: i think this can be combined with one or more of the rate reform proposals above. If not, please 3628 
explain why." 3629 
 3630 
ISO comment on Action:  EV's have pathways to participation today both in Demand Response and in non-demand response 3631 
wholesale participation offerings.  The ISO demonstrated this with the LA Air Force Base project and has since created a new 3632 
framework in the ISO Tariff for DER aggregations called DERP (distributed energy resource provider)    The challenges typically 3633 
are found in the interconnection at the distribution level and relatively high costs of participation for such small resources. 3634 
More information is needed to understand the specific barriers to address that haven't already been listed.  3635 
3.04 3636 
 3637 
ISO Comment on Action: Agree that RA qualifying capacity rules need to be established for Evs providing grid services 3638 
3.05 3639 
 3640 
CPUC Comment: Is the ask to sell for increments of time rather than 24/7 availability; or rates; or other payment issues?is this 3641 
related to other comments re: NGR? 3642 
 3643 
CPUC comment on Barriers: why can't [DR to participate in Frequency Regulation Markets]?  What needs to change beyond 3644 
CAISO and FERC regs? 3645 
 3646 
MHDV Team Reply: This is a multi-use issue, but more readily resolvable on the CAISO side without need for significant CPUC 3647 
guidance. Since Ancillary Services (both Frequency Regulation and Spin/Non-Spin) payments are mostly based on availability 3648 
rather than response to energy dispatch, CAISO should not have a problem with participation, even exports, under a capacity-3649 
only “Demand Response” participation model.  3650 
 3651 
A broader ask is for CAISO to allow for an Ancillary Services only DER participation model where DERs can offer availability into 3652 
Frequency Regulation and/or Spinning/Non-Spinning Reserves markets but not be subject to energy market settlements. This 3653 
reduces potential market risk for participants, and aggregators can bid high enough prices that they will not lose money from 3654 
potential increased retail charges. Removal of energy settlement means that there is no potential for double compensation in 3655 
the wholesale market, only payment for reliability services.  3656 
 3657 
EV's can participate as demand response resources for energy, spin and non-spin at a facility level.  EV aggregations have the 3658 
ability to provide wholesale services to the ISO as a V1G or V2G resource under DERP which allows for energy, spin, non-spin, 3659 
and regulation.  However the non-DR participation requires a distribution level interconnection agreement.  3660 
3.06 3661 
 3662 
FERC order 841 reduces the minimum capacity to participate for battery storage to 100kW including A/S.     3663 
3.07 3664 
 3665 
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CPUC comments:  Is the issue buy retail for storage and sell at wholesale rates and/or paying add-on when buying for storage 3666 
and not recovering when selling wholesale? or having access to wholesale markets at all (a CAISO issue?) (in response to 3667 
success of School bus EVSEs operating as NGR or DERA in wholesale market): and buy/sell storage at wholesale rates, while 3668 
paying retail for transportation electricity use? 3669 
 3670 
CPUC comment on MUA:  CPUC had an MUA proceeding - what wasn't covered during it that is outstanding? Could the 3671 
CAISO/CPUC coordination occur in tandem with the ongoing interagency ESDER process or does the CPUC need a wholly new 3672 
proceeding launched? 3673 
 3674 
Response from MHDV Team: New Commercial EV rates require separate metering for EV charging load, so there is no building 3675 
load to discharge against in V2G applications. This means that any injection of electricity would be counted as exported energy. 3676 
CAISO has explained that it will not extend the Demand Response participation model to measure performance of exports .  3677 
CAISO has stated that it does allow Behind-the-Meter DERs to participate as Non-Generating Resources or DER Aggregations. 3678 
However, participation in CAISO markets under these models is hindered by significantly higher retail charging costs than 3679 
potential wholesale discharge revenue. In order to support robust market participation for V2G, the CPUC needs to take 3680 
initiative in ensuring that customers will not see an increase in retail bills for wholesale sale of energy. To directly answer CPUC 3681 
questions, this is certainly a case where customers would be buying at a retail rate for charging and selling at wholesale prices. 3682 
This means that most V2G applications are not economically feasible due to lack of wholesale market access. While this issue 3683 
was addressed at length in the Multiple Use Applications Working Group, ultimately no methodology was agreed on. We 3684 
believe that Nuvve’s suggestion to extend the Station Power concept to vehicle charging may have merit, but there remains 3685 
additional work to be done to establish proper estimation protocols. Ultimately, charging for typical driving use should remain a 3686 
retail transaction, but any charging that can be tied to a later injection of energy due to a wholesale dispatch should only be 3687 
charged wholesale prices. 3688 
To that end, we believe that there is value in demonstration pilots involving coordination between utilities and/or LSEs, 3689 
aggregators and/or Scheduling Coordinators, and CAISO. Operational experience can inform the feasibility and estimation 3690 
methodologies for ensuring that to the extent possible, there proper distinction between retail and wholesale transactions. 3691 
 3692 
Response from Enel X: The problem statement for this category of recommendations is:  although DERP-NGR was developed to 3693 
allow aggregated BTM DERs to provide CAISO market-integrated services, in practice this is not economically feasible because:  3694 
1) NGR resources are “in the market” 24x7, meaning that all energy storage charging is assessed wholesale energy prices; 2) 3695 
BTM storage aggregations are also assessed the retail rate for charging by the LSE; and 3) there is no pathway for coordination 3696 
between DER aggregations and LSEs to differentiate wholesale v. retail charging and discharging and duly effectuate 3697 
settlement.  This effectively prevents aggregated BTM V2G from being able to provide valuable services like resource adequacy, 3698 
and also prevents so-called “MUAs” wherein V2G can provide multiple services to different entities at different times of day. 3699 
Many of the required solutions reside at the CAISO.  Recently, however, in its Energy Storage and DER (ESDER) 4 stakeholder 3700 
initiative, the CAISO pointed to the CPUC (the “local regulatory authority”) to clarify rules or standards for differentiating when 3701 
a DER is providing retail versus wholesale services, impacts on Distribution Operations, metering and communications 3702 
requirements, etc.  (see Slides 52-58 here.)  The CPUC-facing action items would be best addressed in a re-opened MUA 3703 
proceeding (previously part of the storage OIR), or a new kind of T&D coordination proceeding.  This should also be able to 3704 
cover the piece about clarifying the applicability and process for WDAT interconnections, and how this would interface with the 3705 
IOUs’ CPUC-jurisdictional interconnection process.   3706 
 3707 
Enel X Reponses:  Qualifying Capacity (QC) refers to the amount of capacity associated with a given resource that is eligible to 3708 
be counted towards meeting an LSE’s System and Local RA requirements.  Net Qualifying Capacity or NQC represents a 3709 
resource’s QC value net of “deliverability,” or the ability of a given resource to serve bulk system load.   3710 
 3711 
It is not that energy storage lacks an NQC value, but that aggregated BTM storage has not been assigned an NQC value.  I am 3712 
not 100% sure of the procedural history but I believe there is an RA scoping memo or decision from the last few years that 3713 
declines to calculate this value.   3714 
 3715 
As far as exports go, BTM aggregated storage is not allowed to export to the grid and receive credit or value for RA purposes.  3716 
Storage is allowed to discharge to serve load for RA value, but the prohibition on exports limits the overall value proposition.    3717 
Combine these barriers from an RA perspective with those related to DERP-NGR in 3.3 and you have two major reasons for why 3718 
aggregated BTM storage currently do not provide RA.  RA resources must be bid into CAISO energy markets per their “must 3719 
offer” obligation, which is the basis for their capacity payments.   3720 
AB 3521 would address both of these issues.  " 3721 
 3722 
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ISO Comment to Action:  The ISO PDR model is not designed for the export of energy.  Only load curtailment or load-shift 3723 
(Consumption).  V2G would need to follow a different participation model which recognizes that energy can export back on to 3724 
the grid.  This requires a distribution level interconnection and study.   Agree that a coordinated effort between entities can 3725 
help identify issues and gaps listed, including RA rules. A CPUC MUA /TD coordination proceeding involving required entities 3726 
would be recommended  to identify issues and gaps and establish a framework for pilot activities.  A positive economic business 3727 
case for this type of participation is not well understood or proven. Efforts should include analysis to determine if there are 3728 
lower cost, lower risk alternatives, as well as, determination of use cases that help ensure a positive economic outcome.   3729 
4.01 3730 
 3731 
4.02 3732 
 3733 
CPUC comment on Action: Do you mean that literally every L2 must have communications and other capabilities for VGI 3734 
including single-family residential customers. Or do you think that public chargers; private, but shared, L2; and/or or some 3735 
other subset of L2 deployed must have this capability? Would you suggest that this recommendation apply to all purchases 3736 
through some mechanism like Title 20 appliance efficiency standards; or as a condition of incentive programs? Also, would it be 3737 
possible to achieve the L2 VGI capabilities you’re seeking using a “master” EVSE with networked capabilities that is connected 3738 
to and communicates to the other L2s on site? There are related comments on this topic elsewhere in this spreadsheet and you 3739 
may wish to consolidate. 3740 
 3741 
4.03 3742 
 3743 
4.04 3744 
 3745 
CPUC comment on Action: how granular would you suggest? i.e. each one; or do you think that they could be aggregated? 3746 
 3747 
Karim Farhat response: Yes, ideally each use-case would have its own CE analysis. That said, many, if not most, use-cases can be 3748 
analyzed using the same CE tool, simply by adjusting the inputs into that tool. There are several industry experts in this field 3749 
who can jump on this right away. 3750 
 3751 
CPUC comment on Metrics: Do you have suggestions on what metrics would be used to determine cost/benefit and/or 3752 
information sources to determine C/B? 3753 
 3754 
VGIC response: For benefits, traditional metrics such as those used by the CPUC’s Avoided Cost Calculator could be considered 3755 
(e.g. avoided energy costs, avoided capacity, avoided emissions, etc). VGIC strongly encourages consideration of the ratepayer 3756 
impact measure (RIM, including incremental utility revenues) in this evaluation to capture the full potential for VGI to enhance 3757 
downward pressure on rates from EVs (see VGIC writeup on this submitted as part of Subgroup B). Additionally, for cost 3758 
metrics, only the incremental costs of VGI measures should be considered (which may be minimal in some cases since most 3759 
costs are already embedded in the EV itself). VGIC recognizes that providing incremental cost data raises significant concerns 3760 
among EV OEMs due to antitrust laws as well as the potential to inadvertently disclose competitively confidential information. 3761 
This presents a novel challenge that is not typically present with traditional demand-side resources. VGIC has had some initial 3762 
discussions with its members about the possibility of creating an anonymized, confidential VGI measure cost database that 3763 
could be used for further analysis. VGIC would be interested in further exploration of this concept if it is of interest to the PUC 3764 
staff.  3765 
 3766 
Collecting increasingly similar data across public-funded programs to ID metrics to evaluate cost-effectiveness 3767 
4.05 3768 
 3769 
CPUC comment on Action: for both public & private, do you mean buses and/or passenger vehicles? Do you intend to manage 3770 
charging, or rather to encourage a use case that you believe has VGI benefits regardless?Reply: also, note that Karim has 3771 
provided a recommendation around TNCs that might overlap 3772 
 3773 
MHDV Team Reply:  We think that this pilot should generally be focused on fleets due to the relative simplicity of building a 3774 
program around a few agencies versus the greater complexity in consideration of many individual drivers for rideshare 3775 
operations. Charging should be easily managed to maximize mid-day charging and eliminate any peak period charging, but 3776 
there may be opportunities to provide additional services as well, such as V2G with remaining capacity once vehicles return in 3777 
the late afternoon/evening. Increased access to charging infrastructure means vehicles can spend more time plugged in, 3778 
allowing for better optimization of charge schedules and a provision of a wider range of services. Shared and coordinated 3779 
charging across agencies would allow for lower costs, cleaner charging, and better infrastructure utilization. However, there are 3780 
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potentially significant barriers from an alignment perspective because there are multiple entities, both private companies and 3781 
potentially multiple public agencies that could benefit from using the same charging infrastructure. This pilot would be a trial of 3782 
the interoperability between these entities." 3783 
 3784 
Awaiting pilot results from SB 350 priority review programs 3785 
5.01 3786 
 3787 
The ongoing joint DRIVE OIR/Rule 21 proceeding will hopefully create incentives for OEMs 3788 
5.02 3789 
 3790 
5.03 3791 
 3792 
CPUC comment on Action: do you mean technical standards for enabling infrastructure in T24 Part 6? and/or Rule 21 , or 3793 
buidling electrical code? 3794 
 3795 
CPUC comment on Success: do you mean allow, in the sense that a rule allows V2H? or provides physical infrastructure to 3796 
enable?" 3797 
 3798 
6.01 3799 
 3800 
CPUC comment on Action: I think that the CEC agrees and adopted this policy. 3801 
 3802 
CPUC comment on Barriers:  do you think that the permitting/code issue is due to the regs? or lack of familiarity by local 3803 
officials ? 3804 
Note OEM permit streamlining recommendation on row 55""" 3805 
 3806 
All IOU infrastructure programs require managed charging/load management participation and CEC’s School Bus replacement 3807 
program requires V2G capability 3808 
6.02 3809 
 3810 
CPUC comment on Success: can you suggest a goal such as x buses; y kW capacity available for VGI? 3811 
 3812 
6.03 3813 
 3814 
6.04 3815 
 3816 
CPUC comment on Action: applications = IOU applications to CPUC? 3817 
 3818 
Karim Farhat response: Both IOU applications to CPUC as well as customer applications to IOUs and other LSEs." 3819 
 3820 
There is a NEM 3 effort underway, and multiple efforts to streamline/simplify EV rates to ensure they can be combined with 3821 
solar + storage 3822 
6.05 3823 
 3824 
CPUC comment on Action: Do you mean that you want interim procedures for interconnection of V2G capable systems with 3825 
V2G turned off and only managed charging turned on? and then once V2G procedures are worked out, follow V2G procedures 3826 
before turning on that capability? It seems that way from the rest of the info in other columns.I read the current ask as allowing 3827 
smarth charging. 3828 
 3829 
CPUC comment on Success: “with V2G turned off and V1G/managed charging enabled?” and PTO = Utility permit to operate, 3830 
right? may want to clarify 3831 
 3832 
CPUC comment on Metrics: Please explain how this issue affects load subscription; do you mean that host sites have to pay a 3833 
higher subscription fee if they cannot install a V2G system with only one-way charging instead and don’t see value in installed 3834 
one-way managed charging only?  3835 
 3836 
CPUC comment on Barriers: assurance meaning demonstration/pilot? something else? also, please spell out CRD 3837 
 3838 
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CPUC comment on Notes: UL 916 and UL 1741 have criteria but not test method to verify that they have been met? So UL 916 3839 
and UL 1741 need a test method? Or the test method is there but there is some disagreement about how it is implemented or 3840 
whether it is sufficient?" 3841 
 3842 
6.06 3843 
 3844 
The IOUs have said that the conduit/wiring installed for EVSE is capably of V2G – so it could be as simple as a paper study to 3845 
have V2G functionality added once more V2G EVSE are available for deployment. This is information that should/can be 3846 
gathered through the EV Infrastructure Cost/fka load research reports moving forward 3847 
6.07 3848 
 3849 
CPUC Comment: nice to see numeric goals - any general target for overall MW capacity? or diversity to gain a broader range of 3850 
experience? 3851 
 3852 
VGIC Response: Assuming 10 kW per EVSE, and 30 LD vehicles per microgrid, that equates to 300 kW total or about 3 MW for 3853 
10 microgrids. Alternatively, if the grid was powered by school buses with 60 kW EVSEs then that equates to 18 MW. If a 3854 
combination of these, then approximately 10 MW of EV microgrids seems appropriate as a near-term statewide target.  3855 
 3856 
Enel X response: within the Microgrid rulemaking (R.19-09-009), likely Track 2, the CPUC should establish criteria for IOUs 3857 
developing front-of-the-meter (FTM) sectionalized microgrids (i.e., islanding a specific feeder) during PSPS events.  Once those 3858 
FTM MGs are established, the CPUC should create a procurement framework to competitively source energy, capacity, and 3859 
services from BTM assets (including V1G and V2G) to serve those MGs.   3860 
(What does success look like?) Creating new framework; VGI assets winning and delivering on contracts 3861 
 3862 
Enel X Response:  perhaps a demonstrable goal would be to have mobile batteries (e.g., from an e-school bus) participate in any 3863 
near-term MG pilot or demonstration that is pursued as a result of the OIR" 3864 
 3865 
6.08 3866 
 3867 
CPUC comment on Action: can you define IOU role? supporting CALGreen and/or paying for or building additional infrastructure 3868 
not required by CALGreen? 3869 
 3870 
6.09 3871 
 3872 
CPUC comment on Action: note other recommendations re: NEM/credit for export 3873 
 3874 
CPUC comment on Barriers:  3875 
* is capturing locational value essential for v1 or could this be added later? 3876 
* worth checking w/ SCE re: whether there is a buidling code issue, which was discussed by SCE on a call hosted by Karim - see 3877 
IOU recommendation in this category  3878 
that references T24 Part 6 3879 
*need participation in wholesale market? I think of NEMs as an opportunity to not have to participate in wholesale market rules 3880 
(like res solar NEMS)""" 3881 
 3882 
ISO Comment on Action:  Should not require participation in the ISO wholesale markets but would likely require coordination 3883 
with ISO in terms of impact on net load served  3884 
6.10 3885 
 3886 
DRIVE OIR/Rule 21 Interconnection joint AC V2G interconnection subworking group & ongoing efforts in both proceedings 3887 
6.11 3888 
 3889 
CPUC comment on Action: overlaps with all of the interconnection recommendations on row 69, 70, 72, 74 - are there other 3890 
aspects as well in the IOU recommendation that aren’t covered in those other recommendations? Can we better coordinate 3891 
between, for instance the Rule 21 efforts, with this workgroup? 3892 
 3893 
IOUs response:  Yes, the items mentioned in 69, 70, 72 & 74 cover specific carve outs from the interconnection standards that 3894 
promote safety and reliability.  The utilities proposal covers instead the coordination of development of general specifications 3895 
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and standards to allow VGI.  This includes the coordination of all policy setting groups that are stakeholders in VGI. Without this 3896 
safety can be compromised and there is the possibility the effort will be diluted and will take additional time to complete.  3897 
 3898 
CPUC comment on Success: how would you suggest that we do this? extention of VGI WG? through a process to develop SB 676 3899 
guidance and track/support implementation? 3900 
 3901 
CPUC comment on Barriers:   same organizations as named in other interconnection recommendations? or are there others 3902 
needed coordination?" 3903 
 3904 
IOUs have minimum communication standards for each program and specific qualifications could be added in future program 3905 
vendor RFPs 3906 
7.01 3907 
 3908 
CPUC comment on Action: can you please clarify 1) do you think IOUs and other LSEs should have DCFC programs, or just if they 3909 
do it should be open to TNC and what does that look like - conventional wisdom is that DC FC are not likely to play in the VGI 3910 
market but is there an opportunity specific to TNCs? that they tend to charge mid-day because of downtime, and/or that their 3911 
charging pattern could be flexible?; 2) how would excluding non-TNCs provide VGI benefits; 3) I am not sure which 3912 
recommendation is #11, lets sync up you numbering with the overall spreadsheet. 3913 
 3914 
Karim Farhat response: 1) Yes I believe that IOUs and other LSEs should at least be allowed the option to develop DCFC 3915 
programs, and that these programs should be open to TNC players to participate in. As evident in the Rideshare-specific use-3916 
cases in this VGI Working Group, I believe that Rideshare has the potential to offer significant VGI benefits, including when the 3917 
charging is done through DCFC. Examples of such potential benefits include: (a) bill savings achieved by the ability to 3918 
orchestrate charging through the TNC app, which helps improve charger utilization; (b) integration of renewables in the middle 3919 
of the day because of downtime. 2) In principle, excluding non-TNCs from a specific TNC charging location is no different than 3920 
excluding non-workers from a specific workplace charging location. The fact that a charger is ""dedicated"" to a specific player 3921 
(be it TNC, workplace, MUD, etc) gives that player significantly more control, which facilitates optimizing the charging 3922 
experience for the driver as well as the charging economics. As an illustrative hytpothetical example: If a typical DCFC charger 3923 
for public-use has a utilization rate of 10%, and a TNC gaurantees that the same DCFC would have a 50% utilization rate if 3924 
dedicated to TNC, which option would be more attractive and a better use of public funds? Please see the attached deck for 3925 
additional insights on electrification solutions for rideshare. 3) That is recommendation 1.3. 3926 
 3927 
CPUC comment on Success: CPUC has consistently provided policy direction that the TNC/Rideshare companies must share the 3928 
costs of any dedicated/semi-dedicated infrastructure paid for with pubilc funds. none of the IOU programs have included any 3929 
cost sharing proposals 3930 
 3931 
Karim Farhat response: Can the PUC provide more clarity on ""how"" and ""why"" the requirements for cost-sharing by TNC are 3932 
similar/different to the requirements for cost-sharing by other players who may also be benefiting from dedicated chargers, like 3933 
Workplace or MUDs for example?" 3934 
 3935 
TNC drivers and companies are not excluded from using the infrastructure installed through IOU programs and there have been 3936 
no program applications that included adequate support to explain that TNC drivers should have dedicated EVSE funded by 3937 
ratepayers; rates should continue to be as technology agnostic as possible in my opinion 3938 
7.02 3939 
 3940 
CPUC comment on Action: I think that #1 and #3 overlap, is that correct? i.e. #1 is the general objective and #3 is the specific 3941 
metric (could mention #3 under metrics)Also, you are suggesting a streamlined process for EV drivers to capture the value of a 3942 
stream of credits over time? What should change from the current LCFS rules? 3943 
 3944 
Karim Farhat response: (1) Yes, there is overlap between #1 and #3, and yes #3 can be the specific metric. (2) I am not sure, but 3945 
there are interesting activities to tackle that piece already underway, including for example PG&E's efforts to investigate 3946 
leveraging block-chain to clear LCFS transactions." 3947 
 3948 
7.03 3949 
 3950 
CPUC comment on Action: would additional background from CEC be useful on what else they have in place or planned in 3951 
addition to the initiative mentioned here? 3952 
 3953 
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Karim Farhat response: Yes of course. CEC input and ideas are always welcomed!" 3954 
 3955 
7.04 3956 
 3957 
CPUC comment on Action: I suggest looking at the CEC request for comments on grant funding opportunities for 19-ERDD-01 3958 
(12/9/2019) which seems to at least partially respond to this recommendation 3959 
 3960 
Fermata Response to CPUC: Fermata has reveiwed 19-ERDD-01 (12/9/2019) - ""Energy Research Cooperative Comments - 3961 
Energy Research Cooperative MDHD BEV Comments"". This opportunity seems to be focused only on MHD vehicles. While 3962 
Fermata beleives there is tremendous potential in MHD V2G that is critcial to develop and support, we are also focused on light 3963 
duty EVs which can have some advantages in terms of the business case - which 19-ERDD-01 (12/9/2019) emphasizes. Becuase 3964 
LDVs EVs are already at scale, when making the business case of an EV + V2G vs. ICE, LDVs have a signifantly smaller vehicle cost 3965 
premium to overcome. We would suggest that pilots for MHD be open to V2G LDV as the equipment and EVs are ready today 3966 
commercially. For instance, in addition to school buses, school systems also have admistrative sedans that go unused for much 3967 
of the summer. LDV V2G could very easily be added to V2G school bus projects for a small fraction of the cost of an EV school 3968 
bus and bi-directional bus charger. " 3969 
 3970 
ISO Comment to Action: Demonstrating V2G capability from a technical perspective can be helpful but to make these capability 3971 
viable, the policy and regulatory requirements and rules need to be established 3972 
7.05 3973 
 3974 
CPUC comment on Action: what are the main outcomes of the pilots? 3975 
 3976 
Fermata Response: The outcomes of pilots would be to create and demonstrate a template use case of sorts that other 3977 
municipal (and perhaps other) fleets could potentially adopt very quickly. Data from the pilot could also be used to evaluate the 3978 
individual and aggregate impact on GHG emissions, resiliency, and cost-effectiveness that these use cases can bring to other 3979 
cities and California as a whole." 3980 
 3981 
7.06 3982 
 3983 
7.07 3984 
 3985 
CPUC comment on Action: I assume that utilities lack visibility into utility transformer loads on a dynamic basis. If so, how could 3986 
utilities provide accurate/dynamic transformer load information, and to whom should the information be provided? Would 3987 
your recommended pilot demonstrate a dispatch-model (i.e. utilities send a command to dispatch resources, with payments 3988 
based on program design) and/or a pricing based-model where utilities send a signal for someone else to decide how to 3989 
respond? Or both? What goals would you recommended that the pilot address? Validating technology, integration, 3990 
communications, dispatch and/or other? Who should participate in this pilot? Any thoughts on scale and cost/budget? If you 3991 
recommend price signals you may also want to think about working with other stakeholders with recommendations regarding 3992 
TOU rates. I think that they generally address energy, while your recommendation has a different perspective addressing 3993 
distribution system congestion. One recommendation specifically addressed that need to coordinate and avoid different TOU 3994 
price signals (such as energy vs. distribution) based on the premise that EV owners could otherwise be confused; do you agree 3995 
and if so do you have any suggestions on how to do so? It would be very helpful to hear any suggestions about how these 3996 
different pieces could fit together. 3997 
 3998 
7.08 3999 
 4000 
CPUC comment on Action: Do the existing recommendations flagged in this spreadsheet re: demonstrations capture your 4001 
thoughts; or do you have other ideas? What additional understanding about the potential impacts of the grid on TE in 2030 and 4002 
2040 are needed?  4003 
 4004 
CPUC is currently requesting input on the EPIC program to inform future spending plans. 4005 
7.09 4006 
 4007 
CPUC comment on Action: Do the existing recommendations flagged in this spreadsheet re: demonstrations capture your 4008 
thoughts; or do you have other ideas? What additional understanding about the potential impacts of the grid on TE in 2030 and 4009 
2040 are needed?  4010 
 4011 
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7.10 4012 
 4013 
7.11 4014 
 4015 
CPUC is currently requesting input on the EPIC program to inform future spending plans. 4016 
7.12 4017 
 4018 
CPUC comment on Action: i.e. ""load management"" or ""energy managements"" to optimize electrical panel and/or building 4019 
electrical suppplyReply: I think also developing minimum safety standards such as currently under development by CSA; 4020 
potentially also market understanding/acceptance and performance standards..... Are there steps that could be taken sooner? 4021 
 4022 
CPUC comment on Barriers: also need safety and potentially also performance standards.  One more question; do you think 4023 
that consumer education is also needed?" 4024 
 4025 
7.13 4026 
 4027 
CPUC comment on Action: do you mean ""create a program"" like ETP? 4028 
 4029 
CPUC comment on Metrics: may want to provide some idea on scale of the proposed program 4030 
 4031 
IOUs response: The IOUs strongly support either a program like ETP or a separate ruling with an independent balancing account 4032 
to have readily available funds to be able to run a demonstration and to be able to accurately account for costs. For example, a 4033 
demonstration program similar to the EE and DR Emerging Technology Program could be a model to follow, with the addition of 4034 
testing customer interest." 4035 
 4036 
Proposal is in staff draft TEF to streamline CPUC TE pilot scale review process 4037 
 4038 
ISO Comment on Action: Tools that can help a project determine the economic value of providing different services could be 4039 
helpful to steer projects to the best possible alternative 4040 
8.01 4041 
 4042 
CPUC comment on Action: see #61 re. T24 CALGreen as the mechansim 4043 
 4044 
CPUC comment on Metrics: Do you recommend that CEC provide a credit for EV charging installation towards “net zero” T24 4045 
Part 6 targets? if so, do you have a suggestion for what metrics the CEC should use in order to do so like some type of credit for 4046 
avoided GHG based on EV charging and/or VGI or something else? 4047 
Or do you think this should be included in CALGreen (see Energy Innovations #61)? 4048 
 4049 
CPUC comment on Barriers: why don't builders veiw this as an investment opportunity? would funding be better than 4050 
regulations to achieve this recommendation? 4051 
 4052 
Ford-Honda response: the recommendation is for subsidies to be made available for new MUD and new commercial/industrial 4053 
(e.g., workplace and large destination) construction to encourage smart charging infrastructure deployment for both V1G and 4054 
V2G. This could include transformer and conductor upgrades, sub-panel installation, stub-out, signage, and utility connection." 4055 
 4056 
New construction incentives are addressed in section 5 of the TEF 4057 
8.02 4058 
 4059 
CPUC Comment:    maybe add “to encourage EV TOU rate uptake” - or do you mean that other services/revenue streams will be 4060 
enabled as well? 4061 
 4062 
MHDV Team: Yes, “Finalize submetering protocols/standards to increase accessibility to more favorable EV TOU rates.” " 4063 
 4064 
Submetering effort under the DRIVE OIR 4065 
 4066 
ISO Comment to Action:  Revenue quality meter data is a requirement.  Perhaps policy needs to help direct attention to develop 4067 
highly accurate embedded meter technology.  4068 
8.03 4069 
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 4070 
CPUC comment on Action: Is this calling for the IOUs and other LSEs to set a fixed cost for all aspects of connection across all 4071 
EVSE connections, or to site a fixed cost upon initial site design that the IOUs and other LSEs must honor even if the costs differ 4072 
during construction? Reply: fixed based on level of power supplied? would you proposed any other factor(s)? 4073 
 4074 
9.01 4075 
 4076 
9.02 4077 
 4078 
CPUC comment on Action: Why on V2G systems specifically?  4079 
 4080 
CPUC comment on Existing Forums: can you explain the linkage to SGIP? is the idea to educate agencies that they could 4081 
leverage SGIP to obtain V2G systems? 4082 
 4083 
Fermata Response: This could certainly be for VGI in general (i.e. V1G, V2G, V2B, V2H, ""V2X"", etc.). We point out the specific 4084 
need for V2G because V2G is more complex as it can do more things. For example, in addition to all the things V1G can do, V2G 4085 
can also act as stationary storage to provide backup power to homes, businesses, municipal buildings, city infrastructure, etc. 4086 
V2G can also be used reduce customer electricity bills far beyond V1G smart charging capabilities so that the cost of V2G 4087 
equipment and vehicles can in many cases be paid for.  It also has far greater ability to support the adoption of renewable 4088 
energy as it can store and release clean energy.  Also, while all EVs are capable of V1G, only a few are capable of V2G today. 4089 
These are just a few of the many questions people have in addition to occasional misconceptions and confusion. In general, 4090 
there is just more going on with V2G. If CA were to find use cases for V2G that CA wanted to see deployed at scale, as 4091 
suggested in other policy recommendations, we would suggest some level of education / information for stakeholders new to 4092 
the subject." 4093 
 4094 
9.03 4095 
 4096 
Every IOU program budget includes ME&O; the TEF proposes a new aligned ME&O effort focused on rate designs and available 4097 
TE programs 4098 
10.01 4099 
 4100 
This is a goal for all CPUC programs approved for IOU ratepayer funding 4101 
10.02 4102 
 4103 
10.03 4104 
 4105 
CPUC comment on Action: do you think that this is a higher priority for some types of use cases compared to others? i.e. in 4106 
some cases coordination is fundamental for developing/implementing technical standards or implementing demonstrations; in 4107 
other cases it may be beneficial for market education. 4108 
 4109 
Karim Farhat response: Agreed. Not sure how the prioritization would work, though.  4110 
 4111 
CPUC comment on Success: should the other parties be expected to provide joint funding as part of the collaboration?" 4112 
 4113 
10.04 4114 
 4115 
CPUC comment on Action: please feel free to suggest specific topics where agency coordination should be improved; or where 4116 
coordination between specific agencies is important for specific policy development. Air quality goals: How can VGI support EV 4117 
adoption & air quality goals? By supporting increased EV adoption by providing a revenue stream for drivers? Increasing uptake 4118 
of clean energy? And/or other ways?  4119 
 4120 
10.05 4121 
 4122 
CPUC comment on Action: please feel free to suggest specific topics where agency coordination should be improved; or where 4123 
coordination between specific agencies is important for specific policy development. Air quality goals: How can VGI support EV 4124 
adoption & air quality goals? By supporting increased EV adoption by providing a revenue stream for drivers? Increasing uptake 4125 
of clean energy? And/or other ways?  4126 
 4127 
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10.06 4128 
 4129 
CPUC comment on Action: What type of model are you recommending and who should develop it? Would it be a broad EV 4130 
charging behavior simulation model, used to assist EVSE market developers, businesses, IOUs and other LSEs, policy makers? 4131 
What goals could the model address if implemented as a pilot? Validating technology, integration, communications, dispatch 4132 
and/or other? Who should participate in this pilot? Any thoughts on scale? Also, could this recommendation align with “micro-4133 
grid” recommendations? If so, we encourage you to collaborate with authors of micro-grids recommendations to consolidate 4134 
recommendations and proposed pilots. 4135 
 4136 
10.07 4137 
 4138 
CPUC comment on Action: you may want to clarify 1) whether this is an issue that more specifically impacts VGI capable EVSE 4139 
(i.e. if you think that they tend to fall into the "small and new entrants" category) more than other EVSE; and 2) whether you 4140 
want action for a) VGI-capable EVSE sepcifically (or through some policy tragets the "small and new entrants" vs or b) all EVSE? 4141 
 4142 
10.08 4143 
 4144 
CPUC comment on Action: you mean that interconnection should be based on EVSE rather than EV, based on what you 4145 
recommend as your vision of success, right? If so, you may want to clarify the recommended action. Please also explain 4146 
whether you are commenting on an existing policy; and/or new policy under development that you would like to be shaped in 4147 
this way? 4148 
 4149 
The IOUs have said that the conduit/wiring installed for EVSE is capably of V2G – so it could be as simple as a paper study to 4150 
have V2G functionality added once more V2G EVSE are available for deployment. This is information that should/can be 4151 
gathered through the EV Infrastructure Cost/fka load research reports moving forward 4152 
10.09 4153 
 4154 
CPUC comment on Action: Do you have recommendations for how to reduce costs, and if so who should implement these 4155 
recommendations?  4156 
 4157 
IOUs have minimum communication standards for each program and specific qualifications could be added in future program 4158 
vendor RFPs 4159 
10.10 4160 
 4161 
CPUC comment on Action: Can you explain why medium & high load charging stations should provide certain additional 4162 
services? Do you recommend requiring that they provide grid services, or just have enabling capabilities? What action items are 4163 
needed to achieve these goals – rates, programs, technology development, access to wholesale markets and/or others – and 4164 
which agency(s) and stakeholders should be responsible? 4165 
 4166 
10.11 4167 
 4168 
CPUC comment on Action: Can you explain why medium & high load charging stations should provide certain additional 4169 
services? Do you recommend requiring that they provide grid services, or just have enabling capabilities? What action items are 4170 
needed to achieve these goals – rates, programs, technology development, access to wholesale markets and/or others – and 4171 
which agency(s) and stakeholders should be responsible? 4172 
 4173 
10.12 4174 
 4175 
10.13 4176 
 4177 
10.14 4178 
 4179 
10.15 4180 
 4181 
CPUC comment on Action: do you have an opinion on whether there should be one umbrella task force with separate tracks? or 4182 
four separate task forces? 4183 
 4184 
Karim Farhat: Either can work, but perhaps one umbrella task force with seperate tracks might be more useful and effective." 4185 
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 4186 
11.01 4187 
 4188 
CPUC comment on Action: PG&E rate case is approved; SDG&E rate is pending. none of these rates offer what is being 4189 
requested per se. are you requesting a subsidized DCFC specific rate request that is different from these rates? 4190 
 4191 
Multiple rate cases are considering this as are the recently implemented/under review commercial EV rates 4192 
11.02 4193 
 4194 
CPUC comment on Success: is the goal to increase charger adoption in general? or increasing V1G and V2G once chargers are 4195 
installed? 4196 
 4197 
Fond-Honda response: The goal behind this shared benefit structure is to ensure that the EV driver and site host (i.e., end users) 4198 
see at least some of the LCFS benefit. In the case of the site host, the LCFS could be used to reinvest for additional charging 4199 
infrastructure. In the case of the EV driver, LCFS proceeds could be used as an incentive for increased vehicle adoption. 4200 
 4201 
Presently, EVSPs and IOUs predominantly take the LCFS proceeds and nothing gets back to the EV driver or site host, unless the 4202 
IOU issues a rebate (in the case of residential LCFS).  We see this recommendation as a method to redistribute LCFS proceeds to 4203 
more equitably benefit the rate payer." 4204 
 4205 
11.03 4206 
 4207 
CPUC comment on Success: the message from a group of about a dozen more rural AHJs when previously a consultant - solar 4208 
has it figured out. So maybe solar can offer specific timeframes to aim for? 4209 
 4210 
CPUC comment on Barriers: few AHJs will have any understanding of V2G and some are tryng to get up to speed on basic EVSE 4211 
concepts BUT it seems that solar has figured out the permitting process for exports back to the grid - so maybe that example 4212 
can provide some solutions for V2G as well 4213 
 4214 
CPUC comment on Existing Forums:  what is this recommendation requesting from participating state agencies? what is needed 4215 
to implement the recommendation from the CPUC directly? How can the GO-Biz efforts be improved?  Would having a 4216 
complete circuit in new construction/modifications at MUDs and workplaces be helpful, since there would be less to 4217 
add/permit, rather than panel capacity and varying levels of conduit under current CALGreen? 4218 
andy should CALGreen and local EV Readiness codes say anything different to enable V2G vs traditional EVSE?  Note that TEF 4219 
contains some discussion in Chapter 10"" 4220 
 4221 
Ford-Honda response: Automating the permitting process for solar has shown to be effective and could reap the same benefits 4222 
for charging infrastructure. Consistency across AHJs statewide is also important in permit streamlining. For example, AHJs 4223 
routinely customize their interpretation of California ADA requirements, which can lead to large delays in permitting. This and 4224 
other consistency issues need to be addressed." 4225 
 4226 
11.04 4227 
 4228 
11.05 4229 
 4230 
CPUC comment on Action: do you mean that public parking lot EVSE should be prioritized above other types? or are you 4231 
recomending V2G incentives for public parking EVSE? 4232 
 4233 
CPUC comment on Barriers: could require building code changes. 4234 
 4235 
Ford-Honda response: The recommendation is for subsidies to be made available for new parking lot construction to encourage 4236 
smart charging infrastructure deployment for both V1G and V2G. This could include transformer and conductor upgrades, sub-4237 
panel installation, stub-out, signage, and utility connection." 4238 
  4239 
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ANNEX 10:  LINKAGES BETWEEN POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS AND USE CASES 4240 
 4241 
 4242 
Each entry in the policy recommendations database has a “relevant use cases” entry that describes the 4243 
use cases to which that recommendation applies.  It is possible through the database to cross-link these 4244 
use cases with the recommendations.   4245 
 4246 
The table below shows the relevant “above-median” use cases for all of the 31 “strong agreement” 4247 
policy recommendations (see Section IV  for the above-median subset of 103 use cases and Section V for 4248 
the strong-agreement policy recommendations). This is provided for illustration of the type of analysis 4249 
that can be done.  Any other subset could be used, but using the “above-median” subset provides a 4250 
manageable display and gives insight into which of the policy recommendations will be supporting high-4251 
value use cases.  4252 
 4253 
In addition, V2G use cases not in the “above-median” subset are included here for those policy 4254 
recommendations that focus on V2G backup power or fleet V2G (direct only), since there are no such 4255 
V2G use cases in the above-median subset, and in keeping with the expressed aim of the Working Group 4256 
to treat V2G distinctly from V1G. 4257 
 4258 
1.01  4259 
 4260 
850.1 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4261 
850.2 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4262 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4263 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / " 4264 
 4265 
1.03 4266 
 4267 
1846 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4268 
1930.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Short Range Transit Bus B 4269 
2566.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4270 
1930 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4271 
2578.3 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - GHG Reduction / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck C 4272 
2050 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4273 
2482 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4274 
2578.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - GHG Reduction / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4275 
1930.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4276 
2578.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - GHG Reduction / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck B 4277 
2566.3 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck C 4278 
2182 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4279 
2134 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4280 
2566.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck B" 4281 
 4282 
1.10 4283 
 4284 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4285 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4286 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4287 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4288 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4289 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4290 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4291 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4292 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4293 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4294 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4295 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4296 
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112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4297 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4298 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4299 
136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4300 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4301 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4302 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4303 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4304 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4305 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4306 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4307 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4308 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4309 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4310 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4311 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4312 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4313 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4314 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4315 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4316 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4317 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4318 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4319 
1837.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4320 
1837.3 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus B 4321 
1873.2/Commercial-Fleet,Transit Bus/Customer-Renewable Self-Consumption/Indirect/V1G/Unified, Aligned/Short Range Transit Bus B 4322 
1921.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4323 
1921.3 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Short Range Transit Bus B 4324 
1945.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4325 
1957.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4326 
1969.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4327 
2041 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4328 
2125 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4329 
2245 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4330 
2245.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4331 
2246 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4332 
2246.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / Small Truck B 4333 
2281 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4334 
2293 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4335 
2329 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4336 
2329.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4337 
2353 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4338 
2354 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / Small Truck B 4339 
2365 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4340 
2377 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4341 
2377.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4342 
2449.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4343 
2450.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / Large Truck A 4344 
2533 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / " 4345 
 4346 
2.01 4347 
 4348 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4349 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4350 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4351 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4352 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4353 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4354 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4355 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4356 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4357 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4358 
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100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4359 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4360 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4361 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4362 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4363 
136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4364 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4365 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4366 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4367 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4368 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4369 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4370 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4371 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4372 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4373 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4374 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4375 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4376 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4377 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4378 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4379 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4380 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4381 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4382 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4383 
1837.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4384 
1837.3 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus B 4385 
1873.2/Commercial-Fleet, TransitBus/Customer-RenewableSelf-Consumption/Indirect/V1G/Unified,Aligned / Short Range Transit Bus B 4386 
1921.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4387 
1921.3 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Short Range Transit Bus B 4388 
1945.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4389 
1957.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4390 
1969.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4391 
2041 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4392 
2125 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4393 
2245 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4394 
2245.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4395 
2246 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4396 
2246.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / Small Truck B 4397 
2281 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4398 
2293 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4399 
2329 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4400 
2329.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4401 
2353 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4402 
2354 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / Small Truck B 4403 
2365 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4404 
2377 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4405 
2377.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4406 
2449.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4407 
2450.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / Large Truck A 4408 
2533 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / " 4409 
 4410 
2.04 4411 
 4412 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4413 
256 / Residential - Single Family Home - Rideshare / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4414 
2296 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4415 
 4416 
2.08 4417 
 4418 
34 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / 70 / Residential - Single Family 4419 
Home / System - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4420 
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443 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4421 
479 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4422 
850 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4423 
850.1 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4424 
850.2 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4425 
851 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4426 
886 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4427 
887 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4428 
2482 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4429 
 4430 
2.10 4431 
 4432 
1846 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4433 
1930 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4434 
1930.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4435 
1930.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Short Range Transit Bus B 4436 
2566.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4437 
2578.3 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - GHG Reduction / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck C 4438 
2050 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4439 
2134 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4440 
2182 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4441 
2482 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4442 
2566.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck B 4443 
2566.3 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck C 4444 
2578.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - GHG Reduction / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4445 
2578.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - GHG Reduction / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck B 4446 
 4447 
2.15 4448 
 4449 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4450 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4451 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4452 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4453 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4454 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4455 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4456 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4457 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4458 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4459 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4460 
 4461 
2.16 4462 
 4463 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4464 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4465 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4466 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4467 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4468 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4469 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4470 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4471 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4472 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4473 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4474 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4475 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4476 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4477 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4478 
136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4479 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4480 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4481 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4482 
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413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4483 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4484 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4485 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4486 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4487 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4488 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4489 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4490 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4491 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4492 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4493 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4494 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4495 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4496 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4497 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4498 
 4499 
2.17 4500 
 4501 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4502 
256 / Residential - Single Family Home - Rideshare / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4503 
2296 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4504 
 4505 
2.18 4506 
 4507 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4508 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4509 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4510 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4511 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4512 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4513 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4514 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4515 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4516 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4517 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4518 
1837.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4519 
1837.3 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus B 4520 
1873.2/Commercial-Fleet, TransitBus/Customer-RenewableSelf-Consumption/Indirect/V1G/Unified,Aligned / Short Range Transit Bus B 4521 
1921.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4522 
1921.3 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Short Range Transit Bus B 4523 
1945.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4524 
1957.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4525 
1969.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4526 
2041 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4527 
2125 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4528 
2245 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4529 
2245.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4530 
2246 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4531 
2246.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / Small Truck B 4532 
2281 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4533 
2293 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4534 
2329 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4535 
2329.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4536 
2353 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4537 
2354 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / Small Truck B 4538 
2365 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4539 
2377 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4540 
2377.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4541 
2449.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4542 
2450.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / Large Truck A 4543 
2533 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4544 
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 4545 
2.19 4546 
 4547 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4548 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4549 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4550 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4551 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4552 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4553 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4554 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4555 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4556 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4557 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4558 
1837.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4559 
1837.3 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus B 4560 
1873.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Short Range 4561 
Transit Bus B 4562 
1921.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4563 
1921.3 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Short Range Transit Bus B 4564 
1945.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4565 
1957.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4566 
1969.2 / Commercial - Fleet, Transit Bus / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Long Range Transit Bus A 4567 
2041 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4568 
2125 / Commercial - Fleet, School Bus / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4569 
2245 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4570 
2245.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4571 
2246 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4572 
2246.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / Small Truck B 4573 
2281 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4574 
2293 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4575 
2329 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4576 
2329.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4577 
2353 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4578 
2354 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / Small Truck B 4579 
2365 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4580 
2377 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4581 
2377.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Small Truck / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Small Truck B 4582 
2449.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4583 
2450.1 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned / Large Truck A 4584 
2533 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4585 
 4586 
4.01 4587 
No use cases able to be specified from the recommendation 4588 
 4589 
4.03 4590 
 4591 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4592 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4593 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4594 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4595 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4596 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4597 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4598 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4599 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4600 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4601 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4602 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4603 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4604 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4605 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4606 
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136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4607 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4608 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4609 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4610 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4611 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4612 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4613 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4614 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4615 
 4616 
5.02 4617 
 4618 
31 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4619 
34 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4620 
440 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4621 
443 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4622 
848 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4623 
850 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4624 
850.1 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4625 
850.2 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4626 
851 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4627 
2479 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4628 
2482 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4629 
 4630 
6.06 4631 
 4632 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4633 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4634 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4635 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4636 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4637 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4638 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4639 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4640 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4641 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4642 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4643 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4644 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4645 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4646 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4647 
136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4648 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4649 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4650 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4651 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4652 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4653 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4654 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4655 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4656 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4657 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4658 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4659 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4660 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4661 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4662 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4663 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4664 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4665 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4666 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4667 
 4668 
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6.07 4669 
 4670 
31 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4671 
34 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4672 
440 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4673 
443 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4674 
848 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4675 
850 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4676 
850.1 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4677 
850.2 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4678 
851 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4679 
2479 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4680 
2482 / Commercial - Fleet, Large Truck / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned / Large Truck A 4681 
 4682 
7.03 4683 
 4684 
67 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4685 
70 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4686 
440 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4687 
443 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4688 
476 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4689 
479 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4690 
848 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4691 
850 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4692 
850.1 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4693 
850.2 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4694 
851 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4695 
884 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4696 
886 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4697 
887 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4698 
 4699 
7.04 4700 
 4701 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4702 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4703 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4704 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4705 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4706 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4707 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4708 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4709 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4710 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4711 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4712 
 4713 
7.08 4714 
 4715 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4716 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4717 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4718 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4719 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4720 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4721 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4722 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4723 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4724 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4725 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4726 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4727 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4728 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4729 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4730 
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136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4731 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4732 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4733 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4734 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4735 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4736 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4737 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4738 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4739 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4740 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4741 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4742 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4743 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4744 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4745 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4746 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4747 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4748 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4749 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4750 
 4751 
7.09 4752 
 4753 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4754 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4755 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4756 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4757 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4758 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4759 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4760 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4761 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4762 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4763 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4764 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4765 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4766 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4767 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4768 
136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4769 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4770 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4771 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4772 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4773 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4774 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4775 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4776 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4777 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4778 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4779 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4780 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4781 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4782 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4783 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4784 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4785 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4786 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4787 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4788 
 4789 
7.10 4790 
 4791 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4792 
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1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4793 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4794 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4795 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4796 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4797 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4798 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4799 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4800 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4801 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4802 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4803 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4804 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4805 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4806 
136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4807 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4808 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4809 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4810 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4811 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4812 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4813 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4814 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4815 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4816 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4817 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4818 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4819 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4820 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4821 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4822 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4823 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4824 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4825 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4826 
 4827 
7.11 4828 
 4829 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4830 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4831 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4832 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4833 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4834 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4835 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4836 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4837 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4838 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4839 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4840 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4841 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4842 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4843 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4844 
136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4845 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4846 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4847 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4848 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4849 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4850 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4851 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4852 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4853 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4854 
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818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4855 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4856 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4857 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4858 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4859 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4860 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4861 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4862 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4863 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4864 
 4865 
9.02 4866 
 4867 
7 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4868 
10 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4869 
19 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4870 
31 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4871 
34 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4872 
130 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4873 
416 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4874 
419 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4875 
431 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4876 
440 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4877 
443 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4878 
539 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - GHG Reduction / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned / 4879 
826 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4880 
827 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4881 
839 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4882 
848 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Indirect / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4883 
850 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4884 
851 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Backup, Resiliency / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4885 
946 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Direct / V2G / Unified, Aligned /  4886 
947 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Direct / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4887 
1028 / Commercial - Public, Destination / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V2G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4888 
 4889 
10.04 4890 
 4891 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4892 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4893 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4894 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4895 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4896 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4897 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4898 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4899 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4900 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4901 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4902 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4903 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4904 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4905 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4906 
136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4907 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4908 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4909 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4910 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4911 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4912 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4913 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4914 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4915 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4916 
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818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4917 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4918 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4919 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4920 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4921 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4922 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4923 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4924 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4925 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4926 
 4927 
10.05 4928 
 4929 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4930 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4931 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4932 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4933 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4934 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4935 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4936 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4937 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4938 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4939 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4940 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4941 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4942 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4943 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4944 
136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4945 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4946 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4947 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4948 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4949 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4950 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4951 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4952 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4953 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4954 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4955 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4956 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4957 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4958 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4959 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4960 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4961 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4962 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4963 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4964 
 4965 
10.07 4966 
 4967 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4968 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4969 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4970 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4971 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4972 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4973 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4974 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4975 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4976 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4977 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4978 
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109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4979 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4980 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4981 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4982 
136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4983 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4984 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4985 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4986 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4987 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4988 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4989 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4990 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4991 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4992 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4993 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4994 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4995 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4996 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4997 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  4998 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  4999 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5000 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5001 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5002 
 5003 
10.09 5004 
 5005 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5006 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5007 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5008 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5009 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5010 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5011 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5012 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5013 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5014 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5015 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5016 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5017 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5018 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5019 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5020 
136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5021 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5022 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5023 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5024 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5025 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5026 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5027 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5028 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5029 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5030 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5031 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5032 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5033 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5034 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5035 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5036 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5037 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5038 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5039 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5040 
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 5041 
11.03 5042 
 5043 
1.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5044 
1.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5045 
4 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5046 
13.1 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5047 
13.2 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5048 
16 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Upgrade Deferral / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5049 
37 / Residential - Single Family Home / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5050 
49 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5051 
85 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5052 
88 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5053 
100 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Real-Time Energy / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5054 
109 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5055 
112 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - Renewable Integration / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5056 
121 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5057 
133 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5058 
136 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5059 
148 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Flex Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5060 
160 / Residential - Single Family Home / System - RA, Local Capacity / Direct / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5061 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5062 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5063 
413.2 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5064 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5065 
542 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5066 
545 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - RA, System Capacity / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5067 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5068 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5069 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5070 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5071 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5072 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5073 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5074 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5075 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5076 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5077 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5078 
 5079 
11.04 5080 
 5081 
410 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5082 
413.1 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5083 
458 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling / System - Grid Upgrade Deferral / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5084 
617 / Residential - Multi-Unit Dwelling - Rideshare / Customer - Bill Management / Direct / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5085 
 5086 
11.05 5087 
 5088 
817 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5089 
818 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5090 
853 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5091 
854 / Commercial - Workplace / Customer - Renewable Self-Consumption / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5092 
901 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5093 
902 / Commercial - Workplace / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5094 
937 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Unified, Aligned /  5095 
938 / Commercial - Workplace / System - GHG Reduction / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5096 
950 / Commercial - Workplace / System - RA, System Capacity / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5097 
1430 / Commercial - Public, Commute / Customer - Bill Management / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5098 
1514 / Commercial - Public, Commute / System - Day-Ahead Energy / Indirect / V1G / Fragmented, Aligned /  5099 
 5100 
 5101 
  5102 
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ANNEX 11: POLICY SURVEY COMMENTS ON POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS (SURVEY QUESTION Q4) 5103 
 5104 

Rec # Comments 
1.01 • SBUA submits that charge mitigation via stationary battery storage is vital for businesses which can otherwise be 

responsible for very high demand charges. 
• VGI goals may be inhibited if storage coupled with EV charging is needed; many public charging locations cannot 

accommodate storage or have to reduce the amount of chargers open to the public to accommodate storage, We 
would support this if it leads to lowering demand charges. 

• Not quite sure why a new rate design is needed here, needs a little more explanation 
• SMUD has a pilot on-going to understand the issues.  
• Doesn't contribute much more than existing efforts.  Does this mean a rate with high demand charges that battery 

storage can be used to mitigate, or a rate with low demand charges and presumably high peak/off-peak 
differentials? Our standard C&I rates are the former; Commercial EV rate is the latter. 

1.02 • What is being asked in this recommendation? Is it asking to pre-approve utility ownership? Hard to answer this 
without clarifying what is recommended here. 

• Not clear why IOUs must be allowed to own and/or operate at least a portion of charging stations. 
• We generally support having TOU available but the research /data available for the case on utility ownership 

needs more. Keeping rates simple for all EV drivers is best. 
• This would require changing the deregulation of charging networks, would require changing the deregulation of 

charging networks; we might be misunderstanding this one.  
• Rates charged by third-party operators are currently not regulated products. 
• TOU prices signals should be passed through to drivers by default to realize the grid benefits and fuel cost savings 

that justify the investment of customer funds. Ownership is not inherently necessary for this, and should be 
stricken from the policy action description to clarify the core policy recommendation.  

• Disagree with the proposal of utilities owning this type of infrastructure, would require changing the deregulation 
of charging networks 

1.03 • Supportive but it will require a detailed proposal explanation for all WG participants to understand, There isn't 
enough specificity here for me to understand how critical this is. 

• SBUA requests further explanation of how this applies, and what can CPUC implement for policies outrside of FERC 
and CAISO. 

• 24/7 CAISO settlement is a barrier to storage participation in wholesale market. See Electrify America ESDER 4 
comments at http://www.caiso.com/InitiativeDocuments/ElectrifyAmericaComments-EnergyStorage-
DistributedEnergyResourcesPhase4-RevisedStrawProposal.pdf, did not rate this one.  

• Interesting idea -- seems kind of tricky to figure out where the power goes after being absorbed by the V2G 
generators. 

• Needs clarification on boundaries of retail and wholesale, as well as how distribution grid costs will be applied. 
1.04 • This looks to have multiple recommendations in one: standardization vs. data inputs vs. rate design. Hard to 

answer with so much being asked. 
• SBUA supports this policy because separate meters and submetering are significant costs, especially for small 

businesses.  But SBUA requests clarification for why TOU periods & costs should be standardized across all IOUs & 
LSEs. 

• Support. A standardized format for TOU rates does not mean the rates themselves have to be identical. 
• The disagreement score could be changed to agreement if there are standards, technology, and regulations in 

place to ensure sufficient EV submeter accuracy. Is the "standardized TOU rate format" asking only to have e.g. 
same summer/winter seasons, same peak, off peak periods, or is it also asking for standardized e.g. peak costs are 
twice as high as off peak? The former sounds doable, but the latter will have issues related to how different rate 
components are generally recovered. (SDG&E has different higher cost hours than other service territories, but 
keeping same structure uniform is important), More clarification about what standardizing TOU format means 
would be beneficial, but the first recommendation described in the policy action is generally worth exploring.  

• Critical need for IOU/CCA coordination here to avoid customer confusion on the same bill. Also, customers should 
have the ability to easily share vehicle telematics data to LSE as an opt in to virtual TOU or other forms of load 
shaping. 

• VTA has both light duty and bus charging stations on the same meter as a facility.  The cost of accessing the EV 
rates via a separate/submeter would take years to recoup.  Hard to access VGI in this scenario. 

• In support of open standards. Scoring in aligment with other IOUs comments. Submetering obsolete, outpaced by 
Smart Meter capabilities. LADWP plans a pilot with check in the mail rebates instead of subtractive billing.  
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1.05 • Can we rewrite this and distill the core recommendation? This seems to be bury the recommendation within the 
explanation, SBUA does not agree that IOU TOU rates necessarily must be relatively consistent across different 
price-setting entities who could have substantially different cost structures. 

• For public charging, customer elasticity may not exist to defer charging to a later time. Harmonizing rates across 
IOUs may not reflect the real-time grid conditions in those areas or networks. 

• Different service territories might have different characteristics (renewable energy generation, load shapes, etc.) 
that lead to varying definitions of the TOU periods. 

• Each LSE has own cost recovery structure and are regulated through various groups.  There are limits to rate 
harmonization, each LSE has own cost recovery structure and there are limits to rate harmonization, Each LSE has 
own cost recovery structure and there are limits to rate harmonization. 

• Perhaps though there is some recognition of different prices and different places at the grid at the wholesale 
(LMP) level and some signals could be given to customers to preferentially charge at the lower costs nodes. 

• EV rates should reflect the characteristics of the specific IOU region. For example, on-peak times in SCE territory 
may not completely overlap with on-peak times in PG&E's territory, and thus harmonization across territories 
might not be optimal. 

• Each LSE has own cost recovery structure and there are limits to rate harmonization 
1.06 • Not sure what the policy recommendation is. 

• I'm not sure what this recommendation is getting at. 
• SBUA believes this needs further explanation and EVSE supplier input on whether they agree with this policy. 
• Price signal to the EVSE should reflect system costs but EVSE operators should be allowed to manage their 

electricity costs separately from their pricing strategy. Site level congestion peaks may not align with system level 
peaks and therefore pricing to EVSEs should not be expected to move in lockstep with pricing to EVs. 

• This would require changing the deregulation of charging networks, would require changing the deregulation of 
charging networks; we might be misunderstanding this one.  

• Rates charged by third-party operators are currently not regulated products. 
• The Commission should promote alignment of price signals to EVs with those that are seen by EVSE. From the 

perspective of IOU programs, we agree with this recommendation. For EVSEs installed outside of IOU programs, 
the CPUC does not have jurisdiction to mandate the price the end user sees. 

• More clarification is needed on the problem statement that this recommendation is trying to solve.  Specifically, in 
what scenarios are drivers being passed two different price signals, one by the EV and EVSE, when charging at a 
single location? 

• TOU prices signals should be passed through to drivers by default to realize the grid benefits and fuel cost savings 
that justify the investment of customer funds, would require changing the deregulation of charging networks, 
Don't really understand this policy recommendation. 

1.07 • Generally seems useful. I am not aware of which CA IOUs might have something to this or not, or any pilots on 
this. 

• A more dynamic rate structure for EV fleets would allow for more cost-effective and affordable EV fleet 
deployment. 

• Demand charges are a threat to VGI, and any demand charge mitigation approach should extent to public charging 
as well and not just fleets. 

• This would vary drastically based on the type of fleet - i.e. large school buses with big batteries, vs. municipal light-
duty fleets, vs. delivery van fleets. Unsure of the rate that is best for all types of fleets…probably not one standard 
rate. 

• Commercial EV rates have already been approved for two of the three IOUs, so less critical. 
• Commercial EV rates applicable to EV fleets have already been approved for two IOUs, so immediate policy change 

is not needed. 
• Language should be clarified to avoid confusion with current commercial EV rate efforts. 
• Would like to clarify whether such dynamic demand charge alternatives would apply to all commercial EV charging 

and not just fleet charging, and how these options would dovetail with IOUs' commercial EV charging rates that 
have been recently adopted or are currently under consideration. 

• Most IOUs have approved or proposed commercial EV rates at this point, with requirements to development 
optional dynamic rates in addition. 

• Separately metered (or sub-metered) stations might not be possible for smaller fleet facilities, making them not 
eligible for PG&E BEV rate, so there needs to be multiple options for EV fleet rates instead of just one.  

• Instead of rates for specfic rates, all commercial use cases (fleet, public DCFC, large L2s) should be able to access 
rates.  
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• Although there are existing "EV Fleet", a more dynamic rate structure with average daily demand charges instead 
of max demand charges for the month would potentially be beneficial. .  

• We have already created EV commercial rates. For that reason, it is not a priority. 
1.08 • This needs more framing. 

• TOU peak often needs to be 3-4 times greater than off-peak rate to effect desired charging during off-peak period. 
• Public charging customers may not have ability to adjust usage and higher differentials may impede EV adoption 

and SB350 goals. 
• Most utilities have already done this, therefore it's less critical. 
• Most utilities already have significant differential between peak and off-peak EV rates (e.g. SDG&E EV-TOU-2 and 

EV-TOU5). 
• Not as relevant as CCAs are only relevant to customers for generation rates, most utilities have done this, so less 

critical 
• Dynamic rates should be optional and are unlikely to be taken up this early in EV market.  

1.09 • Answer to CPUC questions would help clarify. 
• Already the case as storage is classified as generation to Electrify America's knowledge, as long as the charging and 

storage is metered separately from other host facility load, Support, but we note that the power demand for 
transit EVSE is probably much higher than what on-site solar can provide. 

• support in theory but many details to be worked out, Support in theory but many details to be worked out. 
• We do not take a position at this time whether solar should be allowed on commercial EV rates, but agrees that 

the policy should be consistent across IOUs. 
• Support in theory but many details to be worked out 

1.10 • I'm not sure what this recommendation is getting at. 
• SBUA agrees with this policy to help flatten Duck Curve. 
• Support. Drivers need more information and education and outreach on the rates.  
• The key to scaling VGI is large scale adoption of time variant rates (both traditional TOU and dynamic rates).  
• Need to clarify if "high levels of participation" refers to kWh utilization. Such rates would probably require a fixed 

charge and low volumetric charges, and/or very high differentiation between peak and off-peak rate. If so, 
volumetric charges need to be designed such that the rate still provides a positive contribution to margin (CTM). 
Need to clarify if having the rate be better for EVs "in almost all cases" refers to recommending EV rates that do 
not recover full equal percentage of marginal cost (EPMC)-scaled costs (which we may be opposed to).  

• The key to scaling VGI is large scale adoption of time variant rates (both traditional TOU and dynamic rates).  
• We have already created TOU designed for EVs. For that reason, it is not a priority. 

1.11 • DR is important but that isn't a rate per se, so this needs to be rewritten or clarified. 
• SBUA believes this is critical for flattening Duck Curve. 
• Control signals for public charging may impediment EV adoption and SB350 goals; May be suitable for home 

charging, It may be more advantageous for utilities to provide signals to third parties that aggregate EV charging 
load in such a way that provides no adverse impact on EV drivers. 

• To simplify this should apply to all DERs and not just EVs. 
• Likely to be open to all DERs, Likely to be open to all DERs. 
• We support real-time price rates as long as they are 1. optional, and 2. reflect equal percentage of marginal cost 

(EPMC)-scaled costs (we may conditionally support real-time rates that recover non fully-scaled costs on a case by 
case basis). This recommendation needs more specifics of what are the priority aspects to standardize amongst 
the IOU real time rate design. Also is this recommendation proposing that the guide be developed by a sub 
working group? 

• Agree with the "rate design" piece for RTP and event signal rate options; not sure what is meant by a standard 
implementaton guide.  Similar to 1.13 and 1.18, Likely to be open to all DERs. 

• There is a huge range of possibilities between merely informational signals to control to transactional signals 
1.12 • Supportive of options and alternatives, but characterization of submetering as a challenge or in need of re-

examination is problematic - some may see submetering as viable, EVSE submetering is low-cost and meets HB44 
accuracy requirements. For EV rate purposes, EVSE submetering is a valuable solution and does not need AMI. In 
fact, AMI integration with EV charging is not at all straightforward. For other DER integration, AMI may be useful. 

• As we wrote in response to 1.04, the more metering configurations accommodated, the better. It's as simple as 
that. 

• The key to scaling VGI is large scale adoption of time variant rates (both traditional TOU and dynamic rates).  
• SDG&E recommends assessing the cost-effectiveness and existing market demand of PEV submetering for retail 

billing compared to the alternative approaches such as whole house time variant rates that may capture similar 
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benefits. The IOUs are currently engaging with the CPUC and other stakeholders to develop a PEV submetering 
protocol as part of the DRIVE OIR. 

• Should not preclude EV-only rate options, What is the paradigm that needs to be reexamined? Is it that we are 
very focused on submetering, but it perhaps is not necessary? Is the "re-examination" just that the CPUC should 
acknowledge that, or is this proposing some time of study, working group, etc. for the CPUC to reassess the 
viability of using whole house vs. submetering? 

• Significant efforts have gone into submetering of EVs. While unsuccessful in CA they have managed to successfully 
implement this in other states (e.g. Minnesota Xcel Energy). To enable submetering instead of looking at other 
alternatives utilities should take lessons learned from pilot and implement them.  IOUS should agree on a common 
data format and communication protocol for billing, soften metering to cater to specifc service (you don't need 1 
minute resolution for an hourly dynamic rate) and have clear metering standards and testing protocols for 3rd 
party metering /submeter to validate for qualification. Submetering is important and vital but already significant 
work has been done by industry (non-utility). IOUs should work on the above mentioned and implement quickly.  

• The key to scaling VGI is large scale adoption of time variant rates (both traditional TOU and dynamic rates).  
• Not sure if there is a rate that would be beneficial to electric buses and transit facilities. 
• We recommend assessing the cost-effectiveness and existing market demand of PEV submetering for retail billing 

compared to the alternative approaches such as whole house time variant rates that may capture similar benefits. 
We, along with SCE and SDG&E, is currently engaging with the CPUC and other stakeholders to develop a PEV 
submetering protocol as part of the DRIVE OIR. 

1.13 • This was a good effort on consolidation. 
• Generally agree 
• Mid-term is adaption feasible but not short-term (i.e. > 2023).  
• More complex rate options are feasible in medium-term. 
• Must ensure competitive / market forces remain. 
• mid-term is feasible but not short-term.  
• Already exists with existing commercial rates. Beyond this, anything proposed should ensure that retail EV 

charging rates still accommodate the costs of networking and maintaining EVSE. Potential to undercut private 
sector, hindering deployment of additional infrastructure.  

1.14 • Eventually this credit will need to be identified, and I agree that the timeframe should not be this year or next. 
Recommendation 1.16 can be a subcategory of 1.14, or at least something to consider when addressing 1.14. 

• In order to flatten the Duck Curve and achieve GHG reduction goals, V2G export with on-site storage is critical, and 
CPUC should resolve this with Battery Net Metering policy, while not giving credit for electricity downloaded from 
grid for on-site storage. 

• 24/7 CAISO settlement is a barrier to storage participation in wholesale market. See Electrify America ESDER 4 
comments on allowing compensation above Net Benefits Test threshold at 
http://www.caiso.com/InitiativeDocuments/ElectrifyAmericaComments-EnergyStorage-
DistributedEnergyResourcesPhase4-RevisedStrawProposal.pdf, Some trials are underway.  As implemented should 
protect information security and ratepayers through cost recovery.  

• Some trials underway.  As implemented should protect information security and ratepayers.  
• Some trials underway (such as SDG&E V2G School Bus Pilot).  As implemented should protect ratepayers and 

address metering and settlement issues. 
• More clarification would be welcome on the basis for valuing V2G exports and under what tariff or contract those 

exports would be credited (e.g. 
• NEM, RA, etc.).  Similar to 1.16, Some trials underway.  As implemented should protect information security and 

ratepayers.  
1.15 • It would be helpful if additional context was provided- are the applications/proposals currently not approved 

promptly? Is there a structural reason why and that should be the policy recommendation? 
• Time-varying (and ultimately location-varying) rates for EVs should be implemented ASAP to avoid grid instability 

and to send appropriate price signals for flattening Duck Curve. 
• EV rates for residential and commercial customers are critical for supporting EV infrastructure deployment. 
• Not well-defined recommendation. Rate case litigation and discovery due process exists for a reason. 
• Any adopted process must still allow record to be built and provide adequate time for parties to provide input. 

Furthermore, the CPUC should prioritize some EV rates over others based on need and demand. Is this 
recommendation also proposing a change in the process to approve time-varying EV rates (e.g. using a Tier 3 
Advice Letter process instead), or just that the CPUC should prioritize the Proposed Decisions of EV rates over 
other proceedings? What is action for the CPUC from this recommendation? 
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• CCAs are not required to get CPUC approval for rate changes, making CCAs a potential fast track approach to 
experimenting with TOU rates as long as they aren't confusing to customers in a shared bill environment.  

1.16 • Eventually this credit will need to be identified, and I agree that the timeframe should not be this year or next. 
Recommendation 1.16 can be a subcategory of 1.14, or at least something to consider when addressing 1.14. 

• Disagree because of the "full retail rate" provision in the response by VGIC to PUC comments. This has been a 
contentious topic of disagreement in the past, and it might compromise the ability to reach consensus and make 
progress on V2G among all involved parties. 

• In order to flaten the Duck Curve and achieve GHG reduction goals, NEM creidt for V2G exports is critical, and 
CPUC should resolve this with Battery Net Metering policy, while not giving credit for electricity downloaded from 
grid for on-site storage. 

• This is relevant to rule 21 proceeding.  Need to be implemented to protect ratepayers and security, relevant to 
rule 21 proceeding.  Need to be implemented to protect ratepayers and security, As implemented should protect 
ratepayers and address metering and settlement issues. 

• The disagreement score could be changed to agreement if the issue of cost-shift created by the current NEM 
tariffs is addressed. Until then, we do not support NEM for V2G. 

• Similar to 1.14, This should be carefully examined to negative impacts on utility customers, as NEM is already a 
significant cost shift putting upward pressure on rates for other customers.  

• CCAs can also implement this for customers, relevant to rule 21 proceeding.  Need to be implemented to protect 
ratepayers and security, CPUC is in process of reforming NEM tariff.  Expanding NEM tariff will create a hidden 
subsidy and shift costs to customers who are unlikely to be able to take advantage of this program 

1.17 • This could be reoriented to be not technology-specific, but customer-specific, e.g. schools. 
• Not clear what type of tariffs exactly, and why or how those tariffs would be unique to School Buses specifically, 

SBUA believes this is an important component of V2G rates which are time-variant and location-variant. 
• Better to focus on deployment of school buses now than get caught up in the V2G credit value.  
• This is relevant to rule 21 proceeding.  Need to be implemented to protect ratepayers and security, relevant to 

rule 21 proceeding.  Need to be implemented to protect ratepayers and security, School Bus V2G currently being 
trialed in SDG&E Pilot. 

• There does not need to be a specific EV school bus rate (i.e. only school buses and maybe an additional small 
subset of customers). A dynamic rate could prioritize attractability to school buses, but all or most V2G use cases 
should be eligible. 

• Not in favor of a rate or tariff that is specific to a single vehicle class.  Also, need to define what benefits or 
applications the tariff would aim to capture to better ID what the policy solution would be (e.g. 

• NEM or RA credits for exports) 
• Worth exploring 
• Disagree with sector-specific carve-outs in general, relevant to rule 21 proceeding.  Need to be implemented to 

protect ratepayers and security. 
• Should these tariffs be specific to electric school buses or all V2G applications? 

1.18 • Sounds like a solid policy recommendation. 
• Is there a downside to making the EV charging tariffs more complex for customers to understand? Will this add 

confusion for customers on how to best charge their EVs? 
• SBUA believes this is a solid transition step towards real-time dynamic pricing which varies with both time and 

location. 
• Similar to 1.11, Not sure transit fleets would easily be able to participate in these events. 

1.19 • As written, it doesn't seem actionable without specifics.  
• This isn't a recommendation in and of itself, but it is critically important as a framework. Recommendation 2.07 

falls within a PBR framework. Our organization has done a lot of work on this topic: 
https://energyinnovation.org/what-we-do/power-sector-transformation/ratemaking-and-utility-business-models/ 

• Very complex subject - would need coordination between LSEs to ensure metering technology has similar 
capabilities. 

1.20 • Not clear what type of tariffs exactly, and why or how those tariffs would be unique to School Buses specifically. 
• MHD tariffs needed to provide accurate price signals reflecting time- and location-specific costs to grid. 
• PG&E and SCE have already implemented commercial EV rates and SDG&E is working on their own. Whether or 

not these commercial EV rates are sufficient for MHD and all fleets is yet to be seen. 
• High-Power charging rates already in effect for most of California. Medium/Heavy duty part of same scope and 

reduction of demand charges critical, Two IOUs have commercial EV rates and the other IOU's proposal is being 
considered, sothis isn't critical. 

• 2 IOUs have commercial EV rates and the other IOU's proposal is being considered, so not critical 
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• This needs clarification of how such tariffs need to be different from currently proposed or implement commercial 
EV rates. The success metric also needs to be more specific (e.g. by quantifying # of customers participating in 
V2G, GHG reductions, etc.), See answer to use case 1.07.  

• Disagree with sector-specific carve-outs, 2 IOUs have commercial EV rates and the other IOU's proposal is being 
considered, so not critical 

• There are specific tariffs for medium/heavy duty vehicles but not for light duty fleets.  This might be beneficial. 
Dynamic rates don't work for fleets, in general. May work in limited applications, many fleets don't have ability to 
switch charging outside of a few hour window.. b/c of the ratio of battery size/ vehicle and the dwell time is much 
lower than LDVs 

• We have created EV commercial rates. This recommendation is not applicable to us for future strategy and for the 
integration of VGI.  

2.01 • This may be a medium-term recommendation related to DERMS and DSO business models - applicable to all DERs 
(we all want this!), This recommendation needs a bit more context. It sounds like a DR recommendation but needs 
more framing to determine what the real suggestion is. 

• How would that be different that the current setup of utility DR programs, like CBP? Do all DERs receive the same 
signal (i.e. the signal is technology agnostic)? Or the signal would be specific for EVs? 

• Wholesale LMP rates may achieve same objective if passed onto allow behind-the-meter storage to optimize 
charging or export. 

• Is this saying that EVs should be considered DERs in a wider market place and given equal footing with other DERs? 
If so, yes Strongly Agree, but not sure if this is the intent 

2.02 • I'm not sure I agree with the timeframe on this, as most EVs as storage uses are farther out, but I agree that 
eventually EVs should be used as storage and if so, be able to receive the value they're receiving. 

• Just note this is very different than SGIP for co-located stationary storage with EV chargers. 
• V2G technology is still mostly in development and seems like funds would be better spent on pilot programs until 

it is ready to commercially scale more broadly. 
• This overlaps with other SGIP policy proposal. 
• Consider whether receiving SGIP should obligate customer to participate in programs. Should protect ratepayers 

and address metering and settlement issues. 
• More details are needed to determine whether we support, but cost-effectiveness should be evaluated and 

program must be designed to prevent cost-shifting. 
• overlaps with other SGIP policy proposal, Inappropriate to fund EVs from SGIP.  SGIP is established by legislature 

for specific technologies and specific purposes.  VGI OIR is inappropriate forum to consider changes to SGIP 
program.  

2.03 • Need further clarification of how P4P would be structured optimally, and whether EE funds could be allocated if 
IDSM benefits achieved. 

• Establishing baselines by creating charging headaches may impede SB350 and EV adoption goals. 
• Support pushing load at workplaces to midday.  While SCE is currently doing this in their Charge Ready Demand 

Response Pilot, more demonstrations are needed to see if rebates or TOU rates  are best.  TOU rates are likely 
lower cost. 2.03 fits better under #7 

• More details are needed to determine support, but cost-effectiveness should be evaluated and program must be 
designed to prevent cost-shifting. 

• Support pushing load at workplaces to midday.  More demonstrations are needed to see if rebates or TOU rates  
are best.  TOU rates are likely lower cost. 2.03 fits better under #7 

2.04 • This is done today if the customer wants it.  No policy change needed. Customers get to manage their own load 
and choose low KW.   More education and simple solutions are needed (e.g. use a safety breaker), This is done 
today if the customer want it.  No policy change needed. Customers get to manage their own load and choose low 
KW.   More education is needed (e.g. use a safety breaker), This is done today if the customer want it.  No policy 
change needed. Customers get to manage their own load and choose low KW.   More education is needed (e.g. 
use a safety breaker). 

• There were issues in the Rule 21 WG over whether the IOUs could rely on the solar providers to not produce over 
a stated capacity. Need to see if those issues have been resolved. Whether this recommendation is viable or not 
would likely predicate on that. 

• Critical near-term action the CPUC can explore as part of this WG and the TEF to promote customer choice and 
competition and ensure the lowest-cost integration of EV charging load 

• This recommendation was consolidated into recommendation 2.17, This is done today if the customer want it.  No 
policy change needed. Customers get to manage their own load and choose low KW.   More education is needed 
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(e.g. use a safety breaker), This is done today if the customer want it.  No policy change needed. Customers get to 
manage their own load and choose low KW.   More education is needed (e.g. use a safety breaker) 

2.05 • VGI cannot be easily done with managed charging capability.  
• Agree with Policy Action as stated in column F, but do not agree with comment in column G (What success looks 

like).  Achieving managed charging capability does not necessarily require smart/connected charging 
infrastructure (vehicle telematics). 

• SBUA requests further details and clarification on benefits and costs of managed charging. 
• Requiring managed charging can add unnecessary costs and complexities that can reduce the total number of 

chargers deployed for any given program. "Managed charging" is loosely defined and can mean different things to 
different people. "Networked charging capability" may be a better term. 

• Public charging customers may not have ability to adjust usage and higher differentials may impede EV adoption 
and SB350 goals 

• This is done today in for light duty vehicle pilots as an established market.  The adoption of this requirment may 
hinder emerging market growth such as medium and heavy duty. 

• Managed charging capabilities should not be limited to EVSE-centric solutions and technology requirements. There 
are other solutions. 

• Is this addressed in SB676? 
2.06 • VGI cannot be easily done with managed charging capability, so taxpayer/ratepayer money shouldn't be spent on 

equipment that isn't future-proofed. 
• What does "smart" entail? What is the list of criteria to qualify charging infrastructure as "smart"? 
• Achieving managed charging capability does not necessarily require smart/connected charging infrastructure 

(vehicle telematics).  Any managed charging through infrastructure MUST take into account customer travel needs 
and/or EV energy considerations. 

• Public charging customers may not have ability to adjust usage and higher differentials may impede EV adoption 
and SB350 goals,  

• Several markets such as off-road charging is better served for VGI using indirect means such as TOU rates.  This 
action needs more clarification to carve out appropriate market segments 

• Agree, but as written this isn't a policy action for the CPUC.  Similar to 2.05, Government should be cautious of the 
potential chilling effect continuous introduction of new requirements can have on EVSE industry.  

• Managed charging capabilities ensures that EV charging can be managed in a way to minimize adverse impacts to 
the grid. Note that this capability will future proof the infrastructure to ensure this capability is available when grid 
constraints arise.  

2.07 • Doesn't that exist today? Through existing and piloted DR programs? 
• Baselines are an issue for any demand response for charging; whether residential or public, Similar to 1.18? 
• Demand reduction technologies should extend only to residential, workplace, and fleet use cases.  
• Demand response today allows for EVSE participation today. We recommend improving current DR programs 

today. For example, the CPUC could adopt EVSE baselines (as approved by CAISO). More likely midterm.  
2.08 • Would be good to delve into the specifics, would emphasis V2GX component, Coordination is required across LSE 

efforts, standards and title development, market messaging, etc.   Cost recovery issues to be worked out.  
• Coordination is required across LSE efforts, standards and title development efforts, market messaging, etc.   Cost 

recovery issues to be worked out.  
• Needs coordination and more details on how it would be implemented and how it aligns with other policies. 

2.09 • School buses are a near-term V2X possibility, so existing and potential pilots should be leveraged.  
• Need more details on what is meant by school bus charging solutions. 
• Are there any additional steps that need to be taken for this proposal, besides what is being considered in the 

draft TEF? 
• The answer here might just be "EPIC", Already programs for this, A Rocky Mountain Institute December 2019 

report "Reducing EV Charging Infrastructure Costs" (https://rmi.org/insight/reducing-ev-charging-infrastructure-
costs/) has determined that soft costs are a significant bottleneck for deployment. We would need some more 
clarification details on the recommendation for utilities to establish dedicated School Bus charging programs and 
VGI roadmap for School Bus charging.  

2.10 • Standardized templates are always helpful to streamline service connections as well as DER interconnections, This 
seems like it could lower soft costs but the recommendation itself needs to be revised to make it more 
understandable. 

• SBUA believes this would be helpful for expediting DER implementation. 
• Interconnections for EVSEs can be difficult to navigate with the utility in the case of V2G type applications. 
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• We support this recommendation to the extent it is feasible. Standardization of design templates that would thus 
reduce engineering design time would ideally also reduce costs for construction. 

• Not clear what the problem statement is here. 
• Standardized Single Line Diagrams (SLD) are being addressed in Rule 21 and Microgrid proceedings. We have 

developed standardized templates for specific project types/tariffs of DERs such as Standard NEM. Standard NEM 
has a high application volume and a relatively low system complexity. Where applicable, We will consider 
expanding the types of DERs that can utilize standard templates. 

2.11 • Dealerships already face challenges in communicating to EV buyers the options such as TOU. More intricate VGI 
options may be outside the skill-set of a typical EV dealership. 

• Not directly relevant to Enel X as an EVSP unless we partner with OEMs / dealers to help achieve these outcomes, 
but we support the approach. .  

• This should be an upstream policy recommendation for the OEMs, not dealers. Dealership managers barely 
understand the minimum of EV knowledge, let alone how to preset these features and explain this to customers. 
Much more work is needed in the short term to get dealerships to understand and sell EVs first.  

2.12 • Would be good to articulate why and how V1G specifically fits within SGIP. 
• Pilots seem more appropriate at this time and ensuring that value of V1G and V2G applications is real and 

accessible before putting more funding into these applications. 
• VGI is a DER and should qualify.  Similar to other SGIP ideas.  It would need to meet rule 21, VGI is a DER and 

should qualify.  Similar to other SGIP ideas.  Would need to meet rule 21, Consider whether receiving SGIP should 
obligate customer to participate in programs. Should protect ratepayers and address metering and settlement 
issues. 

• VGI would need to meet Rule 21 requirements but then should qualify,  
• This recommendation needs further clarification of how it differs from recommendation 2.02. 
• Similar to 2.02.  Not sure about V1G eligibility for SGIP as it wouldn't be "generating" anything, V1G is not storage, 

by any accepted definition. It does not belong in storage-related programs. It is load-shifting. 
• VGI is a DER and should qualify.  Similar to other SGIP ideas.  Would need to meet rule 21, Other IOUs agree with 

adding resources for SGIP for EV as storage. It needs to meet rule 21.  SGIP is based on statute, it may not be 
possible to expand it, or use funds for pilots without legislative direction 

2.13 • V1G is DR, not storage (and CPUC determined as such), and storage mandate is achieved - this would do nothing 
to drive further V1G; V1G targets or carve-outs could be established similar to DRAM budget.  

• Generally I think this makes sense, but I'm not sure the timeframe makes sense- seems further out when EVs can 
be relied on for storage. 

• How would the capacity accounting work? Is the capacity contribution by V1G to meet the storage mandate equal 
to the full battery capacity? Or, is it equal to the average capacity participating in load curtailment? Something 
else? 

• LBL study showed V1G could be more cost effective than varoius other storage options in California, V1G charging 
and stationary storage are not the same thing and should not be treated similarly for the storage mandate. 

• This can be combined with CalETC idea.  Need more details on implementation, can be combined with CalETC 
idea.  Need more details on implementation, Need more details on implementation. 

• appears same/consistent with 2.23, V1G is not storage, by any accepted definition. It does not belong in storage-
related programs. It is load-shifting.  

• can be combined with CalETC idea.  Need more details on implementation, In support of technology neutral 
policies. Needs to details implementation. 

2.14 • This recommendation seems like it's just trying to insert the use case framework into all TE systems. I find the use 
case framework burdensome-- it's extremely detailed but adding that much detail doesn't provide much added 
value. I don't think it should be inserted in all TE decisions just because. 

• This could provide further clarity regarding cost effectiveness of transportation electrification, It is not clear that 
there exists a cost-effective VGI use case in every situation. Not every TE program or project need have one. 
Deploying EVSE and reducing GHG emissions is the priority. VGI is a means to an end, not an end in and of itself. 

• We agree with the value of documenting the use cases. However, we need to evaluate any proposed subsidies for 
the VGI use cases on a case by case basis before providing support or opposition. 

• Agree with the position that cost-effective VGI must be considered as a foundational element of TE investments 
under the TEF, per SB 676.  Would revise the rec to loosen the prescriptive focus on "priority" or "high value" use 
cases in doing so, given the many subjective interpretations of this. 

• Possible this is referring to another document/the broader policy recommendation made by the same commenter 
2.15 • Not sure of the VGI nexus here nor the basis for incentives.   
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• Currently not much incentive for construction projects to include grid interconnection & EV infrastructure 
upgrades. 

• Siting near grid and where grid capacity is available is a strong method for lowering capital costs of infrastructure 
projects across in the commercial use case, however, implementation of this incentive could be overly 
complicated and unnecessary. Instead, frequently updated capacity maps to guide better siting is a lower cost 
method to guide siting.  

• I had the same initial reaction as the CPUC comment- EVSE projects should be incentivized for taking advantage of  
• Installing and interconnecting EV infrastructure at the same of time of other construction projects can increase 

cost efficiency. 
2.16 • This could go into some sort of "market transformation" category. Although it doesn't say how to get to this point, 

just that it should exist. 
• SBUA believes this should help reduce costs for VGI communications. 
• This lowers cost of networking in two ways - completion between clould aggregators, and through leveraging 

existing low-cost on-vehicle proprietary telematics 
• Lowers cost of networking in two ways - completion between clould aggregators, and piggybacks on existing low-

cost on-vehicle proprietary telematics. 
• Which VGI communication pathways is this recommendation suggesting that EVSEs accept? 
• Agree that this is extremely relevant and important, but ultimately "Disagree" based on the fact that 

communication protocols are supposed to be out of scope for this WG.  Also doesn't seem to tie back to any 
specific VGI use case or application / benefits. 

2.17 • This is similar to Recommendation 2.04 and adds in some building code elements. Generally makes a lot of sense 
to reduce cost and add demand flexibility. 

• SBUA believes this would help cost-justify BTM load management. 
• Being technology agnostic is important to reduce customer confusion and metering/networking cost.  Also will 

need strong regulations and customer oversight along wih marketing/education to ensure that customers will 
comply with safety regs or automatic technology/software to ensure behavior. 

• To reduce customer confusion and metering/networking cost  - being technology agnostic is important.  Also need 
to comply with safety regs or automatic tech/software to ensure behavior, To reduce customer confusion and 
metering/networking cost  - being technology agnostic is important.  Also need to comply with safety regs or 
automatic tech/software to ensure behavior. 

• This needs clarification of how it differs from Recommendation 2.04. We support streamlining EV interconnection 
to the extent possible while maintaining a safe and reliable grid. 

• See comments to no. 2.04, This recommendation should replace 2.04 and 6.05, To reduce customer confusion and 
metering/networking cost  - being technology agnostic is important.  Also need to comply with safety regs or 
automatic tech/software to ensure behavior, To reduce customer confusion and metering/networking cost  - 
being technology agnostic is important.  Also need to comply with safety regs or automatic tech/software to 
ensure behavior 

2.18 • This recommendation seems to be conflating port count with load management. Generally I think 
Recommendation 2.04 and 2.17 (mostly 2.17) are stronger on the load management language. But I don't disagree 
that single port chargers don't make a ton of sense cost wise (and usually design wise). 

• Any managed charging through infrastructure MUST take into account customer travel needs and/or EV energy 
considerations. 

• Adaptive load management improves infrastructure’s ability to more efficiently absorb excess daytime solar 
power, resulting in reduced loads during peak hours. 

• Industry trends are currently tracking towards power sharing; however, a requirement beyond current program 
guidelines could actually hinder deployment as current and near term commercially available products sufficiently 
meet EV demands. 

• Applies to all locations even large homes. 
2.19 • Market needs to decide where to site EV charging infrastructure as well as the power level. 

• More info needed about best locations to locate EV charging stations. 
• Many factors go into station design so while capacity maps are helpful, these cannot be the only determinant in 

where stations are located. 
• Seems logical enough - just how to implement where sites/installers are free to do what they want so what is the 

policy directive here? 
• Do not see the VGI nexus here.  Also disagree that this is an issue for CPUC regulation, both at a site level or for 

broader EV infrastructure deployment or transportation planning -- economics should dictate this automatically. .  
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• Clarify "higher level kW charging" as DC fast charging. See suggestion 2.15. A lowcost, easy to implement 
recommendation would be capacity maps. Lead times for capacity improvements on the utility distribution 
network have been consistently longer, especially in urban areas that see the highest percentage of ZEVs and 
therefore have the greatest need for more ZEV infrastructure, but these urban areas are also 
where capacity issues are likely to be the most prominent.  

• SB 350 and the DCFC program already address this and projects are well underway. 
2.20 • This is related to Recommendations 1.01 and 7.06 because they both relate to stationary batteries co-located with 

DCFC. I think it makes sense and there should be further consolidation. I think rebates make more sense than rate 
design (noting this if further consolidating is done). I'm not sure if "SGIP-style" is ideal or not, worth discussing.  

• I believe this is already the case - for example, Electrify America already does this. 
• SBUA believes this need to also consider SGIP for Type 2 charging when Type 3 isn't cost justified. 
• Electrify America is an SGIP participant for pairing storage with DCFC 
• More details are needed to determine support, but cost-effectiveness should be evaluated and program must be 

designed to prevent cost-shifting. 
2.21 • Clarity on whether for distribution/local AS or CAISO AS, but such a program is worthwhile to further scope and 

develop, Sounds like a solid policy recommendation. 
• Achieving managed charging capability does not necessarily require smart/connected charging infrastructure 

(vehicle telematics).  Any managed charging through infrastructure MUST take into account customer travel needs 
and/or EV energy considerations. 

• We expect fairly low revenue to a typical site host for this. Transaction costs for resource certification and other 
requirements would need to be extremely low for this to be viable.  

• Some use cases for this action may require V2G pushing this further out on the timeline (i.e. > 2023), Some use 
cases for this action may require V2G so this is further out on the timeline, Some use cases for this action may 
require V2G so this is further out on the timeline. 

• Some use cases for this action may require V2G so this is further out on the timeline, Payments should be based 
on the benefit the resource provides - and an extra premium should not be paid for certain technologies to 
provide this service. CAISO procures A/S and has set forth the requirements to provide those services. IOUs have 
enabled EVs to provide grid services through all source RFOs for distribution deferral services which EVs are able 
to bid into.  

2.22 • IOUs have their annual DIDF RFOs for all DERs and we are supportive of EV/EVSP specific RFO - however, it may be 
worthwhile to consider alternative sourcing mechanisms as RFOs have proven challenging for DERs, Solid 
recommendation, needs to make sure that the RFO is oriented for EVs specifically and not generally DERs. 

• Maybe start with a pilot? 
• How is this different than demand response to mitigate upgrades? 
• Third parties can currently participate in the Demand Response Auction Mechanism (DRAM).  New EV specific 

policy isn't needed.  Resources should be tech agnostic. 
• Tie-ins with 2.04 and 2.17.  The DIDF / IDER should be equipped to consider VGI solutions for NWA procurements 

that look to defer distribution upgrades.  Enel X far prefers the tariffed load management solutions proffered in 
2.04 and 2.17 to a carve out in DIDF for VGI, 3rd parties can currently participate in the Demand Response Auction 
Mechanism (DRAM).  New EV specific policy isn't needed.  Resources should be tech agnostic, Utility distribution 
deferral RFOs have been available to all DERs that meet the grid need identified. We disagree with VGIC’s 
recommendation for EVs to receive preferential treatment in solicitations as all DERs should have an equal playing 
field when bidding into distribution deferral projects. 

2.23 • V1G is DR, not storage (and CPUC determined as such), and storage mandate is achieved - this would do nothing 
to drive further V1G; same as 2.13 above 

• This is nearly identical to Recommendation 2.13, except for timeframe, and I think this timeframe is more realistic. 
• How would the comparison be done between VGI and battery storage if VGI is provided in V1G mode only? Would 

the cost-effectiveness of choosing VGI vs. battery storage be determined based on $/kWh? $/kW? Some other 
metric? 

• See previous comment, v1g is different than v2g, supply is not the same thing as less demand, LBL study showed 
V1G could be more cost effective than various other storage options in California. 

• V1G and V2G are not the same as stationary storage and should not be treated as equivalent at this time. 
• appears same/consistent with 2.13, See comments to no. 2.13, V1G is not storage, by any accepted definition. It 

does not belong in storage-related programs. It is load-shifting.  
2.24 • I amended this slightly for readability and re-submitted a couple of times: "Align LCFS smart charging framework 

with IOU TOU rates." I'm worried without this amendment that this won't make a ton of sense to survey 
participants. 
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• SBUA recommends this be consistent with, and reinforce, CARB requirements. 
• Also needs alignment with CCAs and other LSEs that might be providing 0 CI energy products 
• Needs clarification CARB's program is statewide and changes quarterly.  Might not be possible to do this as IOU 

and POUs rates are different mechanisms on smart charging effectiveness back to CARB to align with their rules 
LCFS rules. 

• See Recommendation 7.02, This policy recommendation is unnecessary because the current LCFS regulation 
already requires those generating credits via the smart charging pathway to be on an IOU TOU rate if available 

3.01 • FERC would reject a technology-specific tariff as being discriminatory - V1G can participate through DR pathway 
and the focus should be on expanding access instead to be non-discriminatory within PDR model, It's possible that 
Recommendation 2.01 might align with this recommendation. 

• Do the utilities have the technical capabilities to track and then manage EV load on the distribution grid? At what 
level of granularity? Maybe this is a 3-5 years kind of recommendations? 

• SBUA supports the need to answer CPUC questions to determine feasibility. 
• More details are needed to determine support. Questions posed by the CPUC should be answered. 
• This recommendation needs fundamental revisions.  CAISO ESDER is for WS market pathways that IOUs have 

nothing to do with. 
• Utility demand response programs as-written do not preclude participation by aggregations of EVs.  
• Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for 

aggregators of wholesale services  
• What is being proposed is CPUC jurisdictional, not CAISO jurisdictional as a part of ESDER 4.   

3.02 • Technical discussions needed, As long as the telemetry upholds measurement and standards testing as other 
metering types, this seems generally useful. 

• SBUA request more details on benefits and costs. 
• Agree with CAISO (Peter Klauer) that to reach large scale adaption,  TOU and dynamic rate are most important 

with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large scale TOU and 
dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer 
(CAISO) that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of 
wholesale services. (No response to Q2), More details are needed to determine support. Questions posed by the 
CPUC should be answered. 

• Telemetry can allow for non-hardware approaches to VGI for residential customers. More collaboration or 
regulation is needed with OEMs to make data streams available to aggregators.  

• Olivine stated this is actually allowed now, have not gotten a clear picture of this. Still investigating. 
• Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for 

aggregators of wholesale services 
3.03 • Generally creating more value opportunity at the wholesale market level seems useful. Recommendation 2.21 

might add some specificity to this general recommendation. 
• Agree with CAISO (Peter Klauer) that to reach large scale adaption,  TOU and dynamic rate are most important 

with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large scale TOU and 
dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer 
(CAISO) that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of 
wholesale services. (No response to Q2), The problem statement here needs revising.  Enel X already provides 
services in RT energy markets via managed charging.  V1G is also already able to provide certain AS (spin, non-
spin) through PDR 

• Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for 
aggregators of wholesale services 

• Needs clarity on CAISO market mechanisms to enable it. 
3.04 • V2G should have both pathways available to them, but this may be more of a question of which to work on first to 

fix, I think this recommendation makes sense but again I recommend not forcing the use case framework into 
every policy decision. 

• Policy clarification could accelerate V2G PDR market. 
• Agree with CAISO (Peter Klauer) that to reach large scale adaption,  TOU and dynamic rate are most important 

with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large scale TOU and 
dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer 
(CAISO) that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of 
wholesale services. (No response to Q2), No further comments. 

• Related to nos. 3.07, ### below.  Agree much work is needed on WS market pathways to provide RA thru 
aggregated BTM V2G (and storage broadly)  
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• A note that you can already provide DA energy through V2G in PDR -- it's just that you can't export power to the 
grid to do so.  

• Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for 
aggregators of wholesale services, Given RA paradigm is undergoing substantial change, this VGI proposal may 
require substantial rethinking. 

3.05 • Is the first saying that CAISO should allow for that or currently allows for that? I'm not sure how EVs would 
participate in a market without participating in a market. 

• SBUA recommends there be more info provided about this proposal. 
• Agree with CAISO (Peter Klauer) that to reach large scale adaption,  TOU and dynamic rate are most important 

with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large scale TOU and 
dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer 
(CAISO) that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of 
wholesale services. (No response to Q2), No further comments. 

• Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for 
aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer (CAISO) that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate 
are most important with some need for aggregators of wholesale services 

3.06 • What's the current threshold? Why is this threshold meaningful? 
• Agree with CAISO (Peter Klauer) that to reach large scale adaption,  TOU and dynamic rate are most important 

with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large scale TOU and 
dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer 
(CAISO) that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of 
wholesale services. (No response to Q2), FERC 841 requirements should result in this change happening in the 
next year anyway, Nuvve is happy to withdraw this recommendation, Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large 
scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with 
Peter Klauer (CAISO) that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for 
aggregators of wholesale services 

3.07 • This recommendation seems useful in promoting MHDV & fleet applications of V2G. 
• Why the focus exclusively on "separately metered"? Shouldn't all customers with V2G capabilities be able to 

participate in these grid services and wholesale energy markets? 
• Agree with CAISO (Peter Klauer) that to reach large scale adaption,  TOU and dynamic rate are most important 

with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large scale TOU and 
dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of wholesale services, Agree with Peter Klauer 
(CAISO) that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for aggregators of 
wholesale services. (No response to Q2), No further comments. 

• Related to no. 3.04 above.  Lots of pieces here and the call for clarification is meant to further crystallize the asks.  
Echo the need for a new MUA proceeding. 

• Agree with Peter Klauer that to reach large scale TOU and dynamic rate are most important with some need for 
aggregators of wholesale services, Given RA paradigm is undergoing substantial change, this VGI proposal may 
require substantial rethinking. 

4.01 • Similar to what I have written on other use-case recommendations, I don't think the framework adds a lot of value 
and it seems like some of these are promoting the framework for the sake of the framework and nothing else. 

• SBUA believes this would provide greater clarity regarding relative cost effectiveness of use cases, can be 
combined with CalETC idea 

• Need is clear.   
Consider 3rd party approach to accelerate analysis (i.e. not volunteers). 

• This WG should also inform the IOU TEPs in addition to what is being proposed in the TEF (e.g. development of 
pilots, program requirements). 

• Not sure who would sign up for this task force, nor the purpose such analysis would serve.  Any cost-effectiveness 
analysis of VGI should be coordinated through the TEF following the CPUC's implementation of SB 676.   

4.02 • I don't think it's feasible to prevent more limited EVSE from being sold. But I think it aligns in intent with 
Recommendations 2.05 and 2.06, where government should not use ratepayer/taxpayer money on EVSE that does 
not have managed charging capabilities (at a minimum). 

• The ability to provide energy services can be equally initiated and built into the car, through telematics. The 
market, and customers, should decide whether they want to participate in energy services through "smartness" in 
the EV, in the EVSE, or not at all. 

• Achieving managed charging capability does not necessarily require smart/connected charging infrastructure 
(vehicle telematics). 
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• Makes sense and would be helpful.  Need more clarification regarding which EVSE L2 stations are most effective 
for energy services. 

• potential cost implications / alternatives exist, This recommendation appears to be under the jurisdiction of the 
CEC. 

• Similar to no. 2.05 above.  Agree with the proposed requirement for smart chargers but not sure if it is out of 
scope here, along with the mentions of comms protocols, This will destroy the developing EVSE industry in 
California, Similar to 2.06  Managed charging capabilities ensures that EV charging can be managed in a way to 
minimize adverse impacts to the grid. 

• However the ability to receive utility signals may not be required for all managed charging use cases. (e.g. in some 
cases "set and forget" may be sufficient).  

4.03 • That's quite high kW charging for home chargers. Is this recommendation saying there should be policy support for 
or against the installation of those systems? 

• SBUA requests more location-specific data for which locations would benefit most from mitigating high kW 
charging. 

• Worth further investigation. 
• We oppose the imposition of demand charges on residential customers. 
• This can have a large potential impact due to the amount of charging occurring in homes and due to the fact that 

form ost EV drivers 10-19kW cjarging is overkill. 
• large potential impact due to the amount of charging occurring in homes.  
• Large potential impact due to the amount of charging occurring in homes. 
• Rate design, policies and cost responsibility for primary and secondary distribution upgrades through Rules 15/16 

(or any new tariff developed through the TEF), and proactively distribution planning should adequately address 
these challenges.  Otherwise CPUC policy should aim to accommodate, and not stifle, customer choice of different 
charging levels, which is purely market driven. .  

• large potential impact due to the amount of charging occurring in homes  
4.04 • Similar to what I have written on other use-case recommendations, I don't think the framework adds a lot of value 

and it seems like some of these are promoting the framework for the sake of the framework and nothing else. 
• Need to add Societal Cost Test to other CPUC cost tests (TRC, RIM, PAC) to get full picture of actual cost 

effectiveness. 
• Current utility programs funded through ratepayers are based on SB 350.  A cost-effective metric would require 

legislative input/changes.  
• VGI working group should not be assessing via cost-effectiveness whether or not action should be taken. Action 

should instead be taken to level playing field and allow access/participation, then allow EVs to compete, Test for 
ratepayer funded programs should be SB350 and not a new cost-benefit metric  

4.05 • This sounds like a great pilot/funding opportunity to support electric MHDV. 
• Related to 2.09.  Could be taken up in EPIC 

5.01 • Not sure what warranty has to do with CPUC policymaking - not sure what this convening achieves; better to 
create programs, pilots, and technical pathways, Automakers seem to be the limiting factor for why V2G 
applications are not more readily available. 

• Staying within battery warranty limits can vary significantly by automaker and is not a clear-cut topic.  A lot of 
discussion would be needed. 

• SBUA believes this needs to be addressed at local government permitting level. 
• As noted in the "barriers" section this may or may not be actionable directly by the CPUC. 
• Seems to veer too much into CPUC regulating the auto industry" territory, Automaker warrantee is a much larger 

process, better to get sweeping agreements. Customer purchase of bi-directional equipment not relevant to 
warranty, TBD 

5.02 • Do this in near term in Microgrids Track 2, Details of the exact objectives of the pilots need to be worked out, 
although those can be forthcoming. 

• This is a near-term priority for Peninsula Clean Energy. This recommendation should apply to both residential and 
non-residential customers and begin with demonstrations. CCAs can facilitate these pilots for key residential 
customers (e.g. medical baseline) and commercial (e.g. critical facilities), Application of EV for PSPS 

5.03 • Support Title 24 reform as well as using pilots to validate use case to inform standards development 
• This generally makes sense but more specificity would be nice. Is it just asking for inverters? 
• SBUA supports and notes this will take several years. 
• Technical requirements and standards should be developed for homes in risk areas that are possible going to use 

EVs as a back-up storage unit. 
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• Agree that this is immediately needed, especially to address PSPS events.  More clarification sought on the specific 
problem statements and what needs to change in R21 v Title 24, and in external / non-state codes and standards. .  

• Technical requirements and standards should be developed for homes in risk areas that are possible going to use 
EVs as a back-up storage unit. 

6.01 • School buses are a near-term V2X possibility. This could be combined with Recommendation 2.09. 
• School bus pilots needed. Need to change local permitting in some cases. 
• Need to be sure that with any V2G requirement or managed charging that upfront costs and overall costs are 

managed appropriately and are not prohibitive to EV bus adoption. .  
• Schools have budget constraints.  Additonal regulation may hinder EV market growth in this sector. 
• potential cost implications 
• there are already multiple V2G school bus funded project. We need to move beyond pilot/demonstration phase.  

6.02 • SBUA supports replacing diesel buses with electric buses as crucial. 
• Schools have budget constraints.  Additonal regulation may hinder EV market growth in this sector. 
• An issue for CARB and not CPUC; VGI nexus not apparent.  

6.03 • This needs more framing, not sure the meaning. But skeptical about forcing use case framework. 
• SBUA believes more details for these use cases, and greater awareness of benefits and costs, is needed. 
• SB 350 has the criteria for assessment of IOU programs.  EPIC also has similar rules. 
• SB 350 is criteria for assessment of IOU programs.  EPIC has similar rules, SB 350 is criteria for assessment of IOU 

programs.  EPIC has similar rules. 
• Our understanding is that the recommendations filled out in the "Policy Category" sections are the recommended 

use cases, Possible this is referring to another document/the broader policy recommendations made by the same 
commenter, SB 350 is criteria for assessment of IOU programs.  EPIC has similar rules 

6.04 • Not entirely clear how NEM fits in with EVs here - is this a rates or interconnection recommendation? 
• As written this recommendation makes it sounds like there is already NEM for EVs which I don't believe to be the 

case. The timeframe for determining a crediting system for V2X seems premature.  
• This would help reduce much confusion among public about NEM programs and rates. 
• Could use clarification and refinement. Lots of different ideas here. 
• many different ideas here, needs simplication/clarification on EV applicability 
• The disagreement score could be changed to agreement if the issue of cost-shift created by the current NEM 

tariffs is addressed. Until then, we do not support NEM for V2G. 
• Similar to 1.14 and 1.16.  More clarity sought on use case tie-ins with NEM tariff, or what specific values / 

applications are being chased, many different ideas here, Any simplification of NEM should be done in NEM 
proceedings.  CPUC is engaged in NEM reform now. NEM should not be extended to EVs in any case 

6.05 • V2G standards for AC are in process at SAE (J3072). V2G interconnect standards for DC are in place. 
• I'm not sure what this means. 
• SBUA believes this needs clarification. 
• No further comments. 
• This recommendation was consolidated into recommmendation 2.17 

6.06 • This would be more appropriately written as V1G and V2G 
• This recommendation lacks specificity but generally it makes sense. I think it could be broken out into building 

codes and interconnection. 
• If conduit/wiring for EVSE installed is already capable for V2G, & only a paper study is needed, this should be 

straight forward. 
• The building code has some of this.  However could add in such things as safety isolation device added, Building 

code has some of this, but could have safety isolation device added in addition to raceway, Building code has some 
of this, but could have safety isolation device added in addition to raceway. 

• Is the actionable item for the CPUC the text written in the "What Success Looks Like" section? 
• Building code has some of this, but could have safety isolation device added in addition to raceway 

6.07 • I think that the state goal/target should be established following the pilots. 
• Should be mid-term not short term.  Needs smaller pilot (e.g. EPIC).  10MW is overly prescriptive within 1.5 yrs 
• Besides some of the targets, this needs clarification of how it differs with recommendation 5.02. 
• Similar to 5.02, but focuses on FTM rather than BTMs sectionalized MGs,  
• Why not vehicle-to-building? Think large fleets, large vehicles, large warehouses that aren't necessarily true 

"micro-grids"  
6.08 • This was combined with 8.01 to form 9.01. 

• Barrier of applying CalGreen to existing schools. 
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• Calgreen would have the lead on this effort. 
• FYI - this is a CalGreen assignment not the utilities in the lead.  
• Support CalGreen, but utilities do not set these standards. 
• Not sure of the VGI nexus here, nor the CPUC role.  Also not sure the degree to which school buses will charge at 

schools v. charging depots, Schools should receive support in the form of vehicle replacement planning, 
infrastructure planning, energy management, etc. 

• which CCAs can do. Make ready should also be future-proof for bi-directionality.  
• FYI - this is a CalGreen assignment not the utilities in the lead  

6.09 • See our comments above on NEM export credits - storage and VGI are not eligible in itself unless tied to NEM-
eligible solar (see our informal comments), This is related to Recommendation 6.04. 

• Cost recovery issues need to be worked out.  This use case so be developed to protect ratepayers and meet rule 
21, etc.  

• Cost recovery issues to be worked out.  Should protect ratepayers and meet Rule 21, etc. Billing and settlement 
issues must be addressed. 

• Need clarification of how this differs from many of the other NEM recommendations. 
• Similar to 1.14, 1.16, and 6.04 on V2G and NEM.  Standalone storage paired with PV is already NEM eligible, Cost 

recovery issues to be worked out.  Should protect ratepayers and meet rule 21, etc  
6.10 • This is being worked on by the SAE J3072 committee, Seems like a worthy recommendation. 

• Need cooperation and collaboration from all stakeholders. 
• Progress on standards development identified in Rule 21 and AC V2G working group report is supported.  
• Support progress on standards development identified in Rule 21 and AC V2G working group report.  
• Support progress on standards development identified in Rule 21 and AC V2G working group report. 
• We agree with the need to enable the interconnection of AC mobile inverters. However, the CPUC has already 

taken action on this through the creation of the V2G AC Working Group, which recommended needed standards 
modifications to enable AC mobile inverter interconnection. What additional actions are being recommended 
here? 

• We note needed clarification here as it's not only a CPUC R21 issue but also an issue for SAE, IEEE, and UL (also 
NEC?).  A big yet very important development and coordination issue.  

• Calling out existing Working Group 3 activity, Support progress on standards development identified in Rule 21 
and AC V2G working group report  

6.11 • V2G standards for AC are in process at SAE (J3072). V2G interconnect standards for DC are in place. 
• These are important topics but this recommendation isn't a recommendation, just topics to be addressed. 
• Can the required collaboration be achieved? 
• Ultimately Neutral because Enel X doesn't believe the pursuit of a V2G AC interconnection pathway should be 

contingent upon outcomes from this WG.  Auto OEMs need such a pathway to provide a long-term signal to 
capture the value, which does not require an outcome from this WG to demonstrate.   

7.01 • Public charging customers may not have ability to adjust usage and higher differentials may impede EV adoption 
and SB350 goals. 

• This policy has three separate idea.  Each should be evaluated on their own merits.  Some ideas could be ranked 
higher, three separate ideas should be surveyed instead of one idea; some ideas could be ranked higher 

• Three separate ideas should be surveyed instead of one idea; some ideas could be ranked higher. 
• multiple policy recommendations here, Ratepayer-funded programs should not explicitly subsidize specific 

companies. 
• three separate ideas should be surveyed instead of one idea; some ideas could be ranked higher 

7.02 • SBUA believes this may be difficult to administer, but supports because it could have substantial societal benefits. 
• seems like category 11 for non-VGI specific idea.  
• Arguably belongs in Category 11, No further comments. 
• seems like category 11 for non-VGI specific idea.  
• CPUC should stay away from policy decisions related to LCFS except in the case of the programs that relate to LCFS 

that the utilities already receive from residential applications. 
7.03 • EPIC already has this aim but might as well continue to push for VGI applications. 

• Need collaboration between CEC and CPUC, covers a few different ideas, Covers a few different ideas, No further 
comments. 

• Would want to better understand what the overall objective is here -- to enable high value yet high cost / hard-to-
implement UCs? 

• What does this add that current CEC program/upcoming program not have? 
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• covers a few different ideas, Same comment as below: ensure that these funds are not duplicating research 
currently being undertaken by the national labs. 

7.04 • This is not a bad idea but EVs are different than stationary systems, especially in the short-term. This could be 
integrated with Recommendations 2.13 and 2.23. 

• funding opportunity mentioned by CEC seemed focused on MHD, this is really for LDV, SBUA notes that further 
knowledge and details about stackable value streams are critical for VGI value proposition. 

• seems like other ideas under SGIP reform, Similar to other SGIP-reform ideas. 
• No further comments. 
• Similar to other suggested pilots for V2G school bus demos, fleets, and FTM/BTM MGs.  Clarity sought as to the 

forum for the pilot and tested Use cases and applications. 
• V2G qualifies as storage already in California, there is no reason to demonstrate that it can compete with 

stationary storage, it will either meet technical requirements for procurements or it will not. 
• seems like other ideas under SGIP reform 

7.05 • Sounds like a solid policy recommendation. 
• Value on testing V2G for Municipal fleets 

7.06 • This aligns with Recommendations 1.01 and 2.2, SBUA requests more details on how this applies to V1G. 
7.07 • Sounds like a solid policy recommendation. 

• It is not clear whether utilities are capable of doing this today, or in the timeframe proposed. This might be better 
suited for 2-5 years from now? 

• Aggregation and capacity mapping can also be done by OVGIP using vehicle telematics.  So, this proposal should 
be opened up so it is not exclusive to networked infrastructure providers/operators. 

• SBUA notes that this needs more details, but seems worthwhile. 
• This is OK for pilots and determine how to get dynamic information.  If executed on all efforts must be subject to 

consumer privacy laws 
• OK for pilots; existing ICA maps are not dynamic; needs to be subject to consumer privacy laws 
• This is already possible: The mapping of EV resources is the job/business model of the aggregator-means definition 

will commoditize that, and aggregator resource assessments can be coordinated with 2030.5 resource lists as IOUs 
transition to it. 

7.08 • I don't know the specifics of CalETC's proposal but generally using CEC funds for VGI makes sense. 
• This would help close the gap on VGU benefits and costs. 
• This is really one of the most key next steps IMO -- we've learned a lot through recent pilots but there is a great 

deal more to learn in just the next few years that can help to guide next steps for CA. 
• More clarification needed on the end-use of the types of data analyses that would occur with this funding. .  
• Extensive request that has been addressed in studies, modelling, demonstrations etc already 

7.09 • I don't know the specifics of CalETC's proposal but generally using CEC funds for VGI makes sense. 
• SBUA believes this needs to show cost justification to confirm $50 M program requirement, VGI pilots and 

demonstrations are a good way to prove technical feasibility and value of different applications to drivers. 
• No further comments. 
• VGI working group should not be assessing via cost-effectiveness whether or not action should be taken. Action 

suold instead be taken to level playing field and allow access/participation, then allow EVs to compete 
7.10 • This makes sense although I think using the very detailed use case framework could take away from the 

effectiveness of this. 
• This should help clarify value proposition of use cases. 
• We support the proposed 3rd party VGI net value analysis. 
• The need for this should be considered through the CPUC's implementation of SB 676 through the TEF, VGI 

working group should not be assessing via cost-effectiveness whether or not action should be taken. Action suold 
instead be taken to level playing field and allow access/participation, then allow EVs to compete, NREL is already 
doing a lot of research in the VGI space and could be a great resource, they may already have a lot of useful data 
this working group hasn't had access to. Certainly would be able to collect and filter market sensitive data about 
costs that the sub-group wasn't able to do.   

7.11 • Great idea. 
• SBUA believes this would help cost-justify TE impact on grid. 
• We support this proposal, as it will allow for a better understanding of the indirect impact of EVs on ratepayers. 
• Grid planning assumptions beyond 5 years are entirely speculative.  Need to better clarify the objectives of such a 

long-term planning analysis. .  
• Extensive request that has been addressed in studies, modelling, demonstrations etc already 
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7.12 • Not sure how technically feasible this is but in the medium-term it might be doable, also it would help keep costs 
down. 

• SBUA requests more detail on the proposal. 
• Public charging customers may not have ability to adjust usage and capacity management may impede EV 

adoption and SB350 goals. 
• no response from Nuuve to CPUC questions, Similar to a CalETC comment. 
• Very much in line with other line items on standards adoption for certifying load management systems.  However, 

would stress that the capabilities have been demonstrated and not sure of the need for a pilot in this arena. 
• See LEO project in UK usign Piclo distirbution-level market platform, no response from Nuuve to CPUC questions. 
• Not clear enough. 

7.13 • I'm not sure the feasibility or long-term benefit in making ratepayer money more accessible. 
• Would the IOUs still go through a stakeholder engagement process, to solicit feedback and partnership with other 

industry players? (Hoping the answer is Yes). 
• SBUA believes there needs to be more details on where and how streamlining of approvals is feasible. 
• Does the Advice Letter process proposed by the Draft TEF address this recommendation? 
• CCAs are fast moving and well positioned to lead on technology demonstrations for VGI with their customers.  

8.01 • I submitted a combined version of this recommendation with 6.08 which is Recommendation 9.01. 
• Not sure of the VGI nexus here.   

8.02 • Sounds like a solid policy recommendation. 
• Accessibility to EV TOU rates should not necessarily be predicated on a sub-metered circuit.  See Policy 

Recommendation 1.04. 
• Would help reduce barriers to EV TOU rates applied via submetering. 
• We note that there are recommendations for and against submetering and think further discussion on this could 

be useful. 
• PEV submetering effort is ongoing and a workshop is coming up May 22 where an initial protocol will be discussed. 
• workshop coming up May 22 and protocol is being finalized.   See CalETC alternative proposal, Workshop coming 

up May 22 and protocol is being finalized.   See CalETC alternative proposal. 
• not clear on the connection with submetering, No further comments. 
• Critical for MUDs to receive TOU rates for charging that doesn't occur on their meter, workshop coming up May 22 

and protocol is being finalized.   See CalETC alternative proposal 
8.03 • The recommendation is not clear. 

• SBUA believes this needs more supporting details. 
• Not enough info on this proposal to make a more definitive response. 
• No response from Nuuve to CPUC questions - Hard to rank until we know more, Not clear exactly what is meant 

even after CPUC questions 
9.01 • This is a consolidation of 6.08 and 8.01. 

• This seems to support EV infrastructure more broadly and does not seem directly tied to VGI. 
• Utilities support CALGreen standards but do not set standards. 
• Unsure of the VGI nexus here. 

9.02 • I'd expand this to VGI, not just V2G. 
• Should be expanded beyond just V2G - also V1G and benefits of electrification in general. 
• SBUA believes greater public awareness is needed, but hard to cost justify without tangible easy-to-quantify 

benefits, V2G education is definitely needed. 
• Could be combined with 9.03 
• Important, but many regulatory/technical priorities remain ahead of public awareness 
• We agree that ME&O is important in general but will need to evaluate on a case by case basis whether ratepayer 

funds is the most appropriate method to fund the ME&O. 
• This should not be a stand-alone policy. V2G education to gov fleets should be part of a larger outreach, vehicle 

replacement and infrastructure planning effort.  
• Could be combined with 9.03, helping fleets understand that spending more up-front to acquire V2G can pay off 

over time is critical  
9.03 • Makes sense for customer adoption. 

• SBUA supports ME&O as valuable, but difficult to demonstrate the benefits. 
• We agree that ME&O is important in general but will need to evaluate on a case by case basis whether ratepayer 

funds is the most appropriate method to fund the ME&O. 
• Critical to ensuring success in the TEF and in the CPUC's implementation of SB 676 
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10.01 • I don't disagree with statement, but it's not a recommendation. 
• VGI is helpful in meeting GHG reduction goals. 
• Public charging customers may not have ability to adjust usage and forced VGI load management may impede EV 

adoption and SB350 goals. 
• This is THE MOST important recommendation. While VGI may have some value to the grid, the focus of TE efforts 

and infrastructure must be to reduce emissions of GHGs and criteria air pollutants from transporation. 
• define actionable priority, No further comments. 
• Would amend the policy action and success to reflect the requirements of SB 676 and how it's implemented as 

part of the TEF, Not sure what this is recommending 
10.02 • Framework can be helpful but it is not always very accessible or actionable - we shouldn't be beholden to using 

this if it boxes conversations in, I've noted above about not over-emphasizing the use case framework just for sake 
of reinforcing it. 

• SBUA believes this could be useful framework for identifying most valuable VGU use cases, framework appears to 
be default foundation already, Using a consistent framework to communicate VGI use cases will better ensure 
policy efforts are aligned. 

• This seems to be more a recommendation about the VGI valuation framework rather than specific policy actions 
to enable VGI use cases and unlock value.  The VGI valuation framework is indeed a helpful tool to characterize 
use cases and approach the question of VGI value.  Ultimately, though, the CPUC should consider the approach 
and results from this WG, alongside other relevant considerations, in its VGI policymaking under the TEF.  

10.03 • It generally seems like an okay idea, but I think that this should be some sort of competitive solicitation rather 
than just handing over public funding to OEMs and EVSPs. 

• SBUA believes this is worthwhile but need more details. 
• Too prescriptive, and no clear pathway or authority for implementation. 
• Needs clarity on which types of partnerships should be prioritized for which specific VGI use cases. But yes, 

relationships with CCAs are critical.  
• How does this differ from existing consortium-formation activities? 
• there are many types of entities that can be involved in pilots--not necessarily automakers or EVSPs. Large, 

sophisticated fleets of all kinds can likely participate w/ out either of those, for example.  
10.04 • A little vague but yes more coordination would be good especially with regard to infrastructure planning and 

support efforts 
10.05 • This is not a policy recommendation. 

• Not sure if this is just a general comment on the workload? 
• Needs clarity or specificity of issues that should be addressed.  May be duplicative of precious item (10.04) 

10.06 • Not sure what this is, I'm not sure what this recommendation is getting at. 
• Recommendation not clear. 
• SBUA believes this needs more details about Virtual Genset model. 
• CPUC questions were not answered.  It makes it hard to definitively respond to this policy. 
• Amzur doesn't answer CPUC questions 

10.07 • Agree with the spirit of the recommendation, but more specifics would be important to make the 
recommendation actionable. 

• Which regulations of EVSE VGI capabilities are most important to modify? 
• Keeping it simple helps more EVSE infrastructure get deployed near term. 
• Already requirements by CPUC on EVSE, but CEC and CARB don't, more specifics would be helpful 
• This recommendation needs clarification to be actionable by the CPUC, e.g. examples of past over-regulation, or 

things the CPUC should not regulate. 
• Stating "disagree" solely from the angle of HW reqs and comms protocols being out of scope fort this WG, Applies 

to all EVSE, but particularly to VGI EVSE, particularly considering calls in this group and others for all EVSE to have 
VGI capabilities, Already requirements by CPUC on EVSE, but CEC and CARB don't, Without clarity it is difficult to 
assess the impact of this proposal. Generally it is a bad idea to overregulate, but CPUC should rely on expertise to 
determine what is necessary to ensure safety, reliability, affordability and to address consumer protection. This is 
especially important with small market entrants. 

10.08 • Rule 21 Working Group 1 activities for 'like for like' modifications and notification requirements should be 
extended for V2G 

• This is being worked on by the SAE J3072 committee 
• Unsure of the merits of doing this. 
• Can you please provide more detailed explanation of what is meant by second interconnection? 
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• Seems reasonable but need more details,  
• This needs to follow Rule 21 mobile inverter standards effort. 
• More clarification on the specific ask.  E.g., need to confirm that this doesn't rise to the level of a "material 

modification" that would trigger a new interconnection study under Rule 21. .  
• I think what they're saying is you shouldn't need a new interconnection study if a fleet/ customer acquires a 

vehicle w/ V2G capability where they previously had only V1G.  
• This recommendation should be addressed in a Rule 21 Working Group because it would involve adjusting 

interconnection rules 
10.09 • My understanding is that this is controversial and I think it needs to be evaluated outside of the survey. 

• Open standards are critical. 
• Generally support open standards, but the policy description in column F should be more prescriptive. In addition, 

any EVSE should abide by the SB454 Open Access regs developed by CARB.  
• VGI should utilize (or modify) existing standards for utility communcations with DERs and Load management 

rather than develop a new VGI standard. (E.g. IEEE 2030.5, OpenADR etc.) 
• Utilities should not be required to integrate with multiple proprietary protocols or vendor specific APIs. 
• More specifics would be helpful 
• Comms protocols are out of scope for this WG. .  
• Need clarity on which types of integrations are needed here beyond OCPP. 
• Aren't required standards generally already open? 
• VGI should utilize (or modify) existing standards for utility communications with DERs and Load management 

rather than develop a new VGI standard. (E.g. IEEE 2030.5, OpenADR etc.) 
• Utilities should not be required to integrate with multiple proprietary protocols or vendor specific APIs. 

10.10 • My understanding is that this is controversial (the standards part) and I think it needs to be evaluated outside of 
the survey. 

• Achieving managed charging capability does not necessarily require smart/connected charging infrastructure 
(vehicle telematics). 

• SBUA believes this is critical, but need more details on benefits and costs. 
• Public charging customers may not have ability to adjust usage and forced grid services may impede EV adoption 

and SB350 goals. 
• There exist many markets for grid services in CA. These markets may induce EVSE site hosts to install systems with 

such capabilities. If the revenues are not enough, or the site hosts simply do not wish to do so, they should not be 
mandated to. See our comment on D54 too: OCPP makes sense for public networked chargers so that site hosts 
aren’t locked into vendors, but again, mandating it for all L2 EVSE is not appropriate. Other standards are still too 
early to mandate and the market needs consensus from both Auto OEMs, Utilities, and EV Charging Networks. 

• CPUC questions were not answered.  It makes it hard to definitively respond to this policy.  Additionally, a pilot is 
needed to determine which energy services has market pull.  

• potential cost implications / multiple consideration here 
• This needs clarification of how it differs from Recommendation 4.02, besides applying to ML EVSEs rather than L2 

EVSEs. 
• HW reqs and comms protocols are out of scope for this WG. 
• Over-specification should be avoided.  

10.11 • I think a vast majority of HL charging stations can provide energy services. I'd need to understand if this effectively 
does anything. 

• Not clear on the reasoning behind this recommendation. Need further explanation. 
• SBUA supports this as critical, but need more details on benefits and costs. 
• Public charging customers may not have ability to adjust usage and forced grid services may impede EV adoption 

and SB350 goals. 
• There exist many markets for grid services in CA. These markets may induce EVSE site hosts to install systems with 

such capabilities. If the revenues are not enough, or the site hosts simply do not wish to do so, they should not be 
mandated to. See our comments on D54 too: OCPP makes sense for public networked chargers so that site hosts 
aren’t locked into vendors, but again, mandating it for all L2 EVSE is not appropriate. Other standards are still too 
early to mandate and the market needs consensus from both Auto OEMs, Utilities, and EV Charging Networks. 

• CPUC questions were not answered.  It makes it hard to definitively respond to this policy.  Additionally, a pilot is 
needed to determine which energy services has market pull.  

• potential cost implications / applicable to any >500 kVA load? 
• This needs clarification of how it differs from Recommendation 4.02, besides applying to HL EVSEs rather than L2 

EVSEs. 
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• HW reqs are out of scope.  Disagree with any kind of compulsory requirement for EVSE energy service provision.  
Provide EVSPs with rates, tariffs, programs, and market pathways and they can decide to provide energy services.  

• Over-specification should be avoided.  
10.12 • Sounds like a solid policy recommendation. 

• Best if combined with CalETC's VGI Data Program task force.  
• As long as the recommendations can be acted upon by the parties receiving the reports and are policy based in 

nature, this task force can be successful in identifying and removing  technological barriers currently present in the 
EV space. 

10.13 • Sounds like a solid policy recommendation. 
• Best if combined with CalETC's VGI Data Program task force.  
• SB 1183, Best if combined with CalETC's VGI Data Program task force  

10.14 • Sounds like a solid policy recommendation. 
• Best if combined with CalETC's VGI Data Program task force.  
• SB 1183, Best if combined with CalETC's VGI Data Program task force  

10.15 • Sounds like a solid policy recommendation. 
• Best if combined with CalETC's VGI Data Program task force. 
• SB 1183, Best if combined with CalETC's VGI Data Program task force  

11.01 • This relates to Recommendation 1.01. 
• Need to better understand demand responsive component that gets scaled with utilization; utilization may vary 

over time (up and down) depending on whether new stations are built around this one and use case etc. 
• Cost-causation might not be met with this proposed policy. 
• We support the reduction of demand charge, but not the elimination. Distribution costs vary more closely with 

demand than with system-wide TOU pricing signals, so some demand-based charges can be justified. This 
recommendation needs further specifics to be actionable. The CPUC appears to already be aware that demand 
charges can be prohibitive for public and commercial EV charging. Is this proposing specific changes beyond the 
IOUs' proposed and implemented commercial EV rates? 

• Needs to be revised to reflect previous and current work on commercial EV charging rates across the three IOUs, 
as well as how the draft TEF proposes to handle rate design issues.  That said, not a super clear nexus with VGI.          

• Depends on other rate design factors, Additional optional rate options in addition to what has already been 
approved by the CPUC could be beneficial.  

• At this time, our rates are sufficient to achieve what I believe the intent of the policy is, but the policy is 
contradictory from beginning to end. 

11.02 • Need more details on how the LCFS benefits could be shared between host site and EV owner 
• Unrelated to VGI. 
• This isn't a VGI policy (not really VGI). CARB already gives the credit to the site host who then decides who to share 

it with, if anyone 
• If by site host, residential charging is meant, then this sharing is about to occur via the Clean Fuel Rewards 

program. 
• Recommend providing the information in the "Notes" Section into the "Policy Action" section. 
• This already exists for LCFS -- in as much as default credit generators are able to assign rights to 3rd parties to 

monetize, in exchange for reducing the up-front cost of EV installations.  Not sure what the problem statement is 
unless the intent here is to make it compulsory.    Also, no clear VGI nexus.  

• This would require changes to CARB regulation and would be extremely difficult to do if the technology to 
accurately and easily track usage is not available  

11.03 • What can the CPUC do here? 
• SBUA believes more details are needed on which permits need to be streamlined and how. 
• May or may not be related to VGI specifically. 
• Permit issues are an impediment to public EV charging infrastructure and cause unnecessary costs and delays, 

Outside scope of VGI WG. 
• No clear VGI nexus. 
• While not in CPUC's jurisdiction, EVgo recognizes the work being done in the state to permit streamlining. 

Permitting remains extremely critical to ensuring projects are able to move forward in an expedited manner & not 
unnecessarily delayed/halted.  

• Would support VGI significantly  
11.04 • Need closer look at ADA requirements that sometimes are very burdensome without corresponding benefits for 

disabled drivers. 
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• Unrelated to VGI. 
• Outside scope of VGI WG. 
• No clear VGI nexus. 
• Results from this finding should inform other state policy such as technical requirements in CEC funding that 

requires parking to be reconfigured (such as funding requirement that require stations to be shared instead of 
individually assigned. The former triggers an ADA upgrade, the latter does not).  

• Would support VGI significantly  
11.05 • Perhaps utilities can be partners for make-ready and necessary electrical upgrades? 

• SBUA strongly supports this to help ensure EVSE is installed in public parking spaces where beneficial. 
• This is already proposed in the Charge Ready 2 proposal. 
• Outside scope of VGI WG. 

 5105 
  5106 
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ANNEX 12:  POLICY SURVEY RESULTS GRAPHICAL DISPLAYS (SURVEY QUESTIONS Q1, Q2, Q3) 5107 
 5108 
A total of 28 responses to the survey were received, with most responses containing answers for all 109 5109 
policy recommendations. Responses were received from CalETC, CESA, Charlie Botsford, Electrify 5110 
America, Enel X, Energy Innovation, Engie, EVGo, Fermata, Ford, GM, Greenlots, Kitu Systems, LADWP, 5111 
MHDV Team, NRDC, Nuvve, PAO, Peninsula Clean Energy, PG&E, Plug In America, SBUA, SCE, SDG&E, 5112 
Sumitomo, Tesla, Tim Lipman, and UCS.  The identities of respondents in survey results are currently 5113 
being kept anonymous. 5114 
 5115 
The individual survey submissions are available for viewing in the Policy Recommendations and Use Case 5116 
Assessment Database (3000 records), including all the individual comments for each policy 5117 
recommendation.  5118 
 5119 
The average score for each question Q1, Q2, and Q3 is given in the Policy Survey Results database (109 5120 
records one for each policy recommendation), including the number of survey responses tallied for a 5121 
given policy recommendation. 5122 
 5123 
The graphs below show the distribution of scores for Q1, Q2, and Q3 for each policy recommendation. 5124 
And the attached three graphics convey the mean score for Questions Q1, Q2, and Q3 for each policy 5125 
recommendation. The survey questions and responses were as follows (see Annex 3 for more details): 5126 
 5127 
Q1. Do you agree or disagree that this recommendation will advance VGI in California? 5128 
 5129 

5 - Strongly agree 5130 
4 – Agree 5131 
3 – Neutral 5132 
2 – Disagree 5133 
1 – Strongly disagree 5134 

 5135 
Q2. How clear, understandable, and policy ready is this recommendation? 5136 
 5137 

5 - Perfectly clear and policy ready 5138 
4 - Sufficiently clear and policy ready 5139 
3 - Needs some clarification 5140 
2 - Needs substantial clarification to be policy ready 5141 
1 - Needs to be re-written or re-thought 5142 

 5143 
Q3. How critical and relevant is this policy to meeting your organization's own VGI objectives? 5144 
 5145 

5 - Extremely critical and relevant 5146 
4 - Critical and relevant 5147 
3 - Not critical but still relevant 5148 
2 - Might be relevant 5149 
1 - Not relevant 5150 

 5151 
Q4. Any other comments on this recommendation?   Include any notes about how you see this 5152 
recommendation connected to any of the other recommendations, including overlaps or 5153 
complementarities. 5154 
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